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ABSTRACT
In the current global market conditions, organizations worldwide often need to come
together in order to bid for, and execute projects whose requirements go beyond their
individual competencies. Collaborative Networked Organisations (CNO) in their
various forms of manifestation (such as Virtual Organisations or Professional Virtual
Communities) are recognized to offer an advantage in a competitive situation by
capitalising on the overall pool of knowledge existing in the participants. However,
CNO set-up and operation includes human aspects, such as establishing partner trust
and a sense of community, obtaining commitment from management, or learning about
the knowledge and culture of other potential partners, which can only be effectively
addressed in time. Similarly, CNO technical aspects such as the establishment of agreed
business practices, common interoperability and distributed collaboration infrastructures
require time that may not be always available. 'Business ecosystems', 'breeding / nesting
environments', or 'company networks' may enable a prompt formation of CNOs;
however, they need to be supported by effective reference models containing methods
describing CNO set-up and operation. Unfortunately, such reference models are often
rather generic and thus must be first specialised for the particular purpose - which
requires user proficiency in the use of these reference models.
The research described in this dissertation has attempted to determine whether it is
possible to construct a step-by-step meta-methodology - that is, a method on how to
create methods directly applicable for the design and operation of specific CNOs and
their breeding environments (BEs), and to determine what factors may significantly
influence this endeavour.
The main finding of the research (checked and triangulated in simulations and field
tests) is that it is possible - and useful - to build a meta-methodology that integrates and
abstracts knowledge relating to BE / CNO creation and operation in a set of steps with
associated applicability rules. The choice of architecture framework elements in the
development of the meta-methodology and the creation of the particular models has
been found to be an essential factor in the meta-methodology feasibility.
The outcomes of the research described in this dissertation have taken the form of
theoretical contributions to the enterprise architecture body of knowledge, but also of
practical CNO / BE -specific set-up and operation methods, thus fulfilling the dual
imperatives and purpose of the action research stance adopted by the researcher.
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Introduction to the Research

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION TO THE RESEARCH
1.1

RESEARCH CONTEXT AND ORIGINS OF STUDY

The progress of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and the Internet has
provided

the

technological

infrastructure

for

worldwide

cooperation.

Thus,

organisations can now come together for the purpose of tendering and executing one-ofa-kind (OKP) or repetitive projects, irrespective of their physical location and appear as
one indivisible entity to the outside environment (client, suppliers, etc). Collaborative
Networked Organisations (CNO) and their forms of manifestations (such as Virtual
Organisations (VO) or Professional Virtual Communities (PVC) created out of
Breeding Environments (BE)) bring about commonly accepted benefits (such as
capitalising on the pool of knowledge and market power existent in the partners) which
give them the edge in a competitive situation. Conceptual models of CNOs are currently
available in various levels of detail. However, there is still a multitude of issues to be
resolved every time a form of CNO is planned, set up and operated. Human processes
such as establishing trust between partners and a sense of belonging to a community,
obtaining commitment from management, or learning about the knowledge and culture
of other potential partners cannot be rushed. Similarly, CNO technical aspects such as
the establishment of agreed business practices, common interoperability and distributed
collaboration infrastructures (Camarinha-Matos & Afsarmanesh, 1999) require time that
may not be always available. 'Business ecosystems', 'breeding / nesting environments'
(Camarinha-Matos, 2002), or 'company networks' (Globemen, 2000-2002) allow for
such processes to be accomplished in advance and thus enable the prompt formation of
CNOs; however, they need to be supported by effective reference models containing
methods describing CNO set-up and operation. The currently available reference
models however, are rather generic and thus must first be specialised for the particular
purpose. This task requires user proficiency in the modelling methods and underlying
concepts of the chosen reference model (s).
In conclusion, currently one has to devise a creation (and possibly operation)
methodology for each particular collaborative network, taking into account specific
details of the future CNO, such as the network's purpose, size, relation with its BE (if
applicable), etc.
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This research originated in the realisation that the above-mentioned problem could
perhaps be solved by providing an approach to promptly devise specific CNO creation /
operation methods for particular projects, on the basis of existing architecture
frameworks' (AF) components, a set of applicability rules and the practitioner's domain
knowledge. In addition, previous action research (AR), case studies and conceptual
work in the AF and VO domain by (Globeman21, 1999) / (Globemen, 2000-2002)
consortiums (Vesterager et al., 2001) and others (Bernus et al., 1998; Noran, 2001) has
provided a starting point in identifying and articulating the research question.
1.2

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

This dissertation proposes the concept of a meta-methodology, i.e. a method on how to
create design and operation methods for specific CNOs and their BEs. A method
produced in this way is essentially a CNO-specific process, and should be able to be
integrated with (or exported into) project management tools; in addition, it could
recommend other relevant CNO aspects that may need to be modelled and propose
relevant formalisms (and tools supporting them) for this task.
The research attempts to answer the question whether such a meta-methodology can be
built, and what factors may positively influence such an endeavour. Thus, a model of a
possible meta-methodology will be progressively built and repeatedly validated,
internally and externally. Internal validation will use simulation, while the process of
external validation is expected to employ field testing combined with case studies.
Thus, the outcomes of the current research will take the form of theoretical
contributions towards the enterprise architecture body of knowledge, but also practical
BE / CNO-specific set-up and operation methods. The nature of the research problem
and the duality of the necessary outcomes have led to the adoption of AR (McKay &
Marshall, 2001) as the research strategy of choice, as described in Chapter 2.
1.3

STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS

The Thesis is composed of eight Chapters, essentially following the research strategy
developed and described in Chapter 2.
The introductive Chapter 1 starts by providing a primer to the current research by
describing the theoretical and practical problems that have led to the formulation of the
research topic and the research approach. This is followed by the explanation of the
research objectives and the expected applicability of the research outcomes. The
following section of Chapter 1 contains a summary of the most important research
2
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findings, structured on chapters. The introduction closes with a high-level description of
the Thesis structure.
Chapter 2 outlines the research design, starting with the research question. This is
followed by the research assumptions, which identify the researcher's biases, research
stance and approach, including ontological and epistemological assumptions and ethics
of research. It is then described how the adopted epistemological stance has influenced
the adoption of idiographic research methods. Further on, Chapter 2 gives a descriptive
list of the accepted and rejected research methods and data gathering methods, along
with associated rationale for the choices. The theoretical model adopted in the study is
described next, illustrating the way it has answered the need for a generalised
framework able to contain all the necessary AF elements involved in the study
(methodologies, reference models, etc). In conclusion, Chapter 2 gives a pictorial and
textual description of the research approach adopted, which is also subsequently
reflected in the Thesis structure.
In this study, a literature review was deemed necessary in order to identify the stateof-the-art in AFs and their suitability for specific enterprise architecture (EA) tasks. In
addition, this step was essential in building a structured repository of architectural
artefacts needed by the meta-methodology in the process of building the specific CNO
creation / operation methods. Chapter 3 performs a critical literature review of the
major existing and emerging AFs, systematically analysing each framework in relation
to the theoretical model chosen. 'Compliant' modelling tools (i.e. based on the reviewed
frameworks) are also briefly described. The depth of the AF study goes beyond mere
review; thus, it also attempts to uncover the existence and completeness of the
theoretical foundations of the studied AFs, such as ontologies and metamodels.
The iterative AR approach adopted in this study (Galliers, 1992; Noran, 2001; WoodHarper, 1985) contains a dual cycle, reflected in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.
Chapter 4 describes the inner research cycle, where the meta-methodology has been
developed by using conceptual work and tested by simulation on an imaginary VO, in
order to promptly achieve the degree of refinement necessary for the outer cycle. The
simulation approach involved has allowed the rapid development of a metamethodology prototype, without resource-intensive requirements typical of field testing.
The prototype obtained in the inner cycle has then been used in a first field test
described in Chapter 4. This test has confirmed the feasibility of the concept, but has
also outlined shortcomings of the current prototype. The CNO creation method
3
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produced by the application of the meta-methodology prototype has been used as a
practical example in the context of a larger project for the creation of a Service
Network, which generates Service VOs for specific projects.
A second field testing was deemed as necessary in order to further refine the prototype
and to triangulate the meta-methodology concept. For optimal triangulation, the second
case study has been chosen to contain a very different setting to the first. Chapter 6
describes in detail this second field test, which has produced a method applied for the
creation and operation of a VO in the higher education sector.
Reflection on the results and consequent refinement of the meta-methodology content
has occurred after each iteration, whether in the inner or the outer cycle. Triangulation
has been performed after the first and second field tests. However, after exiting the AR
cycles, there was a need for a final refinement and critical assessment of the work
performed in order to integrate the individual reflections and refinements of the AR
cycles. This work is contained in Chapter 7.
The overall conclusions drawn from the study support the feasibility and usefulness of
the meta-methodology concept, although more work is needed for further development,
implementation and maintenance of the meta-methodology. These conclusions and
potential future work are contained in Chapter 8.
The Appendices contain further detail on the material contained in the Thesis, such as
the complete set of activity model diagrams used in the case studies, questions used in
the interviews, lower levels of decisional models details, etc
1.4

ASSESSMENT OF THIS THESIS

The research question and the research approach adopted in this study reflect the dual
contribution that this research aims to make to the community: theoretical and practical.
The choice of AR has also been favoured by the dual background of the researcher engineering and information and communication technology (ICT).
Therefore, the author wishes that the research described by this Thesis be assessed as
an engineering work with theoretical benefits. According to engineering best practice,
the Thesis rigorously follows the steps and cycles defined in the research design
described in Chapter 2, and triangulates the research outcomes twice, in crucial phases
of the study.
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CHAPTER 2

RESEARCH DESIGN
2.1

INTRODUCTION

This thesis describes a research performed in the area of enterprise architecture. Not yet
fully acknowledged as a school of thought, the enterprise architecture area integrates
knowledge from information systems, software engineering and project management, in
the form of an overarching framework. Enterprise Architecture is closely related to the
information systems discipline, simply because the information system has always been
an essential and inseparable component of any business aspiring to a lasting presence in
a competitive environment.
2.2

RESEARCH QUESTION

The research question addressed by this Thesis is as follows:
Is it possible (and useful) to build a step-by-step methodology describing how to
construct directly applicable methods for specific enterprise architecture projects ?
with a secondary research question in the form of:
What factors may significantly influence such an endeavour ?
The nature of the research question(s) suggests the use of a qualitative research
approach. In addition, a brief investigation of the research context that has prompted the
main research question (refer Chapter 1) shows that the theory testing involved in
finding an answer to the research question is likely to be of practical use. Thus, the main
research question appears to provide a good opportunity to employ Action Research,
which allows for both practical problem solving and generating and testing theory
(Eden & Chisholm, 1993; McKay & Marshall, 2001).
2.3
2.3.1

RESEARCH ASSUMPTIONS
Introduction

Although closely related to Information Systems (IS), Enterprise Architecture (EA) is a
separate discipline, which deals with the enterprise as an entity which subsumes the IS
among other systems. EA regards the IS as one of the essential enablers towards
achieving an integration of the information and material flows within the enterprise.
EA has not yet developed to a 'school of thought' stage, where it would have a formal
7
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theoretical foundation and an associated set of paradigms. Therefore, in performing
research in EA, one must find 'best matches' in paradigms and research methods from
related disciplines. This may be regarded as both a shortcoming and an advantage; while
it necessitates more effort in finding and adapting relevant research methods, it also
promotes creativity in finding new approaches to answer research problems in this
domain. Thus, the quest to find suitable research 'paradigms' (Hirschheim & Klein,
1989) for this study may in fact contribute towards the advancement of EA as a school
of thought and can be regarded as an additional theoretical contribution to the EA body
of knowledge.
In conclusion, paradigms used in the attempt to classify the IS schools of thought such
as described in (Iivari, 1991) will be considered in deciding upon the research
assumptions and methodologies appropriate and useful to this EA research. However,
the research assumptions and methodologies described in this study are almost certain
to divert from any mainstream IS schools of thought.
It must be also noted that there is a partially acknowledged connection between
research methods and epistemological assumptions (Burrell & Morgan, 1979; Iivari,
1991); thus, adopting a particular epistemological view may bias the researcher towards
particular research methods. The view taken in this study is that such interdependence
and biases are acceptable, if they are clearly stated upfront by the researcher.
2.3.2

Ontological Assumptions

2.3.2.1

View of Data: Constitutive Meanings, Partially Descriptive Facts

Similar to the Software Engineering (SE) school approach (Fairley, 1985; Sommerville,
1989), in enterprise modelling information is an interpretation of reality, a way to
communicate and to achieve a common understanding. However, as (Lehtinen &
Lyytinen, 1986) asserted, a performative function of data also exists, enabling users to
do things - such as simulations, forecasts and operation (e.g. using executable enterprise
models).
Adopting a dual view of the data allows constructing a model that promotes common
understanding (descriptive function of data) while at the same time allowing for
subjective meanings that may construct a possible reality (e.g. forecasts, designs, etc).
The interpretive view of data also allows to construct simpler models targeted to
specific audiences, based on those audiences' knowledge. In case of multiple audiences
however, as it is often the case in enterprise architecture, there may be little shared
knowledge across the enterprise; thus, models need to be fully defined on a degree of
8
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formality ranging from providing glossaries to defining meta-models and underlying
ontologies; this asserts the 'descriptive facts' view of data.
2.3.2.2

The EA View on IS: Technical System and Social System

What is an Information System ? Once again, the EA definition of IS may be based on,
but different to the IS definitions of the established IS schools of thought. While a
complete IS definition is a subjective perception, there may be a number of important
(to EA) views of the Information Systems that together form a definition which best
suits the current study and the broader goals of the EA research stream.
A cluster of 'mainstream' definitions relevant to EA, followed by an original definition
provided in (Bernus & Schmidt, 1998) allows to create a customised IS definition
relevant to this study, as follows:
An information system is a subsystem of an enterprise used to collect, process, store,
retrieve and distribute information within the enterprise and between the enterprise and
its environment (Bernus & Schmidt, 1998), comprising "not only technologies but
people, processes and organisational mechanisms" (Stohr & Konsynsky, 1992), "aimed
at maintaining an integrated information flow throughout the enterprise", providing
the quality and quantity of information, "whenever and wherever needed" (Bernus &
Schmidt, 1998).
In the IS schools of thought there is a multitude of IS definitions which include aspects
of development / lifecycle, secondary components, implications and effects of IS. For
the purpose of EA, such aspects do not need to be part of the IS definition; important for
EA are the functions of the IS, the inclusion of the human / organisational component
and the IS 'mission statement' (the last section of the previously given definition).
From the EA point of view, integration is the goal; IS are the means 1. The view of IS
as "a functionally defined subsystem of the enterprise" (Bernus & Schmidt, 1998)
enables and facilitates a selective application of the IS research methods to the EA
domain. The customised IS definition adopted within this project includes humans and
organisational processes. This leads to a dualistic view of the IS, where mechanistic
(technical), but also utilitarian (users) and reflective (designers) aspects (Swanson,
1988) have to be considered. Thus, from the point of view of this research, the IS (as a

1

the same relation between IS and Information Technology (IT) holds. EA perceives the business change
processes as determining the IS development and (implicitly) the IT requirements (the latter as argued
by (Earl, 1990)).
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fundamental component of the enterprise) exists within a complex organisational,
political and behavioural context 2. The IS plays an essential role in the design and
operation of the target organisation, both as a technical system and as an organisational /
social one (Pava, 1983), depending on the view taken ('tool' or 'institutional', (Iacono &
Kling, 1988)). The theoretical framework adopted for this study (refer Section 2.7)
allows for this dual aspect of the IS in its information / human / production views.
2.3.2.3

View of Human Beings: Voluntaristic with Deterministic Elements

The deterministic view of humans as adopted by the SE and implementation schools of
thought appears to be inappropriate to the EA research stream (and implicitly the
current study). Arguments against a deterministic view of human beings are also present
in the mainstream IS literature: user participation is desirable (Lundeberg et al., 1981),
while user rejection of a technically successful implemented project will ultimately
render it useless (Swanson, 1988).
In this study, it is considered that motivational (e.g. encouraging and inhibiting) factors
present in organisations promote a voluntaristic view of human beings. Therefore, the
adopted view will reflect aspects of Theory Y (McGregor, 1960) according to which
people are voluntaristic in nature but are influenced by context, previous experiences
and other factors (culture etc).
This stance was reflected in the meta-methodology design, where user and
management commitment had to be obtained in several phases of the research (e.g. field
testing). At the same time, previous experiences (e.g. unpopular systems forced onto
staff, which have been unsuccessful) and organisational culture (e.g. entrenched apathy
vs. wide participation, or wide consultation vs. traditional lack of transparency) had to
be taken into account in the research.
2.3.2.4

View of Technology: Human Choice with Deterministic Elements

The field of EA typically displays a variety of technically acceptable solutions.
Therefore, human choice is essential in the adoption of a particular kind of resolution
(e.g. combination of AF elements) to a given EA problem. The adoption of a particular
solution by a group is a result of the interaction of factors such as technical needs but
also individual / group ambitions and beliefs.
Thus, the adoption of an 'umbrella' solution is very much a political process where the
main (and sometimes, otherwise competing) groups of people may identify and confirm
2

view shared by the Decision Support System (DSS) school of thought (Keen & Scott Morton, 1978)
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their contributions to a common overarching framework. By taking into account the
non-deterministic nature of humans, it is possible to achieve a synergy towards an
inherently common, although differently perceived final purpose (in this case true
agreed-upon and meaningful enterprise models and modelling methodologies) 3.
The deterministic elements of technology must also be considered, e.g. in order to
model the effects of externally managed / imposed technological infrastructure, which
often seems to paradoxically be out of the organisation's control although the
organisation is typically supporting the costs, e.g. as client of an ICT provider. For
example, in the case studies there are examples where a deterministic view was best
suited to model an existing situation, while a human choice view was best to design a
desired future (TO-BE) state.
2.3.2.5

View of Organisations: Interactionism, Structuralism to some Extent

The interactionist view of an organisation has a logical connection to the voluntaristic
view of people and the human choice view of technology. A static, structuralistic view
of an organisation allows to construct a stable model; however, organisational culture
and power, politics and "discretionary coalitions" (Pava, 1983) do exist and any effort
towards integration and reconciliation of the existing and emergent models and
modelling methodologies must take this into consideration. In the global market
conditions, organisations are dynamic and in continuos evolution. As a result, the
models built to reflect organisations must either be promptly constructed, defined as a
'snapshot' of the current state and regularly updated, or constructed in a way that reflects
the modelled enterprise over its entire life cycle.
In the current research, the 'structuralism to some extent' approach allows to model the
inherent degree of inertia present in organisations, and user resistance to change that
need to be properly addressed in order to obtain user satisfaction and cooperation in
making organisational changes 'stick'. A structuralist view allows to consider the
organisation 'stable' for limited periods of its life, allowing snapshot models to be used.
In conclusion, the combined approach adopted in this study allows to effectively
model the effects of change processes (such as e.g. governance structure changes) on
organisational culture and behaviour.

3

this is very well reflected in the creation of the theoretical model of this research (ISO/TC184, 2000a)
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Enterprise models are being constructed for various reasons such as (but not limited to)
enhancing the understanding of the enterprise structure, operation and lifecycle,
enabling enterprise operation via executable models, or allowing to test various future
(TO-BE) state scenarios. Invariably though, the declared, implied or emerging ultimate
purpose of enterprise modelling is change. Therefore, enterprise reference architectures
and frameworks actually represent ontologies of change in the enterprise.
Consistent with the ontological assumptions made (e.g. voluntaristic human beings and
technology as a human choice), human perception, interpretation and understanding is
crucial to the development of consistent enterprise models and to a commonly agreedupon, and thus accepted methodology describing how to build specific enterprise
creation and operation methods (hence a meta-methodology). Building 'good methods'
to construct specific models is useless if the intended audience has little or no
understanding of them and as a result the models will be put in a nice display but never
be actually used.
In this sense, an anti-positivistic epistemology has been assumed within this study.
Thus, the extent and means of the formalisation of the AF elements and of the metamethodology steps is decided in view of promoting the shared understanding,
commitment and thus effective use of the resulting meta-methodology as a whole.
Although implicit associations of the epistemology with the research methods exist
(Burrell & Morgan, 1979), the author favours the view of relative independence of the
two (Iivari, 1991). This will allow a degree of flexibility in choosing the type of
research methods that best suits the current research, even if adhering to a particular
epistemological stance.
2.3.4

Ethics of Research

The role of IS science and the values of IS research (Iivari, 1991) have to be ascertained
within the specific context of EA and the current study. While the majority of IS
schools of thought adhere to the means-end orientation, EA has moved towards an
interpretivist approach, questioning the motivation and ultimate purpose / effects of the
enterprise modelling efforts. The direct result of this approach, triangulated in EA by
means of various research methods, has been the view that the fundamental purposes of
enterprise modelling are understanding and change. However, as (Iivari, 1991) states,
practical relevance unavoidably implies a means-end approach.
The value of IS research from the point of view of EA has to serve the interests of the
12
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host organisation (Iivari, 1991), however taking into consideration users and
stakeholders satisfaction. Otherwise, the practical research outcomes would be useless if
not fully understood and accepted by users / decision makers. The (Lucas, 1981) view is
therefore adopted, according to which the users must firstly be satisfied with, and have
favourable attitudes towards the methodologies produced. As a result, they will use
these methodologies and by doing so, will achieve payoffs for the organisation.
In conclusion, the ethics adopted within this study are an interpretative and meansoriented role of IS science and values, supporting the organisational goals and end user /
stakeholder satisfaction.
2.4

RESEARCH METHODS

The research methods chosen partly reflect the adopted epistemological orientation,
while at the same time satisfying the specific needs of the project. In this sense,
conceptual development must be one of the research methods since the project aims to
provide a methodology for designing enterprise modelling methodologies in the context
of a particular EA problem. (Iivari et al., 1998) allow for the development of conceptual
artefacts within their constructive research method type.
Idiographic research methods appear to satisfy best the particular needs of this
research. Their approach of getting close to the subject of analysis and exploring its
background and life history (Burrell & Morgan, 1979) fits the earlier described adoption
of an anti-positivist approach. Therefore, action research and case study (with data
gathered by semi-structured interviews and secondary data) have been chosen.
The researcher has adopted the guidelines contained in (Jick, 1979) for the use of
qualitative research methods and the importance of triangulation and the 'triangulating
investigator' (who establishes the convergence of results) in research.
2.5
2.5.1

OTHER RESEARCH ASSUMPTIONS
Research Paradigm

In view of the previous assumptions, an 'umbrella' research paradigm for this study is
closest to the social-relativist area in (Hirschheim & Klein, 1989), or the interpretivist
domain as defined in (Burrell & Morgan, 1979). Functionalist tendencies are present,
however without necessarily denying the existence of conflict, or automatically
adopting a positivist approach 4.
4

according to critics of Burell and Morgan framework such as (Chua, 1986) and (Nurminen, 1997).
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Structuralist

Subjective
Neo-Humanist

Conflict

Figure 1. Research Paradigm (Burrell & Morgan, 1979; Hirschheim & Klein, 1989).
2.5.2

Role of the Analyst

A clear positioning of the EA analyst in general (and of the researcher in this study in
particular) within only one of the categories defined in (Hirschheim & Klein, 1989) is
difficult to achieve. Thus, the analyst may be seen as a facilitator that generally assumes
an anti-positivistic stance, accepts a constitutive meaning of data and uses a socialrelativist paradigm towards understanding social phenomena. However, the role of the
analyst as systems expert will also be present, in conjunction with the acceptance of data
as descriptive facts and of a 'means-end' IS role.
This combined role must be assumed because in this study, the researcher acts to
facilitate the audience's understanding of the present / possible future structures of their
organisations, by allowing for suitable steps in the meta-methodology steps and
additional modelling aspects and formalisms as seen fit. However, the researcher must
also act as a systems expert in producing a commonly agreed upon methodology model
and associated deliverables.
2.6
2.6.1

CHOOSING THE RESEARCH METHODS
Introduction

The IS research taxonomy presented in (Galliers, 1992) 5 has been used as a general
framework in identifying suitable research approaches for the meta-methodology
development and its subsequent testing and extension. The various phases of the
research have required multiple research methods (refer also (Trauth, 1997)).

5

the taxonomy does have its critics, especially regarding the claimed unsuitability of laboratory
experiments in the field of IS (Jarvenpaa, 1988).
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Accepted Research Methods
Action Research

Action Research (AR) has been employed largely because of the presence of both
theoretical (research) and practical (real-world) problems which need to be addressed
and in accordance with the interpretivist 6 (Burrell & Morgan, 1979) stance taken by the
researcher (Jönsson, 1991; Noran, 2001).
In addition, problems for which previous research has yielded a validated theory are
well suited for the AR (Davison, 2001); the action researcher intervenes in the problem
situation, applying and evaluating the usefulness of the theory provided. The present
study is therefore suitable for AR because a usable theory (GERAM, as described in
Section 2.7.1) has been provided by previous research; this theory needs to be applied
and evaluated in the context of the research problem.
AR is often seen as an iterative process, wherein reflection is the crucial phase
(Davison, 2001). There is also an on-going debate about rigor vs. relevance in the IS
field; thus, IS research has to produce implementable results (relevance to practice)
(Benbasat & Zmud, 1999), while the cyclic character of AR may be used to build the
necessary scientific rigor (Davison, 2001). As a result, both reflection and iteration are
considered equally important to the current research.
AR is a useful qualitative research approach (Baskerville & Wood-Harper, 1996), but
displays a great diversity of methods (Lau, 1997). Therefore, the framework described
in (Chiasson & Dexter, 2001) will be used in order to delineate the particular AR
approach used in the current research. The framework contains four AR characteristics
that may be used to distinguish between various AR approaches, as follows:
• the AR process model (iterative, reflective, linear);
• the structure of each AR step (rigorous or fluid);
• the researcher involvement (collaborative, facilitative, expert);
• the AR primary goals (organisational development, system design, scientific
knowledge or training).
The process model of the AR used in this research includes the repetitive use of a
sequence of activities (iterative AR) and reflection upon the results obtained (reflective
AR) leading to uncovering and resolving potential differences between the theory in use

6

or social-relativist, according to the modified framework by (Hirschheim & Klein, 1989).
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and the espoused theory 7.
A significant factor in the EA research is time. The typical turn-around period for an
EA field test / case study is often measured in years. Therefore, the content, succession
and timing of the AR phases are essential to a meaningful research outcome.
In the current study, the researcher can be seen as a facilitator and an expert (following
the social-relativist / functionalist research paradigm, and the declared role of analyst).
The primary goals in the current research are perceived to be system design, scientific
knowledge and partially organisational development.
(Avison et al., 2001) states several essential issues that need to be addressed for a
successful AR approach, namely initiation, determination of authority and degree of
formalism. Initiation of this research has been both research and practice-driven
(researcher discovered the problem and

vice versa (Root-Bernstein, 1989)). For

example, in the current EA environment, fragmentation, specialisation and
incompatibility of the modelling methods have created the practical problem of what
and how to use, for which problem. The second AR issue, authority determination, has
been straightforward, in accordance with the policies of the hosting organisation.
Finally, the degree of formalism in the current study has been high, with the research
methods and steps rigorously pursued.
In conclusion, the view on AR taken in this research has been that of an iterative and
reflective AR, where the iterations occur in a dual cycle, representing the theoretical and
practical significance of the research undertaken (Checkland, 1991; McKay & Marshall,
2001). This is represented in Figure 2, where the meaning of the symbols is a follows:
• the theoretical framework F adopted is Annex A of ISO15704-2000 (GERAM), as
detailed in Section 2.7;
• the research method MR is AR itself (McKay & Marshall, 2001); within the context
of this research, AR is understood to subsume other research methods;
• the problem solving methodology MPS is the proposed meta-methodology;
• the theoretical problem A is whether a meta-methodology approach to solve the
practical problem (P) is possible;
• the real world problem P is: for a given EA problem, how to combine / apply
existing AF elements to achieve a directly applicable enterprise creation method.

7

theories guiding behaviour vs. theories spoken by the participants (Avison et al., 2001).
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Figure 2. The dual cycle of AR (Checkland, 1991; McKay & Marshall, 2001).
2.6.2.2

Conceptual Development

Conceptual development, as part of the constructive type of research method (Iivari et
al., 1998), has been repeatedly used in this study to produce and refine the metamethodology. Thus, each iteration through simulation or field testing has included a
conceptual development phase as a result of the findings of the reflection that occurred
in the previous cycle.
2.6.2.3

Descriptive / Interpretive Research

This research method has been chosen for use in the critical literature review phase,
allowing the researcher to develop a cumulative knowledge of the enterprise modelling
problems and ensuring that the current research is relevant and builds on previous
achievements (Galliers, 1992). The critical review has also prepared the entry in the AR
cycles by constructing a structured repository of architectural framework elements to be
used by the future meta-methodology.
2.6.2.4

Simulation

According to (Galliers, 1992), simulation is well suited to methodology development
and testing. It is also accepted for theory testing and/or extension. It has been therefore a
clear choice for the meta-methodology prototype testing and development in the early
stages of the research, until the necessary qualitative and detail levels for field
experimentation have been reached.
17
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Field Experiment

Field experimentation (or testing) has been used for the external validation (i.e. out of
the laboratory, in a real-world situation) of the meta-methodology. In the context of this
study, field experimentation has represented the 'action' part of AR. Field testing has
included member checking (Trauth, 1997) as further detailed in Section 2.8.2.8.
2.6.2.6

Case Study

Describing the present states and relevant past events of the organisations involved in
the simulation and field experiments was essential to the development, refinement and
validation of the meta-methodology. In addition, the effects of the methods produced by
the meta-methodology application on the evolution of VO creation projects should also
be investigated. Thus, case study in conjunction with field experimentation has proven
to be a suitable method for this research.
Note that the use of case study is seen in both interpretivist and positivist perspectives.
Thus, case study is used in an interpretive way to explore and generate theory, and to
ask questions. The positivist use of case study involves attempting to find predictable
aspects (so as to infer theory) and testing the proposed meta-methodology.
2.6.2.7

Ethnography

Ethnography as an interpretivist IS 8 research method aims to explore "contextual webs
of meaning" (Myers, 1997), i.e. examine human actions in (a socially constructed)
context, with the intention to enrich the understanding of human thought. The postmodernist (Harvey, 1997) and critical (Myers, 1997) ethnographies are well suited for
the exploration of the complex and changing social context of IS.
Ethnography has been chosen as a suitable method for this research since it may be
used to study the effects on the organisation of the change processes driven by
enterprise models created using the meta-methodology. These studies, which have been
proposed in Section 8.4.1, can provide feedback for future meta-methodology
refinement and fine-tuning.
2.6.3

Rejected Research Methods

The research methods described in this section have been rejected due to clear
unsuitability for the research, or due to the topic of the study. Other methods, although
potentially suitable, have proven to have impracticable requirements or better
8

borrowed from anthropology: "writing about a culture" (Harvey, 1997).
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alternatives that have been adopted instead.
2.6.3.1

Laboratory Experiment

Laboratory experimentation has been considered primarily for internal validation and
meta-methodology prototype testing / extension. Use of laboratory experimentation in
IS is controversial (Galliers, 1992; Galliers & Land, 1988; Jarvenpaa, 1988). Thus,
simulation has been preferred to laboratory experiments.
2.6.3.2

Survey

The survey approach has been abandoned in favour of the critical literature review. A
survey of the major AF research streams has been perceived to be less suitable than a
critical review of the relevant literature produced by these research directions 9. This is
partly because surveys can be influenced by negative factors inherent to the data
gathering methods typically used (questionnaire or structured interviews), such as selfselection and interviewee observation and counteraction of the interviewer strategy.
2.6.3.3

Game / Role Playing

Simulation (positivist) has been preferred to role playing (interpretivist) as a potential
method of preliminary testing and internal validation of the meta-methodology. The
choice has been made primarily due to the object of the test (a methodology).

2.6.3.4

Forecasting / Futures Research

Forecasting (scientific) and futures research (interpretivist) methods appear to be out of
context for the purpose of the current research. Futures Research may however be
employed in the future work if needed in order to reason about possible future trends of
the enterprise modelling framework development and framework interoperability.
2.6.3.5

Longitudinal Research

The longitudinal research approach allows for the measurement of behaviour (involving
several other research methods) at a number of points in time during a finite time span
(Galliers, 1992). However, longitudinal research is typically plagued by high cost,
obsolence, bias and may need extended effort and resources. Nevertheless, longitudinal

9

method employed by e.g. (Iivari, 1991; Iivari et al., 1998) towards identifying IS 'schools of thought' .
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research may be involved in future work, implying further iterations of the metamethodology through field experimentation 10.
2.6.4
2.6.4.1

Data Gathering Methods
Primary Data

The use of primary data (data gathered by the researcher) is desirable, subject to
observing some important weaknesses of their collection methods:
• the use of questionnaires is subject to bias on the respondents' part, worsened by
the self-selection of questionnaire respondents (Galliers, 1992). Other undesirable
effects in using questionnaires may be delays incurred and low rate of response.
• the interview can be affected by hidden agendas and the interviewee observing (and
potentially counteracting) the strategy of the interviewer, all of which would affect
the truthfulness of the answers and thus the accuracy of the data gathered ;
• participant observation can be employed in the field experimentation phase. This
depends heavily upon the research team being representative of the viewpoints in
the research project environment (Trauth, 1997);
• open forums / interest groups: may offer focussed discussion and anonymity,
making use e.g. of the Internet (moderated or not) newsgroup facilities.
Information gathered however may be hard to verify / validate, especially in case
of anonymous contributors.
Some primary data collection has been employed in the field tests in the form of
participant observation and semi-structured interviews, when the author has participated
in working groups in charge of the VO creation method design. In using participant
observation, the researcher has established that the groups were representative of the
viewpoints present in the organisations 11. When using the interview, the researcher has
attempted to take into account any underlying factors that could undermine the accuracy
of the data collected (e.g. personal aspirations, fears, etc). The collected data has
primarily been used in the reflection and triangulation phases of the research.

10

11

this may be especially be useful (in combination with interpretivist and ethnographic elements) if
conducted in the context of one or more large organisations where the adoption of EA and enterprise
modelling maturity (Hysom, 2003) may be correlated with the applicability of a meta-methodology
(e.g. to establish who needs / can use a meta-methodology)
this was the case when the researcher conducted the field test within his own organisation, and being
familiar with the perceptions, attitudes and aspirations of the individuals involved
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Secondary Data

Use of secondary data for research purposes has its critics (Bowering, 1984; Kiecolt &
Nathan, 1985) and its defenders, which argue for its value in complementing or even
replacing the primary data (Jarvenpaa, 1991). Secondary data is becoming more
available by use of data warehousing, public databases, and automatically collected
traces on organisations and their employees' behaviour (Jarvenpaa, 1991), subject to
privacy constraints.
The approach adopted in this research project is that secondary data originating from a
reliable source may be used, observing some precautions, such as e.g. the purpose and
the methods used in the original data collection.
In EA, data referring to business processes, strategies and networks may provide a
decisive edge to a business in a competitive situation. Hence, in the current research
some secondary data has a confidential nature, posing some restrictions on the use of
real company names, sources, etc. While not normally affecting the accuracy and/or
reliability of the data, it does necessitate trust building between the researcher and the
practitioners within the organisation; this is facilitated by the adoption of an action
research approach where the researcher enters the organisation for a specified period.
Secondary data has been used in this study in the critical review and in the field
testing phases.
2.7

THE THEORETICAL MODEL ADOPTED BY THE RESEARCH

The AR research approach adopted in this study is based on the concept of applying an
existing theory to concrete situations, with the results reflected in the evaluation of the
theory's usefulness and in its subsequent extension or refinement. The theory adopted by
this study provides a framework and guidance for several phases of the research,
including the management of the research effort itself. The following sections provide a
brief presentation of the chosen theoretical model and its components; its full
description is contained in (ISO/TC184, 2000b).
2.7.1

GERAM

ISO 15704:2000, 'Requirements for Enterprise Reference Architectures and
Methodologies', has been developed in order to provide a generic set of criteria which
need to be satisfied by AFs so that they can provide 'complete' assistance for EA tasks.
The Annex A of the standard, namely GERAM (the Generalised Enterprise Reference
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Architecture and Methodology (ISO/TC184, 2000a)) is a generic framework compliant
with ISO15704, obtained by generalising the concepts present in several mainstream
AFs and EA best-practice.
Used as a generic framework, GERAM provides guidance on the collection of AF
elements (tools, methods, reference models, languages, etc) to be employed by an EA
effort. GERAM may also be used as a checklist in establishing the completeness and
suitability of a solution to a particular EA task, and to recommend suitable artefacts for
addressing any identified gaps and/or overlaps of the proposed AF elements collection.
Importantly, GERAM specifies requirements (placeholders) for tools, methods and
models; it does not enforce any particular choices to satisfy these requirements.
GERA

EEM

Generalised Enterprise
Reference Architecture

Enterprise Engineering
Methodology

EML

Identifies concepts of
Enterprise Integration

Describes process of
enterprise engineering

utilised
in

Provides modelling constructs for
processes, technologies and human role

implemented in

employed in
define meaning of

GEMC
Generic Enterprise
Modelling Concept

Enterprise Modelling Language

supports

Defines the meaning of
enterprise modelling constructs

EET
Enterprise Engineering
Tool
Supports Enterprise Engineering

used to build

PEM
Partial Enterprise Model
Provides reusable reference
models and designs of
processes, technologies and
human roles

EM
Enterprise Model
Supports Enterprise Engineering

used to implement

EMO

EOS

Enterprise MOdule

Enterprise Operational
System

Provides implementable modules of operational
processes, technologies and human professions

Supports the operation of the
particular Enterprise

Figure 3. GERAM framework components (based on (ISO/TC184, 2000a))
2.7.1.1

GERAM Components

Although the acronym GERAM suggests a structure composed only of a reference
architecture and a methodology, as can be seen from Figure 3, GERAM contains
several other important components, such as modelling languages, tools, generic
modelling concepts, etc.
An essential component of GERAM is the reference architecture (GERA), whose
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modelling framework 12 features a three-dimensional structure providing several views
that may be used to structure the knowledge in various interrelated models (refer Figure
4). Due to its complexity, GERA is described separately in Section 2.7.2.
Enterprise engineering methodologies (EEMs) are aimed at assisting the user in the
enterprise modelling activity. EEMs can represent models of the engineering processes
by making use of enterprise modelling languages (EMLs). As shown in Chapter 1, this
study attempts to define a method for constructing EEMs for particular enterprise
architecture tasks.
Enterprise modelling languages (EMLs) provide the necessary constructs to describe
the various artefacts present within GERAM. Due to their limited scope, typically a
combination of EML combinations have to be used 13 for various modelling aspects (e.g.
information, function, behaviour, etc). In this sense, GERAM provides guidelines for
choosing a complete set of modelling languages for an EA task.
Generic enterprise modelling concepts (GEMCs) provide the necessary concepts and
definitions for enterprise modelling (e.g. semantics for modelling languages). GERAM
describes three types of generic concepts, namely glossaries, meta-models and
ontological theories (in increasing order of formality).
Partial enterprise models (PEMs), or reference models, represent reusable templates
for human roles (organisational), processes (common functionality) or technology
(resources, e.g. Information Technology). In accordance with GERAM, the developed
meta-methodology recommends the use of suitable existing PEMs (depending on the
stakeholders' / other audience proficiency) and supports the creation of new reference
models, abstracted from the EEMs created by using the meta-methodology.
Enterprise Engineering Tools (EETs) may support the use of several EMLs and EEMs
in order to construct the desired enterprise models (EMs). GERAM defines essential
requirements for EETs, such as support for analysis / design and enactment / simulation
of the model, model upgrading capabilities, etc. It is also essential that modelling tools
are based on the GEMCs underlying the modelling languages' semantics; that is, that
they are 'aware' of the modelling language being used and can therefore check the
correctness of the resulting models and infer consequences of facts captured therein.
Enterprise models (EMs) are the main vehicle for structuring the knowledge existent in
the enterprise (e.g. via modelling of the AS-IS state) but are also essential enablers for
12
13

the GERA reference architecture also contains other elements beside the modelling framework
refer (Noran, 2004d) for an ontology-oriented comparison of two language families in view of business
modelling.
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the change processes that may have prompted their creation (by modelling the potential
TO-BE states). A typical set of enterprise models as described by GERAM should
include enterprise operations, organisation, its information system and resources, and
clearly show the human role within the control and production systems. Further detail,
such as hardware / software may also be required depending on the models' purpose.
GERAM sets out three main requirements for enterprise models: to enable decision
support (e.g. via analysis), to be a communication tool across various user groups, and
(in the case of executable models) to enable model-driven operation and control of the
business processes.
Enterprise modules (EMOs) are implemented reference models (PEMs), usable as
plug-and-play components. For example, if the design has used certain PEMs, the
EMOs corresponding to the PEMs can be directly used in the implementation of the
design.
The Enterprise Operational Systems (EOSs) are instantiated models, which support the
operation of a particular enterprises. They are obtained according to the requirements
and methods described in the EMs, and are built out of available EMOs.
2.7.2

GERA

GERA is a life cycle reference architecture, i.e. an architecture able to model activities
involved in the implementation of a project spanning over part or the whole of an entity
life cycle, as opposed to system architecture, which models the structure of a system at
a given point in time (similar to a snapshot). GERA is composed of a modelling
framework (represented in Figure 4) and other concepts, such as life history.
A modelling framework is a structure containing placeholders for artefacts needed in
the modelling process. Depending on the structure of the framework, the type of these
artefacts may be limited to models, or it may extend to other construct types such as
descriptions, partial models, metamodels, glossaries, etc. In the case of GERA, the
modelling framework contains placeholders for artefacts whose type is described in the
GERAM metamodel. These placeholders are structured by views, according to several
criteria (e.g. model purpose, implementation, etc). The scope of the modelling
framework extends to both human and automated tasks, both hardware and software.
The life cycle representation capability of the GERA modelling framework is reflected
in its vertical geometrical dimension shown in Figure 4, along which seven typical life
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cycle activities have been identified 14: identification, concept, requirements,
architectural and detailed design, implementation, operation and decommissioning.
The GERA modelling framework allows the practitioner to focus on certain aspects of
typically complex enterprise models by using views grouped by four criteria, as follows.
The model content criterion provides four views, allowing to describe the functional,
information, resource and organisation aspects of an enterprise 15. It is to be noted that
the organisation view may be obtained by mapping part of the resource view onto a
subset of the functional view (namely, the human-implemented functions).
The purpose criterion divides the enterprise models into production (or customer
service) models and control (or management) models. This division is also commonly
used when representing the relation between the various enterprise entity types' life
cycle phases (ISO/TC184, 2000b) and has been repeatedly utilised in this study to
create the business models used in the second step of the meta-methodology..
The implementation criterion provides a way to distinguish between the production /
service and the management / control, while at the same time allowing to represent the
extent of the human roles in both aspects (extent of automation). This is an essential
aspect (which should be modelled in most enterprise engineering projects) inherited
from the Purdue Enterprise Reference architecture (PERA) (Williams, 1994b).
Finally, the physical manifestation criterion provides a finer subdivision,
differentiating between hardware and software aspects of the enterprise models. It is
usually used in conjunction with views derived from other criteria.
The GERA modelling framework also contains the concept of genericity, which
allows to represent all of the above enterprise aspects at the generic, partial and
particular model levels. The generic level would in fact contain enterprise metamodels,
while the partial level would contain partial enterprise models in various degrees of
specialisation. The particular level contains models of particular types of enterprises.
2.7.3

Conclusion

GERAM has been chosen as the theoretical model for this research for several main
reasons. Firstly, the modelling framework of GERA provides a common reference that
is expressive enough to assess and structure the pool of AF elements that are needed for
the meta-methodology's application.

14
15

inherited from PERA (Williams, 1994b) and CIMOSA (CIMOSA Association, 1996)
this subdivision is inherited from CIMOSA and GRAI-GIM (Doumeingts et al., 1992)
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Figure 4. The GERA modelling framework (ISO/TC184, 2000a).
Secondly, the GERAM genericity levels allow the representation of the metamethodology created in this research and of potential reference models used in, and
resulting from the meta-methodology application 16. Thirdly, the GERA views provide
the necessary aspects for the creation of the business models (or life cycle relation
diagrams) that enable meta-methodology operation. Fourthly, GERA requires the
representation of the human role in relation to the enabling technologies within the
enterprise, which in this research has proven to be paramount in the success of the
application of the methods produced by the meta-methodology.
Finally, GERAM has allowed the author to manage this study in a typical engineering
manner, providing life cycle guidance for the creation and operation of the research.

16

reference models may be built e.g. by abstracting several related methods produced by the metamethodology
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RESEARCH STRATEGY

2.8.1

Overview

As previously stated, in the context of this study AR is perceived as a research
approach (Galliers, 1992), subsuming other research methods, such as descriptive /
interpretative, conceptual development, simulation and field testing / case study.
Figure 5 shows the customized dual cycle of the action research employed, based on
(McKay & Marshall, 2001) and (Checkland, 1991). The inner cycle comprises
conceptual development, simulation and reflection, which lead to the refinement of the
method. Besides checking internal validity, this cycle aims to quickly refine and bring
the method to a level suitable for field testing, which usually spans over long periods
and thus requires a mature method to achieve a meaningful result. After the field test /
case study, the result is to be reflected upon and then triangulated 17 with the simulation
result. Subsequently, the inner cycle could resume and / or further field tests / case
studies may occur. The balance between model quality and the available resources
determines the set of exit criteria for the method model. On exiting the research cycles,
the results are refined for the last time, and critically assessed. Subsequently, they are
disseminated both towards theory (meta-methodology concept) and practice (CNO
design and operation methods for particular applications).
2.8.2
2.8.2.1

Research Steps
Research Question and Research Design

The research question has emerged from the context described in the introduction to this
Thesis. Thus, its initial content has been whether it is possible to generate a set of
guidelines on how to apply / combine existing modelling framework elements to a
particular enterprise architecture problem, requiring the modelling of specific aspects.
The research design performed has allowed the researcher to state his ontological and
epistemological assumptions, preferred research methods and biases / personal views of
the purpose and ethics of research. The unambiguous understanding of the researcher's
stance is essential for a complete appraisal of the results obtained in his/her research.
In addition, the research design has created the framework described in Figure 5,
which has enabled the researcher to create and follow a structured research plan .

17

triangulation is allowed on the assumption that although reality is subjectively interpreted, it is possible
to build a descriptive, commonly agreed upon and understood methodology model.
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Figure 5 The research strategy (Galliers, 1992; Noran, 2004e; Wood-Harper, 1985)
2.8.2.2

Critical Literature Review

The meta-methodology aims to provide a CNO design / operation method expressed as
an activity model (which may be extended if required into a process model including
timing/sequence). In addition, it could provide advice regarding additional aspects
necessary to be modelled and propose additional suitable AF elements such as
modelling formalisms and modelling tools. To achieve this, the meta-methodology
should maintain a repository of AF elements, which will be used by its steps, depending
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on the specific planning and operation method being designed.
In order to create such a repository, the AFs had to be first categorized in respect to
their life cycle and their universe of discourse coverage. For consistence, this
assessment had to be performed in relation to a common reference, which had to be
expressive and general enough to accommodate the scope of all assessed AFs. This
reference has been provided by the subsequently chosen theoretical model (GERAM).
The critical literature review has used the descriptive / interpretive research approach
(Galliers, 1992), attempting not only to review the state-of-the-art in enterprise
modelling, but also to assess and interpret the AFs using a consistent terminology 18 and
identify their contribution within the framework represented by GERAM. In this critical
review, care has been exercised to clearly state the researcher biases and assumptions
and to assert their influence on the interpretation 19. The critical review has also
attempted to identify the underlying theories of the AFs assessed, and thus to contribute
to the theoretical EA body of knowledge.
In accordance with the reference chosen, the critical review of the major existing AFs
has been performed in relation to the GERAM components, such as life cycle, modelled
aspects, partial models, modelling methods, languages recommended, support by tools,
etc. This assessment process has produced conclusions usable as preliminary AF
elements selection criteria for specific enterprise engineering requirements. The details
of this assessment process are described in Chapter 3.
2.8.2.3

Adopt Theory

The chosen research strategy involves adopting a particular theory, or a combination of
theories as the theoretical framework for the research. In the previous phase, it has been
found that GERAM was a suitable reference for the critical review. In addition, the
main deliverable of this research has to devise systematic procedures for creating
specific enterprises; early in the research preparation stage, it has been found that such
procedures could in fact be derived by 'reading' the life cycle diagram of the enterprise
to be created 20. As shown in Section 2.7.2, the reference architecture component of
GERAM provides a modelling framework containing a life cycle dimension usable for

18

case study / conceptual work in (Noran, 2000b) has emphasized the lack of consistency in the meanings
associated to the same terms by various enterprise modelling frameworks.
19
being aware that "many of the research findings are 'nothing until we call them'" (White, 1985).
20
previous work described in (Williams et al., 2001) supported this view; for example, for architecting
individual manufacturing enterprises, the reading of a life-cycle diagram allowed the authors to
develop the Purdue Guide for Master Planning (Williams et al., 2001)
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this purpose. The views of the same modelling framework (described in Section 2.7.2)
allow to derive or further scope additional models as required by specific EA tasks. For
these reasons, GERAM has been adopted as the theoretical model of this study.
As shown in Figure 5, the adopted theoretical model originates in research by (Bernus
& Nemes, 1994b; IFIP-IFAC Task Force, 1993a).
2.8.2.4

Restate Research Question

At this stage, the research question has been re-evaluated in view of the critical
literature review and theoretical model. These two research phases have shown the
importance of several factors (such as the need for a structured repository and for an
expressive reference framework) towards the successful creation of the metamethodology. Thus, the main research question has been added a secondary question
relating to factors that would significantly influence the creation of the metamethodology.
2.8.2.5

Action Research - Reflect & Acknowledge

At this point in the study, it has been realised that AR may in fact be used as a research
approach, closely related to case study and field experiment (Galliers, 1992). Thus, AR
as "…a mechanism for practical problem solving and generating and testing theory"
(Eden & Chisholm, 1993; McKay & Marshall, 2001), in fact encompasses most of the
rest of the research activities selected for this study.
Reflection upon the previous phases has also revealed that an AR cycle preparation has
already taken place, enabling the start of the dual AR iterations.
2.8.2.6

Conceptual Development

Conceptual development is a constructive research method allowing for the
development of conceptual artefacts; it will be used in the research cycles for creating
and refining the meta-methodology.
The conceptual development activity fits in the research part of the AR approach
adopted, because it attempts to contribute to the EA body of knowledge by using the
findings from the simulation and field experiments to create a set of generic method
building steps and structured repository rules.
As can be seen from Figure 5, the conceptual development phase is part of the
develop - test - reflect / extend AR iterations. Conceptual development must also rely on
the critical literature review for the initial construction and subsequent refinement of the
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structured repository containing elements that the meta-methodology will select during
its operation.
2.8.2.7

Theory Testing (Simulation)

Simulation is useful towards establishing the internal validity (i.e. in the context of the
research study (Jarvenpaa, 1988)) of the model created in the previous iterations.
Although similar to laboratory testing , which is criticised for its 'sanitised' environment
(Galliers, 1992), this method has been accepted in this study in order to prepare and
refine the meta-methodology prototype and pre-test it in view of external validation,
which in the EA domain requires among others an organisation prepared to co-operate
with the researcher over a long period of time.
Simulation may be successfully used to validate the model in a variety of scenarios;
such scenarios can be constructed by isolating, or giving discrete values to one or more
variables, while studying the influence of the remaining variables on the results.
Such variables may include the human element (totally deterministic or voluntaristic),
technology choices (restricted in number or constant - e.g. to model legacy systems),
organisational attributes (slow (inertial), or fast (agile) reacting to changes), etc.
Simulations provide a controlled and repeatable environment, well suited for
preliminary testing and refining (through successive cycles of development / simulation
/ reflection) of the meta-methodology. However, laboratory testing alone is not
sufficient for complete methodology validation and must be complemented by perhaps
lengthy, non-repeatable and complex, but essential field experimentation.
2.8.2.8

Theory Testing (Field Experimentation / Case Study)

The meta-methodology developed via iterations within the inner AR cycle must be
externally validated, in order to determine whether the findings and model developed in
simulations would hold "for other persons in other places and at other times" (Trochim,
2000), e.g. outside the theoretical domain. Consequently, the meta-methodology has
been tested in real-world projects (the action part of the AR), where it has been required
to produce directly applicable methods when applied to specific EA tasks. For the
purpose of this study, it has been assumed that field experimentation (or testing) is
associated with case study, in order to record the particulars and immediate (superficial)
effects of the meta-methodology application on the target enterprise.
As can be observed from Figure 5, field testing is a two-way process, where (according
to the essence of the AR paradigm) external validation is achieved (input from the
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environment) while at the same time practical outcomes are created (output to the
environment). Member checking 21 has regularly been involved by validating the models
produced with the stakeholders and staff of the involved organisations. The feedback
thus received has been used to reflect on the research and suitably adjust the model(s) in
subsequent conceptual development phases within the AR research cycle iterations.
2.8.2.9

Reflection / Theory Extension

Reflection is necessary after each AR iteration in order to elaborate on the superficial
conclusions contained in the case studies and to assert possible causal relationships
(Trochim, 2000) showing the effects of the meta-methodology (for example 'has the
application of the meta-methodology resulted in a change in the EA approach
adopted?'). Such reflections have led to extension and refinement propositions, which
were then fed into the conceptual development phase of the next AR iteration. The
adjustments required in the last iteration are accomplished in a final refinement phase.
In Figure 5, triangulation is shown in a dotted box, because it is only used after the
occurrence of at least one simulation and one case study. Triangulation has been used
in order to establish the convergence of the results obtained in the simulation and field
experiments. The AR iterations have contained substantially different environments for
the meta-methodology applications; however, the reconciliation of the results thus
obtained was seen as an opportunity to reach a deeper understanding of the metamethodology concept (Jick, 1979).
A subjective / argumentative approach, subsequently internally / externally tested 22,
has been employed in the extension of the meta-methodology. This can be seen from the
meta-methodology and structured repository evolutions as shown in Figure 134 and
Figure 135.
2.8.2.10 Final Refinement / Critical Assessment
This phase will be reached when the AR cycle exit criteria are met, i.e. a balance is
reached between the meta-methodology accuracy (determined from reflection and
triangulation) and the available resources. The final refinement phase aims to address
the conclusions and possible change requests from the reflection contained in the last
AR iteration. The critical assessment has tested thoroughness of the research in adhering
21

22

"establishing credibility whereby the researchers check interpretations with the people who are being
studied" (Trauth, 1997).
"in the right hands "…(the subjective / argumentative approach) …" makes a valuable contribution to
the building of theories which can subsequently be tested by more formal means" (Galliers, 1992).
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to the stated AR strategy and to the researcher's stance and assumptions.
The dissemination of the findings reflects the dual purpose of AR: practical results
have been presented in reports and presentations aimed at a professional audience, while
theoretical outcomes have been presented in papers, seminars and refined in the Thesis.
2.9

CONCLUSION

The Research Design is an essential phase of this study. It constructs a framework for
structuring the research, but it also describes the researcher's stance and biases, thus
enabling a clearer understanding of the meanings associated by the author to the
research results. For example, the researcher is seen as a facilitator and a systems
expert, guided by an interpretivist (social-relativist) paradigm and an anti-positivistic
stance.
The research approach adopted is reflective / iterative action research containing
descriptive / interpretive methods such as critical review, conceptual development,
simulation and field experimentation, and subjective / argumentative methods of theory
extension (followed by testing).
The research ethics adopted in this study sees an interpretative role of IS science and
IS values, but also a means-oriented one, thus supporting organisation goals and end
user / stakeholder satisfaction.
The research has used both secondary data (where the purpose and source of the data
used in the critical reviews has been acknowledged), and primary data, which has been
gathered through semi-structured interviews and as a result of member checking.
The theoretical framework of the study is GERAM, used in several phases throughout
the research.
Interestingly, it must be noted that the present study can also be considered a dynamic
entity with its own life cycle, requiring different research methods, models and
languages for its various life cycle phases; thus, it was also possible to model and
maintain it using GERAM.
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CHAPTER 3

A CRITICAL REVIEW
FRAMEWORKS
3.1

OF THE

MAIN ARCHITECTURE

INTRODUCTION

This research aims to develop a meta-methodology that can construct customised
methods for specific EA projects, in particular the creation and operation of
Collaborative Networked Organisations 23 (CNOs). The meta-methodology should also
recommend additional aspects to be modelled and propose suitable languages for all
tasks. For this to happen, the research must include a phase in which a structured
repository is built, systematically describing modules of existing mainstream AFs in
relation to a common reference (Noran, 2004e). Such descriptions enable the metamethodology steps to select relevant modules for specific EA tasks according to the
particular aspects that need to be modelled, target audience competencies, existing and
preferred reference models, etc. The consistency of these descriptions is ensured by the
use of a common reference (which in this study also represents its theoretical model as
shown in Chapter 2) across the entire process of critical review of the AFs.
This review also demonstrates that the user of a chosen AF can utilise GERAM to
check if the framework in question is equipped with all necessary components for the
specific EA task. Should the chosen framework prove to lack certain concepts (or
contain insufficient detail to ensure common stakeholder understanding of the
deliverables involved in the enterprise change processes), the user may again use
GERAM to complete it. Thus, the AF in question may be added elements of other AFs
(aspects, partial models, modelling formalisms, etc), identified by GERAM as missing
or insufficiently detailed.
For these reasons, this chapter critically reviews the structures of existing mainstream
AFs in relation to the GERAM framework as shown in Figure 6, covering aspects
related to reference architectures 24, modelling methodologies and languages, reference
models, generic modelling concepts, etc wherever applicable. The review covers several
mainstream existing and emerging AFs.
Also note that some findings of this critical review have been disseminated in a more

23

24

enterprises engaged in some collaborative form of operation, such as Virtual Organisations,
Professional Virtual Communities, etc (Camarinha-Matos, 2002)
similar to GERA, other reference architectures are understood to contain modelling frameworks and
other concepts such as life cycle and life history
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technically-oriented form in a chapter contained in a book on enterprise architecture
(Noran, 2003c).
3.1.1

The Reference Used in the Review

The main aim of GERAM is to generalise the contributions of various existing and
emerging AFs in order to define a complete collection of tools, methods and models to
be employed by typical enterprise engineering and integration efforts. GERAM assists
in the choice of tools and methodologies by providing criteria that need to be satisfied,
rather than trying to enforce particular options. Used as a generalisation of frameworks,
GERAM may also assist in establishing the completeness and suitability of frameworks
proposed to form the basis to a particular change process. Thus, GERAM is "a tool-kit
of concepts for designing and maintaining enterprises for their entire life history"
(ISO/TC184, 2000a).
GERAM, as a generalised AF, aims to categorize life cycle architectures with their
associated artefact types (methodologies, reference models, ontologies, etc); as such,
GERAM may resemble an empty bookcase providing shelves for e.g. books in the field
of enterprise architecture, or a to-do list for a given EA task. A consequence of the
GERAM architecture and purpose is that one cannot employ GERAM alone to engineer
an enterprise; however, GERAM can be used to assess candidate architectures for a
given task or task type, and enable the practitioner to make an informed decision on
which combination of architectures (or their components) should be used to cover all
necessary aspects 25.
The following brief primer on the origins and history of GERAM provides additional
insight in previous AF mapping work and the suitability of GERAM as a common
reference for the critical review of the architecture frameworks.
3.1.2

Origins of the Reference Adopted for the Review

There have been several notable attempts to map the existing life cycle architectures 26
and their associated artefacts against one another (e.g. (Williams et al., 1996)), which
have highlighted some of the difficulties encountered in the mapping process.
Subsequently, efforts were made to map the AFs against a neutral reference, able to
accommodate all possible types of artefacts potentially contained in the mapped

25

26

GERAM specifies that not all views contained within GERA modelling framework must be explicitly
defined in all life cycle phases, as long as the scope of these views is covered one way or another.
in this study, the terms 'life cycle architecture' and 'architecture framework' will be used
interchangeably, meaning the complete set of artefacts provided by an AF, as shown in Figure 6.
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architectures. This reference has been constructed by essentially combining all the
features of the main existing architectures, filtering out coverage overlaps and adding
missing, but perceived as necessary aspects. Typically, some areas are well covered and
understood in all frameworks, while others are not, for reasons relating to framework
history, purpose, intended audiences, underlying framework ontologies, etc. For
example, function and information are well understood in all frameworks, while human
and decisional aspects are not.
The result of the mappings was a matrix-like structure of requirements (Bernus et al.,
1996a), which has further improved the mapping process but the result was quite
complex and therefore not easy to follow.
A more space-efficient and user-friendly, three-dimensional structure was then
proposed in order to improve and simplify the flat, tabular modelling framework.
Subsequently, the modelling framework was supplemented with specific concepts such
as entity type, recursion, life history, etc.
GERA

EEM

Generalised Enterprise
Reference Architecture
Identifies concepts of
Enterprise Integration

1..*

EML

1..* Enterprise Engineering 0..* 1..*
Methodology

employs

Describes process of
enterprise engineering
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1..*
used to implement

Supports the operation of the
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Figure 6. A GERAM metamodel interpretation (based on (ISO/TC184, 2000a)).
The AF was then obtained by putting together the generalised modelling framework
and all essential generic concepts of enterprise engineering - such as enterprise models,
modelling languages, generic enterprise modelling concepts, partial models, etc. The
current outcome of these efforts is the generalised reference AF described in Annex A
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of ISO15704:2000, as an example of framework compliant with that standard.
Figure 6 shows a meta-model representation of the GERAM structure contained in
ISO15704:2000. Historically, the abbreviation GERAM means a reference architecture
and methodology. However, from the GERAM description in ISO15704:2000 and as
represented in Figure 6, it can be seen that there are other important components in
addition to the reference architecture (GERA) and the methodology (EEMs).
Thus, GERAM has been obtained by generalising the approaches of several AFs. The
exercise of using it to assess frameworks which have not contributed to its creation is
also intended as a validation of the requirements structure proposed by GERAM; thus,
this research will use, but also test the adopted theory.
3.1.3

The Reviewed Architectures

The Purdue Enterprise Reference Architecture (PERA, (Williams, 1994b)) was
developed in the 1990s as a response to the need for a methodology complementing a
previously developed CIM model (the Purdue Reference Model for CIM, later to evolve
into a standard (ISA, 2000)). A model of the methodology has been developed in
graphical form (the PERA modelling framework). The authors have then realised that
they had actually developed a life cycle architecture, since the PERA diagram described
in detail the phases in the life cycle of an EA project or deliverable. Therefore, PERA is
in fact an architecture of the life cycle (or a life cycle architecture). PERA has
contributed to GERA its life cycle concept and the important concept of modelling the
extent of human involvement within the enterprise.
CIMOSA (Open System Architecture for Computer Integrated Manufacturing,
(CIMOSA Association, 1996)) is a result of the ESPRIT project (ESPRIT Consortium
AMICE, 1993) which has aimed to develop a framework for guiding both CIM users in
enterprise system design and implementation, and CIM vendors in system component
development (Bernus et al., 1996b). Thus, the main goal of CIMOSA is to support
process-oriented modelling of enterprises and to provide execution support for the
models produced and implemented. CIMOSA has also introduced the concept of
Integrating Infrastructure as a structured set of system-wide services providing a
unifying platform to integrate heterogenous hardware and software components across
the enterprise. CIMOSA has contributed to GERA its concepts of life cycle and
genericity, its views of functional, information, resource and organisation aspects and
the Integrating Infrastructure concept. It is the basis of ENV 40 003 (CEN/CENELEC,
1991) pre-standard, later revised as EN/IS 19439 (CEN/TC 310/WG1, 2002b).
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The GRAI (Graphs with Results and Activities Interrelated) model originates in work
accomplished in the 1970s at the GRAI Laboratory of the University of Bordeaux. The
initial GRAI model (a collection of methodologies) was developed to address a lack of
emphasis of CIM in the Production Management area. The conceptual model was
constructed based on systems organisation theory, which sees any complex dynamic
system as being composed of three fundamental sub-systems: physical, information, and
decision (to which GRAI adds an operating sub-system). The main aim of GRAI (and
its key Integrated Methodology, GIM) is to support the creation of user-oriented and
system-oriented designs by using models that allow to derive accurate specifications of
the modelled system. GRAI has contributed to GERA the concept of user-oriented and
system-oriented sub-phases composing the design phase, and the importance of
modelling the decisional aspect.
The Zachman AF was initially aimed at the enterprise information sub-system. It is
based on building and manufacturing industry approaches translated to the information
systems, as described in (Zachman, 1987). John Zachman (the framework's author)
found that the manufacturing and building industries and the information systems
discipline asked the same questions in the process of product development. However,
while the industries organised the answers to the questions by ordered roles, information
systems did not (Martin & Robertson, 2000). This has led to the idea of using the
industry approach in IS, which has ultimately resulted in a grid-like framework,
organised by roles and questions (or abstractions).
The Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance, and
Reconnaissance (C4ISR) AF has been developed by the U.S. Department of Defence
(DoD) C4ISR Architecture Working Group in order to define a coordinated approach to
architecture development, integration and presentation across the (DoD) organisations.
C4ISR is a direct result of United States (US) government legislation introduced in
1993 and 1996, which placed emphasis on the need for interoperable, integrated and
cost-effective business practices within the DoD. The legislation in question also
required that the performance of the DoD organisations' Information Systems' be
measured and reported regularly. In this respect, the analysed version (2.0) of the
C4ISR AF provides "uniform methods for describing information systems and their
performance in context with mission and functional effectiveness" (C4ISR
Architectures Working Group, 1997). C4ISR comprises several components which
match GERAM component requirements, such as a reference architecture, a metamodel,
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partial models, etc. The reference architecture contains a modelling framework and
several other concepts. C4ISR forms the basis for several other DoD AFs, which due to
their similarity with C4ISR are not covered in this study (e.g. DoD AF (Department of
Defence Architecture Framework Working Group, 2003), Treasury Enterprise AF
(Department of the Treasury CIO Council, 2000), etc).
ARIS (ARchitecture for Information Systems, (Scheer, 1992)) advocates a business
process oriented approach to EA and management, implying the alignment of the
business along its processes. The ARIS paradigm revolves around bridging the gap
between the business and its information system / technology by using a ControlDesign-Implement cycle as the fundamental business process strategy for change
management. ARIS also emphasizes the need for tools and concepts to help the design
of the IS supporting the modelled business processes. The developer of the ARIS
framework (IDS Scheer) was the first to construct and release a modelling tool
specifically for the analysis and optimisation of business processes. ARIS is based on
business and systems theories (Scheer, 1999), attempting to model both the architectural
and behavioural aspect of the business processes.
3.1.4

Review Approach

The critical review has been restricted to main existing and emerging AFs, thus leaving
out frameworks that are variants of, or are based on one or more reviewed frameworks.
The analysis has followed the GERAM metamodel, attempting to identify components
shown in Figure 6 that are explicitly or implicitly present in each of the frameworks
reviewed. Typically, the reviewed AFs provide broad coverage of the reference
architectures, and reasonable treatment of modelling languages and reference models.
Other concepts described in GERAM however, such as generic modelling concepts and
enterprise modules, are only given partial or implicit attention. In accordance with the
meta-methodology scope, several modelling tools have also been assessed in view of
their 'awareness' (e.g. knowledge of the underlying principles) of the reviewed AFs.
Note that Enterprise Operational Systems (EOSs) support the operation of a particular
enterprise and as such are not of particular interest for the topic covered by this chapter.
3.2

LIFE CYCLE PHASES

(Williams et al., 1998) has found that the term ‘architecture of an entity’ may mean
two things: either the artefacts and their relations (in which case artefacts might be
interpreted as parts of the system), or the artefacts created during the process of the
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entity's creation or change and their relations (in which case artefacts are design
documents, models, etc). The first meaning applies to 'snapshot' architectures 27, while
the second meaning applies to 'life cycle' architectures. Thus, an essential part of the
requirements for a life cycle architecture is to include the concept of life cycle phase,
understood as a set of possible processes or activities 28 which may be performed (once
or several times) in the enterprise during its life.
A lack of consistent terminology across the EA research domain 29 may lead to the
erroneous conclusion that life cycle phases imply succession (i.e., a temporal aspect).
The life cycle dimension in the GERA sense abstracts from time and is merely a logical
ordering of processes that may be performed during the life of a system and which are
categorised according to the level of abstraction that these processes use to consider the
enterprise entity in question 30. Some of these processes may be performed repeatedly
and in different succession and some may not occur at all during the existence of the
system. GERAM provides a concept that does take into account time and succession namely life history (described in Section 3.3). Note that the life cycle concept, although
part of the reference architecture, may reside in other components of an AF.
3.2.1

The Life Cycle Concept in PERA

Historically, PERA represents the model of an enterprise engineering methodology.
Since the PERA diagram employs the same temporal abstraction of methodological
steps as GERAM 31, a 'direct' life cycle phases mapping is possible as shown in Figure 7
(note that in the figure all other aspects except the life cycle phases have been omitted
for clarity). The Purdue Guide for Master Planning (the PERA methodology (Williams,
1994a)) separately elaborates on typical iterative and successive application of these
phases, as potentially encountered in an enterprise engineering project.
From the point of view of GERAM, PERA has a complete life cycle phases coverage.

27

architecture as ‘structure’ related to ‘function’ (the architecture of a system is described as a structure
of interrelated components and in this structure the components have designated functions)
28
a process is a "partially ordered set of enterprise activities" according to (ISO/TC184, 2000b).
29
several such problems were described and solutions proposed in (Noran, 2000b)- e.g. phase vs. stage,
life cycle vs. life history, etc
30
e.g., the identification and design processes see an enterprise entity on different abstraction levels.
31
PERA is one of the main life cycle architectures leading to the creation of GERA, contributing (among
others) a complete set of life cycle phases.
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Figure 7. Mapping of PERA life cycle phases to GERA
3.2.2

Life Cycle Phases in GRAI-GIM

The GRAI AF contains an Integrated Methodology (GIM), which adopts a Structured
Approach (Doumeingts et al., 1992), representing a flattened 32 version of the
IMPACS 33 life cycle phases and its modelling methodology. The GIM methodology
contains life cycle phases that can be mapped against the GERA life cycle phases, as
shown in Figure 8 and briefly described in the following.
In purpose and content, the Initialisation phase (overall definition of the company)
corresponds to the Identification phase of GERA. The Definition of the Domain of the
study, although part of the of the Initialisation phase (Chen & Doumeingts, 1996), may
be mapped on the separate phase of Concept in GERA.
The Analysis phase in GRAI-GIM produces the conceptual model (the 'what'), thus
being the equivalent of the GERA Functional Requirements phase. The end of the
GRAI Analysis phase produces 'consolidated user requirements', which is consistent
with the result of a (functional) requirements analysis phase in GERA.
In the GRAI universe of discourse, the design phase (at the structural level) consists
of user-oriented and technically-oriented sub-phases. The user-oriented design subphase intends to obtain user validation and support for the design, while the technicallyoriented sub-phase contains the transformation of the user specifications into a set of
32
33

due to the omission of the Abstraction dimension.
Integrated Manufacturing Planning and Control System (IMPACS) framework (Chen et al., 1990) refer Figure 24 for a graphical representation.
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technical specifications. This transformation involves a change in the number and nature
of the modelled aspects, from four views (function, information, decision, physical) to
three domains (information technology, manufacturing technology and organisation).
The transformation of user requirements into user / technical specifications is captured
in a single GERA life cycle phase, namely Preliminary Design - which is often called
'architectural design', from an analogy with the construction and engineering industries.
The Implementation phase (at the implementable level) intends to present possible
(and probable) choices for the technical specifications produced in the technicallyoriented design phase of GIM. Therefore, this phase matches the Detailed Design phase
of GERA (which carries on the same task, with the same outcomes).
User
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Figure 8. Mapping of the GRAI-GIM Structured Approach steps to life cycle phases of
GERA (based on (Bernus et al., 1996b))
The original GRAI model 34 was conceived in order to respond to a perceived lack of
emphasis in Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) on Production Management.
Nowadays, the targeted domain of the GRAI-GIM modelling framework (and the
associated Structured Approach) is still mostly the support of the design of CIM
systems (and more recently of other types of enterprises) by producing accurate
technically-oriented specifications. As such, GRAI-GIM does not explicitly provide
modelling constructs for the Implementation, Operation or Decommissioning life cycle
34

initially resembling a collection of methodologies with no explicit framework.
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phases as represented in GERA. The GRAI Methodology (GIM) does include however
descriptions of the Implementation phase and therefore it would include processes that
produce deliverables (such as business plans) to cover this life cycle phase.
Note that in this case, the concept of life cycle phase is present in the AF's
methodology, rather than in its reference architecture. Other important aspects regarding
the mapping of the GRAI framework to GERA are discussed in Section 3.4.3.
3.2.3

CIMOSA Life Cycle Phases

The Computer Integrated Manufacturing Open System Architecture (CIMOSA)
framework contains life cycle phases which may be mapped against the GERA
modelling framework phases in a relatively straightforward manner (refer Figure 9).
One of the main purposes of CIMOSA is to produce a formal, executable model that
may ultimately be used to simulate and operate (i.e. through model-based control) the
enterprise. As such, CIMOSA concentrates on the user requirements gathering and on
the preliminary and detailed design life cycle phases. CIMOSA assumes that the need
for change or for a specific artefact has already been identified (Identification phase in
GERA). It also assumes that the decision has been taken to react to this need in a
specific way (i.e. the GERA Concept has been formulated). The Requirements
Definition of CIMOSA aims at user requirements gathering and as such matches the
Requirements life cycle phase of GERA. The CIMOSA Design Specification phase
produces the system specific / functional requirements from the user requirements - and
therefore it maps onto the Preliminary Design phase of GERA. The CIMOSA
Implementation Description phase plays multiple roles in the CIMOSA life cycle, i.e.
producing a detailed enterprise model, developing and implementing the executable
model and the simulation, evaluation and validation of the model. Therefore, the
Implementation Description phase of CIMOSA may be mapped on both the Detailed
Design and on the Implementation phases of GERA, depending on the domain and
enterprise modelled 35.
CIMOSA emphasizes the necessity of a formal Release to Operation phase, which
transfers the executable model from the enterprise engineering environment to the
operational environment. The use of two separate environments (one for model
engineering and another for model execution) supports CIMOSA's interpretation of
parallel and concurrent processes, as subsequently shown in Section 3.3.4. Therefore,

35

this mapping of the Implementation Description is typical of software engineering activities. In
software production, coding (creation of executable software) involves most detailed design decisions.
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the CIMOSA Release to Operation phase matches the GERA Implementation phase.
The released (executable) model is then run by the Services of the CIMOSA
Integrated Infrastructure (IIS) in the Execution phase of CIMOSA, which hence
matches the Operation phase of GERA. The Change and Maintenance phase illustrated
in (Kosanke & Vernadat, 1998) is understood in Figure 9 as encompassing all reiterated
life cycle phases involved in a specific change process (occurring in the engineering
environment and in parallel with the normal operation of the enterprise). It is therefore
justified to consider the CIMOSA Change and Maintenance phase as the concept
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Figure 9. Mapping of CIMOSA life cycle phases to those of GERA.
In Figure 9, all other dimensions except for the life cycle have been omitted for clarity.
The Release to Operation, Execution and Maintenance phases are not explicitly
included in the basic CIMOSA reference architecture but are defined within the
CIMOSA framework. CIMOSA does not explicitly contain any life cycle phase(s)
dealing with retiring the enterprise entity at the end of its useful life that explicitly
match the Decommission phase of GERA.
Note that it is expected that in the new CIMOSA baseline (and EN/IS 19439 (CEN/TC
310/WG1, 2002b) superseding the ENV40003, which was based heavily on CIMOSA),
the meaning of several life cycle phases may change (the dashed arrows in Figure 9), so
that the CIMOSA Design Specification will map on both the GERA Preliminary and
Detailed Design phases, and the CIMOSA Implementation Description will map onto
the GERA Implementation life cycle phase.
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The Zachman Life Cycle Aspect

The Zachman framework takes a somewhat different approach towards life cycle,
presenting life cycle phases as perspectives of the various stakeholders involved in the
enterprise engineering effort. The concepts of life cycle and life cycle phases are not
explicitly present; however, a mapping is possible, because the various stakeholders use
different levels of abstractions to consider the enterprise entity in question, and these
abstractions correspond to GERAM lifecycle phases. A direct mapping is not possible
because GERA contains types of activities, while Zachman describes deliverables that
given stakeholders produce. Therefore, the term 'mapping' is used in the case of the
Zachman architecture to describe the association of its deliverables and stakeholders
perspectives with types of activities within GERA life cycle phases.
The Zachman framework does not include a stakeholder perspective clearly matching
the GERA Identification phase. However, the Zachman cells of the Objectives / Scope
row (depicted in Figure 43) contain deliverables describing the business 36 (i.e. defining
high-level functional / organisational structure matching deliverables created in the
GERA Identification phase), but also the business goals and strategy (developed in the
GERA Concept phase). Hence, the Objectives / Scope perspective maps onto the GERA
Identification and Concept life cycle phases.
A GERA phase may map onto several Zachman perspectives; conversely, several
GERA phases may converge to a single Zachman perspective. For example, the GERA
Requirements phase matches both Zachman AF's Business Owner and Architect
perspectives. This is because the architect should be able to gather user requirements
and translate them into system requirements (which must be satisfied by the
architectural design); this task is optimally performed if the architect is involved in both
GERA Requirements and Preliminary Design phases.
Note that mappings such as shown in Figure 10 (which does not show abstractions
and cell contents for clarity) depend on the scope and size of the artefact being
modelled, and consequently on the modelling strategy adopted.

36

in this Chapter and Thesis, the terms 'business' and 'enterprise' will be interchangeably used.
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Figure 10. Mapping of Zachman perspectives to life cycle phases of GERA
For example, in the case of a large project, the Builder may be the Technology
Designer, accomplishing the detailed design 37 but also being involved in the
Implementation phase. The Subcontractor however, may only be involved in the
Implementation phase. The meanings attached to the Zachman framework cell
designations by the users also vary considerably (e.g. depending on the user's
background / proficiency and current involvements); this may significantly affect the
resulting mappings 38.
The study has found that it may be useful to add another column to the Zachman
framework, labelling it with GERA life cycle phases (potentially with even finer grain
subdivision of phases than used by GERA), and then assigning concrete human roles to
these (according to the problem at hand) as per the first column of the original Zachman
Framework. Thus, the practitioner has a map of 'who does what'. This would also mean
that the perspective of one human role (e.g. architect) could include more models (such
as a functional requirements model and an architectural model) if necessary.
In conclusion, the Zachman framework life cycle concept is represented in the
perspectives of the human roles 39 involved in the life cycle phases described by GERA.

37

i.e. allowing for constraints such as tool / technology/ material availability, relevant standards / laws,
etc (Zachman, 1987)
38
e.g., refer the (Hay, 2000) mapping from the perspective of the Oracle life cycle model.
39
it is possible for example to identify the Objectives/ Scope view with a 'Manager's (or CEO's) View'
and the 'Functioning System' view with an 'Operator's View'.
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Life Cycle in C4ISR

C4ISR does not explicitly contain a dedicated life cycle concept. The C4ISR base
document 40 does, however, describe three main architecture 'views', which are not
however directly supported by existing systems engineering formalisms and tools
(Levis & Wagenhals, 2000). These views can be implicitly mapped on the GERA life
cycle phases as shown in Figure 11, which shows that the C4ISR views contain
deliverables 41 that address multiple GERA life cycle phases.
The C4ISR reference architecture does not explicitly cover the identification of the
need for an artefact, or the need for change; rather, the C4ISR Operational view
contains descriptions of the actions required to respond to needs already acknowledged
and understood, provided at concise and detailed levels. Within the Operational view,
the architect elicits and structures the needs of the end user; thus, the closest matches for
the C4ISR Operational view are GERA Concept and Requirements life cycle phases.
The C4ISR Systems view identifies capabilities and characteristics to fulfil the
requirements gathered in the Operational view. In this view, the architect must develop
system constraints that match the user requirements; thus, the main scope of the
Systems view relates to the Preliminary Design phase in GERA (also often referred to
as ‘Architectural Design phase’). The C4ISR documentation describes the Systems view
as identifying specific enabling technology types, which is consistent with the GERA's
view of Preliminary Design: subsystems are identified in view of the envisaged
technology type without specifying the implementation, in order to preserve its
neutrality (and therefore reusability potential) in respect to evolving technologies. The
C4ISR Systems view thus includes the preliminary design of the artefact, as well as any
descriptions that constrain this process. GERAM on the other hand, models such
constraints as a set of reference models used by the preliminary design activities.
The Technical view is defined in C4ISR as a set of implementation guidelines and
conventions, rules and criteria that apply to particular systems and operational views.
According to GERA, in the detailed design phase the designer seeks to satisfy the
functional requirements (expressed in the System view in C4ISR) derived from the user
requirements (contained in the C4ISR Operational view) by taking into account relevant
constraints such as legal (standards, other regulations), physical (laws of physics,
materials) and technological. Thus, the closest match for the C4ISR Technical view is

40

in this Thesis, the 'C4SIR base document' refers to the C4ISR v2 specification (C4ISR Architectures
Working Group, 1997).
41
C4ISR deliverables or architectural products are in fact models populating its modelling framework.
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the GERA Detailed Design phase, where the necessary detail is provided to build and
deploy the system modules specified in the architectural design.
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Figure 11. Mapping C4ISR views to life cycle phases of GERA
As a conclusion, the Operational view contains 'what needs to be done' both in concise
(concept) form and in user requirements terms. The Systems view needs to find system
requirements matching the user requirements, thus containing the architectural design
(including enabling technologies). Finally, the Technical view contains the detailed
design, where the necessary details for implementation are provided.
Particular models

C4ISR Operational
Concept
Requirements

C4ISR System
C4ISR Technical

Preliminary design
Detailed design

Figure 12. Extract from Figure 11
The case of GRAI-GIM (Section 3.2.2) has shown that some AFs may contain implicit
life cycle aspects in more than one component (e.g. in GRAI-GIM the life cycle aspect
is present both in its reference architecture and in the GRAI Structured Approach). It
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has therefore been considered useful to attempt a mapping of the steps present in the
C4ISR high-level architecture engineering guidance (or 'C4ISR process', refer Section
3.6.5 and Figure 50 for details) on the GERA life cycle phases. The result of this
mapping is shown in Figure 13. The feasibility of such a mapping is consistent with the
view that a life-cycle architecture may be considered an abstraction of an enterprise
engineering methodology.
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Figure 13. Mapping of the six-step C4ISR process onto the GERA life cycle phases.
3.2.6

Life Cycle in ARIS

ARIS defines the concept of life cycle 'levels' or 'phases' explicitly, although these
phases are claimed to be descriptive in nature 42, rather than components of a procedural
model (e.g. steps) towards building an enterprise. A close analysis reveals that the ARIS
life cycle phases are very similar to those of CIMOSA (see Section 3.2.3 and Figure 9);
compared to CIMOSA however, ARIS identifies two more phases, namely the
Operational Business Problem and the Information Technology levels. A brief
description of the ARIS life cycle phases and their mapping onto the GERA follows.
The Operational Business problem level contains high-level descriptions of the
solutions proposed to the needs that are considered to have already been identified 43.
These descriptions are constructed using semi-formal descriptive methods. Therefore,
this level maps onto the GERA Concept phase.

42
43

describing the proximity of the level in question in relation to the Implementation phase (Scheer, 1999).
similar to CIMOSA, ARIS does not explicitly distinguish an Identification life cycle phase.
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The Requirements Definition level has to further develop the concepts defined in the
Operational Business Problem level using a more formal language, so that these
concepts can be used for subsequent system development. The purpose of, and the tasks
present in the ARIS Requirements Definition suggest that this level can be mapped onto
the GERA Requirements life cycle phase.
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Figure 14. Mapping of the ARIS levels onto the GERA life cycle phases
The Design Specification level as described in ARIS translates the user requirements
that are gathered in the Operational Business Problem level and further refined in the
Requirements Definition level into 'general information technology interfaces', i.e.
system requirements. Therefore, the ARIS Design Specification level matches the
GERA Preliminary Design life cycle phase.
The Implementation Description level "assigns the design specifications to concrete
hardware and software components" (Scheer, 1998a), therefore matching the GERA
Detailed Design and partly the Implementation life cycle phases.
Finally, the Information Technology level intends to depict the real system and as
such it maps onto the Implementation life cycle phase of GERA.
An Operation and Maintenance phase has been subsequently been added to the ARIS
life cycle (Scheer, 1999). The Maintenance aspect is similar to that of CIMOSA
(covering a slightly different set of life cycle phases), acknowledging the necessity to
maintain the accuracy of the model via subsequent update cycles (and thus also
reflecting a temporal aspect in ARIS). The ARIS Operation component of this phase
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maps onto the GERA Operation life cycle phase, while the Maintenance component
covers the set of life cycle phases between Requirements and Implementation.
ARIS does not explicitly cover entity obsolence (decommissioning) aspects.
The result of this mapping is presented in Figure 14, where the width of the double
arrows used between the ARIS levels (right-hand side of picture) depicts the degree of
coupling between levels - the wider the arrow, the tighter the coupling.
Life cycle phases are also present in the ARIS modelling framework (the 'ARIS
House') as shown in Figure 33.
3.2.7

Conclusion on Life Cycle Concept Presence in the Reviewed Architectures

The life cycle concept as understood in GERA is (implicitly or explicitly) present in all
reviewed AFs, however not necessarily within their modelling framework component.
There are however, several life cycle phases that seem to be largely overlooked by most
of the reviewed architectures, namely Identification, Concept and Decommissioning.
Any creation or change of an entity by humans is a result of their perception of the
need for that (type of) entity, or for the need to change an existing entity. These
perceptions may be ideas, aspirations and / or visions of what could be created or
changed. This pool of perceptions should be contained in an important, however
informal separate life cycle phase. GERA covers this type of phase in its Identification
life cycle phase, which does not provide a full set of view subdivisions, mainly because
of the informal and varied character of this activity. The Identification phase may be
accompanied by another phase (called Concept in GERA) in which decisions are made
as to how to react to the Identified need for an entity or its change 44.
Any entity being conceived, designed, implemented and possibly executed will
eventually reach the end of its useful life. Many of the reviewed life cycle architectures
do not explicitly cover this aspect, although this is the very phase when (a) a decision is
made to either retire or revamp the entity and (b) irrespective of which decision is made
in (a), the relevant enterprise knowledge and other resources must be properly
transformed 45, either for their preservation or their reuse.
A reference architecture that is 'complete' in the GERA sense should attempt to cover
these life cycle phases as well, to a depth adequate to the purpose of the change process.
44

some of the ideas, aspirations, etc in the Identification phase may simply be dismissed or forgotten; the
content that does filter into the Concept phase however, will trigger a response, e.g. to react to the need
for change by a change project, or to temporarily postpone a response to that need.
45
e.g. non-human resources / knowledge must be properly archived and human resources
retrenched/retired etc in the case of decommissioning. In the case of revamping, existing non-human
resources may need converting / aggregating / refining etc and human resources may need retraining.
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LIFE HISTORY: THE TEMPORAL ASPECT

Any business entity aspiring to a lasting presence in today's competitive global
environment must adapt to its surroundings by implementing its own change processes.
An agile 46 enterprise not only copes with, but in effect thrives on change; for that to
occur, the change process within the enterprise must be practically continuous.
Most of the change processes occurring during the life of an enterprise are concurrent
and interacting with one another. Moreover, an important part of these change processes
involves lives of other enterprise entities. The effective modelling of these aspects
requires a dedicated concept able to represent succession and concurrency. To this
purpose, GERA provides the life history concept.
The concept of life history has often been mistakenly identified with that of life cycle.
GERAM makes a difference between life history - "the actual sequence of steps a
system has gone (or will go) 47 through during its lifetime" and life cycle, seen as "the
finite set of generic phases and steps a system may go through over its entire life
history" (ISO/TC184, 2000a).
Each reviewed architecture covers the life history concept differently; in fact, most do
not contain an explicit life history concept, and thus only implicit mapping is possible.
The completeness and adequacy of this coverage may be assessed in two stages: a)
understand the GERA life history concept via a non-trivial example, and b) map any
explicit or related constructs found in the reviewed architectures to the GERA reference
architecture life history concept.
3.3.1

The Life History Aspect in GERA

This example illustrates a way of representing part of the life history of an enterprise
entity, relevant to a particular change process - which is managed via separate change
and construction projects. Also represented are the applicable life history sections and
views of the entity types 48 involved in the process. Note that these entities may
simultaneously play different roles: a manufacturing enterprise entity may also be the
product entity of another manufacturing enterprise entity; this also implies a possible
recursion of the relations between enterprises. Refer Appendix A.1.2.and (ISO/TC184,
2000a) for details.
Consider the following scenario. The management of an enterprise identifies a need
46

agility: "capability to respond" (Goranson, 1998).
author's note.
48
e.g. enterprises, projects, products, etc.
47
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for change that would affect the way the company operates 49. The decision is made to
involve both in-house resources (from Management and Operations) and external
resources (consulting companies, construction enterprises 50).
The proposed change process is part of the life history of the enterprise - therefore it
has a temporal dimension, thus including life cycle phases in a particular sequence. To
minimize any disruption to the enterprise, the change process has to run in parallel with
the normal operational processes of the enterprise, except for short period(s) when the
changes are implemented. Such concurrent processes may be represented in a set of
diagrams (refer Figure 15) showing life cycle phases vs. time for each entity involved.
In addition, each diagram shows the management / control vs. service to the customer
and production (operational) aspect (according to the GERA purpose view), detailing
the interaction and involvement of each entity type in the change process. On the
timeline, it is possible to aggregate parts of the change process into stages, with each
stage typically ending in a milestone, or decision point. A short explanation of Figure
15 follows (using an example).
The management of the enterprise identifies the need for change and defines the
concepts underlying the change (i.e. the need to act and in what way - e.g. via setting up
a change project). This is shown in stages 1 and 2.
The consulting company is called in to assist with setting up and managing the change
project. Therefore, it designs the change project (stage 3) and manages it when the
project starts operating (stage 4).
The change project conceived by the enterprise management is (in this example)
designed and managed by the consulting enterprise. When the project starts operating, it
will a) define the requirements, preliminary and detailed designs of the necessary
changes (stage 5); b) set up 51 the construction project (stage 6); and c) supervise the
implementation of the changes once the construction project starts operating (stage 10).

49

note that some changes may be handled by the enterprise in its current design, i.e. as part of its usual
operation - such as e.g. rescheduling of production, etc.
50
the terms 'consulting' and 'construction' may refer here to any domain (including e.g. software
development - in which case the term 'construction' would refer to software engineering).
51
up to the requirements level only; the construction company accomplishes the design.
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Figure 15. Life cycle - life history relation and entity recursion according to GERA, for
a typical change process.
The construction project is derived from the change project (stage 6), designed (stage
7) and managed (stage 8) by the construction entity. This project accomplishes the
actual implementation of the changes and any necessary retirement of existing parts of
the enterprise entity in question (stage 9).
After changes are implemented, the change project and the construction project are
both decommissioned (stage 11) 52.
Besides illustrating the life history, the example presented in Figure 15 demonstrates
another important concept, i.e. the relation between enterprise entities' life cycle phases.

52

at this stage it is vital that the knowledge accumulated is properly preserved for future reuse (e.g. in the
form of a partial model) - i.e. all necessary decommissioning phase activities are carried out.
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This is explained in ISO15704:2000 using the concept of recursion 53, and under various
designations in other reviewed AFs (e.g. Zachman framework). Recursion is explained
in more detail in Appendix A.1.2.
Note that an essential special case of multiple concurrent life cycle activities is the
concurrent engineering approach to product design. Concurrent engineering advocates
the simultaneous design of products and of the production facilities and processes used
to produce them. The adoption of this approach may significantly reduce the cost and
time needed to develop and create new products and it is widely used e.g. in the
automotive industry. Since simultaneous engineering requires frequent interactions
between the life cycle processes of the product and of the production entities,
specialised tools and organisational designs have been developed to support model
exchange, feasibility, consistency, cost analysis and collaborative design.
3.3.2

PERA and Life History

The PERA documentation refers to the concept of life history explicitly. However, the
PERA documentation appears to use the concepts of life history and life cycle
interchangeably - e.g. when referring to the phases represented in the PERA reference
architecture (Williams et al., 2001) 54. This could cause some confusion on a possible
temporal aspect associated with the PERA life cycle phases 55.
In fact, a clear temporal aspect is included in the PERA Handbook for Master
Planning (Williams et al., 2001) in describing the tasks involved in producing AS-IS
(present) and TO-BE (future) architectures. This description also includes a transition
path and a training plan, which enable the change processes involved in the evolution
from the AS-IS to the TO-BE states, as shown in Figure 16.
Other temporal aspects include iterations and parallel EA activities, as detailed in
(Williams et al., 1998).
Similar to CIMOSA and GERA, PERA asserts that the best way to illustrate the life
history concept is to represent time on a separate axis.

53

recursion on e.g. the support of an entity type's various life cycle phases by a finite set of entity types,
some of which may be in turn supported by entity types from the same set (ISO/TC184, 2000b).
54
possibly because the life-history concept was adopted by PERA after its initial publication.
55
in the unambiguous interpretation proposed in (Noran, 2000b), life history is composed of stages
uniquely defined in time, each comprising a set of life cycle phases. Life cycle phases may appear in
one, none, or several life history stages (each concluded by a milestone).
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Figure 16. Temporal aspects in the PERA Handbook for Master Planning
(based on (Williams et al., 2001))

Figure 17. Life cycle - life history relation example in PERA (Williams et al., 1998)
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Figure 17 represents a typical example of a life history, where the need for additional
preliminary (architectural) design work affects other life cycle phases. The figure also
illustrates the concept of parallel and concurrent processes (some of the original life
cycle phases occur in parallel with e.g. architectural design phase iterations).
3.3.3

Life History Aspects in GRAI-GIM

Life history is not explicitly defined in GRAI-GIM. However, temporal aspects are
present in some GRAI-GIM methodologies, such as the Structured Approach, whose
Structural Design phase takes into consideration the evolution of the modelled system.
The GRAI Evolution Methodology (GEM, (Doumeingts, 1998)) aims to provide a
structured approach towards managing the transition between AS-IS and SHOULD-BE
(TO-BE term in GRAI) states of the entity in question. GEM acknowledges the
changing nature of the modelled entity and its environment by advocating the
continuous adaptation of the SHOULD-BE model. Thus, on a shorter time span 56 a
reachable state (called NEXT STEP in GEM) may be defined, as shown in Figure 18.
Typically, the temporal aspects represented in the GRAI-GIM methodologies are
contained in project timelines or GANTT type charts, describing at a very high level the
milestones in the application of the methodology in question.
Examples are the Structured Approach, or the performance evaluation for EcoGRAI 57.
Should Be 2

Next Step 2
Should Be 1

?
Existing
System

Next Step 1
AS-IS 0
Modelling

First strategic
period

Strategic horizon

Figure 18. Evolution process in the GRAI Evolution methodology (Doumeingts, 1998)

56

in GRAI-GIM terminology, the NEXT STEP is reached over a strategic period, while the SHOULDBE should in theory be reached over a strategic horizon - where period < horizon. The classic example
of period vs. horizon is illustrated in the GRAI Grid (right-hand side of Figure 55).
57
a GRAI method for designing and implementing a performance indicator system (refer Section 3.6.2)
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Such timelines / charts may be enriched by representing the life cycle phases involved
up to each milestone, represented orthogonally to the timeline (similar to the GERA
approach in Figure 15).
In conclusion, while there is no explicit reference to life history in the documents
reviewed, GRAI does contain several implicit timeline aspects. Furthermore, the GERA
life history representation can be used to enrich the GRAI-GIM concept.
3.3.4

Life History Representation in CIMOSA

CIMOSA does not include an explicit life history concept; however, life history may be
represented shown using the GERA style of life history representation, such as shown in
Figure 19, which also illustrates the possible use of the CIMOSA Change /
Maintenance processes to model life history. In CIMOSA, the Maintenance phase may
span one or several life cycle phase activities, depending on the scope of the particular
change process. From Figure 19, it can be seen that parallel processes in CIMOSA
occur in separate environments (as shown). In addition, further life cycles (e.g. of the
products of the modelled entity) may be defined in the Operating Environment.
In the CIMOSA paradigm, the released model should be executable (see below) and
little, or no disruption of the Operation phase should occur on the changeover from the
old to the new executable model. This is reflected in the narrow gaps on the timeline in
the Execution life cycle phase. Finally, the CIMOSA-defined 'Change' phase should be
understood in this context as a set of life cycle processes involved in that particular
change, except the normal operational processes.
GERA
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CIMOSA
LC Phases

Requirements.
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Definition .

Architectural.
(Prel.) Design.
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Detailed.
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Figure 19. Possible representation of life cycle - life history relation in CIMOSA
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CIMOSA includes several other aspects relevant to life history. For example, CIMOSA
allows for the creation of AS-IS and TO-BE models 58, containing an inherent temporal
aspect (since they represent the current and future states of the analysed domain).
Parallel and iterative processes are also recognised. CIMOSA considers enterprise
integration to be a continuous process, which requires that the (possibly iterative)
enterprise modelling activities should occur in parallel with the normal operation of the
enterprise. CIMOSA has fulfilled this logical requirement by defining two separate
environments in which the two types of processes may run independently: the
Integrated Enterprise Engineering Environment (IEEE) and the Integrated Enterprise
Operational Environment (IEOE). The IEEE allows particular implementation models
to be produced in parallel with normal enterprise operation. The models are then
released for operation and are immediately executable in the Operational Environment.
This is possible because IEEE and IEOE share the services of the same Integrating
Infrastructure (IIS), which are used for the modelling process and subsequently for
executing the model.
The concept of Change / Maintenance may be used to refer to all the necessary life
cycle phases involved in updating the model contained in the Engineering Environment.
Subsequently, in the Release to Operation phase, one or several models may be
specialised and then released into the Operational Environment.
3.3.5

Life History Aspects in the Zachman Framework

Although not explicitly present, life history may be represented in the Zachman
framework via the When column (as shown in Figure 20 and Figure 27), which
implies temporality and succession but due to its simplicity is rather suited to successive
/ non-parallel change processes. For more complex temporal aspects, one could simply
omit the 'When' column from the Zachman Framework and represent it on a separate
'time' axis, or give the Zachman framework an additional dimension (as represented in
Figure 20) 59.
For each change process there may be separate deliverables (as accommodated in a
Zachman Framework for that change project), while the occurrences of the life cycle
activities for multiple change processes could be simultaneously shown on a combined

58

59

where the requirements and design of the TO-BE model are obtained via abstraction from, and
modification of the AS-IS model (Vlietstra, 1996).
conceptually, it is better to use a time axis that is orthogonal to other dimensions, because time is an
independent dimension (e.g. processes (function), data, resources, locations (network), motivations
may all change / evolve with time).
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time diagram. To preserve the applicability of tools that support the Zachman
Framework, the temporal aspects of each separate change process could be combined on
an aggregate time diagram, thus showing their possible interactions. Figure 20 shows a
possible interpretation of life history in the Zachman framework, according to the
GERA life history concept. In such a life history, there would be a purpose associated
with each deliverable (characterised in the Zachman framework’s ‘why’ column). This
purpose can refer to the role of the deliverables in the life history of the entity.

Figure 20. Possible life history interpretation in Zachman Framework
Transition, an important construct in modelling life history is not explicitly present in
Zachman, although other aspects that could be used to model it do exist (Hay, 2000).
Another temporal aspect in the Zachman framework is the concept of versioning 60,
described in (Sowa & Zachman, 1992) as one of the three aspects of recursion
applicable to the Zachman framework (refer Appendix A.1.2.4 for details).
3.3.6

Temporality and Succession in C4ISR

Although C4ISR does not explicitly define the concept of life history, temporal aspects
are present. For example, C4ISR includes a System Evolution Description (SV-8)
60

versioning is a temporal concept since it identifies stages in the evolution (and therefore in the life
history) of an artefact. Note that versioning is present in an implicit form in all reviewed frameworks.
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product 61 which provides for both transition and migration type change processes 62.
However, the Evolution Description deliverable relies on several other views and only
provides a high-level timeline comprising major milestones in the change process
(similar to the GRAI project timelines - refer Section 3.3.3) with little guidance on how
to perform such change processes (Wood & Cohen, 2003).
Figure 21 proposes a System Evolution timeline enriched with the views and
products 63 specified in the C4ISR modelling framework. In this enhanced
representation, at any given point in time, it is possible to determine the architectural
views (i.e., GERA life cycle phases) involved in the modelling effort, and the
architectural products being developed; thus, forecasts can be developed in detail.

.
Figure 21. Enriched System Evolution Diagram (SV-8) in C4ISR
(based on (C4ISR Architectures Working Group, 1997))

61

refer to Figure 45 for a complete list of the C4ISR architectural products and their codes.
C4ISR's meaning of the terms migration ('incrementally creating a more streamlined, efficient, smaller
and cheaper suite') and evolution ('spreading in scope while increasing functionality and flexibility')
appear to be exceedingly specialised.
63
the architectural products that populate the C4ISR framework are the conceptual equivalent of the
GERAM enterprise models (EMs)
62
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Several C4ISR products, namely the System Performance Parameters Matrix (SV-7),
Systems Technology Forecasts (SV-9) and Standards Technology Forecasts (TV-2)
also involve a temporal aspect, relevant to the future life of existing (designed and
implemented) architectures 64, to future (to be conceived) architectures and generally, to
any change processes (but especially of the transition type).
The C4ISR Standards Technology Forecasts product aims to predict future changes in
standards applicable to the detailed design phase of the enterprise or its IS, which would
affect the compatibility and compliance of future architectures.
The C4ISR Systems Technology Forecasts product attempts to identify emerging
technologies that may be used in, and impact on the architectural design level.
For example, Systems and Standards Technology Forecasts are especially relevant in
the development of the IS, where the pace of change of some enablers (e.g. Information
Technology (IT)) may be significantly greater than in most other domains.
The System Performance Matrix depicts relevant performance indicators for AS-IS
and potential TO-BE states of the system.
3.3.7

Life History Aspects in ARIS

ARIS does not define a dedicated life history concept; however, temporal aspects are
present in its framework. For example, the ARIS-defined Operation / Maintenance life
cycle phase provides for the necessary 'update cycles' (of various frequencies) for the
ARIS levels, so as to keep the models up-to-date, although an orthogonal time
dimension is not explicitly represented. The representation of life history aspects may
be achieved by users of the ARIS framework by applying the GERA style of life history
representation, as shown in Figure 22. Similar to CIMOSA (Section 3.3.4), an intuitive
representation uses a separate representation of the life cycle phases in respect to time.
ARIS proposes an increasing frequency of the update cycles when moving from the
abstract to the more concrete content. In this context, it is important that a balance is
struck between the level of accuracy of the model and the resources that can be
allocated for life cycle iteration necessary to achieve that accuracy level.
Another ARIS feature containing temporal aspects is the simulation of the business
processes (at process design level). Similar to all other frameworks that represent
procedural process models, each step in a procedure can have an extent in time. Thus,
process instances (as created in a simulation) unfold in time.
64

here, with the meaning of ‘systems architectures’, or ‘structures of the systems’
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Figure 22. Possible ARIS life history conceptual representation.
In addition, ARIS project / production scheduling (at process management level) allows
modelling of AS-IS and TO-BE states and thus presents a temporal aspect.
ARIS directly covers versioning of the models created by supplying a meta-model for
version control; this explicitly includes a temporal aspect (past models / alternatives,
current model and possible future developments) (Scheer, 1999).
3.3.8

Conclusion about the Life History Concept

The concept of life history is important in modelling multiple and overlapping change
processes. Acknowledgment of the life history concept requires its separation from the
life cycle concept and its consideration as an independent dimension. Life history is
composed of life cycle phases (and implicitly, of the activities within these phases) that
occur in time. At any stage (i.e. time interval) during the life history, the activities of
one or more life cycle phases (contained in one or more change processes) may occur.
Many AFs contain life history aspects implicitly: while lacking a dedicated concept,
they acknowledge a succession of steps during the life cycle of the modelled entity.
The past succession of steps in the life of an enterprise is irreversible. Based on the
entity's history however, one may (and should) make appropriate selections from the
pool of life cycle phases, and thus influence the future of the entity. The future life of an
entity is only partially determined; therefore, it is feasible to represent and analyse
possible future life histories represented on alternative life history diagrams.
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The addition of the life cycle phase dimension to timeline representations existing in
some AFs (e.g. as shown for C4ISR in Figure 21) gives a more detailed picture of an
enterprise's life history. An improved understanding can also be achieved by showing
the cause-effect relationships of life-cycle activities (as represented in Figure 15), thus
developing a better understanding of the past and enabling more accurate forecasts.
3.4
3.4.1

CRITICAL REVIEW OF THE MODELLING FRAMEWORKS
The Reference used for Modelling Frameworks Review: GERA

The GERA Reference Architecture includes the definition of the GERA Modelling
Framework. The significance of the modelling framework resides in the fact that it
defines the scope of potential models that change processes may need to use or to
produce. Therefore, the explicit (and implicit) scope of modelling frameworks will be
investigated within each of the reviewed AFs.
Since the granularity of individual frameworks in this respect is not identical, there are
two main issues to be addressed. One is the explicit guidance provided by each
particular framework about the potential list of models that might need to be created
during the course of various change processes 65. The other is the implicit ability of the
framework in question to accommodate any model that might be required, even if the
framework gives no specific help for the user to identify that model as a potential
candidate deliverable (Bernus, 2000). These two issues are dealt with in this study by
mapping the modelling framework of each reviewed architecture against GERA's
modelling framework and drawing appropriate conclusions.
Irrespective of the specific way in which a given architecture’s modelling framework
decides to subdivide views, these subdivisions must be views of an integrated
metamodel. Thus, the way views are subdivided is less important, as long as the
combined scope of the modelling framework is complete. Thus, it should be possible
(using e.g. an enterprise engineering tool) to look at the collection of integrated
enterprise models through any of the views defined in the reviewed modelling
frameworks 66.

65

66

e.g., a higher granularity modelling framework gives more specific advice on the kinds of models
compared to a low granularity modelling framework.
this is presently not possible because of the lack of a commonly agreed metamodel and ontology for
integrated enterprise models.
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The Modelling Framework of PERA

As mentioned in Section 3.2.1, the PERA diagram may be viewed as the model of an
enterprise engineering methodology. As previously shown, the life cycle architecture of
an entity describes artefacts (created in the life cycle phases of the entity) and
relationships among these, where the artefacts may be e.g. design documents at various
levels. PERA displays a two-dimensional structure comprising life cycle phases and the
scope of the artefacts delivered in those phases. To each of these artefacts, one can
associate an activity producing it - such as a design process, an implementation process,
etc. PERA distinguishes two major aspects in the life cycle of an enterprise, namely the
enterprise mission accomplishment (manufacturing processes, and processes to provide
services to the customer) and the enterprise 'information and control' (i.e. management
and control information and processes). In PERA, the information content and the
processes (functions) of management and control are represented together, while other
modelling frameworks (e.g. those of GRAI, CIMOSA) subdivide these into separate
views. This approach is mainly due to PERA view that the 'Information Architecture'
(i.e. the structure of information collected, stored and retrieved) is closely linked to the
‘Control Architecture’ (i.e. the structure of management & control processes), meaning
that the ultimate purpose of information is for it to be used for management & control.
Starting at the architectural design level, these aspects are subdivided in order to
accommodate the fact that the role of the human in the enterprise must be represented
and distinguished from all other roles taken by machines. This explicit distinction is one
of the important contributions of PERA to the EA domain. The mapping of the PERA
modelling framework onto the GERA framework is shown in Figure 23.
PERA advocates against the standardisation of other views (such as Functional /
Information / Resource / Organisation, Software / Hardware, etc) (Li & Williams,
1994), but does implicitly cover the scope of these views. Therefore, the term 'implicit
mapping' (IM), meaning that the view in question is not explicitly addressed although
their elements exist in the framework, has been used in these cases in Figure 23.
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Figure 23. PERA modelling framework mapping to GERA
A genericity dimension may be identified in PERA, as described in (Li & Williams,
1994) and (Williams & Li, 1998). This enables a mapping of the PERA modelling
framework onto the life cycle-genericity plan of the GERA modelling framework 67.
The PERA authors consider that the Identification, Detailed Design, Manifestation
and Operation life cycle phases do not have Generic or Partial components (Li &
Williams, 1994) (this has been taken into account in the mapping shown in Figure 23
by using dashed and dash-dotted lines). Nevertheless, it can be argued that PERA as a
modelling framework applies to all levels of genericity as defined in GERA. For
example, metamodels and partial models about the detailed design 68 and manifestation
phases (and in fact about all of the life cycle phases except maybe for the Operation)
may exist.
In reading Figure 23, one must realise that GERA acts like a generalised framework,
thus providing placeholders onto which the PERA contents may be mapped. Therefore,
with the exception of the 'front view' of the GERA cube (Williams & Li, 1998), PERA
leaves it to the user of the architecture (or to a PERA-compliant methodology) to
67
68

PERA explicitly displays two dimensions: life cycle and genericity, which compose GERA's 'front face'
for example, a model that describes the detailed design level of a database management system
(DBMS) may be considered a partial model, which will be configured (in the Manifestation phase) to
create an actual DBMS installation.
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identify the set of models that need to be produced throughout the life cycle phases.
While in its scope PERA is 'complete' in the GERA sense, in its detail it relies on the
chosen methodology.
3.4.3

The GRAI Modelling Framework

GRAI promotes two main principles: the importance of the decisional aspect of a
manufacturing system and the necessity of a two-stage design process (user-oriented
and technically-oriented) resulting a set of functional specifications. This is reflected in
the structure of the GRAI-GIM modelling framework, which contains a decision view
and a split structural level (the equivalent of which is the split design level in the GRAI
Structured Approach shown in Figure 8).
Figure 24 shows a possible mapping of the GRAI-GIM modelling framework onto
the GERA modelling framework (where the life cycle phases have been omitted for
clarity). The GRAI modelling framework and its associated methodologies emphasize
the importance of having two separate sub-phases in the design phase. This is due to the
necessary transition from user to system requirements, which is also reflected in the
transformation of aspects (from four views: function, information, resource / physical
and decisional, to three domains: organisation, information technology and
manufacturing technology). A possible mapping of this transition (although the GRAI
views and domains exist at different levels of specialisation) is shown in Figure 25.
The GRAI modelling framework, as defined in (Chen et al., 1997) contains an
Abstraction dimension (Figure 24), which reflects the specialisation of the models
produced as one approaches the Implementation life cycle phase. However, this
dimension is not reflecting genericity in the GERA sense. For example, by using it is
not possible to build either a generic or a partial model of the detailed design or the
implementation of a system. Still, such models are possible: e.g., a partial model of the
detailed design and implementation would apply to a type of system, while the generic
model would contain the meaning of all of the derived models (partial and particular).
In Figure 24, implicit mapping (IM) is used where the dimension/view in question is
not explicitly addressed, but elements do exist in the framework. In addition, 'Init'
stands for Initialisation, 'A'sys' for Analysis, 'UOD' and 'TOD' for User and Technically
Oriented Design respectively, and 'I' for Implementation.
The Initialisation and Implementation life cycle phases have been represented in
Figure 24 because, although not explicitly shown in the original GRAI framework
(Chen et al., 1997), they are addressed in its Structured Approach (Doumeingts, 1998).
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Figure 24. GRAI modelling framework mapping to GERA
Finally, machine vs. human and software vs. hardware aspects are generally covered
together, meaning that the coverage of GRAI satisfies the scope of GERA in this
respect, but does not explicitly define separations (also refer (Bernus et al., 1996c)).
The Initialisation phase includes several steps (such as the overall definition of the
company and the study domain definition (Chen & Doumeingts, 1996)), but does not
detail additional views (such as functional, information, etc). This phase also produces a
high-level functional description of the domain of study and since it does not detail any
additional views, it may be mapped in its entirety to the Functional view of the GERA
Identification and Concept life cycle phases. In the Initialisation phase, GRAI does not
separate the service and management functions (similarly to GERA, PERA and others).
On the Analysis level (matching the Requirements life cycle phase of GERA) , GRAI
covers only the functional and information views - where the GRAI ‘functional view’
refers to the customer service and manufacturing function, the GRAI ‘decisional view’
refers to the management & control function and the GRAI ‘information view’ refers to
information requirements of the service to the customer / manufacturing, as well as
management and control information requirements.
The three domains (subsystems) present at the GRAI Technical-oriented Design life
cycle phase are different from the matching subsystems identified by GERA views at
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the Architectural level 69. GERA splits the system into the Organisation (human
implemented subsystem), a Customer Service and Production subsystem, and a
Management and Control subsystem. Thus, while GRAI subdivides the automated part
of the enterprise into Information Technology and non-Information Technology, GERA
subdivides the automated part of the enterprise according to the purpose – service to
customer vs. management & control. However, the union of both subdivisions is the
same; thus, the scopes of GERA and GRAI are the same. Therefore, in Figure 24 the
mapping of the GRAI Information Technology System includes both the management
and control system (which is exclusively information processing in nature), and the
information processing parts of the customer service and production system.
The Physical view in GRAI refers to the physical subsystem of the enterprise. From
its description in (Doumeingts, 1998) and (Chen & Doumeingts, 1996) and the
languages recommended by GRAI to model this view, it results that the Physical view
maps on the Functional, and partially on the Resources views of GERA.
The Decision view is an important, but generally less addressed aspect, brought in by
GRAI-GIM. The decisional aspect of an enterprise is modelled using a dedicated set of
constructs arranged in a matrix, called the GRAI Grid (Doumeingts et al., 1998). The
GRAI Grid represents decision centres (in fact decisional roles), which may be further
detailed using GRAI Nets 70 or the IDEF0 71 language. This reveals the functional
character of the decision view. In addition, once the decisional structure has been
modelled, the GRAI Grid may be put to further use in order to (re)design the
organisational structure of the enterprise management. This is accomplished by
mapping the organisational personnel (the human resources) to the roles previously
defined in the GRAI Grid ('who does what'). The completed mapping will thus contain
information relevant to the functional, organisational and resource views of the GERA.
The GRAI Grid is further described in Section 3.7.2 and (Doumeingts et al., 1998).
A possible extension of the GRAI modelling framework (adding the Genericity
dimension) is shown in Figure 25, which uses flattened view (i.e., the AbstractionViews plan in Figure 24) of the GRAI modelling framework, derived from the GRAI
Structured Approach. Although the same framework is being used at all levels, the
actual content of the framework will be different at each level of genericity. For
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GRAI Technical-oriented Design matches the GERA Preliminary Design (refer Section 3.2.2)
GRAI Nets are in fact definitions of the modelling languages used to create the models in the partial
and particular levels.
71
ICAM (US Air Force's Integrated Computer Aided Manufacturing ) DEFinition Function Modelling
Language (ICAM, 1981)
70
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example, at the particular level the framework is populated with instantiated, therefore
particular models. At the partial level, the framework would be populated with partial
models at various degrees of specialisation. At the generic level, the framework would
contain modelling constructs and the rules to combine them into modelling languages 72.

Figure 25. Possible genericity dimensions of the GRAI-GIM modelling framework
(including the view-domain transition (Doumeingts, 1998; Li & Williams, 1994))
There are some existing GRAI-GIM models that already fit in the generic and / or
partial levels, such as generic production models or partial function, information,
decision and stock/resource models (Bernus et al., 1996c). However, further work is
necessary in order to comprehensively map such models to GERA.
In addition, Figure 25 shows the increasing degree of specialisation as one advances
towards the particular models. However, as can be seen from the figure, specialisation
also increases as one approaches the implementable abstraction level within the same
level of genericity 73 (shown on a vertical axis in Figure 25). This concept is implicitly
applicable to all the modelling frameworks of the reviewed life cycle architectures.
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as previously mentioned, according to GERAM these constructs and rules should be expressed in terms
of ontologies, metamodels and glossaries.
73
the models become less abstract as decisions and choices are being made and thus more details become
known, but they also become more specialised, i.e. applicable to a smaller range of artefacts.
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The CIMOSA Modelling Framework

The geometrical aspect of the CIMOSA modelling framework closely resembles that of
GERA, reflecting the role played by CIMOSA in GERA's development. Thus, a 'direct'
mapping is possible (see Figure 26) remembering that the items described by the
CIMOSA framework fit in the GERA placeholders without necessarily filling them.
Although the CIMOSA Association has adopted ENV/ISO 19439 (CEN/TC
310/WG1, 2002b) (which is based on the GERA modelling framework), it did not
mandate the subdivision of modelling views according to human vs. machine, service to
customer vs. management & control, and software vs. hardware; however, the 'new'
CIMOSA still implicitly covers these views.
As opposed to PERA (which argues that views unnecessarily complicate the models)
and Zachman (which maintains that the human perception is optimal for twodimensional artefacts), CIMOSA uses three dimensions and introduces several views as
a way to focus on various aspects and reduce the complexity of enterprise models.
CIMOSA supports an evolutionary modelling approach, where people with different
type of knowledge may independently and incrementally model different aspects of the
enterprise. The consistency between models and the integrity of the overall model is
maintained by the set of integrated CIMOSA metamodels underlying the CIMOSA
modelling framework 74.
CIMOSA provides a modelling framework composed of generic and partial levels.
The generic levels contain building blocks such as Domain Relationship, Capability Set,
Objective / Constraint etc.(ESPRIT Consortium AMICE, 1993). These blocks contain
the constructs and define the meaning of CIMOSA languages (Section 3.5.3).
CIMOSA does not enforces the necessity to model all life cycle phases, or a particular
sequence in their use. The CIMOSA set of views may be extended as needed; for
example, CIMOSA allows the extension of the Organisation and Function views in
order to include human competencies, and decisional aspects.
In Figure 26, F, I, R, O represent the CIMOSA Functional, Informational, Resources
and Organisation views; The term Implicit Mapping (IM) is used where the view in
question is not explicitly addressed, but elements do exist in the framework.
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thus, models are views of the CIMOSA metamodels, further described in a high-level metamodel.
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Figure 26. Modelling framework mapping: CIMOSA to GERA
Examples of mapping acronyms used in Figure 26 and their intended interpretation
follow. 'Management and control: FIRO' means that the management and control view
is represented in CIMOSA in the Functional, Informational, Resource and Organisation
views. Note that the CIMOSA modelling language constructs do not explicitly cover
management and control at Implementation Description, Generic Building blocks level.
Management and control in this case mainly covers enterprise software. 'Customer
Service: FIRO' means that the Customer Service view of GERA is represented in the
Functional, Informational, Resource and Organisation views of CIMOSA.
The CIMOSA modelling language constructs only cover the Requirements Design
level, and only for the Partial and Particular Models (Bernus et al., 1996c). 'Human and
Machine: FIRO' means that the Human and Machine aspects of the enterprise are taken
into account in CIMOSA in its Functional, Informational, Resource and Organisation
views. Note that the CIMOSA modelling language constructs only cover the Human
aspect at the Requirements Design level (where the machine aspect is not covered).
The objective of the CIMOSA AF is to organise enterprise models that are needed for
model driven (event-driven) control of enterprise processes. Thus, the CIMOSA
modelling framework in its intended scope accommodates models necessary to achieve
this goal. Therefore, while the mapping onto GERA appears to be direct, a fully
populated CIMOSA model would not cover the GERA modelling scope, because
certain detail does not need to be modelled in order to achieve model-based control.
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The potential scope of the CIMOSA modelling framework is the same as that of
GERA (even though CIMOSA makes only implicit differentiations between some
aspects). The actual scope of CIMOSA is determined by the modelling potential
(expressive power) of the enterprise modelling languages proposed by CIMOSA, which
is significantly less than the potential scope, due to the standardisation of a set of
modelling constructs by the CIMOSA Association. Naturally, the advantage of having
a standard set of modelling constructs is that vendors can produce standard modelling
tools products for the support of CIMOSA users.
Typically however, some tasks executed by humans are ill-structured, nondeterministic and cannot be completely formalised. Task descriptions for humans vary
widely according to the implicit knowledge of the target audience 75. CIMOSA regards
humans as resources with capabilities (competencies have been subsequently included
(Berio & Vernadat, 1999)) and responsibilities. However, aspects such as the place of
the human within the enterprise or the decisional structure of an organisation are not
clearly modelled (even though the modelling framework would be able to be populated
with languages that allow this). Therefore, enterprise modellers seeking to model all
aspects of the target enterprise in the sense of its potential scope need to refer to
additional modelling frameworks, which complement the above-mentioned views (e.g.
human / decisional,

software / hardware, customer service / management and
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control) .
This discussion may well refer to modelling languages rather then the CIMOSA
modelling framework per se; however, the original intended scope of the CIMOSA
modelling framework (the CIMOSA cube) is reflected in those languages.
3.4.5

The Zachman Modelling Framework

The Zachman Framework initially addressed the information subsystem of an enterprise
(Zachman, 1987) and appeared to be restricted only to the modelling framework
component of an AF. Subsequently however, the scope of the framework has been
extended to cover aspects informally defined in the previous version (Sowa & Zachman,
1992), such as the host enterprise (of which the IS was an essential component). This
extension and formalisation, together with the emergence of modelling methodologies
and partial models supporting it have provided for the evolution of the original
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the level of detail of the task descriptions ('human software' in GERA terms) would typically be
inversely proportional with the skills (or competency) of the human target.
76
such as e.g. PERA for human / non-human aspects, and GRAI for decisional aspects
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Zachman modelling framework into the Zachman architecture framework 77.
A mapping of the Zachman framework 'abstractions' onto the GERA views is shown
in Figure 27. The informational aspect is reflected in the Zachman framework through
the Data abstraction, which thus maps onto the Information view in GERA.
However, a closer look at the Zachman framework reveals that the remaining GERA
views are not directly mappable to the Zachman framework in a direct manner.
For example, the People abstraction in Zachman largely refers to the human
organisations (Sowa & Zachman, 1992) and thus is mappable to the GERA
Organisation view, since both comprise a similar scope. However, people are also a
(human) resource; therefore, the People abstraction maps onto the Resource view in
GERA as well. It should be noted that the GERA modelling framework (inherited from
CIMOSA) considers the Organisation as the relation between human resources (people)
and functions (roles that humans fulfil). Separately from this however, resources
(including humans) are modelled in the Resource view, where they are identified and
their capabilities are described.
Views
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Figure 27. Zachman modelling framework mapping using the GERA views
Zachman AF’s Function abstraction covers the domain type defined by the GERA
Function view. However, its Motivation abstraction provides for rule modelling, which
may also be mapped onto the Functional view in GERA. Modelling languages used for
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the initial name of the Zachman framework, i.e. 'Framework for Information Systems Architecture'
(Zachman, 1987), was subsequently changed to 'Framework for Enterprise Architecture' (Zachman,
2000a), reflecting this evolution.
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function modelling allow (or require) an up-front statement (as part of the model) of the
modelling context, describing why and for what purpose the model is to be constructed.
The Network abstraction in Zachman AF covers non-human resources - therefore,
together with the People abstraction, it maps onto the GERA Resource view. This
implies that while GERA uses the implementation criterion (inherited from PERA) to
distinguish between human and non-human resources, Zachman uses separate
abstractions for this purpose (People and Network)
The mapping of the Motivation abstraction on the GERA Function view deserves an
extended explanation. Rule modelling is part of behaviour modelling, which in its turn
is part of extended functional modelling. When modelling the functional aspects, the
following degrees of detail may be observed (not necessarily in the order shown):
• activities are shown with their inputs and outputs (e.g. using IDEF0) which are
objects, but their details are not shown;
• events are added (e.g. using Petri Nets (Petri, 1962), Harel State Charts (Harel,
1987), State Transition Diagrams (Mealy, 1955), etc) so as to model system
behaviour / dynamics (reaction to events);
• the inputs / output objects are detailed (e.g. using coloured Petri Nets (Jensen,
1992), IDEF3 (Mayer et al., 1993) Object State Transition Networks (OSTNs), etc)
• pre- and post conditions (rules) are added (e.g. using structured English, decision
tables/trees, mathematical logic);
• a temporal dimension is added (timed Petri Nets (Ramchandani, 1974), IDEF3
process flow description, etc).
It has therefore been considered that the Motivation abstraction represents an extension
of the functional aspect and thus maps on the GERA Functional view.
When considering a mapping of the Zachman framework against the other GERA
views, it is soon realised that even within the same column, each cell in the Zachman
framework covers GERA aspects to a different extent, depending on the perspective (or
row) containing them. Considering the Network abstraction's case: at the Objectives,
Business Owner's view, and Architect's view levels, the Network abstraction makes no
difference between the mission accomplishment and mission control aspects of the
enterprise. At the Architect's, Builder's, Subcontractor's and Functioning System views,
the Network abstraction coverage is limited to non-human aspects of the resources'
locations or structure, while at the same time covering both hardware and software
aspects. Another example is the People (Who) abstraction. The cells in the upper
perspectives (Objectives and Business Owner) mainly relate to the human aspects, thus
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using concepts such as organisational units, mission, organisational chart, etc. However,
moving down to the Architect's, Builder's and Subcontractor's perspectives, the focus
gradually shifts towards the human - machine interaction and subsequently to interface
specifications, away from the human aspect.
The problem with this approach is that the user cannot readily see all the possible
aspects that could be covered, and which of those possible aspects are indeed covered at
each perspective. A partial solution is to explicitly specify this information in each cell
by attaching separate descriptions to the cells in question. This is a solution often used
when a modelling language does not possess the necessary expressive power for a
particular modelling task. For example, the Entity Relationship (ER, (Chen, 1976)) and
Unified Modelling Language (UML, (OMG, 1999b)) modelling languages cannot fully
express constraints - therefore they are explicitly specified via text or stereotypes. A
more formal solution is a separate, dedicated language, such as the Object Constraint
Language (OCL, (OMG, 1999a)) in the case of UML. Another solution is to use the
GERA multi-view approach and create subdivisions inside each cell of the Zachman
framework corresponding to each of the applicable GERA views, such as proposed in
Figure 29. A filled cell subdivision would then indicate that the matching GERA aspect
is covered within that cell.
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Figure 28. Possible additional views in Zachman according to GERA
In Figure 28, 'M' and 'H' denote the Machine and Human aspects in GERA; 'Hw' and
'Sw' are the GERA Hardware and Software aspects, and 'CS' and 'MC' are the Customer
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Service and Management / Control views respectively, in GERA.
Figure 29 presents an extract (one single cell) of the right-hand side of Figure 28,
covering the Architect's view of the Network abstraction and using the descriptions
provided in (Zachman, 1987). The represented cell explicitly covers the software and
hardware aspects of the non-human (machine) side of the management and control of
the enterprise 78. This extract is presented primarily to illustrate the potential use of the
GERA views to further scope the Zachman framework cells and to identify potential
coverage gaps and overlaps.
Although the Zachman framework considers the Network abstraction to cover location
and structure, in this example the hardware description of the human side of both
management / control and customer service in Figure 29 has been limited to location.
This was done mainly due to the presence of the People abstraction, which may be more
appropriately used to represent the structure of the enterprise organisation.
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Figure 29. Extract from Figure 28
The Zachman framework does not explicitly contain a genericity dimension. However,
separate frameworks may be used for the three main areas of genericity (generic partial - particular), similar to GERA and to GRAI (refer Section 3.4.3 and Figure 25).
In doing so however, the 'Functioning System' perspective should be omitted from the
generic and partial frameworks (the shaded areas in Figure 30). Similar to the case of
GRAI, the particular framework could contain instantiated models, while the partial
Zachman framework could contain reference models. Such reference models may be
models of prototypes, 'class models' or models of the common parts of a set of
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the software and hardware non-human side of the customer service (or manufacturing) may also be
considered as covered, although this is not explicitly stated in the reference used.
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enterprises, according to the GERA concept of partial model. The generic level
framework would then contain ontologies, metamodels and glossaries describing
meanings of modelling constructs, and their relationships.
Referring to Figure 30 and similar to Figure 25, there is another, implicit genericity
dimension along the Perspective axis. The views of the people involved in the life cycle
phases of the artefact may be "of a different nature" (Zachman, 1987), but they refer to
the same artefact (since they belong to the same framework) on different levels of
detail. For example, a high-level user requirement in the owner's view may translate into
several system requirements in the architect's view, become implementable by using a
combination of technologies / materials / tools described in the builder's view and
physically be fulfilled by putting together components built in the subcontractor's view.

Figure 30. Possible genericity dimensions in the Zachman framework
Each representation may use specific means of expression, but in essence they all refer
to the same artefact in various degrees of detail. The degree of specialisation of the
views (models) will gradually increase as one moves closer to the functioning system
view (downwards, in the Zachman framework). This happens because decisions have to
be made regarding various system parameters (e.g. the kind of architecture to be used,
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processes / technology / human skills to be employed etc). Instantiation then occurs
when abstract representations become reality. This only occurs in the Builder /
Subcontractor View of the particular level Zachman framework (mapped onto the
GERA Implementation phase (refer Figure 10).
The Zachman framework also appears to include a third, implicit genericity dimension
derived from its recursiveness, as subsequently shown in Appendix A.1.2.4.
3.4.6

The Modelling Framework of C4ISR

The evaluation of the C4ISR's modelling framework from the GERA perspective is not
a trivial task, since C4ISR's approach is not directly supported by any Systems
Engineering formalisms. The C4ISR modelling frameworks components reflect various
influences, such as a Structured Analysis (SA, (DeMarco, 1979)) character; this would
explain some of its architectural products and views (Cook et al., 2000; Levis &
Wagenhals, 2000), such as the Operational concept and view and the Systems view
(equivalent to the Physical Architecture in SA). Object-oriented influences are also
present in C4ISR's architectural products, partial models and development trends.
GERA asserts that not all placeholders present in its framework must be populated
with models for a specific task, as long as all necessary aspects have been represented.
In C4ISR, according to its base document, a set of essential products must always be
present in the modelling framework so that the architecture can be effectively
communicated to the intended audience; however, not all supporting products are
always needed, depending on the envisaged purpose of the architecture. This view is
disputed by some authors, e.g. (Levis, 2001), which argue that all products are highly
recommended and that the C4ISR term 'supporting product' is confusing in this sense.
The use of GERA in evaluating C4ISR's modelling framework helps identify potential
gaps in the coverage of C4ISR products, which can then be addressed by selecting
artefacts from other architectures, while using GERA as a reference to maintain the
consistency of the selection process.
Figure 31 and Figure 32 show the use of GERA to identify the aspects covered by the
ISR products. Note that, although graphically all mappings appear to point towards the
management and control (MC) and machine (M) sides of the GERA modelling
framework, it has been found that the current C4ISR specification does not explicitly
differentiate between management / control and production / customer service, or
between human and machine aspects in the manner GERA does. Such detail in the
coverage of the C4ISR products can only be inferred from the C4ISR products'
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descriptions and it has been represented where applicable (such as in Figure 32).
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Figure 31. C4ISR modelling framework mapping to GERA Particular Models level
In Figure 31, the Overview and Summary Information (AV-1) refers to all views therefore it maps onto all the GERA life cycle phases. The Integrated Dictionary (AV-2)
is in fact a glossary, in direct relationship to the architecture metamodel (described in
the C4ISR base document). In this respect, AV-2 is a Generic Enterprise Modelling
Concept (GEMC), which is described in Appendix A.2.5. AV-2 applies to all views of
the architecture and may hence be mapped onto all applicable GERA life cycle phases.
The High Level Operational Concept Graphic (OV-1) is defined by C4ISR as a
'facilitator of human communication', representing the possible answers to a perceived
need for an artefact or its change, and thus mapping on the Concept life cycle of GERA.
The Operational Node Connectivity Description (OV-2) describes connectivity
requirements for the organisation of the enterprise being modelled and thus, its best
match is with the Organisation view of the GERA Requirements life cycle phase. OV-2
also describes functionality and thus, it also maps onto the GERA Functional view.
The Command Relationships Chart (OV-4) describes high-level requirements for the
relations between organisations or resources, thus mapping onto the Organisation view
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in GERA. Importantly, OV-4 is the only view providing insight into organisational /
decisional aspects in C4ISR, which appears to be a current shortcoming of the current
C4ISR version. More coverage of these aspects may be provided by adopting other
modelling frameworks' views and / or reference models, as previously shown for
CIMOSA in Section 3.4.4.
The Operational Information Exchange Matrix (OV-3) and the Logical Data Model
(OV-7) both describe information. While OV-3 describes information exchange and its
required attributes, OV-7 focuses on the data model of the artefact being modelled (e.g.
using Entity Relationship diagrams). Hence, both OV-3 and OV-7 map onto the
Information view of the GERA Requirements life cycle phase. Note that due to its
content, it is possible for OV-7 to extend into the Information view of the GERA
Preliminary Design phase for specific modelling tasks.
The requirements for the functionality of the modelled artefact are covered in C4ISR
by several products. The Operational Node Connectivity description (OV-2) and the
Information Exchange Matrix (OV-3) contain data flow descriptions and hence describe
some functional aspects. The Activity Model (OV-5), Operational Rules Model (OV6a), Operational State Transition Description (OV-6b) and the Operational Event /
Trace Description (OV-6c) refer to functional modelling in various degrees of detail.
Static functional modelling is covered by OV-5, while behavioural (dynamics)
modelling is covered by the rest, involving rule modelling (OV-6a), state transitions
using the rules (OV-6b) and events (OV-6c).
The System Interface description (SV-1) has a dual purpose: define the inter-system
interfaces but also the intra-system structure according to the C4ISR base document.
The

Systems

Communication

Description

(SV-2)

attempts

to

identify

the

communication pathways / networks at both external and internal levels. SV-1 and SV-2
appear to describe complementary aspects of the system organisation; in addition, the
components described also represent resources. Therefore, SV-1 and SV-2 map on the
Organisation and Resource views of the GERA Preliminary Design phase.
The System to System Matrix (or System2 Matrix, code SV-3) product describes the
inter-relations of the systems composing the modelled artefact - in fact, part of the
artefact organisation. Therefore, SV-3 maps onto the Organisation view of GERA's
Preliminary Design life cycle phase.
The System Information Exchange Matrix (SV-6) and the Physical Data Model (SV11) are the System view products matching the Operational Information Exchange
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Matrix (OV-3) and the Logical Data Model (OV-7) belonging to Operational view 79.
Therefore, they map onto the GERA Information view of the Preliminary Design life
cycle phase. An observation similar to the Logical Data Model (OV-7) applies for the
Physical Data Model (SV-11), in the sense that SV-11 may extend into the Information
view of the GERA Detailed Design phase, depending on the specific modelling task.
The Systems Functionality Description (SV-4) focuses on the flow of data among
system functions and hence it may be mapped onto the GERA Functional view of the
Preliminary Design life cycle phase.
An essential aspect of modelling is the consistency between models developed in
various life cycle phases. There are several (and complementary) ways of enforcing this
consistency, such as the use of a modelling framework based on a metamodel /
ontologies, the traceability of requirements, etc. The Operational Activity to System
Function Traceability Matrix (SV-5) addresses consistency checking by providing a
way to check the way the user requirements derived in the Operational view have
filtered into the system requirements expressed in the System view.
The System Performance Parameters Matrix (SV-7) provides means to specify
indicators for system performance requirements for both present and future states of the
modelled artefact. Performance indicators may be derived from standards with which
the modelled artefact needs to comply; therefore, it is assumed that SV-7 is influenced
by the Standards Technology Forecast (TV-2). Performance expresses the dynamic
aspect of functionality - therefore SV-7 maps onto the Functional view of GERA at the
Preliminary Design life cycle phase.
The behavioural aspect of the modelled artefact (or system) is modelled via the
System Rules Model (SV-10a), System State Transition Description (SV-10b) and the
System Event / Trace Description (SV-10c). They are the equivalents of the matching
products in the Operational view (OV-6a, OV-6b and OV-6c respectively) and therefore
map onto the Functional view of the GERA Preliminary Design life cycle phase.
As previously shown, C4ISR defines the role of the Technical Architecture Profile
(TV-1) as "the set of rules that governs system implementation and operation" (C4ISR
Architectures Working Group, 1997). As such, TV-1 belongs to the Detailed Design life
cycle phase of GERA and should encompass all GERA views (Function / Information /
Organisation / Resource, Management / Control vs. Customer Service, Software vs.
79

e.g. if OV-7 were expressed as an ER model, SV-11 could be a Relational Model. Unfortunately, the
meanings of 'logical' and 'physical' in the data modelling domain vary greatly from one modelling
framework / method to another.
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Hardware and Human vs. Machine).
The remaining C4ISR view components (SV-8, SV-9 and TV-2) relate to reference
models rather than to particular models (as subsequently explained). Therefore,
although they are not being explicitly described as partial (reference) models in the
C4ISR framework, they can be mapped onto the partial model level of GERA. The
partial models explicitly defined as such in C4ISR (where they are called Universal
Reference Resources) are mapped onto the GERA Partial Model level in Section 3.7.5.
C4ISR acknowledges the fact that the standards (as third-party partial models
displaying various degrees of specialisation 80) used in the modelling process are subject
to change in time and that new standards impacting on the existing and future
architectures will emerge. The Standards Technology Forecast (TV-2) attempts to
identify emerging standards that may affect the given architecture in the near / far
future 81. As such, TV-2 maps onto the Partial Model level, Detailed Design phase of
GERA and should encompass all aspects of the entity modelled (refer the Detailed
Design (DD) phase of Figure 32). Note that in Figure 32, mappings cover both the
Management and Control (MC) and Customer Service (CS) views of GERA.
The reviewed C4ISR base document also includes products that attempt to project the
modelled system or entity in the future, in order to identify any influences that
upcoming products/developments may have on the modelled system / entity. This is
achieved using partial models, since the future state of the modelled entity / system and
the future existence of the factors influencing it cannot be fully defined.
The shaded (dark) areas in Figure 32 covered by the System Evolution Description
(SV-8) and System Technology Forecast (SV-9) reflect the fact that the examples for
SV-8 and SV-9 given in the C4ISR base document explicitly address the Information
and Resources on the Customer Service and Management / Control sides, and mainly
the non-human aspects of the architecture.
It has been assumed however, that in fact predictions can (and should) be made about
all aspects of the modelled artefact (hence the mappings in Figure 32).
In this respect, the GERA structure applied to the C4ISR AF provides a checklist for
identification and completion of architectural products, depending on the purpose- and
the target users of the architecture. Both the System Technology Forecast and the

80

e.g. the partial model 'ISO12207: Software Systems Life Cycle' is more specialised than the partial
model 'ISO 15288: Systems Life Cycle'. Refer (Noran, 2000b) for justification and mapping.
81
temporal aspects of TV-2 have been noted in Section 3.3.6.
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System Evolution Description have temporal connotations, which can be used to model
the entity's life history, as previously shown in Section 3.3.6.
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Figure 32. C4ISR Standards / System Technology Forecast and System Evolution
Description mapping to GERA Partial Models level.
The C4ISR modelling framework does not provide effective dedicated products to
cover human organisational, culture (Cook et al., 2000) and decisional aspects; in
addition, it has also been found to lack the detail needed to explicitly discern between
management / control and the actual product / service that the enterprise entity provides,
and between human and machine aspects. Such differentiation is necessary for some life
cycle phases. For example, at the detailed design or at the implementation levels it may
become essential to model the extent of automation 82 in a Defence organisation or
tactical weapon system, or to represent whether a piece of software belongs to the
Management Information System (MIS) or rather to a production/execution system.
3.4.7

The Modelling Framework of ARIS

ARIS takes the same event-driven and process-oriented approaches as CIMOSA,
although it is aimed more at the business-oriented aspects of the enterprise than at CIM.
That said, ARIS still provides partial models for the CIM domain (Scheer, 1994a). In an
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i.e. the extent to which humans - as opposed to machines - accomplish tasks.
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approach consistent with other reviewed AFs, ARIS employs views to reduce models
complexity; however, ARIS emphasizes the need to preserve the relationships between
the architectural views in an explicit way, rather than e.g. relying on the underlying
metamodel to integrate them. For this purpose, ARIS uses a dedicated view called
Process / Control (refer Figure 33 and Figure 35).
As expected, the ARIS Function view contains functions transforming the inputs into
outputs, but also goals that drive, and are supported by functions. In the case of
Zachman framework for example, the goals were represented by the 'Why' column
(business rules), which have been mapped to the GERA Function view (see Section
3.4.5). Similarly, the ARIS Function view maps onto the GERA Function view.
The Organisation view of ARIS groups entities such as human output, financial
resources, computer hardware, etc on the basis of acting on a common work object;
thus, the ARIS Organisation view maps on GERA Organisation and Resources views.
The ARIS Output view 83 describes software and hardware function inputs and
outputs, while the ARIS Data view describes information services objects and messages
that trigger, or are triggered by functions. Therefore, from the GERA perspective, the
ARIS Data and Output views are complementary, and map together on the Information
view.
The content of the ARIS Control view deserves an extended coverage due to its higher
complexity. As can be seen from Figure 34, the models present in the Control view use
constructs belonging to the other views, in fact creating a set of relations among them.
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the Output view has been subsequently added to the ARIS House (framework) (Scheer, 1999).
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Figure 33. The mapping of the ARIS framework (House) on GERA Particular level
For example, according to Figure 34, the Control view displays the Function-Data
relationship by using a function-data model, which partly overlaps with the functional
model contained in the ARIS Function view, and partly with the data model contained
in the ARIS Data view. The same applies for all other views.
Therefore, the Control view implicitly maps onto all GERA views. This specific
structure of the Control view is confirmed by the ARIS high-level metamodel
(subsequently described in Appendix A.2.6 and Figure 145) and is taken into
consideration by the ARIS modelling methodology (refer Section 3.6.6).
According to Figure 14 and the ARIS House described in Figure 33, the content of the
ARIS views shown in Figure 34 appears to apply to the ARIS Requirements Definition,
Design Specification and Implementation Description phases, which match the GERA
Requirements, Preliminary / Detailed Design, and Implementation life cycle phases. If
so, it may be argued that some of the view content shown in Figure 34 (e.g. regarding
human / non-human tasks) is excessively detailed for the Requirements phase.
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Figure 34. The relation between views in ARIS (based on (Scheer, 1999))
As can be seen from the figures above, ARIS does not define a Resource view;
nevertheless, ARIS describes hardware / software and human / non-human resources in
its Organisation view - which explains the additional mapping of the ARIS Control
view on the GERA Resource view in Figure 33.The ARIS framework defines
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modelling levels, which may be considered equivalents of the GERA instantiation levels
(refer Figure 35). The ARIS Instance level contains instances of the model constructs
occurring during model execution, and as such it is not represented in the GERA
framework 84. The ARIS Application (or Model) level contains the main deliverables of
the modelling effort, i.e. the partial and particular models reflecting the real world,
which have been built using the ARIS modelling constructs. This level maps to GERA
Particular and Partial Models instantiation levels.
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for
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Figure 35. (Genericity) levels in ARIS and their mapping on the GERA framework.
The ARIS Meta level contains metamodels, i.e. definitions / meanings of the modelling
constructs (meta-classes) and the rules of how to combine them (language syntax and
semantics). This kind of content matches the definition of the GERA Generic level.
Thus, the ARIS Meta level contains ARIS metamodels, the ARIS structure shown in
Figure 34, and e.g. the database schema of a repository containing ARIS models.
The ARIS Meta-meta level contains only one construct, the Object Type, out of which
all of the other meta classes may be instantiated 85 that has no equivalent in the GERA
framework (mainly because it resembles a language used to described generic models,
84

the instance level is less relevant to the purpose of model building and more applicable to the real-time
management / operation of the modelled entity.
85
object (i.e. modelling construct) types in ARIS are stored as instances of the Object Type construct.
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and as such it rather maps on the GERAM enterprise modelling languages area).
As a general observation, the type of modelling level structure used in ARIS (several
main levels ranging from meta-metamodel to instance) is commonly used in order to
describe modelling frameworks and modelling languages (e.g. UML or Java).
In addition to the ARIS House, the ARIS AF proposes a 'concept' (in fact, a
complementary framework to the ARIS House for the purpose of business process
management) called the House of Business Engineering (HOBE) (Figure 36)

Figure 36. House of Business Engineering extended ARIS framework (Scheer, 1998b).
The arrows present in the HOBE framework hint to a succession of tasks in modelling
and managing the business processes - which in turn suggest that the HOBE also has a
role in the ARIS modelling methodology. The HOBE is structured at five levels, with
the fifth level representing the framework itself. The first level (Process engineering) is
the most important since it provides the contents (processes) for the subsequent four
levels. The second HOBE level (Process Planning and Control) focuses on the operation
of the existing processes. HOBE level three (Workflow Control) aims to convert
business processes into IT tools and control the flow of objects through the enterprise.
Level four of HOBE contains application systems, which are started (called upon) by
the workflow systems in the upper level.
A mapping of the ARIS HOBE on the GERA(M) is a non-trivial task. Due to its
intended use (process design and operation / management), HOBE contains references
to various GERAM elements, such as reference models, enterprise modules, and
addresses several GERA life cycle phases such as Architectural and Detailed Design,
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Implementation and Operation. (Scheer, 1998b) states that the life cycle dimensions of
the ARIS House are perpendicular to the ARIS HOBE levels. Thus, the two frameworks
may be combined into a three-dimensional structure (refer Section 3.6.6 and Figure 51).
3.4.8

Conclusion about Modelling Frameworks

A modelling framework is a structure containing placeholders for artefacts needed in the
modelling process. Depending on the structure of the framework, the type of these
artefacts may be limited to models, or it may extend to other construct types, e.g. partial
models, metamodels, glossaries, etc. For example, the GERA modelling framework
contains placeholders for artefacts whose type is described in the GERAM metamodel.
The reviewed modelling frameworks reflect the purpose for which they were
primarily

built:

Computer

Integrated

Manufacturing

(CIMOSA),

production

management (GRAI-GIM), CIM and other engineering applications (PERA),
information systems (Zachman), Defence systems architectures management (C4ISR)
and CIM / process modelling (ARIS). While these architectures originate in different
areas, typically their contribution goes beyond the industries on the background of
which they have developed.
Some of the modelling frameworks reviewed are 'complete' in the sense that they can
accommodate the complete GERA scope, but each goes into detail from different
aspects. Therefore, the user should consider the GERA scope definition as a guidance,
or checklist for potential omissions of deliverables that may be needed but are not
covered in the respective modelling framework.
Some of the frameworks have a matrix-like structure, which allows for all possible
view combinations. It is often the case that several of the combinations offered by such
three-dimensional structures may hold content of little practical relevance for most
types of modelling tasks. GERA addresses this possibility by restricting the scope of
some of its life cycle phases to the relevant aspects (views). For example, the GERA
Identification phase does not exhibit any specific aspects, because in GERA the
Identification phase abstracts from decisions that would need the differentiation
between these aspects; this phase is too informal and varied to detail any such aspects.
Some architectures have all dimensions explicitly represented (e.g. GERA, CIMOSA)
while others have implicit dimensions (e.g. PERA, Zachman, GRAI-GIM and C4ISR
with respect to the genericity dimension).
The practitioner should consider, based on advice from the meta-methodology
produced in this study and on the objectives of the given change process, which
90
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artefacts are necessary and useful taking into account that practicing enterprise
architecture is likely to have multiple objectives, and that artefacts produced should
support every one of these.
3.5

MODELLING LANGUAGES

The critical review has been extended to include modelling languages proposed or
provided by the AFs because the meta-methodology will attempt to recommend
appropriate modelling languages depending on the EA task, audience proficiency and
also according to the combination of AF elements used.
The modelling tasks of the EA practice need to produce a set of models aimed at an
intended audience in order to communicate the models' meanings. Thus, the models
must be constructed using languages that are appropriately expressive 86 for the
enterprise aspect(s) modelled and importantly, are also understood by the target
audience. For this purpose, existing languages may be adopted (as they are, or
customised), or new languages may be created. If existing languages are being
customised / extended, such changes must be fully explained and justified, because they
essentially change the structure (i.e. the metamodel and thus the meaning) of the
language itself. Thus, modified and newly designed modelling languages alike should
be based on sound ontologies (metamodels with semantic constraints and inference
rules expressed in a suitable logic), which will ensure the required consistency and
determine the expressive power of the models produced as required by the desired
enterprise view.
GERAM contains several requirements regarding modelling languages definition
(constructs and semantics), expressive power, required domain coverage of the chosen
set of modelling languages, and the requirement that models produced should be able to
be integrated across various subject areas of enterprise modelling. The integration in
question may be based on a common ontology of the languages and/or using integrity
constraints. The need for common (integrated) ontology and metamodel is particularly
true in the case of languages which claim to belong to a 'family' (e.g. IDEF), although
failing to define public underlying generic concepts for that group.
3.5.1

Modelling Languages for PERA

PERA does not prescribe any specific language for use in conjunction with its

86

note that a balance must be struck between the expressive power and the complexity of the language.
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framework, but it does make recommendations regarding the type and necessary
features of the tools, models and languages to be adopted (Li & Williams, 1994). In
essence, the decision to use a particular type of modelling language is either made by
the user, or by the methodology followed by the user.

Figure 37. Tools and languages proposed by PERA (based on (Li & Williams,
1994),(Williams et al., 2001))
Some examples of possible language selections (either recommended by PERA, or
proposed by the author) are given in Figure 37; the languages / tools deemed usable but
not explicitly mentioned in the reviewed documents have been shown in italics 87.
Although Figure 37 shows Data Flow Diagrams (DFD) as an alternative to IDEF0,
they are not directly interchangeable. Both languages aim to describe activity models;
however, while IDEF0 shows the flow of control and mechanisms, DFDs do not. On the
other hand, DFDs explicitly show data stores, which IDEF0 does not. Therefore, the
languages are complementary, but also somewhat overlapping.
The set of languages shown in Figure 37 is not exhaustive. Alternative or additional
87

note that the actual languages necessary also depend on the type of enterprise entity modelled – a
different set of languages may be relevant if the entity is a project as opposed to the entity being, for
example, a CIM system or a chemical plant.
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languages may be used if they meet the requirements set by PERA.
Also of relevance to modelling constructs is the PERA 'generic task (or activity)
module' construct, which is composed of a transformation and a storage. The
transformation component is similar to an IDEF0 activity construct, without modelling
the resources. The transformation process may be e.g. a production process (for the
manufacturing tasks) or a written task statement / scope (for the human-based tasks).
Generic task modules make up functions, which may be combined into networks
showing information (data) or material / energy flow, depending on the side considered
(management and control vs. mission fulfilment) (Li & Williams, 1994).
Enabling
Parameters

Input(s)

Transformation
Process

Storage

Output(s)

Figure 38. Generic activity module (Williams & Li, 1995)
3.5.2

GRAI-GIM Modelling Languages

In the author's opinion, the ultimate purpose of EA (including modelling) is change.
However, a successful change process depends on a deep understanding of the present
(AS-IS) state of the system that needs to be changed. If this understanding is not present
within the enterprise, and also if the future (TO-BE) state is perceived by the
stakeholders to be reachable by evolving the AS-IS state (Uppington & Bernus, 2003),
then the change process should be preceded by a modelling (or model update and
validation, if the model exists) of the existing system.
In addition, as previously mentioned, an essential concept in enterprise engineering is
the necessity of user-oriented and system-oriented phases in the task of deriving the
system specifications further used in system design. .
GRAI acknowledges the importance of the AS-IS modelling and the necessity of user
and system oriented design both in its Structured Approach and in its proposed set of
modelling constructs and languages (Doumeingts, 1998), as shown in Figure 39.
The Conceptual, Structural and Realisational levels shown in Figure 39 reflect the
Analysis, User-oriented design and Technical-oriented design phases of the GRAI
Structured Approach (Chen et al., 1997) shown in Figure 8. The GRAICO formalism
was introduced to take the event-driven aspect of the Physical system into account.
The Stock / Resource model is used (e.g. in preference to an IDEF3 process model)
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for its ability to express inventory levels and lead-time. Note that the Realisational level
does not propose any specific modelling constructs, on the assumption that they are
determined based on the tools selected for implementation.
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Figure 39. GRAI-GIM Modelling constructs, languages (based on (Chen et al., 1997))
GRAI has made an important contribution to the enterprise integration field by
identifying the inadequate coverage of the decisional aspects of the modelled enterprises
and by providing constructs and methodologies to address this issue.
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= Decision Centre
= Decision Frame (received from upper level or sent to lower levels)
= internal information (aggregated from lower levels or sent to upper level)
= external information
= adjust (physical system)
= ask upper level to adjust (if scope beyond current level)
= objectives
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Figure 40. Possible high-level 88 interpretation of the GRAI Grid as a language.
One of the main constructs produced for the purpose of decisional modelling is the
GRAI Grid (Doumeingts et al., 1998), which plays multiple roles within the GRAI AF,
as shown throughout this Chapter. Relevant to this section however is GRAI Grid's
modelling language role, used to describe the decisional structure of an enterprise from
a managerial perspective. As a modelling language, the GRAI Grid identifies constructs
such as decision levels (characterised by time spans - horizons and periods), functions
(i.e. 'to manage', 'to plan', 'to control') and decision centres (organisational roles, or
'units' displaying decision-making activities). In this form, the GRAI Grid could be
expressed as shown in Figure 40. More detail on other GRAI Grid roles is given in
Section 3.7.2 and (Doumeingts et al., 1998).
GRAI Nets are aimed at a detailed modelling of the activities contained in the decision
centres identified in the GRAI Grid. Based on graph theory, GRAI Nets are primarily
composed of states (defined by variables and results) connected by activities
(represented as directed arrows with bullet content, and transforming the inputs in
outputs) and supported by resources (information or physical). The high-level structure
of GRAI Net is shown in the top right-hand side of Figure 41.
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some details of the constructs definitions omitted for clarity (e.g. details on the possible geometrical
locations of the decision frames (DF) given to a decision centre (DC), etc).
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Figure 41. GRAI-GIM Modelling constructs and languages (Doumeingts et al., 1999)
For more detail about the GRAI modelling languages refer (Doumeingts et al., 1992).

3.5.3

CIMOSA Modelling Languages

CIMOSA views an enterprise as a collection of possibly concurrent processes executed
by interacting functional entities, or agents 89 (Vernadat, 1998). In CIMOSA, the
behaviour of the processes and that of functional entities / agents is modelled separately.
Te reason behind this approach is the CIMOSA conclusion that process behaviour may
be defined as a sequence of steps; this includes ill-defined processes, which however
may require additional constructs.
The sequence of steps is modelled in the form of a workflow via behavioural rules,
which may be extended to include events. Functional entity behaviour however, should
be modelled via transitions of states (e.g. using Statecharts, or similarly expressive
languages) rather than a sequence of steps. Hence, CIMOSA adopts an event-driven,
process based modelling approach, which is reflected in the third-party languages
recommended and in the constructs defining the CIMOSA languages (refer Figure 42).
Similar to other AFs, CIMOSA identifies several types of flows within an enterprise,
namely control (enterprise behaviour), material (physical components) and information
(decisions, data, documents). These flows result in a family of Workflow, Functional,
Information, Resource and Organisation languages being proposed, which are
independent but complementary.
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agents are seen as functional entities pursuing a goal and displaying some autonomy and motivations
(e.g. goal-seeking behaviour). They may be non-human or a combination of human / non-human.
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Figure 42. CIMOSA modelling constructs and languages
For example, a human listed as a resource input in the Function language may have its
attributes depicted in the Information language, its capabilities and competencies
described in the Resource language and its responsibilities / authorities expressed in the
Organisation language.
In CIMOSA, activities are defined similar to the IDEF0 constructs, however with
several extensions and additions - e.g. control and resource outputs, activity capabilities
(Vernadat, 1995). Enterprise objects in CIMOSA can have an identity, associations and
properties. In addition, views can be defined on sets of objects, which describe the set
properties and have their own identity and nature. CIMOSA uses Petri Nets and
Statechart diagrams to validate its models at the Implementation Description phase,
since the basic behaviour of CIMOSA process models can be translated into Petri Nets
(in CIMOSA, simulation, evaluation and validation occur at this phase).
In addition to the above, the CIMOSA metamodel, describing the CIMOSA major
constructs and their relationships ((CIMOSA Association, 1996; Vernadat, 1998)) has
been described using the Entity Relationship language (for which IDEF1x or UML class
diagrams are potential equivalents). The CIMOSA Technical Baseline document
(CIMOSA Association, 1996) also mentions IDEF2 90 for dynamics modelling and
SADT / IDEF0 and GRAI methodology for use in the functional analysis.
The CIMOSA formal languages approach is well suited for modelling structured
processes (e.g. for manufacturing control) but is not so well suited for human behaviour
/ knowledge modelling (such as in management / decision making). Current efforts
within CIMOSA aim to enable the modelling framework to cope with non-structured
activities and processes and allow for social aspects in model simulation. Prime
examples are the Competencies construct added to the Capability Set construct of the
Resource 91 view and the update of the Organisation Cell and Organisation Unit
constructs of the Organisation view in order to cover a larger range of organisational
structures (matrix, distributed, holonic, etc) (Berio & Vernadat, 1999).
In conclusion, the modelling framework of CIMOSA (recently extended to be
compatible with the GERA MF) is populated with modelling languages (CIMOSA

90

91

IDEF2 is a graphical simulation formalism, unfortunately too closely linked to some particular
simulation languages (Bravocco & Yadav, 1985; Vernadat, 1996). For this reason, IDEF2 has been
replaced with more generic simulation languages, such as. IDEF3.
CIMOSA models humans as resources with a specific set of capabilities (resource perspective) ,
authorities and responsibilities (organisation perspective).
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constructs) with the specific purpose of supporting the development of enterprise
architecture / integration through dynamic creation of model-based control systems.
Should the change process have a different set of objectives, the CIMOSA user should
expect that additional language constructs may be needed. This situation must be
reflected in the selection of AF elements by the meta-methodology.
3.5.4

Modelling Languages for the Zachman Framework

In today's dynamic business environment, it is understandable that reference
architectures aim to remain as generic as possible; however, a balance must be reached
between the degree of genericity and the level of direct usability of an AF for end users.
For example, too general an architecture may not provide any useful guidance as to
what deliverables may be needed and how to obtain them, while an excessively detailed
architecture may constrain the user to a particular choice of models / tools and
technology, which may not satisfy some users' needs.
Many AFs avoid prescribing specific instances of artefacts (such as a particular
modelling language or modelling tool) but still make recommendations, or at least
describe the essential requirements for such artefacts.
The Zachman modelling framework does not attempt to define dedicated language
constructs (such as e.g. CIMOSA, partially GRAI, etc), nor does it try to enforce any
particular third-party modelling languages. The Zachman framework does however
suggest several possible modelling languages in its framework cells (refer Figure 43)
For example, it proposes entity and relationship symbols for an ER diagram, map for
locations, typical Input, Control, Output, Mechanism (ICOM) symbols for IDEF0, etc.
Some such recommendations also exist in (Sowa & Zachman, 1992).
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Figure 43. Zachman Framework (Sowa & Zachman, 1992)
Modelling tool, and methodology developers (and the meta-methodology developed in
this study, for that matter) must employ various proprietary or third-party modelling
languages, in order to populate their tools and/or methodologies.
In this sense, Zachman allows users to choose a language they feel appropriate for a
specific modelling task; however, it does not offer a mechanism to ensure the
consistency or interoperability of the models created using the chosen languages 92 unless this task is accomplished by choosing an integrated set of languages (based on a
common ontology / metamodels).
Figure 44 shows one of the several possible selections of languages. This particular
selection has been compiled starting from a selection of languages proposed in
published white papers (e.g. (Popkin Software, 2001)) and additional languages whose
scope has been found by the author to match the purpose and intent of the Zachman
framework cells (such as Mathematical (First Order) Logic (FOL), Structured English
and Decision Tables).
In Figure 44, RP denotes Rich Pictures (Checkland & Scholes, 1990), which use
symbols to express diverse ideas (concepts), possibly in combination with explanatory
92

this is common among the architecture frameworks that offer less guidance and language requirements.
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text. 'ER(M)' denotes ER models allowing M:N (many-to-many) relationships. As can
be seen, IDEF1 has been proposed in preference to IDEF1x at conceptual level in order
to maintain a high degree of independence from the method of implementation.
What

How

Where

Who

When

Why

Scope
(Contextual)

RP / English

RP / English

RP / Map

RP / English

RP / English

RP / English
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UML
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Programming
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UI Programming
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Struct English

Rule spec.
In Prg Lang

Functioning
Enterprise

DD L(SQL )

Machine code
(0/1)

Address,
Comm
language

User / Worker

English (Schedule)

English

Figure 44. Modelling languages suitable for populating the modelling framework of the
Zachman AF (Noran, 2003a, 2003c)

GRAI Nets, typically used in the How abstraction (to model the functional aspect), have
also been included in the Who abstraction for potential detailing of the activities inside
decision centres modelled using e.g. GRAI Grids.
Moreover, in a broader context (Sowa & Zachman, 1992) rightfully argue that the
Zachman Framework itself may be considered a language 93. The models that populate
the Zachman framework may also be considered the language of the framework.
In conclusion, should the meta-methodology rules find appropriate to use the
Zachman framework to construct a specific CNO creation / operation method, the
modelling languages proposed to be used to produce and support that method may be
selected from the contents of the cells represented in Figure 44, matching Zachman
framework elements chosen to support the method. The consistency and interoperability
of the models thus produced has to be ensured by the user, unless a set integrated
modelling language set has been chosen (such as e.g. UML).
3.5.5 C4ISR Modelling Languages
The C4ISR AF suggests languages for several of its architectural products (C4ISR

93

this concept is applicable to all reviewed modelling frameworks and agrees with the conclusion (stated
in Section 3.10) that many of the AF components may play a multiple role within the AF.
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Architectures Working Group, 1997). However, several proposed languages are
proprietary and not formally defined. In addition, the lack of a detailed associated
modelling methodology casts doubts over the consistency of the models produced using
the proposed languages.
Figure 45 shows the result of combining the languages proposed by C4ISR with
additional languages recommended by Structured Analysis / Object Oriented modelling
methodologies (Bienvenu et al., 2000; Levis & Wagenhals, 2000) and languages
deemed suitable by the author. In this figure, the languages that are not proposed by the
original C4ISR document are shown in italics.
For many architectural products, C4ISR describes its own specialised graphical
symbols, in effect defining new language constructs. Unfortunately however, these
constructs are not accompanied by syntax or semantics (i.e. neither rules of how to
combine them, nor metamodels to define the meaning of the constructs are defined).
Typically, only a few examples and a template (which may be considered a very generic
partial model) are supplied, which do not constitute a formal language definition.
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Figure 45. Possible Modelling Languages to support the C4ISR modelling framework's
essential (E) and supporting (S) models
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For example, the template for the High level Operational Concept Graphic (OV-1)
shows generic shapes of military equipment and empty bullets and connectors, but it
supplies minimal information on how these constructs might be used or interpreted.
Thus, models built using these constructs (such as the OV-1 example provided in the
reviewed C4ISR base document ) may be interpreted in many different ways by the
audience, unless accompanied by comprehensive legends or text clarifying the
meanings (semantics) of the symbols used. C4ISR provides for dictionaries (glossaries)
such as the Defence Data Dictionary System (DDDS, a partial model) or the Integrated
Dictionary (AV-2); however, in the C4ISR base document, the proposed languages do
not have necessary entries in these dictionaries. In addition, C4ISR users may model the
same domain (or view) of reality using the proprietary modelling constructs proposed
by C4ISR in a different manner, and thus produce very different models (because there
are no syntax rules, such as how many shapes may / must be connected to a connector,
if any specific connector must be used on branches, etc).
This would compromise the consistency of models produced using these languages
and lead to the undesirable situation where the model impedes information sharing,
rather than facilitating it. Information sharing is mentioned as an important goal in
C4ISR. However, information as such is simply the interpretation (or meaning) attached
to data by humans. Glossaries, metamodels and ontologies supporting modelling
languages ensure a common interpretation and therefore facilitate true information
sharing (rather than just data sharing).
The C4ISR Core Architecture Data Model (CADM, in Appendix A.2.5 and Figure 144)
is an example of using a metamodel in C4ISR.
This type of representation (typically accomplished using ER formalisms or equivalent)
may be used to formally characterize the structure of any of the proprietary languages
put forward in some C4ISR views (and thus ensure their consistency and eliminate
ambiguities). For this purpose however, the metamodel has to cover all the C4ISR
modelling constructs (which is not currently the case with the CADM).
In accordance with the views dependency aspect, complex rules represented in a
functional view may be further detailed using an information modelling language, such
as IDEF1x (refer Figure 45).
Some C4ISR views and products relevant to the meta-methodology development are
affected by the development of the C4ISR framework. Thus, the Command
Relationships Chart (OV4) name is proposed to be changed to 'Organisational
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Relationship Chart'. The Activity Model (OV4 ) is proposed to become an essential
product, and in addition, the term 'essential' will be changed to 'mandatory'. Finally, a
new view, namely the Capability Maturity Profile (AV-3), is proposed for the new
C4ISR version.
In conclusion, should the user on the meta-methodology advice decide that C4ISR
elements can be used in constructing a specific enterprise architecture method, Figure
45 could be used as a guide in recommending appropriate modelling languages.
However, C4ISR proprietary modelling constructs that are not properly supported by an
underlying ontology and metamodel should be avoided, and replacements from other
languages should be recommended.
Putting the necessary effort into this is extremely important, taking into account that
the development and continuous mai9ntenance of some deliverables is a very large tasks
(e.g. a data dictionary in the Defence domain may consists of tens of thousands of
elements, where the initial construction of the dictionary takes many years!).
3.5.6

ARIS Modelling Languages

ARIS proposes several modelling languages in its framework and methodology,
however without trying to enforce any particular choices. Figure 46 represents these
recommendations, supplemented by languages deemed usable by the author (shown in
italics). For example, in the initial phase (Operational Business Problem), ARIS
recommends event-driven process chain diagrams (EPCs) 94 as a suitable set of
modelling constructs. As this is a semi-formal phase, in the author's opinion, Rich
Pictures and (English) text may also be used.
The Function, Data, Organisation and Output views involve somewhat conventional
modelling languages, in addition to some proprietary and workflow-specific constructs.
In ARIS, modelling of the Function view includes the creation of a decisional model 95.
The Output view appears to be a specialisation of the Data view (the part of the data
describing the result of processes). Thus, the ARIS Output view is modelled similarly to
the Data view, albeit at a lower level of detail (the necessary amount of detail is present
in the hybrid Output-Data sub-view, as part of the Control view). Similar to the People
and Resources abstractions of the Zachman framework (see Section 3.5.4), Organisation
does not appear to cover the human aspect of the enterprise beyond the Requirements
94

as mentioned in Section 3.4.7, the ARIS views are already present at the Operational Business Problem
level (which is equivalent to the GERA Concept level), which may be considered too early a stage.
95
some researchers consider the decisional aspect of enterprises a specialisation of the functional aspect,
while other research directions consider decision a separate view, or part of the organisational view.
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Definition level, focusing more on the hardware and software aspects instead.
As previously mentioned, the ARIS-specific Control view describes relations among
models. Therefore, this view will employ either modelling languages that allow hybrid
representations, or variations of the existing languages, enriched with the necessary
relational constructs. Languages from the first category are e.g. Object-Oriented
languages (e.g. class diagrams) where Data and Functions are encapsulated, Coloured
Petri Nets that allow some attributes to be attached to places, etc. In the second category
(extended languages), the ARIS Organisation-Data sub-view contains a variation of the
organisational chart enriched with the data belonging to each Organisational Unit.
Initial
Situation
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Definition

Design
Specification

Implem.
Description
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Process Seq
Processing Forms
IDEF0, GRAI Grid
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Tables
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-

Org-FuncData-Output
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Programming
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Figure 46. ARIS modelling languages (Scheer, 1994a, 1994b; Scheer & Kruse, 1994)
In ARIS, it is typically up to the user to fully understand the purpose of the view in
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question, take a decision regarding it usefulness for the modelling task in question and
then find a suitable language (from the recommended set, if available 96) to model that
view. In this respect, GERA can help by highlighting the enterprise aspects that need to
be covered, which in turn determine required models and modelling languages to create
the models. The meta-methodology, once establishing the appropriateness of ARIS
framework elements for the particular task, will assist the user take a decision in this
direction depending on the specifics of the EA task and audience proficiency.
In Figure 46, 'DDL' stands for Data Definition Language, 'DFD' for Data Flow
Diagram, 'EER' for Extended Entity Relationship, 'EPCs' for Event Driven Process
Chains, 'OSTN' for IDEF3 Object State Transition Networks and 'PN' for Petri Nets.
The formalisms proposed within the various ARIS views are not fixed. ARIS
considers compatibility and view redundancy to be the determining factors in choosing
modelling languages (Vernadat, 1996) and as such new modelling approaches are
allowed once they have established themselves.
3.5.7

Conclusion on Modelling Languages Proposed by Modelling Frameworks

Given the diversity of objectives that underlies enterprise integration efforts,
practitioners of enterprise architecture need to be able to select modelling languages that
allow the expression of their intent and design as needed for the particular task. Some
architectures, in line with the GERA Modelling Framework (e.g. PERA, Zachman), aim
not to prescribe a complete set of languages, instead arguing that the given engineering
domain already has adequate means to describe any deliverable, and the architecture is
only there to create a checklist of deliverables and to make their relationships explicit.
Such AFs only give examples of typical modelling languages.
For some areas of modelling, the applicability of modelling languages is of a wide
scope. Thus, typical modelling languages may be recommended without restricting the
use of the framework to a specific application domain or change objective (e.g. one can
generally propose the ER data model for information modelling 97, IDEF0 for activity
modelling 98 and IDEF3 for process modelling 99). On the generic level, such as shown in
the GERA modelling framework, this restraint is actually an advantage; the modelling
framework gains longevity by being non-prescriptive.
There is however a set of common themes in enterprise integration, whereupon most
96

the set of ARIS-recommended languages does not cover all life cycle phases, for all views.
or alternatively, IDEF1x, UML Class diagram.
98
or alternatively DFDs, Functional Decomposition.
99
or alternatively EPCs, Petri Nets, UML Sequence / Collaboration diagrams.
97
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enterprises today share some common objectives likely to persist for a long time. The
most important objectives in today's enterprise architecture practice are:
• Dynamic integration of the information and material flow across the supply chain
(increasing the level of co-ordination, agility, developing the 'aware enterprise');
• Continuous optimisation of the delivery of service and of the production
considering time, production cost and investment;
• Continuous optimisation and management of the use of human resource and
knowledge underlying any business endeavour;
• Continuous and dynamic development of the organisation to achieve best
organisational fit;
• Continuous optimisation of the deployment and use of technical resources
(manufacturing, transport, storage, information processing, communication).
While these objectives are still quite generic in nature, it is possible to identify common
needs of change processes regarding types of models or descriptions, such as to express
ideas, capture requirements and describe designs. Hence, some AFs propose a concrete
set of modelling languages to (at least to some extent) populate their modelling
frameworks. Generally, the advantage of setting a standard set of modelling languages
is that people can be trained in their use, tools can be developed, and in general, the
communication of the models and descriptions becomes easier.
Today, no single existing modelling language by itself is capable of modelling all
necessary aspects of an enterprise. Therefore, in order to completely and meaningfully
(Bernus et al., 1996a) model an enterprise, one must presently use several languages.
(Vernadat, 2001) has found an overwhelming number of modelling languages used in
many different, and non-interoperable tools, having an inconsistent vocabulary and
based on a weak, or no ontology. A potential solution currently in development is the
proposed Unified Enterprise Modelling Language (UEML 100), which is to be based on a
metamodel and ontology and composed of a set of core and additional constructs. In
order to succeed however, such a language must have a large acceptance and appeal to
both business users and modelling tools developers. A major benefit of UEML would
be a unification of various modelling paradigms terminology. As shown in Section
3.5.3, the CIMOSA languages (and its implementations, such as in the FirstStep tool
100

note that UEML is not an extension or specialisation of UML, but rather a specialised language
dedicated to enterprise modelling. UML (as a somewhat general purpose set of modelling languages)
may be used to model UEML constructs (Vernadat, 2001). However, other modelling languages may
be used provided they have the necessary expressive power - possibly including UEML itself.
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(Levi & Klapsis, 1999)) integrate the language constructs 101 necessary for model-based
control.

In this sense, the UEML language also aims to integrate the common

modelling constructs, not only for model-based control, but for other objectives as well,
such as described above.
The GRAI-GIM Architecture also proposes a set of languages (refer Section 3.5.2),
but instead of trying to develop a new integrated language, it selects existing modelling
languages that best fit the typical project. While the languages selected are a good
match for any of the above listed objectives, their integration as well as the development
of semantic foundations (such as envisaged in UEML) would improve the usability of
the presently used constructs and will allow better tool support.
Presently, there are several sets of languages that appear to be suitable candidates for
enterprise modelling. One example is the IDEF family of languages. Unfortunately,
currently there is no integrated metamodel available for the complete IDEF language
family. As such, consistency between models of the same enterprise developed using
different members of the IDEF family cannot be objectively guaranteed (even though
some modelling tools supporting the IDEF languages 102 have limited cross checking
ability). Another example is the UML (Rumbaugh et al., 1999), which however does
have an integrated metamodel; in fact many enterprise modelling needs can be
supported by UML, however, some crucial ones (organisational modelling, modelling
of resources and their capabilities, decisional modelling, separation of required
capabilities from actual capabilities, etc) do not have adequate support 103. The author
expects that UEML will bridge this gap.
One should not expect that there will ever be a complete closed set of modelling
languages suitable for all projects, once and for all; however, one can expect that there
will be a reasonably complete integrated set of constructs that support a majority of
modelling needs for all change processes, with the remaining special cases being
selected as needed by the project.
Such considerations have been taken into account in designing the meta-methodology
behaviour (e.g. rules of the sub-steps) in recommending appropriate modelling
languages to support the selection of AF elements for specific EA tasks..

101

integrating the constructs of languages means that there is one metamodel defining all language
constructs, even though for the user, subsets of these constructs appear as separate languages.
102
more precisely IDEF0 for functional modelling, IDEF1x for data modelling and IDEF3 for behaviour
modelling and possibly simulation, as shown in Section 3.8.1.
103
a comparison of the IDEF and UML modelling languages from the point of view of enterprise
modelling is provided in (Noran, 2000a) and (Noran, 2004d).
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METHODOLOGIES PROPOSED BY ARCHITECTURE FRAMEWORKS

Many life cycle architectures are accompanied by one or more methodologies aiming to
guide the user through the EA process. GERAM specifies the need for Enterprise
Engineering Methodologies (EEMs), which "describe the process of enterprise
engineering" (ISO/TC184, 2000a). The coverage of modelling methodologies by the
reviewed architectures ranges from general guidelines (e.g. C4ISR) to very detailed
(representing a backbone of the architecture 104, e.g. PERA).
GERA sets several requirements for modelling methodologies, such as the need to
cover human role (the need to involve users in the analysis and design phases), the
necessity to distinguish between user-oriented and technology-oriented design, the
requirement for the methodologies to use project management techniques and the need
for an economic aspect (e.g. allow cost and performance evaluations and comparisons).
Few methodologies cover the full set of requirements in the GERA sense. Therefore,
it is typically necessary to adopt a set of methodologies, rather than one single
methodology. Overlapping coverage of the selected methodologies may then be used (if
necessary and affordable) for the purpose of triangulating the methodologies suitability.
The review of the proposed modelling methodologies has included commercial and
proprietary methods based on the reviewed architectures whenever possible. Typically,
the publicly available details of several such methods are scarce. As a general
observation, this lack of public scrutiny may appear to give a competitive edge in the
short term, but it often ends up affecting the credibility and acceptance of the method.
3.6.1

The PERA Enterprise Engineering Methodology

The main component of PERA is the Purdue Methodology, published as a 'Handbook
for Master Planning' (Williams et al., 2001). The PERA diagram was initially intended
as a graphical guide (or a high-level model) to accompany the methodology, but as
shown in Section 3.4.2 it also plays the role of a reference architecture (since it specifies
the scope of the necessary deliverables at each life cycle phase).
The PERA diagram describing the EA methodology is shown in the right-hand side of
Figure 23. The Purdue Methodology is a guide for the implementation of Master
Planning, which covers the identification, concept, requirements and preliminary design
phases, and gives detailed advice on both technical and organisational / human
relationship aspects of such projects.
104

life cycle architectures are in fact a high-level model of the methodology to architect an enterprise.
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The Master Plan (MP, or Architectural Plan) is the result of the preliminary design
phase. A distinct characteristic of the MP is that it allows management to make
informed decisions about the feasibility of the plan's implementation, as well as of its
cost and the time needed to implement it. Master planning has several advantages. For
example, the cost of production of a MP is small relative to the cost of detailed design
and implementation; thus, it can be used e.g. for decision support and bidding for large
engineering projects, or for a longer term EA project. Depending on the available
capabilities, a MP may form the basis of a strategic EA program, implemented within
several years. Finally, the MP is able to define sub-architectures of the entity in
question, such as the human-organisational architecture, the production and service
delivery architecture, and the management information, communication and control
system. These systems may be implemented by separate (and possibly parallel) projects
(each as one effort, or in stages), of lower complexity (and therefore risk). These
separate projects would use domain-specific methodologies, such as facility
engineering, software engineering and organisational design. The coherence of these
separate projects is ensured through the interfaces defined in the MP. Further details on
master planning are contained in (Williams, 1994a) and (Williams et al., 2001). The
PERA methodology addresses most of the requirements set out in GERA and has been
successfully used in many industrial projects 105.
3.6.2

GRAI Methodologies

As shown in Section 3.5.2, GRAI recognizes the necessity to model the existing (ASIS) state of an entity before attempting to devise a process for its change, and
recommends different sets of languages / constructs for the two modelling phases. Such
construct sets are accompanied in GRAI by a collection of modelling methods that
together meet most of the GERA requirements.
The GRAI Integrated Methodology (GIM) proposes the Structured Approach shown
in the right-hand side of Figure 8. Specific to GIM (and important from the GERA
human aspect) is the involvement of specific groups (refer Figure 48) :
• a project board (top management), which supervises and may alter or halt the
modelling process. Thus, GRAI acknowledges the need to involve and secure
management support for the change process;
• the responsible personnel from customer service / manufacturing (the synthesis
group), which use their technical skills to guide and validate the modelling process;
105

e.g. Fluor Daniel, using this methodology for large engineering projects (Rathwell & Williams, 1996).
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• an analysis group, which has to collect necessary relevant data from the modelled
enterprise (done by analysts) and secondly, to give advice to the synthesis group to
ensure consistency with the GIM method analysis group (done by GIM experts);
• the users group, which provides the necessary information to the other groups.

User
requirements
Analysis / Design

Specification

GRAI-GIM scope

Development

Implementation

Operation

Figure 47. Scope of GRAI-GIM in relation to the life cycle of a system (Chen &
Doumeingts, 1996)
The phases in the modelling methodology closely follow the phases present in the
GRAI Structured Approach and have been described in Section 3.2.2. Essentially, the
GRAI-GIM Structured Approach provides advice on the tasks involved in the user and
system requirements definition and in the preliminary (architectural) design phases.
BenchGRAI is a benchmarking structured approach for bid preparation, based on the
GIM concept of formation and composition of the focus groups (refer Figure 48).
BenchGRAI contains three main phases, namely modelling of the bidding process
(using IDEF0), definition of the objectives (such as Bid Preparation Process (BPP)
Lead-time, BPP cost conformity and BPP lead-time conformity) and evaluation of the
internal and external (between various enterprises) results in respect to the objectives.
As a result of the last phase, a 'best-practice' approach is built by selecting the bestperforming candidate bidding processes.
For the management side of an enterprise to be effective, it needs feedback to learn the
effect of its actions on the enterprise operations; this may be achieved using
performance indicators. EcoGRAI is a method proposed by GRAI to design and
implement a system of performance indicators, also based on the GIM focus groups
approach.
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Models
Knowledge Base

Users group &
Working goup
all domains

Detail modelling
/ planning

Analysis Group
GIM method specialist,
Analyst

Figure 48. The GRAI groups approach (Chen et al., 2002; Doumeingts, 1998)
The EcoGRAI method comprises several phases, which start with the modelling of the
enterprise control system (using GRAI Grids and GRAI Nets), followed by the
identification of the global objectives, decision centres' objectives (called drivers) and
any conflicts between the two. Next, the performance indicators are designed and then
integrated in the Production IS.
The GRAI Evolution Methodology (GEM, (Doumeingts, 1998)) models the continuous
development of enterprises by modelling AS-IS and SHOULD-BE states. As shown in
Section 3.3.3 and Figure 18, GEM uses so-called 'NEXT STEP' (shorter term) phases in
order to meet the need to periodically re-adjust the SHOULD-BE state. Each NEXT
STEP state reached subsequently becomes the current AS-IS state.
Other methodologies have been developed within GRAI, such as GRAI Message
(elaboration of business plan), GIMSOFT (specifications for choosing / implementing
ERP / Production Management software packages) and GRAI Engineering, for
controlling the design of products (Doumeingts et al., 1999). Similar to the Purdue
Methodology however, none of the GRAI methodologies covers the GERA
Implementation, Operation or Decommission phases (refer Figure 47). In GRAI, these
phases are considered to be covered by domain-specific methodologies.
3.6.3

The CIMOSA Methodology

CIMOSA provides a Business Modelling Process (Zelm et al., 1995) based on the
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CIMOSA specifications contained in the CIMOSA base document (CIMOSA
Association, 1996). CIMOSA understands enterprise modelling in terms of processes,
activities and operations; therefore, its methodology provides guidelines regarding the
creation and execution of CIMOSA-compliant enterprise engineering processes.
According to (Vlietstra, 1996), these guidelines include the identification of the
business domain, followed by the selection of building blocks (i.e. selection of partial
models) from a catalogue and their subsequent customisation and specialisation
resulting in the particular enterprise model. This is followed by the release of the
enterprise model into the operational environment, where variables are added /
instantiated at execution time (on same, or various copies of the released model).
The CIMOSA-defined set of processes involved in enterprise engineering follows the
CIMOSA life cycle phases (Requirements Definition, Design Specification,
Implementation Description) but it includes an additional Model Maintenance task. This
is a repeatable process, triggered e.g. by change request events originated by customers,
new technology, change in constraints, etc. In line with the GERA life cycle phase
definition, the CIMOSA methodology does not prescribe a particular succession in the
life cycle phases involved, allowing for top-down, bottom-up or iterative approaches.

Figure 49. The CIMOSA Modelling Process (based on (Kosanke & Vernadat, 1998)).
The modelling methodology proposed by CIMOSA (Figure 49), often referred to as the
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'model derivation process', does not include a detailed coverage of the human and
organisational aspects of enterprise engineering projects. While allowing for the
modelling of responsibilities and authorities (recently also allowing for human skills /
competencies), the CIMOSA methodology does not cover issues such as persuading the
management of the need for change and securing its support for the change process,
policies and procedures needed to support enterprise engineering projects, taking into
account workforce characteristics, union rules, the role of the champion and the
initiating sponsor and assessing the cultural and social factors in the enterprise.
Therefore, users of the CIMOSA methodology (and the proposed meta-methodology
in its recommendations) may need to complement it with other methodologies, such as
the PERA Methodology (for Master Planning organisation guidance) and a Software
Engineering methodology (to guide the organisation of software development projects).
3.6.4

Zachman Methodologies

The Zachman framework aims to remain generic by not prescribing any particular
implementation or modelling methodology. However, some high-level guidance is
available; thus, similar to other frameworks (e.g. GRAI in Section 3.5.2), the Zachman
architecture identifies two main phases in enterprise modelling (Zachman, 2000b). The
first phase models the existing enterprise in order to improve existing operational
processes. For this purpose, the Zachman framework is populated with particular
models of the existing enterprise. The second phase involves changing the enterprise
using a generalisation of the models developed. This is achieved through a formalisation
and generalisation of the particular models in a bottom-up approach, in order to
effectively construct partial models 106.
Various proprietary modelling methodologies relating to the Zachman modelling
framework have emerged, such as ForeSight, developed by the Zachman modelling
framework's authors, the Popkin Process (Popkin Software, 2001), the Visible
methodology and Ptech's Causal Architecture. These methodologies are only briefly
described due to their proprietary nature and scarcity of publicly available details.
The Popkin process offers a methodology to identify content for the Zachman
framework cells, to relate the cells and to choose the appropriate languages / tools to
achieve these goals. The Popkin process methodology also provides high-level guidance
for choosing a suitable, out-of-the-box 'established' methodology (Business, Data,
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refer Section 3.7 for more information on partial (or reference) models.
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Structured or Object-oriented modelling).
The Ptech Causal Architecture approach uses Causal Loop Diagrams107 (CLD) models
to identify relevant universe of discourse content for the Zachman framework cells.
These diagrams are then used in combination with value and causal mappings (Vail,
2001) to identify key values and high leverage factors for the enterprise. Subsequently,
the Causal Architecture methodology provides guidance to map these values to the
Zachman cells and assign them priorities.
3.6.5

C4ISR Modelling Methodologies

The C4ISR AF supplies only high-level modelling directions (shown in Figure 50) but
also describes a set of mandatory / supporting products (as shown in the Product
Reference and Architecture Product columns of Figure 45) expected to result from an
architecture process. C4ISR does not explicitly describe a detailed process for
developing views and products, or the organisation of architecture development
projects. This absence of a modelling process may significantly impede upon the
integratability and interoperability of architectures produced using C4ISR.
1

Determine the
intended use of
the architecture

2

Determine
scope of the
architecture

3

Determine
characteristics
to be captured

4

Determine
views / products
to be built

5
Build the
requisite
products

DoD Organisations

6
Use architecture
for intended
purpose

Industry

Figure 50. Guidance provided by C4ISR (C4ISR Architectures Working Group, 1997)
However, as shown in Section 3.2.5, it is possible to relate the GERA life cycle phases
to the C4ISR views (as shown in Figure 11) and high-level modelling phases (Figure
13). In addition, the top-down view descriptions in Figure 45 (based on the C4ISR base
document) describe in some detail the architecture deliverables, hence giving some
guidance to the user regarding the progression of enterprise architecture projects.

107

a Systems Engineering approach used to describe cause - effect narratives.
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Several proprietary methodologies have also emerged in relation to C4ISR, such as
the META Group's Enterprise Architecture Strategy (EAS) applicable to C4ISR. The
META Group defines a 5-step process, which progressively and iteratively builds the
enterprise business, information, technical and application portfolio architectures,
followed by guidance regarding gap analysis and migration / implementation planning
(META Group Inc, 2002).
Popkin Software also provides a dedicated module in its proprietary tool (System
Architect, described in Section 3.8.2.4.1) and methodology support for modelling the
C4ISR architectural products. As previously stated, such methodologies cannot be
discussed in detail due to their proprietary nature.
Publicly available proposed C4ISR modelling methodologies reviewed follow two
main directions. The first direction uses Structured Analysis and Development
techniques, notably the six-stage process described in (Levis & Wagenhals, 2000) and
(Wagenhals et al., 2000). This approach uses ER to produce a partial ordering of the
deliverables, from which a series of steps (and hence a methodology) may be obtained.
The second direction is based on the Object-oriented paradigm, such as the method
described in (Bienvenu et al., 2000; Levis, 2001). It must be noted that this Objectoriented method builds on the processes described in the Structured Analysis modelling
methodology, rather than being an alternative to Structured Analysis. This is generally
true of most Object Oriented methodologies and languages (e.g. the UML diagrams).
Unfortunately, such methodologies do not cover some essential technical elements
necessary for enterprise architecture development in the GERA sense, such as the
design of human tasks and the their optimisation versus technical tasks (that is, 'extent
of automation' in GERA / PERA terms), and are usually vague of the development of
the human-computer interface (HCI). Therefore, C4ISR users are advised to select a
suitable suite of methodologies 108 covering the missing elements, as noted above and
defined in the GERAM requirements specification. Similarly, should the metamethodology application result in a model using C4ISR AF elements, and should its
rules lead to recommending any of the above-mentioned C4ISR-related methodologies,
attention will need to be paid to so that additional methods supplementing the missing
aspects as detailed above are also put forward to the meta-methodology user.

108

e.g., PERA's automation extent concept for human vs. non-human task modelling, and the GRAI Grid
for decisional modelling.
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The ARIS Methodology

The ARIS House framework (described in Section 3.4.7) may be used to guide the
ARIS modelling effort (Scheer, 1998b). However, a more complete methodology model
may be obtained by combining the ARIS House and the ARIS HOBE (previously
described in Section 3.4.7, Figure 36) frameworks into a three-dimensional structure, as
shown in a simplified form in Figure 51. Starting with the ARIS HOBE Process
Engineering (Level I), each view in the ARIS House (Function, Data, Output,
Organisation and Control) is modelled in turn, for each ARIS life cycle phase, with
emphasis on the Requirements definition life cycle phase. Populating the ARIS HOBE
Level I with models enables the subsequent modelling of the other ARIS HOBE levels
(II to IV, since level V is the framework itself).
The modelling methodology covers entities identified within the ARIS views (see
Figure 34). For example, modelling of the function view covers the functions, goals
(i.e. the business rules) but also the decisional aspects. While often, decisional aspects
are covered together with organisational aspects, in the author's opinion, decisions are a
special kind of functions, while the organisation actually presents the mapping of the
(typically human) resources onto the functions. In addition, some entities are common
to multiple views (e.g. information services are part of Output and of Data).
The ARIS views are modelled in all life cycle phases except Output and Control (the
Output view is modelled only at the Requirements Definition level).
As previously mentioned, the Control view in ARIS serves the purpose of bringing
together the other views and highlighting their relationships. Therefore, modelling of
the Control view must include all bilateral relationships of the views, which are
modelled in ARIS at various life cycle depths, as follows.
All bilateral relationships are modelled in the Requirements Definition life cycle
phase. Some relationships (Functions-Organisation, Functions-Data and OrganisationData) are modelled further to the Design Specification level; only the Functions-Data
relationship is to the Implementation Description level. This may be due to the ARIS'
main concern with the development of the automated parts of the enterprise.
In conclusion, the ARIS-proposed modelling methodology recommends (but does not
enforce) a sequence of steps in modelling the ARIS House life cycles and the HOBE
levels. In the case of HOBE, the succession is suggested by the left-hand side composite
arrow shown in Figure 51.
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Process Engineering

ARIS
HOBE
levels

Configuration

Process Planning and
Control
ARIS House
Life Cycle
Workflow Control
Implementation Description
Design Specification
Requirements Definition

Application System

Figure 51. Simplified ARIS methodology model and modelling framework
(based on (Scheer, 1998b))
The modelling methodology employed by the ARIS AF is described in detail in
(Scheer, 1998b), which explains the modelling of all individual views and of the
Control view (containing bilateral view relations and an overall view).
In this case too, the human role coverage requirement as defined in GERA is not fully
met; therefore, the user of ARIS and the meta-methodology recommendation for the use
of ARIS-related methodology elements must consider other suitable methodologies to
complement ARIS, similar to the way previously shown for Zachman and C4ISR.
3.6.7

Conclusion about Methodologies

According to Section 3.2, the life cycle phases contained in the reviewed AFs typically
do not imply succession or other temporal aspects. However, modelling methodologies
would often recommend a certain selection and/or succession of life cycle phases (i.e.
suggest a particular life history) for a given (type of) modelling task. This approach can
be used in the design of the meta-methodology and SR rules.
Apart from the PERA methodology, partly GRAI-GIM (which addresses the project
organisation) and the META EAS process, all other methodologies concentrate on the
technical tasks of model / deliverable development. A possible reason for this approach
is the desire of consulting companies to use their expertise in the organisational aspects
of architecture development (which are essential for success) to dominate the market.
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A further aspect is the proliferation of proprietary modelling methods based on the
reviewed frameworks whose details are not publicly released, except for reviews
defining them as the ultimate architecting method or the one and only modelling method
the enterprise architect will ever need. This makes proprietary methodologies typically
difficult to assess. The proprietary nature of such methodologies may appear to provide
short-term market gains, but in fact, it affects their credibility and general acceptance,
not to mention the obstacle they introduce in the effort to integrate and standardize
enterprise modelling methods.
3.7

REFERENCE MODELS

Presently, knowledge management and preservation is one of the main drivers of
enterprise modelling. However, in the reviewed AFs knowledge preservation (which is
an essential aspect of knowledge management) is often overlooked, including the phase
that it should typically occur in, i.e. decommissioning. An enterprise model should
encapsulate (and thus preserve) knowledge that would otherwise be lost 109. Knowledge
preservation makes most sense in view of its reuse. In the EA domain, reuse may be
achieved by means of reusable templates in the form of reference (or partial) models,
constructed on various levels of specialisation (and hence various applicability degrees).
Thus, partial models take the form of solutions for a particular modelling problem type.
Partial models in the GERA sense may be prototypes, abstract models or models of
classes of enterprises which must be specialised and ultimately instantiated in order to
obtain the model of a particular enterprise. GERA specifies human role (organisation,
responsibilities, etc), process and technology as possible domains for partial models.
Emphasis is being laid on partial models covering technology-oriented IT systems and
'integrating services', which greatly assist in the enterprise engineering effort. This type
of partial models is similar for most enterprises and thus may be widely reused.
This study has noted that architectures themselves describe structure at a given level
of abstraction - e.g. partial models may exist on the policy level (GERA Concept life
cycle phase), requirements level, architectural design level, etc, even including the
detailed design level (where partial models might describe detailed views of a type of
product). Therefore, in a broader context architectures themselves may be considered
partial models. This is in line with the finding that components of AFs may play
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e.g. tacit process knowledge owned by a retiring senior employee.
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multiple roles in the modelling effort 110.
3.7.1

A PERA Partial Model

PERA contains a partial model for the management and control side - namely, the CIM
Reference Model described in (Williams, 1988) and subsequently adopted as a standard
by the Instrument Society of America (ISA, 2000).
The Purdue CIM Reference Model represents the Information Functional Network and
the IS architectures of the Purdue architecture (refer Figure 52), without considerations
to system construction and operation. It refers to the automatable functions of an
enterprise, while defining humans and human-related functions as 'external entities'. The
exchange of information between worker and plant is enabled via communication
facilities (Li & Williams, 1994).
The CIM Reference Model presents a partially specialised operational structure of an
integrated enterprise, and is therefore usable for the development of the deliverables
included in the PERA Master Plan (which is the result of the Preliminary Design phase).
The PERA CIM reference model maps onto the partial level of GERA as shown in
Figure 52 (the shaded areas). PERA examples are also available for various industries
(Rathwell & Williams, 1996). Depending on the degree of specialisation, according to
GERA, such 'examples' may be considered templates, 'class models' or patterns.
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Figure 52. The Purdue CIM Reference Model mapping on PERA (Li & Williams,
1994) and on GERA
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refer Section 3.10 for a more detailed description of this aspect.
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Partial models in template form may be used by 'filling in' the details. Class model type partial models need further specialisation and subsequent instantiation into a
particular model. The pattern-type partial models need an initial comparison of the
'problem' component with the modelling task at hand; if a close enough match is found,
the 'solution' component of the matched pattern is customised (using available 'trade-off'
components of the pattern) and then adopted. The meta-methodology will have to
consider the applicability of these forms of reference models whenever appropriate. For
example, if the management and control of a CNO need to be described, a possibility
would be to recommend the CIM reference model in order to save time, and then
supplement the human aspects by using normal PERA constructs.
3.7.2

Partial Models in GRAI-GIM

The GRAI AF is based on the control and systems theory, according to which all
systems are composed of control and of physical sub-systems. The control system
makes decisions by using external information and models of the physical system
(which must be kept accurate by means of feedback, or internal information). The
system containing the external / internal information and its flow makes up a third,
information sub-system.
Overall
Objectives
External
information

Management
Command and
Control System
Orders

Raw materials,
components

Physical System

Information
about
physical system
Finite
products

Figure 53. A GRAI-GIM reference model (Chen & Doumeingts, 1996)
Reference models may exist at various levels of detail, depending on their purpose and
intended audience. As with any model, a balance must be reached between model
complexity and expressive power. Thus, the graphic in Figure 53 may be considered a
high-level partial model of the GRAI concept. Its complexity is low, but so is its
expressive power. For example, it cannot show the Management, Command and
Control System structure or the relation between its components. This reference model
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is usable e.g. in the GRAI-GIM Definition (GERA Concept) life cycle phase, or when
aiming to gain upper management support for a change process, and too much detail
would not be appropriate. A very simple model of the enterprise may still be
constructed by instantiating the partial model shown in Figure 53.
The reference model shown in Figure 54 (the GRAI conceptual model) can be
specialised from the model in Figure 53. This model is more complex, but also more
expressive and thus suitable for tasks such as GRAI user-oriented design.
In GRAI terminology, the Decision system represents the management side of the
enterprise, for which a dedicated partial model (the GRAI Grid) is available. The
Operating System refers to the control functions of the enterprise, while the Physical
system represents the enterprise operations. Thus, together, the GRAI Decision and
Operating Systems would map onto the Management and Control part of the GERA (or
PERA), while the GRAI Physical System would map onto the GERA (or PERA)
Customer Service part.
The GRAI Grid is a reference model for the decisional view of the GRAI AF, at the
requirements level (Doumeingts, 1984). It is derived (specialised) from the GRAI
conceptual model; thus, it enables the user to model constructs inherited from the GRAI
model, such as decision centres, decision levels, internal and external information.
Information Info filtering,
System
aggregation

Decision
System

Decision
Centres
Decision
Levels

Define
Orders

Direct
Control

Raw materials,
components

Products
Work Stations

Operating
System
Physical
System

Figure 54. GRAI-GIM Conceptual Model (based on (Doumeingts et al., 1992))
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In addition to its parent partial model shown in Figure 54, the GRAI Grid describes
types of decisional functions, decision frames and it further details decision centres,
presented in a GRAI Grid as intersections of decision functions and levels (Figure 55).
The functions of each decisional centre present in a GRAI Grid can also be described
by using an activity modelling language such as IDEF0 or GRAI Nets (which
demonstrates the close relationship of the decisional and functional aspects). Moreover,
once a GRAI Grid is completed, it is possible to map the human enterprise resources on
the GRAI Grid, therefore obtaining the organisational structure of the enterprise ('who
does what'). This makes the GRAI Grid an important tool in the modelling of the
functional, resource and organisational aspects of an enterprise, although separate
functional and resources modelling are still necessary for the enterprise in question. The
GRAI Grid may thus be used to identify significant present or future problems in an
organisation, generated by over-managed hierarchies, conflicting roles, narrow- or
paternalistic management, etc.
As a 'coarse' enterprise partial model, the GRAI Grid maps onto the GERA Partial
level on the Functional, Organisational and Resources views at the Requirements life
cycle phase, on the Management and Control side as graphically shown in Figure 55.
This is so, because the decisional aspect depicted by the GRAI Grid is primarily
functional, while also involving organisation and resources 111.
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Figure 55 GRAI Grid (Doumeingts, 1984) mapping on the GERA partial level
In a typical approach for partial models, the GRAI conceptual model (and the GRAI
111

resources may also appear e.g. as mechanisms in the IDEF0 models of the decision centres, in which
case the consistency of the resources representation across models must be ensured.
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Grid as its specialisation) makes use of generic GRAI concepts such as decision
centre 112, decision level, horizon, period, etc. These concepts have their roots in the
control and systems theories that GRAI is based on.
The GRAI Grid is a very effective language and partial model in representing
decisional frameworks of the AS-IS and TO-BE states of modelled enterprises. This has
been taken into account in the meta-methodology design, namely in the sub-step
searching for additional aspects that may need to be modelled. Thus, the metamethodology sub-step rules will recommend the GRAI Grid formalism as preferred for
modelling decisional / organisational aspects whenever possible and suitable.
3.7.3

A CIMOSA Partial Model

Information Technology (as an enabler of IS) and Manufacturing Technology (as an
important enabler of enterprise operations) still present a high degree of heterogeneity,
both in hardware and software aspects. Therefore, there is a need for an additional layer
('middleware') between the business user and the enabling technologies in order to hide
this heterogeneity, facilitate the information exchange / sharing and provide a 'plug and
play' environment for components (Vernadat, 1996).
Executable models (such as those that CIMOSA aims to create) must exist at an
abstraction level understood by the target execution infrastructure. Hence, the execution
infrastructure capabilities may affect the necessary degree of formality and detail of the
model. The more 'knowledgeable' the execution infrastructure is, the less detailed and
formal (if the basic rules are built-in) the model needs to be 113.
In CIMOSA, an integrating infrastructure is used both in the model engineering /
maintenance and the model execution phases, in order to ensure modelling consistency
and to minimise the impact upon model deployment. This is reflected in the CIMOSA
Integrating Infrastructure Services (IIS) structure shown in Figure 56.
The IIS may be specified as a partial model in the sense that it only defines generic
service entities (only its functionality is defined), its implementation being at the
discretion of the IT vendors. The IIS provides services for function, information and
communication integration. As such, the IIS may be mapped against the GERA Partial
level on the Functional and Information views, Preliminary Design life cycle phase.
Once implemented, the IIS becomes an enterprise module (or EMO in GERAM terms)
112
113

the decision centre itself is described by a separate reference model (Chen & Doumeingts, 1996).
for example, computer hardware components with built-in processing capabilities need less software
instructions, since most of the elementary instructions are 'known' by the hardware. The same applies
for humans, i.e. the amount of instructions needed for a human depends greatly on its tacit knowledge
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belonging to the CIMOSA Enterprise Operating Environment (EOE), usable in the
implementation of enterprise operational systems (EOS), as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 56. The CIMOSA Integrating Infrastructure mapping on GERA
A generalised and updated version of the CIMOSA IIS is used in Annex A of ISO/IS
15704 (ISO/TC184, 2000a) under the designation Enterprise Model Execution and
Integration Services (EMEIS), where it has the task to "provide an example of
infrastructure linking the enterprise model development with the real world"
(ISO/TC184, 2000a). The CIMOSA IIS or the GERAM EMEIS may be recommended
by the meta-methodology, should a middleware integrating layer be needed. This may
be the case for certain CNO type creation and operation tasks. The absence of human
role however, will need to be complemented accordingly.
3.7.4

A Sample Zachman Framework Partial Model

Zachman does not explicitly describe reference models. However, as it has been shown
in Figure 30, it is possible to define Zachman frameworks at the partial level; such
frameworks would contain partial models that may subsequently be further specialised
(producing a more specific reference model) or instantiated into a particular framework
for a specific modelling task.
On the other hand, various applications of the Zachman framework to specific
industry types have been produced by third parties. They may be considered partial
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models at various levels of specialisation (although they are not specifically included in
the Zachman architecture framework). Similar to modelling methodologies, most thirdparty, and Zachman proprietary partial models are not publicly available and therefore
have not been included in this review.
The following example originates from a high-level 'business process-driven objectoriented development' example which is available in (Popkin Software, 2001). It is the
model of a typical small-scale object-oriented software development project covering
the first phase of a change process in an enterprise, i.e. modelling of the existing
processes in order to better understand (and subsequently improve) the business
operations. In this example, it is assumed that the need for the new artefact (in this case
a software system) has already been identified and the decision has been taken to
respond to the need by building it. The project does not attempt to improve or reengineer, but rather just document the existing processes and produce a software system
to reflect them. It is assumed that the business already has one or more databases
modelling the information, which will be used by the new application.
As one can see from Figure 57, the 'Where' and 'When' columns of the Zachman
framework have not been modelled at all, because the locations are considered fixed and
known, and the temporal aspect is seen as not complex enough to justify modelling. The
'Who' abstraction, although also known, has been modelled from the 'application's point
of view', in order to produce the user interface specifications and its code. The 'What'
(i.e., data / information) abstraction does not include the Contextual and Conceptual
perspectives because they are beyond the extent of the proposed modelling task.
The 'What' Logical and Physical perspectives will have to be reverse-engineered from
the existing database system. The existing database (i.e. its logical model and schema)
may subsequently be altered as a result of the modelling process.
The notations used for the Zachman perspectives vary widely according to the user's
specific universe of discourse. Figure 57 shows typical meanings of the Zachman
framework perspectives and focus (exemplified by the cell contents) for software
engineering, where the cell content shown in italics is optional.
In this particular example, modelling of the 'How' (functional) abstraction is identified
as the backbone of the whole modelling effort - therefore all Zachman perspectives (i.e.
GERA life cycle phases) are covered. As shown in Section 3.4.5, Figure 27, the 'Why'
abstraction belongs to the functional aspect (rule modelling); therefore, it is also fully
covered. Note that in the original (Popkin Software, 2001) example, the 'Why'
abstraction was modelled by means of Requirements / Test plans, due to the specific
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approach taken by the Popkin software tool (which only partially meets the original
intent of the Zachman framework).
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Figure 57. Zachman partial model example (based on (Popkin Software, 2001))
and its mapping onto the GERA Partial Model level
The model presented belongs to a partial level (using levels of genericity as proposed
in Figure 30) since it is a reusable solution to a type of problem. Thus, it can be mapped
onto the Partial level of GERA, covering life cycle phases from Concept to Detailed
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Design on the Management and Control side, excluding humans (refer Figure 57). This
is because the scope of the envisaged (software) product for this example has been
established (in the Zachman Business and Architect's perspectives) to exclude human
resource management.
The GERA Function view is represented in all life cycle phases relevant to this
example. The GERA Information view is represented in its Preliminary Design,
Detailed Design and Implementation life cycle phases. Zachman AF's People column
may map onto the GERA Organisation and Resource views as shown in Figure 27. In
this case however, the Organisation view is only represented at GERA Requirements
phase (using a process chart with roles and swimlanes for the matching Zachman cell
content). The GERA Resource view is covered via hardware / people aspects in the
GERA Requirements and Architectural Design phases (called in Zachman Conceptual
and Logical, respectively), and via Software aspects (e.g. diagrams, code) at the GERA
Detailed Design and Implementation phases (Physical and Out of Context in Zachman).
In conclusion, available Zachman partial models could be recommended by the metamethodology if a decision has been made to use elements of the Zachman framework
and especially if human aspects do not need to be covered in detail in all life cycle
phases. Otherwise, the use of a Zachman partial model will need to be complemented
with other partial models or other AF elements as required..
3.7.5

C4ISR Partial Models

C4ISR includes a set of constructs called Universal Reference Resources, described in
the C4ISR base document as sets of concepts, entities, interfaces, and diagrams (C4ISR
Architectures Working Group, 1997). These constructs play the role of reusable,
partially specialised models and consequently they may be mapped against the Partial
Model level of GERA. Figure 58 presents the C4ISR and GERA viewpoints in respect
of C4ISR's Universal Reference Resources.
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Figure 58. C4ISR Partial Models (C4ISR Architectures Working Group, 1997)
It has been previously shown that some constructs may play multiple roles within their
parent AF. C4ISR is no exception. For example, the Core Architecture Data Model
(CADM) may be considered a reference (partial) model, while at the same time
representing the C4ISR metamodel (as shown in Appendix A.2.5).
The applicability of the CADM, Levels of Information Systems Interoperability (LISI,
refer Figure 60) and Defence Data Dictionary System (DDDS) spans across all C4ISR
views (or GERA life cycle phases), since their main purpose is to ensure the consistency
and interoperability / integratability of the C4ISR products. Figure 59 presents the
mapping of the C4ISR partial models onto the GERA Partial Model level, covering both
GERA Management / Control (MC) and Customer Service (CS) views.
Note that in the figure, CADM maps onto all relevant GERA life cycle phases and
views (refer Appendix A.2.5). The same applies for LISI, except for the Human aspect
in the GERA Preliminary Design and Detailed Design life cycle phases.
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Figure 59. C4ISR modelling framework mapping to GERA Partial Models level
The Common Operating Environment (COE) describes system requirements for a
resource providing infrastructure services and common support applications. Thus, COE
may be mapped against the Resource view of the GERA Preliminary and Detailed
Design life cycle phases and be seen as the peer of CIMOSA IIS (although the IIS exists
at a somewhat more specialised, CIMOSA-linked level), or of ISO15704 EMEIS.
The Technical Reference Model (TRM) provides a high-level partial model for
services and interfaces in order to promote commonality and interoperability across the
products developed in the US DoD. TRM may be used to specify application (software)
and platform (software and hardware) entities and the necessary interfaces to the
external environment. TRM addresses the Systems and Technical views in C4ISR and
thus matches the GERA Resource view Preliminary and Detailed Design life cycle
phases (since it describes sample hardware and software resources). Currently, the TRM
does not explicitly address human-specific issues.
The Shared Data Environment (SHADE) is an extension of the COE in the C4ISR
Technical view, with emphasis on strategies and mechanisms for data sharing. Hence, it
maps on the Resource and Information views of the GERA Detailed Design phase.
As previously mentioned, sharing data does not necessarily imply sharing a common
interpretation of its meaning (which is information). The Integrated Dictionary
(glossary) plays an essential role in information sharing by supporting common data
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interpretation across the architectural products.
The Universal Joint Task List (UJTL) represents a repository of tasks, out of which
activities may be selected and further specialised in order to define requirements for
combat activities. UJTL is one of the partial models attempting to address
interoperability as a key enabler to joint operations. As such, UJTL maps onto the
GERA Functional aspect of the Requirements life cycle phase. The Joint Operational
Architecture (JOA) aims to produce 'views of functions' (C4ISR Architectures Working
Group, 1997) leading to activity models and information exchange / capabilities
requirements matrices. Therefore, JOA maps onto the same GERA area as UJTL.
An essential aim of C4ISR is to provide the necessary constructs for joint operations
(see UJTL above). C4ISR provides a metamodel (the CADM, described in Appendix
A.2.5) but does not (as yet) provide a detailed modelling methodology. For this reason,
maintaining consistency and integratability across various architectural products is a
central issue in C4ISR. Joint operations, consistency and integratability are also
supported by the introduction of the concept of interoperability. C4ISR acknowledges
the transition from user to system interoperability requirements and their subsequent
translation into system capabilities. The C4ISR Levels of Information Systems
Interoperability (LISI) construct provides both a reference model for interoperability
and suitable constructs for capabilities - therefore being usable for all C4ISR views.
Hence, LISI maps onto the Functional view of the GERA life cycle views.
Through LISI, C4ISR takes several perspectives to interoperability, defining
procedures, application, infrastructure and data aspects. These aspects may be mapped
onto the GERA Function (LISI Procedures / Rules and Applications), Information (LISI
Data) and Resource and Organisation (LISI Infrastructure), such as shown in Figure 60.
In the author's opinion, the LISI levels are conceptually similar to the Carnegie-Mellon
University (CMU) Capability Maturity Levels (CMM) 114 and thus may be connected to
the future Capability Maturity Profile architectural product (AV-3) proposed in C4ISR..
The Joint Technical Architecture (JTA) provides a partial model for building technical
architectures (such as the technical architecture profile TV-1).

114

LISI exists on a more specialised level than CMM since it deals with a particular type of capability,
namely interoperability.
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Figure 60. The LISI PAID views mapping to the GERA Partial Models views
As such, it refers to the Technical view of C4ISR and should encompass all GERA
aspects of the Detailed Design life cycle phase (Figure 59).
The Defence Data Dictionary System (DDDS) is the component of a larger partial
model for a common data repository - the Defence Data Repository Suite (DDRS). As
shown in the C4ISR base document, DDRS covers "functional, technical, operational
and personnel requirements received from all functional areas". Thus, DDRS covers all
C4ISR views and may be mapped against the GERA Information view of all life cycle
phases relevant to C4ISR. The DDDS (as a currently implemented component of
DDRS) may be used as a partial model for an integrated data dictionary 115, hence
mapping on the same GERA areas as the DDRS (refer Figure 59).
In conclusion, C4ISR provides several usable partial models that may be
recommended by the meta-methodology, depending on the end purpose and usage
domain of the model, on the AF elements chosen and on the audience proficiency with
C4ISR and its partial models. For example, if the CNO to be designed is in the DoD
domain, or if the client (e.g. DoD department) mandates the use of C4ISR, then C4ISR
partial models which best match the specific EA task will be recommended. The
inadequate C4ISR coverage of human aspects is reflected in its partial models. This
aspect has been taken into account in the conceptual development of the SR and of the
meta-methodology rules.

115

for example, it may be used to build the Integrated Dictionary (AV-2), however covering only the data
aspect (Information view in GERA).
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ARIS-compliant Partial Models

The ARIS approach employs reference models to capture process expertise and thus
provide a partial process engineering solution to the users. In the ARIS sense, reference
models fall in two main categories: procedural models and business models. The former
category provides assistance with software development, while the latter category deals
with activity types such as order processing.
Reference models following the ARIS concept have been developed both by the
framework authors and by third-party developers. ARIS-developed reference models are
available for generic projects and industry-specific processes. Some of these reference
models are available in implemented form (enterprise modules (EMOs) in GERAM
terms) as plug-in modules for the ARIS Toolset (a proprietary modelling tool, refer
Section 3.8.2.6). Third-party software vendors (such as SAP AG) and consulting
companies (e.g. KPMG Consulting) have also developed ARIS-compliant reference
models for specific projects and/or industry sectors (e.g. the SAP R/3, or KPMG
insurance reference models (Scheer, 1999)).
It may often happen that a gap develops between the enterprise's business goals as
understood by the management and technical personnel (engineers, technicians,
operators, etc), and the perception of the same goals by the IS developers. ARIS aims to
prevent or bridge this gap by situating its life cycle span between the Operational
Business Problem (equivalent to GERA Concept) and Information Technology
(equivalent to GERA Implementation, refer Figure 14). (Scheer, 1994a) acknowledges
the challenge of translating the business knowledge into IS-specific structures that can
be further processed by the IT component. In order to support this translation task, a set
of partial models (structured in accordance with the ARIS House framework) is
provided in (Scheer, 1994a). This set of models is structured in accordance with the
scope of the CIM Reference model (also called the Y-CIM model) presented in (Scheer,
1994b). It can therefore be argued that a mapping of the Y-CIM model to GERA would
cover the entire scope of the partial models in question.
In the mapping of the Y-CIM model to GERA, it has been considered that 'customer
order' refers to a new product that needs to be developed (e.g. an enterprise), and
therefore phases such as product outline, costing and design are necessary. As can be
seen from Figure 61, the GERA Identification life cycle phase is not explicitly covered;
thus, it is assumed that the customer has already identified he need for the product in
question.
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Figure 61. ARIS partial model for CIM (Scheer, 1994a) mapping on GERA.
The GERA Decommissioning phase is also not covered in the CIM reference model
shown above. Order processing / control has been mapped onto the Concept phase of
GERA since it represents the commitment to take action in order to respond to the
identified need for a product (or its change). Typically for a CIM model, the Operation
phase of GERA is modelled in detail by the Y-CIM model in several phases. Human
aspects constructs as mandated by GERA are not provided in this partial model.
The good tool support and availability of implemented plug-in partial models make
ARIS a worthwhile proposition for tasks focusing on the operation phase of the CNOs
created in the field of manufacturing, or where a large automation component is present.
However, if human aspects, e.g. organisational culture, change etc are required to be
modelled in detail, the meta-methodology should consider other frameworks and / or
partial models to supplement these aspects.
3.7.7

Conclusion about Partial Models

Partial models play an important role in alleviating difficulties in producing models
from scratch, since they are 'templates' that accelerate the learning process (learn by
example) and save resources by means of reuse. Therefore, according to GERA, the
more partial models an AF can accommodate, the easier it will be to learn and use (and
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therefore the more attractive it will be) for its users. Note that the choice of partial
models is quite independent from the actual AF that end users adopt – the only
constraint is that the partial model should fit into the modelling framework of the AF.
Partial models may be recommended or used by the meta-methodology if there is real
value in using them. For example, if the audience is familiar with a reference model and
the model is suitable for the specific task, then the partial model will be recommended.
Conversely, the methods produced by the meta-methodology could be grouped into
classes and be abstracted into partial models for specific types of CNO creation and
operation tasks. Since the meta-methodology would have to typically recommend
elements of several AFs, partial models thus created will be specific to a EA task types.
3.8

ENTERPRISE ENGINEERING TOOLS

Enterprises are complex entities. As seen throughout this critical review, modelling
frameworks employ various approaches (such as views) in order to limit the size and
complexity of the models produced to reflect enterprises. Commonly however, the
resulting models are still too complex for the human mind to grasp, thus requiring
computerised enterprise engineering tools.
There are many possible requirements for such tools. They should be able to
construct, store, analyse and communicate models. Furthermore, enterprises are moving
targets and therefore the tools should be able to promptly build models that reflect the
AS-IS state of the modelled entity (before its AS-IS state changes considerably) and be
capable to subsequently update the models, as the modelled target evolves. (Vernadat,
1996) lists additional requirements, such as model archival, management and execution.
As shown in Section 3.7, reference (or partial) models are important as potential
resource savers and in preserving the enterprise knowledge. Therefore, modelling tools
should support the storage and administration of such models, for example as structured
template libraries. Executable models should allow at least model simulation (employ
various scenarios towards e.g. optimisation of the business processes) and in addition
provide support for model-based control of the enterprise (a powerful feature, however
not always usable for some (e.g. human) aspects of an enterprise).
ISO15704:2000 defines additional requirements for modelling tools, such as the need
for a shared design repository, including both formal models and informal descriptions.
This requirement in reflected in a current trend of the enterprise engineering / modelling
tools, where the repository varies in complexity from simple storage structures to
dedicated database management systems and even knowledge bases that support expert
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system inference engines. Another requirement set by the above-mentioned standard is
the ability to operate and manage enterprise operations (e.g. for model-based control), in
order to be able to use the engineering / modelling tools in both enterprise engineering
and management, e.g. as described by CIMOSA. According to ISO15704:2000, the
enterprise engineering tools should also be able to connect to the operating environment
(where the real business processes reside) in order to update the model. Finally, the
tools should be modular and extensible, possibly including meta-modelling facilities.
As previously shown in this Chapter, a typical enterprise modelling task is almost
certain to require a combination of languages. Unless a specific modelling tool can
support all of the required languages and can ensure cross-model consistency, this
implies the use of several modelling tools, with the inherent difficulty to manually
manage the consistency of the models created in different tools. Reference architectures
would usually not prescribe any specific tools - however they often specify
requirements and/or recommendations for suitable modelling languages, which in turn
are supported by various existing tools. This fact may be used by the meta-methodology
in order to determine suitable tools that may be used to develop models using the
chosen AF elements. The area of modelling tools is very dynamic; therefore, the SR
elements representing suitable tools and associated applicability rules (describing the
supported languages and modelling outcomes) will need to be updated regularly,
typically more often than rest of the AF elements in the SR.
Some modelling tools have been designed to be 'compliant' with an AF, meaning they
provide a degree of coverage for the AF's requirements. The GERAM metamodel
shown in Figure 6 may be used to establish the degree to which a particular tool is
compliant with the AF it supports. For example, the tool should support methodologies
(i.e. be able to manage views and deliverables utilised by the methodologies),
implement modelling constructs (language), support generic modelling concepts (i.e. be
aware of the languages used and its repository should be based on an integrated
metamodel) and be able to store and also customise partial models of the supported AF.
3.8.1

Generic Tools (Suitable for Several Architectures)

These tools implement one or more of the modelling languages (or language sets /
families) usable for various architectures, such as ER, IDEF, UML, Graphs, etc. Better
tools from this category have mechanisms for checking/enforcing the syntax of the
language and library maintenance (e.g. for storing partial models); they may also be
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'aware' of the languages they implement and could also have meta-modelling 116
capabilities. Other such tools are no more than graphical editors, perhaps providing
symbol libraries for the modelling languages they support, but no associated definitions
or rules on how to combine them, or to check the resulting model correctness.
The selection of tools suitable for a modelling task depends on the intended life cycle
phase coverage of the architectural products. For example, in the Identification phase,
hand or computer-drawn graphical symbols, such as Rich Pictures may be sufficient,
although the use of sophisticated graphical editors with predefined and hard to
customize graphical libraries may distract the user and impede lateral thinking.
In the Implementation phase, the use of formal languages may be desirable, especially
if the end products are executable models (e.g. code for a machine). Alternatively, the
use of a word processor, together with a well-defined and consistent glossary and
optionally a partial model (such as a standard, or policies manual) may be enough to
'implement' instructions for a human.
In conclusion, a large number of modelling tools support a set of modelling languages,
rather than a specific AF. A complete review or list of this type of tools, available or
emerging, is beyond the scope of this study. Some such tools are: Knowledge Based
Systems' (KBSI) suite of IDEF-based tools (AI0Win, SmartER, ProSim, ProCost,
ProABC, etc), Meta Software's Design/IDEF and Design/CPN (for Coloured Petri
Nets), Computer Associates' ERWin / BPWin tools (for IDEF0/IDEF1x/IDEF3) and
Rational Corporation's Rational Rose UML-based modelling tool.
The meta-methodology may recommend a 'generic' tool if it covers all, or most of the
languages needed to model the selected AFs. The recommendation would be made in
view of other candidates (e.g. combination of 'compliant' tools), audience proficiency,
tool availability to the user, etc. However, in recommending generic tools, the metamethodology must allow for the potential lack of 'awareness' of these tools in respect to
the supported languages needed for the task; thus, the user must be warned that he / she
is responsible for maintaining models consistency and ensuring unambiguous meanings
for the constructs used by the tools.
3.8.2

Compliant Tools

These tools provide limited support for the methodologies and languages employed by a

116

the user may alter the metamodel of the language used by the tool, effectively creating a new
modelling languages and defining what is a 'legal' model
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particular AF that they claim to support (i.e. 'comply with'). Often, some AF developers
(individuals or organisations) have an associated company that looks after the
commercial applications of the architecture. In such cases, the commercial spin-off
company develops the compliant enterprise engineering tools (and often also the
proprietary modelling methodologies). Other compliant tools are created by third-party
developers, in which case the degree of compliance may be somewhat lower, as such
tools may seek to comply with several architectures. Finally, several tools have been
developed to various stages of completion within research consortia or academia (noncommercial) and are usually publicly available.
3.8.2.1

PERA-compliant Tools

As previously shown, PERA only provides recommendations regarding suitable
enterprise modelling tools. The PERA guidelines are high-level, and therefore they need
to be expanded / customised in order to match the modelling task(s) at hand. Once this
is done, the users of the PERA framework make their own choices (in this case, assisted
by the meta-methodology sub-steps) regarding the necessary modelling constructs and
the suitable suite of modelling tools to be employed.
3.8.2.2

Tools Compliant with CIMOSA

At the time of this study, the author is not aware of any internally developed tools for
CIMOSA. Several third-party CIMOSA-compliant tools do exist however, such as
FirstStep from Interfacing Technologies, which will be briefly reviewed here.
FirstStep is based on three main modules - Designer (model, simulate, analyse
business processes), Viewer (distribute, validate, test) and Charter (create process
models) (Levi & Klapsis, 1999). Following an increasingly widespread (and welcome)
trend in modelling tools architecture, FirstStep is built on a common repository, which
stores all objects used to construct the models. The common repository allows the reuse
of the objects, while also enforcing consistency across the models created in FirstStep.
In addition to the essential modelling and mapping tools, FirstStep also provides a
library of partial models specific to various industries, called business templates. These
templates may be further specialised and instantiated into the desired model.
CIMOSA aims to produce formal, executable models, which may be used for analysis
(simulation) or operation (via model-based control). Taking a similar approach,
FirstStep provides a simulation feature, which uses discrete events and probabilistic
models of sequential and concurrent processes.
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Following the CIMOSA paradigm, FirstStep sees the business process as the core
concept in enterprise modelling. Business processes in FirstStep are complex constructs,
having essential features such as targets, boundaries, clients, triggering events, inputs
and outputs. The objects used by FirstStep to model business processes reflect the
CIMOSA views: Processes, Activities 117 (Functional), Materials / Information
(Information), Resources units (Resource) and Organisational units (Organisation).
As shown in Sections 3.5.3 and A.2.2, the CIMOSA languages are mutually
supporting, e.g. Resources present in a Functional view may have attributes described in
the Information view. This is reflected in the FirstStep tool, where all objects belong to
the shared repository. Thus, an object may appear in several views, each view
displaying only the attributes relevant for that view. Processes in FirstStep are linked to
resources, departments, business rules, etc creating a holistic representation of the
enterprise rather than merely an abstract workflow diagram. Figure 62 shows the
relation of the FirstStep to the GERAM and ISO12204, 'Modelling Constructs for
Enterprise Modelling' (CEN/TC310/WG1, 1996). FirstStep supports the CIMOSA predefined activity types but does not fully model the CIMOSA domain concept. The
CIMOSA events are modelled via an activity type (Receive). However, the information
modelling capability of FirstStep at the time of writing is still limited. For example,
FirstStep has no ER or equivalent modelling capability; it only allows to name objects
(‘document’ in FirstStep) and numbered states of these objects (no attributes, relations
or constraints).
Thus, with a few minor exceptions, FirstStep is a CIMOSA-compliant modelling tool
with partial model archival capabilities, as required by GERA. Thus, FirstStep is an
obvious choice when CIMOSA AF elements are selected for a specific EA task by the
meta-methodology, or when model execution / simulation is required. However, this
tool would have to be supplemented in regard to its Information modelling capabilities.

117

in FirstStep, activities are considered to be components of processes. An alternative perception of
activities is as a process specialisation, whereby additional attributes or characteristics may be
specified (for example temporality).
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Figure 62. Relation of the GERAM and ENV12204 modelling frameworks to FirstStep
(based on (Levi & Klapsis, 1999))
3.8.2.3

GRAI-compliant Tools

An in-house developed modelling tool for GRAI is IMAGIM from GRAISoft. Initially
developed within the Eureka TIME TOOL project (Doumeingts et al., 1999), IMAGIM
is a web-based software product built on a modular, client-server architecture, which
supports enterprise modelling according to the GRAI modelling formalisms and the
GRAI methodology. IMAGIM stores the models developed in a GRAI study in a shared
repository - a tree-like structure that enforces consistency across models created in
IMAGIM and also allows navigation between the models when they are linked (as they
share common constructs). The information in the shared database is stored according to
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a generic GRAI reference model, which "defines the structure and gives an integrated
view of the company" (GRAISoft, 2002).
IMAGIM is composed of a core set of applications ('kernel') and additional modules
(refer Figure 63). The kernel supports the basic modelling language constructs
recommended by GRAI-GIM, as shown in Figure 39 and Figure 41. Thus, it allows to
model the functional and physical systems by using Actigrams (similar to IDEF0
activity diagrams) and the decisional system by using the GRAI Grid (to identify the
decision centres, frameworks and flow of information) and GRAI Nets constructs to
subsequently detail the decision centres. The IS can also be modelled by the IMAGIM
kernel using the ER data model.
Thus, the IMAGIM kernel allows the creation of the basic GRAI models and provides
for model management (creation / storage / update). Additional modules available in
addition to the IMAGIM kernel provide for extended methodology, model and
modelling skills management, or for the possibility to enrich the models produced by
the kernel and / or create new models by using other GRAI methodologies. Note that
several of these modules were still under development (Doumeingts et al., 1999) at the
time of this study.
The GRAI Study Management module

provides for the management of GRAI

projects and report generation.
GIMSOFT
Module

Training
Module
KERNEL

Process
Module

(Actigram,
GRAI-Grid,
GRAI-Net,
ER)

GRAIXPERT
Module

GRAI Study
Management
Module

ECOGRAI
Module

Module
Module
Module

Figure 63. Components of the IMAGIM tool (based on (GRAISoft, 2002)).
The process module (PROCESSUS) provides several additional features. It allows
business process modelling - including temporal aspects (such as sequence links) and
automated report generation from the business process models. Model performance may
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also be analysed by simulation performed on various criteria (time / cost / quality).
As shown in Section 3.6.2, Performance Indicators Systems may be defined and
implemented in GRAI using the ECOGRAI methodology. This methodology is
supported by the IMAGIM ECOGRAI module.
Diagnosis of the modelling effort, and model coherence checking services are offered
by a rule-based expert system module called GRAIXPERT, based on a third-party
(ILOG) business rule creation software (Doumeingts et al., 1999).
The GIMSOFT module for IMAGIM supports the GIMSOFT methodology, which
covers specifications for choosing / implementing ERP / Production Management
software packages. Finally, GRAI Education provides for training in the GRAI
methodologies.
The components of the IMAGIM tool are shown in Figure 63. Other methodological
modules (e.g. for auditing, business planning, quality assurance, knowledge
management, etc) are available and described in the GRAISoft white papers.
In conclusion, IMAGIM may be recommended if elements of the GRAI AF have been
selected for modelling of the method and / or the recommended additional aspects. For
example, if the decisional aspects of the AS-IS and / or TO-BE states need to be
modelled and the GRAI Grid formalism is adopted, the meta-methodology may
recommend the use of the IMAGIM kernel, with additional IMAGIM modules subject
to being made available in a stable and tested form.
3.8.2.4

Zachman-compliant Tools

To the knowledge of the author, at the time of this study there were no established inhouse Zachman-compliant modelling tools. Third-party modelling tool developers
either have built their Zachman-compliant tools around the Zachman framework, or
offer Zachman plug-ins for generic modelling tools. Two such developers have been
reviewed: Popkin Software and Ptech, Inc.
3.8.2.4.1

Popkin Software's System Architect

Popkin Software's System Architect is an 'all-rounder' tool in the sense that it supports a
large number of modelling methods. This approach has its advantages (e.g. allowing its
use across businesses by personnel trained in various modelling methodologies /
languages) and disadvantages (such as not being the most effective product for any
given methodology). Nevertheless, the central structuring philosophy of the System
Architect tool is based on the Zachman framework, which justifies listing this tool in the
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Zachman-compliant section. System Architect is developed around a shared 'corporate'
repository, which supports model-based and project-based approaches; in addition,
various modelling techniques may be used with the same repository, enabling model
sharing across projects (which may use different methodologies).
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Figure 64. System Architect's Structure (Popkin Software, 2002)
As can be seen from Figure 64, System Architect's repository is customisable, i.e. the
user may alter the predefined meta-data, including integrity constraints (e.g. the user
may change the definition of what is a 'legal' model). This is a powerful feature that
needs to be used with care, so that the models that are produced based on the
customised integrity constraints are unambiguously understood by the target audience.
System Architect supports most mainstream structured and object-oriented modelling
methods (refer Figure 64), by using a so-called 'EA framework' (modelled after the
Zachman framework) and providing a modelling methodology of its own (Popkin
Software, 2001) partly guided by the Catalyst 118 approach.
System Architect provides support for almost all cells of the Zachman framework,

118

an organisation modelling methodology by Computer Sciences Corporation (CSC), www.csc.com
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plus the capability to view relationships between several cell contents 119. A matrix
editor allows cross-referencing and association of design artefacts across several
models. Add-ons (modules) are provided for business analysis, such as Activity-Based
Costing (ABC) or model simulation (based on process charts and IDEF3).
System Architect covers the Zachman AF mainly from a software development
perspective, which is also reflected in the majority of the modelling languages proposed
in Figure 44. Therefore, while in essence enterprise architects (and not just software
engineers) may model a business using the System Architect tool within the
specifications of the Zachman framework, attention must also be paid to the proper
modelling of the human (e.g. decisional, social, cultural) aspects of the enterprise.
Thus, the meta-methodology may recommend System Architect to support Zachman
AF elements, with cautions attached regarding the potential effects of meta-modelling
and the need to involve other tools if e.g. human aspects need to be modelled.
3.8.2.4.2

Ptech's FrameWork

Ptech, Inc has developed an 'integrated modelling environment' called FrameWork,
which maintains to be methodology-independent. FrameWork is based on an Objectoriented data structure which has its semantics fully defined via metamodels. Being
methodology-neutral, FrameWork is claimed to have applicability to a wide range of
modelling tasks, such as capturing, analysing and designing data and linking it to
organisations, activities, locations, etc. The consequence to its genericity is that it needs
to be specialised for every particular modelling task via specific extensions (John,
2001). This is accomplished by using plug-in modules (called 'accelerators') for specific
architectures, as a consistent extensibility mechanism. Thus, FrameWork can be listed
as a Zachman AF compliant tool when using the Zachman plug-in.
FrameWork is built on the Object-oriented paradigm but does not enforce an Objectoriented notation; e.g., the user may choose SADT notations in preference to UML. All
data is stored in a common database, which provides inherent consistency for
definitions / attributes and models across various representations. FrameWork supports
user-defined queries and outputs, as well as interfaces to other products via standard
data formats (e.g. Comma Separated Value (CSV)). It also offers a 'customisation kit',
which allows the user to define custom model types (i.e. modify existing metamodels)
and modelling tool behaviour.
FrameWork offers full support for the Zachman framework via a dedicated Control
119

the Zachman metamodel illustrated in Figure 143 supports the concept of view dependencies.
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Panel, which contains a template and most of the model types required; this structure is
used in preference to organise EA information. Ptech also offers a proprietary modelling
methodology associated with their tool, called Causal Architecture (briefly described in
Section 3.6.4).
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Figure 65. Ptech's FrameWork structure (based on (John, 2001))
FrameWork is based on a shared knowledge base designed as a semantic network,
which is also a rule-based inference tool. This design enforces consistency of existing
and newly added objects. Owing to its modular structure (refer Figure 65), FrameWork
may represent the same data in a Zachman AF-based view (based on Zachman
perspectives and abstractions) or from a C4ISR viewpoint. It is important to mention
however, that the validity of such mappings essentially depends on the correctness of
the underlying metamodels implementation in the modelling tool. Therefore, the user is
advised to test such mappings before employing this tool for e.g. conversion of models
from Zachman to C4ISR or vice versa.
The meta-methodology may recommend FrameWork to support the modelling of
selected Zachman AF elements. Caution should however be recommended by the metamethodology in regards to meta-modelling and model conversion. In addition, other
tools may be needed to model aspects not properly addressed by FrameWork (e.g.
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human), in which case FrameWork's model export / import capabilities may be useful..
3.8.2.5

C4ISR

At the time of this writing, there are no established in-house tools available for C4ISR.
It must be noted however, that a Joint C4ISR Architecture Planning / Analysis System
(JCAPS II) is being developed, comprising a shared repository of architectural products
and associated web-based services to create / modify / view / publish products and data.
JCAPS II will be built on top of a CADM- compliant database120 and it is intended to be
tool-independent. Notwithstanding this, it is apparent that the JCAPS II initiative of the
US DoD is already influencing the development of C4ISR-compliant tools.
The nature and extent of the use of C4ISR and related AFs (adopted and mandated by
the DoD) have prompted third-party software developers to develop add-on modules
supporting C4ISR for their existing tools. At the time of this study, such developers are
Popkin Software and Ptech, Inc.
3.8.2.5.1

Popkin Software System Architect's C4ISR Option

Popkin Software has developed a C4ISR add-on module for System Architect, based on
a repository described in the C4ISR AV-2 (Integrated Dictionary) architectural product.
The C4ISR add-on supports all the C4ISR architectural views and provides automated
report generation for the C4ISR applicable deliverables (such as e.g. the Technical
Architecture Profile, TV-1). The module also appears to offer limited support for the
C4ISR partial models, such as System Evolution (SV-8, derived from the repository),
System Forecast and Technology Forecast (SV-9 and TV-2). There is however no
explicit support for the projected JCAPS II or for the C4ISR data model, although the
transfer of data between systems is potentially possible using System Architect's export
facility via standard formats. Support for JCAPS II may in fact be made available in the
feature via a mechanism similar e.g. to the meta-data customisation facility.
The main strength of the System Architect C4ISR plug-in is the common underlying
shared repository ensuring the consistency of C4ISR deliverables. Thus, the metamethodology may recommend System Architect to support C4ISR AF elements chosen
for the modelling task that are supported by this plug-in. The same restrictions as for the
Zachman framework use of System Architect also apply in this case.
3.8.2.5.2
120

Ptech FrameWork's Military Information Architecture Accelerator

the original JCAPS was not CADM compliant and did not support the Global Information Grid (GIG)
or the C4ISR Joint Operational Architecture (JOA) efforts (Levis, 2001).
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Ptech, Inc. has also developed a C4ISR module for the FrameWork tool, called the
Military Information Architecture (MIA) accelerator. This plug-in supports all C4ISR's
architectural products and a few additional services, such as architecture management
(e.g. versioning), interfacing to schema-driven tools, scenario analysis, etc.
Importantly, the MIA plug-in allows all architectural products to be linked to a unique
underlying database, thus ensuring the consistency of the models produced (a much
needed feature in C4ISR, due to the lack of an established modelling methodology, as
earlier shown in Section 3.6.5). Reports for architectural products such as the
Architecture Summary and Information (AV-1), Technical Architecture Profile (TV-1)
and Standards Technology Forecasts (TV-2) may be automatically generated from the
underlying data (where applicable). An important feature is the automated generation of
the C4ISR Integrated Dictionary (AV-2) in a web-enabled, illustrated form based on the
common architecture data. The MIA plug-in allows scenario analysis and validation, but
not for the generation of executable models for performance evaluation. CSV interfaces
are available for architecture planning and analysis systems (e.g. JCAPS).
The C4ISR plug-in module includes limited support for the C4ISR partial models. For
example, it supports system evolution (SV-8), system- and technology forecasts (SV9
and TV-2) and partially the Technical Reference Manual (TRM), but offers no explicit
support for e.g. interoperability levels (LISI), joint task lists (UJTL) or shared data
environments (COE, SHADE). It is also not explicitly stated whether the C4ISR data
model (CADM) is represented, possibly as a specialised repository schema 121.
Thus, FrameWork with the MIA accelerator is a strong contender to support C4ISR
elements chosen for the modelling of a specific EA task. It appears to have support for a
larger number of C4ISR deliverables and stronger mechanisms to ensure model
consistency. However, the since C4ISR’s CADM does not cover all C4ISR modelling
constructs, it is difficult to verify FrameWork’s method of consistency checksing
Therefore, the meta-methodology should caution the user on potential consistency
checks for some of the models produced using languages not described in the CADM..
3.8.2.6

ARIS

ARIS emphasizes the role of adequate enterprise engineering tools in the overall success
of an AF. This is reflected in the development of an in-house ARIS Collaborative Suite,
121

in the author's opinion, the main knowledge base is method-independent and thus more general than
the C4ISR CADM. However, once the knowledge base is specialised for a C4ISR architecture, it
should be represented via the CADM.
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which allows for the modelling, analysis and review of the business processes. The tool
fully supports the ARIS methodology (Scheer, 1992) and at the time of this study
(version 6) consisted of the Web Designer, Toolset and Easy Design. The three main
components share core components and capabilities such as the Explorer (model
navigation), the Designer (modelling), editing of database tables (direct / bulk data input
/ change) and multilingual interfaces. As can be seen from Figure 66, the Web Designer
component is Java-based and therefore intended to be platform-independent. The rest
of the ARIS suite components are platform-specific.
The ARIS tool is built on top of a shared relational database, with all information
being stored as user-editable tables. This architecture enforces consistency, enables
reuse of objects across models while also enabling model linking via shared objects.
The database foundation also allows formulation of queries, generation of reports and
'tuple extension' (i.e. properties (fields) may be added to an object stored as a tuple).
The ARIS models are created at the type level but stored and administered at metameta level ((Scheer, 1999); refer Figure 35). This approach aims to ensure that the
objects stored are independent of the modelling methods. Therefore, the user may
change the metamodel by altering, removing, or adding to the instances (records) in the
meta-metamodel table. For example, if a new modelling method requires a new type of
construct (such as enterprise entity type), the object in question will simply be added to
the meta-metamodel table (which stores object types).
The three main components of ARIS are aimed at different groups of users within the
enterprise, but in their common features, they all aim at creating a set of models
reflecting ARIS concepts (data, function, process, organisation, output).
ARIS Toolset is traditionally the main component of the suite, encompassing the full
set of design features. It is aimed at process managers / owners and business analysts.
The Toolset component may be also used for server and business cases management. It
is more customisable than the other modules and it also allows to create model variants,
which may remain linked (or traceable) to their original model.
Easy Design is aimed to the people who own the enterprise knowledge that needs to be
captured in the models, but have modest training in business process modelling, Thus,
Easy Design only includes the methodical scope for common use cases, but can be used
to implement or convert legacy databases, with semantic checks of model consistency.
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Figure 66. The ARIS Collaborative Suite Components (IDS Scheer, 2001).
ARIS Web Designer features a browser-enabled front-end, therefore being independent
of platform or geographic location of the models. It targets users new to business
process design, and process managers that may need global access to the models.
ARIS provides add-on modules that may be called upon by the three main ARIS
components 122. These modules provide additional functionality such as activity-based
costing (ARIS ABC), model simulation (ARIS Simulation), interfaces to other packages
(e.g. SAP, Lotus Notes), web connectivity, etc. These add-on modules are Enterprise
Modules (EMOs) in the GERAM sense since they provide out-of-the-box functionality,
which may be employed to construct Enterprise Operational Systems (EOSes). As
previously argued, in a broader context the ARIS Collaborative Suite itself may be
considered a kind of Enterprise Module in the GERAM sense (refer Figure 6).
The meta-methodology can recommend the use of the ARIS Suite, or of individual
modules (depending on the granularity of the SR knowledge-structuring mechanism) to
support ARIS elements that may have been selected to construct the enterprise models.
The ARIS Suite closely reflects the scope of the ARIS AF; thus, the advantages and
disadvantages of the ARIS approach are reflected in this modelling tool. For example,

122

ARIS Toolset, as the most comprehensive ARIS Suite component, can access the full set of add-ons.
The other main ARIS components may only call selected add-ons (relevant to their restricted scope).
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organisational and decisional aspects are covered in ARIS, but not in detail, which
means that if such modelling is necessary (e.g. for the AS-IS or TO-BE decisional
structures of a target CNO), additional modelling constructs (and implicitly tools) will
have to be employed (e.g. IMAGIM kernel for the GRAI Grid formalism).
3.8.3

Conclusion about Enterprise Engineering Tools

Enterprise modelling tools provide capabilities that can be employed to create enterprise
models, which then can be used to simulate and implement Enterprise Operational
Systems. Thus, modelling tools (as a whole, or separate plug-and-play modules for
them) are in fact a special type of enterprise module, as defined in GERAM.
Many of the existing tools are not 'aware' of the model they are creating, i.e. they do
not implement metamodels describing the modelling languages implemented in the tool
(if one is at all available for those languages) and hence cannot check the legality of the
models developed using the languages in question.
Similar to the modelling languages, there is no 'complete' enterprise modelling tool
suitable for modelling all aspects of an enterprise. However, some modelling tools do
implement multiple languages, with various degrees of success. Thus, for a specific
modelling task, it may happen that several tools need to be used, in which case it must
be ensured that the models created are consistent; in addition, tool interoperability needs
to be checked (model export / import between the tools). If the selected tools are based
on the metamodels of the languages they implement, and if they use standard file
exchange formats, then models may be exported from one tool to another and thus some
of the consistency check may be accomplished by the tools. Otherwise, this task must
be accomplished by hand, by the user.
The main purpose of the meta-methodology is to create an activity model of the CNO
creation / operation. In addition however, the meta-methodology will propose additional
aspects to be modelled, together with modelling language and tools recommendations
for all the mandatory and proposed aspects. The conclusions drawn from the modelling
tools' review can be used to construct the logic used by the meta-methodology sub-step
when recommending a particular tool or set of tools to support the selection of
modelling languages for the creation of the necessary models.
3.9

OTHER RELEVANT CONSTRUCTS

The reviewed AFs have been also investigated for other important GERAM aspects, as
shown in Figure 6, which relate to the theoretical foundations and rigor of the reviewed
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AFs. This is done in order to contribute to the EA theoretical body of knowledge. Since
this work is less related to the practical meta-methodology sub-step rules and SR
development, it is described in Appendix A.1.
3.10 CONCLUSIONS FROM THE CRITICAL REVIEW
Historically, GERAM has proven useful in promoting consensus among the various
enterprise architecture research directions (Bernus & Nemes, 1997) by providing a
generalised framework against which the contents of the various AFs (reference
architectures, modelling methodologies, languages, etc) may be mapped. GERAM only
provides requirements (placeholders) for such constructs and as such it cannot be used
alone to engineer an enterprise; it is however very useful as a common baseline and todo list for types of, or specific EA tasks. The above aspects have been taken into
consideration when adopting GERAM as a theoretical model for this research and as a
reference for the critical review.
The review has found that the same artefact may play different roles within an AF. For
example, the PERA diagram (a model of the modelling methodology described in the
PERA Handbook (Williams et al., 2001)) is describing the necessary steps towards
enterprise engineering and the deliverables involved at each stage in detail. Therefore, it
is both a life-cycle architecture (describing the integration process) and a modelling
framework. A generalised modelling framework, such as the one contained in the
GERA reference architecture, holds requirements for models and also serves as a
checklist as to what models are needed for an unambiguous representation of the
enterprise entity.
Another finding has been that artefacts relevant to the proposed mappings to GERAM
(such as life cycle phases, life history, views etc) do not necessarily reside in a specific
component of the AFs. For example, it has been possible to identify life cycle phases
present within an AF's methodologies and modelling frameworks.
In this context, the difference between the components of AFs is often blurred. Just
consider the fact that an architecture may also be considered a reference model, or that a
modelling framework populated with models is potentially a language in itself (while
the models of the framework can be seen as the language of that framework).
The modelling frameworks of some life cycle architectures allow placeholders for
more than just model constructs. For example, the CIMOSA modelling framework
provides explicit genericity dimensions, which can hold content such as partial models,
metamodels, glossaries, ontologies, etc.
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The decisional aspect of enterprise modelling is perceived in different ways by the
modelling frameworks of the reviewed architectures. While some cover the decisional
aspect separately and in great detail (e.g. GRAI), others consider the decisional aspect
as part of the organisational (e.g. partly CIMOSA) or functional (e.g. ARIS) views. The
GERA approach is neutral, in the sense that it allows the decisional view to be
represented in various views as long as the necessary degree of detail is covered. In the
opinion of the author, the views contained in GERA (such as Functional, Information,
etc) are complementary and may (implicitly or explicitly) contain other aspects. For
example, the Organisation view in GERA is understood to represent 'who does what',
i.e. the mapping of the Resources to the Functions. Although traditionally the
Organisation view has the meaning of mapping of human resources on the decisional
framework, it is increasingly the case that decisions are taken by decision centres with
human and non-human (machine / software agent) content. Moreover, in the opinion of
the author the Decisional aspect may be considered a specialisation of the Functional
view - therefore for example a Decisional Centre (DC) in the GRAI sense may well be
implemented by a Functional Entity in the CIMOSA sense.
A common occurrence among the reviewed architectures is the implicit coverage of
GERA aspects. This review has attempted to discover such implicit mappings whenever
possible, for the purpose of positioning the reviewed AFs in view of their combined use
for a specific EA task. Some concepts are present in every AF - whether explicitly
covered or not, such as versioning (for example, explicitly covered in Zachman as a
form of temporal recursion).
An important life cycle phase, often overlooked (or only partially covered) by the
reviewed architectures is decommissioning. This is a crucial phase in view of
knowledge preservation and reuse. Some architectures (e.g. PERA) provide good
coverage of the decommissioning (called Obsolence), followed either by Revamping
(involving reiteration of one or more life cycle phases) or by Dissolution.
This review has also emphasized the previously held view (Noran, 2000c) of the lack
of consistency in meanings attached to terms commonly used in enterprise architecture,
such as 'view'' 123, 'life history' and 'horizon' 124;
Some of the reviewed modelling frameworks try to maximise their expressive power
by offering up to three dimensions containing all possible combinations of views.

123

used as such (view) in GERA, CIMOSA, IMPACS / GRAI-GIM, possibly meaning life cycle phase in
C4SIR, or called 'perspective' in Zachman.
124
used with different meanings in e.g. GRAI Grid vs. C4ISR.
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However, not all view combinations are relevant for each modelling task. GERA
specifies that not all views and aspects have to be present as long as the necessary
aspects have been covered in one view or another. Overlapping views provide little
practical benefit and bring along consistency problems.
Proprietary methodologies may provide commercial advantages, but due to their
closed nature, they rarely advance the cause of enterprise modelling as such and do little
to provide public interest for the reference architecture or architectural deliverables they
support. A possible solution is a mixture of publicly available white papers laying the
foundations (e.g. metamodels, ontologies) for the methodologies and providing the basis
for public debate / acceptance / validation, and proprietary detailed methodologies for
commercial use.
The review has found that most AFs have come into existence in an initial incomplete
form and have subsequently (subject to their envisaged purpose) evolved into a more
complete framework. For example, GRAI has started as a collection of methodologies,
the Zachman AF began as an IS modelling framework, CIMOSA was initially focused
on the functional / behavioural and formal / executable aspects, etc. This evolution
process is continuous but not always visible, also due to proprietary and commercial
issues. In any case, GERAM may also assist the evolution of these AFs by identifying
gaps in their frameworks and helping define their desired future development areas.
The AFs involved in the development of GERAM have already benefited from their
participation by achieving a better understanding of their own structure and their
contribution to the overall EA endeavour. The dialog and exchange of ideas within the
IFIP-IFAC Task Force on Architectures (IFIP-IFAC Task Force, 1993b) has not only
resulted in a commonly accepted set of requirements for AFs (ISO/TC184, 2000a), but
has also promoted a synergy towards advancing the cause of EA. A continuation of this
effort (involving all major AFs) is necessary in order to ensure that GERAM stays upto-date as the EA domain matures and could become a true school of thought.
3.10.1 Relevance of the Review to the Meta-Methodology Creation
Companies need to develop in-house capabilities to exercise EA at least to the extent
that they should be capable of making informed decisions about the time when external
help is needed in the process, and about the type of help required. The metamethodology developed in this study aims to address precisely this aspect, providing a
high-level EA method and recommendations on other aspects to be modelled and
languages to be used for specific EA tasks.
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Towards the end of the critical review it has become clear that an answer to the
secondary research question had been found: the choice of modelling aspects, partial
models, languages and tools was crucial to the meta-methodology development and its
subsequent usage. Thus, the decision has been taken to develop a high-level repository
out of which the meta-methodology could recommend AF elements to the practitioner
based on several criteria.
The conclusions drawn for each architecture regarding their life cycle and life history,
modelling framework, methodologies, languages, partial models, underlying principles,
etc in relation to a fixed reference can be used in building the decisional framework for
the applicability of these frameworks' elements for specific EA tasks.
In addition, at this point a preliminary hierarchy can be distinguished in deciding
which AF elements to involve and in which order.
Firstly, decisions have to be taken regarding the selection of modelling framework
elements (e.g. views, life cycle phases, genericity) and if necessary and relevant,
associated modelling methods. Secondly, appropriate partial models (if any) and
languages have to be selected to support the chosen elements and methods.
Thirdly, suitable modelling tools may be recommended, which implement the chosen
methods and languages.
This hierarchy has facilitated the creation of a preliminary Structured Repository, as
described in the following Chapters, which aims to assist meta-methodology
development and its usage (by assisting the user of the meta-methodology select the
necessary AF elements to build the specific method required). This is possible because
the meta-methodology has also been continually developed while being tested.
The SR has been tested for internal and external validity (in Chapters 4, 5 and 6) and
refined in view of the main purpose of the meta-methodology, namely the creation of a
custom methods for a specific EA tasks.
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4.1

INTRODUCTION

As shown in Chapter 2, each AR iteration contains a conceptual development subphase in order to further develop and refine the meta-methodology model, based on the
results and recommendations resulting from the previous iterations' reflections and
conclusions.
At this particular stage however, the AR cycle has just been initiated and thus there is
no meta-methodology model, and no AR iterations have yet occurred. Thus, the AR
iteration described in this Chapter has to begin with the initial conceptual development
of the meta-methodology.
4.2

INITIAL CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT

As described in Chapter 1, the meta-methodology is expected to produce a specific VE
creation and operation method and also recommend appropriate AF elements
(modelling frameworks aspects, languages, tools etc) to be employed in using the
method. Thus, there are two main issues that this sub-phase has to address. The first
issue is the creation of a structured repository (SR) based on the findings of the critical
review described in Chapter 3, out of which AF elements can be selected. The second
issue is the development of a meta-methodology skeleton, which can then be tested for
validity and further refined.
4.2.1

A Structured Repository

The critical review accomplished in Chapter 3 has analysed several mainstream AFs
(AFs) in relation to a fixed reference, drawing conclusions regarding the potential use of
their elements in the context of various enterprise architecture scenarios. These
conclusions can be used in the creation of an AF components 'warehouse' in which the
elements are ordered by their associated usability rules according to various possible
criteria. Therefore, such a warehouse would represent a structured repository, out of
which the meta-methodology sub-steps will select components by evaluating their
attached rules of application in the context of the specific EA scenario.
As concluded in Chapter 3, the analysed AFs cover the scope defined by the
theoretical model (GERAM) to different extents and degrees of detail. In addition, it has
been previously found that some AF elements can play multiple roles within their
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framework. Thus, for each aspect necessary to be modelled, there may be several
elements (belonging to the same, or a number of frameworks) capable of accomplishing
the task; however, their suitability for a particular modelling task may vary greatly.
There can be several decisional tiers in selecting the 'right' set of elements for a
specific EA task. In a first instance, it is up to the associated applicability rules to infer a
set of suitable AF elements matching the requirements. Secondly, 'best-practice' rules
in enterprise modelling can be applied. For example, best-practice would set a priority
in using formalisms a) belonging to a group b) integrated by a set of metamodels and c)
supported by 'compliant' tools (refer Chapter 3). Thirdly, there may be external
overriding rules, relating to practitioner, or audience preference for particular AF
components (aspects, formalisms, partial models, etc)
Building a comprehensive 125 repository of AF elements represents a considerable task,
even if the content is to be limited to the AFs described in the critical review contained
in Chapter 3. In reality, the AF will most likely need to be open to modifications as
new AFs appear and existing ones are extended or discontinued. In addition, the rules
associated with the elements may be further distilled or supplemented, in view of the
continuous refinement of the meta-methodology resulting from its use.
The purpose of this study is to validate the concept of a meta-methodology, rather
than attempt to build a 'complete' method on how to conduct specific EA projects. Thus,
as with the rest of the study, a balance must be reached between the comprehensiveness,
quality and detail of the SR and the available resources and main purpose of the study.
4.2.1.1

Preliminary Structured Repository Format

The elements in the structured repository must contain criteria that need to be met so
that they can be selected by the meta-methodology. Such criteria may be implemented
in several ways. For example, a selection criterion for an element may be a rule of the
form similar to:
(1)

IF <conditions> THEN <add_element_to_solution>

This leads to an initial repository structure as shown in Figure 67. Note that, as
concluded in Chapter 3, some AF elements play a multiple role in their framework.
This is shown in the figure, where some partial models are also modelling formalisms.

125

note that the repository can be considered 'complete' only in terms of coverage of a specific EA
domain and at a certain point in time.
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Figure 67. Preliminary structured repository (not all AF elements shown)
Suppose that decisional modelling is required, both at high and detailed levels. An
element called GRAI Grid, used for high-level decisional modelling would be selected
because of its associated rule:
(2)

IF (high_level_decisional_modelling)
THEN (GRAI_Grid )

For detailed decisional modelling, the structured repository would contain several
suitable elements. The author has previously stated his assumption that the decisional
aspect may be regarded as a specialisation of the functional aspect. Thus, in essence,
functional modelling formalisms may be used to model decision, although to various
degrees of success. Thus, for example IDEF0 and GRAI Nets are both functional
modelling languages which can be used to detail decision centres present in the GRAI
Grid; therefore, the rules of IDEF0 and GRAI Nets would look like:
(3)

IF

(functional_modelling)
OR

(low_level_decisional_modelling)
THEN (IDEF0 / GRAI_Nets)

Best-practice rules in modelling recommend the use of a minimal set of modelling
languages to minimize the required competencies on the part of the practitioner and
audience. Thus, if a modelling formalism has been used before in the same project and
for the present task it is equally suitable with other languages, then it should be chosen
in preference to limit the number of different formalisms used. One way to implement
the concept of preference is via priorities. For example:
(4)

IF <previously_used = TRUE>
THEN <increase priority>
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Another possible condition for increased priority would be belonging to a family of
formalisms. This increases the likelihood that the user will have the necessary skills to
use the formalisms and the audience to understand the models.
(5)

IF <part_of_family = TRUE>
THEN <increase priority>

In this example, GRAI Nets belong to the same AF as the GRAI Grids, namely GRAI.
IDEF0 belongs to a family of languages (IDEF). Thus, their priorities would be equally
increased. However, low level decisional modelling requires high-level modelling to be
performed first, and GRAI Grids have been selected in (2) to perform this task. Thus,
best-practice rules would recommend the use of GRAI Nets in preference to IDEF0
because GRAI Grids have been previously used for high-level decisional modelling.
(6)

IF

<part_of_previously_used_family

=

TRUE>

THEN <increase priority>
In addition, user preference rules will be defined, which can confirm or override the
result of the above rules' evaluations. For example, the user may decide to mandate the
use of IDEF0 to detail the decision centres in the GRAI Grid, contrary to the rules
recommending the use of GRAI Nets.
As can be seen from the above example, the rules attached to AF elements can quickly
increase in number and become quite complex if they have to express a large set of
overlapping and prioritised constraints - which is typically the case when several AF
elements match a particular EA task.
It is important to note that the process of selection of AF members from the structured
repository by the meta-methodology should follow a particular order, reflected in the
meta-methodology steps. At this stage a recommended order may be:
• select an aspect to model (refer to AF modelling frameworks in the SR for aspects
to model in relation to life cycle);
• select any relevant reference models from the SR;
• choose suitable modelling formalisms from the SR;
• select a modelling tool supporting the chosen formalisms from SR , if applicable.
4.2.2

Creation of the Meta-Methodology Skeleton

The main research question of this study asks about the possibility to achieve a method
for how to create methods to set up and operate various types of CNOs. This question,
and a possible answer originate from two main observations, as briefly detailed below.
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Origins

The first observation is that typically, available methodologies on CNO set up and
operation were too generic (i.e., resembling high-level reference models) to be used
directly. One needed not only knowledge of the domain for which the method was to be
used, but also knowledge of the method itself, so it could customise it in a meaningful
way. What if a methodology existed for creating a CNO creation and operation method,
which only required knowledge of the domain ? A possible form of such a methodology
would resemble a set of steps that the practitioner must follow, using only his / her
domain knowledge. The result would be a method directly applicable to the problem.
The second observation is that, during its life, any entity influences, and is influenced
by other entities. Entities and their influences (or relations) can be filtered and
represented according to specific world views required by specific end purposes. Thus,
in EA, the practitioner chooses to represent the enterprise entities and the relations
between them that are relevant to the specific enterprise engineering task. However, if
one chooses to represent those entities not just at a point in time, but during their entire
life, and in addition it shows the relations that occur between the enterprise entities in
the context of their life cycles, the resulting diagram can be used to 'tell stories' about
the various entities represented in the diagrams. The story of an entity tells about its life,
and the relations it has had (or is expected to have in the future) with other entities
during its life. So, if one wants to design that specific entity and does not know how to
accomplish the task, he / she can start by 'reading the life story' of that entity, e.g. as
shown in Figure 68.
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Figure 68. Example for reading 'life stories'
For example, assuming the practitioner wants to construct and operate Entity E3 in
Figure 68, he/she would read the life story of E3 as follows: phase 1 in E3's life would
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be accomplished by phase 6 of E1. Phases 2 to 5 are influenced by phase 6 of E2. Phase
6 of E3 influences phases 4 and 5 of the same entity; thus, E3 influences itself (note that
in Figure 68 it has been assumed that the represented entities are only active (operating)
in phase 6).
The reading of entity E3's life story must also take into account the indirect influences
on E3. For example, the practitioner must identify the influence of entity E4 on E3 via
phases 1 and 5 of entity E2. Similarly, it must be established if, and how phases 2 to 5
of entity E3 are indirectly influenced by E1, through phases 1 to 4 of E2.
4.2.2.1.1

Temporality and Succession

The theoretical model chosen for the research contains a life cycle dimension that can
be used in depicting the lives of the enterprise entities shown in the business model 126,
as illustrated in Figure 69.
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Figure 69. Use of the GERA life cycle concept in modelling
Life cycle phases in the GERA sense abstract from time; therefore, the steps of the
method inferred from the life cycle diagrams contained in the business model could
occur several times, in different order and could even be performed concurrently. The
order of execution may be established by adding the time dimension, which represents
an additional aspect that can be modelled.
In view of the formalism adopted, Figure 68 can be redrawn as shown in Figure 70:

126

in the current study, the term 'business model' designates the life cycle diagrams of the previously
identified entities and the relations between them.
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Figure 70. Simple business model showing life cycle relations
4.2.2.2

The Concept

Use of the second observation in the context of the first has led to the idea that a method
on how to construct methods for specific enterprise architecture tasks can be achieved
by a) finding the entities relevant to those tasks, b) building diagrams showing the lives
of those entities and their inter-relations, and c) 'reading the stories of their lives', step
by step, while noting the relations with other entities present in each step.
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Figure 71. Meta-methodology concept
This idea is the essence of the meta-methodology concept, as shown in Figure 71.
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Meta-methodology Content on Entering the AR Cycle

Thus, at this stage in the research, the concept of meta-methodology can be structured
around several main steps (refer Figure 71):
• identify the entities relevant to the specific enterprise engineering task;
• build a business model showing the entities in the context of their life cycles;
• read the life cycle diagrams of the entities in question, noting the relations that each
life cycle phase has with other life cycle phases of other entities and construct a list
of activities that need to be done for each phase 127.
Thus, in this method the practitioner needs to have domain knowledge but does not need
knowledge of how to obtain the specific method: this is provided in the set of steps.
4.2.2.4 Refinement by Testing
The above-described meta-methodology skeleton needs to be further refined in order to
clarify several outstanding issues. Thus, the choice of additional aspects that may need
to be modelled to enrich the method produced, and the rules guiding this choice, for
particular types of tasks needs to be clarified.
The choice of modelling formalisms for the meta-methodology steps and additional
aspects is another significant issue. For example, the last meta-methodology step needs
to produce a functional model, which constrains the main modelling formalism choice
to a functional type language. Other less structured steps however are not that clear in
their choice of formalism; for example, entity identification may be represented in
several ways.
Based on the chosen modelling formalisms, modelling tools implementing these
languages may also be recommended. However, as described in Chapter 3, there are
also other important factors in the selection of modelling tools, such as compliance and
integration. In addition, modelling tools may have their own rules already attached
within the SR.
Such matters can be further refined by testing; a composite testing approach (e.g.
simulation and field testing) will enable triangulation of the results and a conclusion
regarding the feasibility of the meta-methodology concept..

127

the activity model of the particular methodology thus developed identifies the interfaces between tasks
of the change project, and thus need to be identified / specified (by reference to accepted norms –
making choices regarding the suitability of the formalisms to express the necessary facts as well as the
consideration of who will use these and for what purpose). The interfaces between these activities
carry enterprise models as well as associated information (such as purpose, approval status, etc) as
discussed in detail in (Li & Williams, 1994)
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THE SIMULATION

The initial testing and refinement of the SR and meta-methodology skeleton will be
accomplished by a simulation. There are several reasons for using this type of testing.
Firstly, the usefulness and feasibility of the meta-methodology concept need to be
quickly tested and demonstrated in order to decide on the course (and fate) of the
subsequent research endeavour. Secondly, in the opinion of the researcher the metamethodology is not sufficiently developed to allow its direct use in a field test.
A simulation will achieve most of the above requirements; thus, it will prove the
viability of the meta-methodology concept, while at the same time uncovering new
aspects and problems that may lead to the meta-methodology refinement. In addition, a
simulation will not require significant resources or an extent of time that would not be
justified at this stage in the research.
The simulation will be based on a real situation, namely an existing

reference

architecture that is too generic to provide concrete guidance for specific VE creation
and operation projects. This setting is very similar to the target domain of the fully
developed meta-methodology, which will typically be required to produce a specific VE
creation and operation method only by means of the domain knowledge of the user, the
set of meta-methodology steps and the SR, using optional suitable reference model(s).
It must be noted however, that although useful, the outcomes of the simulation cannot
be validated with an audience, and thus only internal validity (Trochim, 2000) can be
proven. Therefore, the results of this simulation need to be triangulated by at least one
field test that can examine the external validity of the meta-methodology.
4.4

SUMMARY OF THE SIMULATION

Global economy requires worldwide physical goods transport. However, except for very
large carriers, most transport companies do not have the necessary resources to offer
direct door-to-door transport on long routes. Therefore, in such cases transport
companies have to cooperate, so that together they can cover the necessary transfer of
goods. Technological advances in the ICT infrastructure have made possible a better
cooperation and coordination of carriers; however, this is not enough to ensure optimal
transport integration. Carriers need to cooperate on all levels of management and
operations in order to find optimal transport solutions based on various routes and
modes of transportation.
A similar situation existed at a more localized (national, state, regional) scale, with
small and medium transport enterprises (SMTs) largely cooperating on an ad-hoc
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manner, with little concern for a common strategy or integrated management of the
transportation service. In addition, in some industry sectors (e.g. food and horticultural),
typically the products are initially transported to a market place, and subsequent to
bidding and purchasing, they are delivered to the retailers. In this case, large retailers
have circumvented this problem by creating their own, highly optimised supply chains.
Often, they also own various links of the supply chain, such as the transportation
between the providers, interim storage / processing facilities and retailer. SMTs have
not been able to do so and therefore, they are not as competitive as they could be.
4.4.1

Existing Problems

One way of achieving better transport integration with the participation of SMTs is to
create specialised forms of virtual enterprises called virtual transport enterprises
(VTEs). A VTE appears as a single entity to the external customer, which can provide
door-to-door deliveries irrespective of location. VTEs can achieve an efficient and
balanced use of existing transport capacities, and thus improve the quality and
sustainability of the transport service (which have presently become significant
differentiation factors in this sector) resulting in competitive advantage. Such VTEs
have been attempted on a regional and national scale; typically however, they have a
low degree of integration.
A second problem concerns the (mainly state or regional) supply chains formed by
small and medium businesses, which are significantly less optimised than those created
by large retailers; in this case, individual participants optimise for their own business,
rather than for the whole chain. Stock management of small and medium retailers
(SMR) is also less developed; in addition, the physical marketplace concept used by
many SMRs results in redundant movement of goods within the chain, with high rates
of product spoilage, and / or over-sizing of storage capacities and logistic bottlenecks.
The formation of suitably integrated VTEs was hindered in these cases by a lack of
methods and reference models describing the design, implementation and operation of
such enterprises. In addition, the efficient operation of VTEs requires appropriate
performance measurement systems, information management infrastructure and
modelling and simulation tools (Chalmeta & Bernus, 1998).
(Chalmeta, 2000) has addressed these issues by using the GERAM framework to
construct a reference architecture for virtual transport integration called VITE,
containing several components (see Figure 72), such as a reference model and generic
methodology for the creation and operation of virtual integrated transport enterprises.
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Figure 72. The VITE Architecture (Chalmeta, 2000)
The reference model contained in the VITE architecture is essentially a process model
abstracted from the management of real transport companies. The model focuses on the
management of a VITE and distinguishes between the human and non-human aspects.
However, the choice of views departs from the GERAM model and is not properly
justified. The methodology contained in VITE is following the GERA life cycles but is
clearly too generic to be directly applied in specific settings.
4.4.2

Interim Solution: a VITE Specialisation

In an effort to address the problems faced by the small and medium transport companies
and retailers and to overcome the genericity of the VITE concepts described in the
previous section, a separate project described in (Noran, 1999) has attempted to develop
a more specific VITE model for a particular type of supply chain, namely the fruit and
vegetable (fresh produce) sector of the food industry, called FP-VITE 128. This work has
been accomplished in view of the reference model and methodology efforts described in
(Chalmeta, 2000; Chalmeta & Bernus, 1998); in addition, it has been constrained to use
the same generic framework (GERAM) and modelling formalisms as the more generic
VITE in order to provide a consistent way to triangulate the VITE concepts.
The specialised VITE project has produced several models of the virtual integrated
'fresh produce' transport enterprise (FP-VITE), however focused on its strategic and
operational management. The results and conclusions of the project have generally
validated the reference model proposed in VITE; however, the project has focused on
the management side of the operation phase of the particular VITE and as such, it has
128

in (Noran, 1999), FP-VITE has simply been called 'VITE' or 'fruit and vegetable virtual transport
enterprise'
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not provided a specialised method for the FP-VITE design and implementation.
Therefore, the project outcome could not verify the validity of the design and
implementation method proposed in the generic model; so, there was still a need for a
specific method to construct and implement a particular supply chain-related virtual
transport enterprise.
In addition, the generic VITE construction methodology had been accomplished in an
intuitive and naïve manner, based on the knowledge and perceptions of the particular
project consultant. This has reinforced the need for a methodology able to assist any
practitioner with suitable domain knowledge to develop VE specific design and
operation methods - hence, the need for a meta-methodology.
4.4.3

Proposed Solution

It is proposed to use the meta-methodology being developed in order to create a method
for the design, implementation and operation of a VITE specialised for fresh produce,
called in this context FP-VITE, at a small to medium (and local) level. The
implemented FP-VITE model could replace the redundant transport of goods with a
flow of information and dynamic re-routing and just-in-time deliveries. This would
eliminate the need for intermediate links in the supply chain, such as the physical fresh
produce market, or various facilitating agents, which are useful in large supply chains,
but put a significant burden on small and medium retailers and transport companies. A
virtual marketplace using Internet-based agent technology (Guan et al., 2002; Zillur,
2003) would also enable more competitive pricing (Wurman, 2001) resulting in savings
that can also be passed to customers and thus also improve the viability of small /
medium retail businesses. The simulation will use the existing FP-VITE models
contained in (Noran, 1999) but will concentrate on creating a method to create and
operate the FP-VITE.
In addition, the FP-VITE model could be abstracted into a virtual marketplace
reference model, describing reusable parts of the method and associated deliverables.
The problems encountered in creating these essential deliverables will be documented
and used in the reflection phase to refine the meta-methodology and thus help it achieve
the degree of sophistication necessary for field testing. Thus, a dual purpose could be
achieved: producing a refined theoretical outcome, while at the same time generating a
practical result, usable to validate (or improve) the VITE methodology described in
(Chalmeta, 2000). This dual purpose reflects the Action Research method adopted.
However, since the method produced in this section will not be used to build and
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operate an actual VE, this meta-methodology application constitutes a thought
experiment, and thus a simulation, rather than a field test. The success of the simulation
is to be judged by its usefulness in scoping and testing the reference model contained in
VITE, and by its contribution to the refinement of the meta-methodology. The results of
this simulation will test the meta-methodology for internal validity only; for external
validity, these outcomes have to be compared with the results of at least one field test.
4.4.4

Potential Participants

The set of enterprises that typically form a supply chain in the food industry (MSU,
2004) can be used as a starting point in establishing potential participants in a VITE.
The producer, which may be an individual, or association of farmers generates the
product and must coordinate selling and picking it in order to minimize losses.
Commodity handlers liaise between the farmer and the food processors or wholesalers
by providing single local contacts to their clients. The food processors package the fresh
produce acquired from the handlers and also process it if required (e.g. cutting,
skinning, etc). Food manufacturers further process selected produce from the processors
into finished products as needed (e.g. canned vegetable soup, etc). Wholesalers and
distributors are responsible for transporting the produce throughout the system.
However, while wholesalers buy and sell the produce, distributors only transport it. The
retailers sell these various forms of produce to the public. Finally, the marketers are
present throughout the supply chain helping the trading parties liaise.
The above-described set of actors must be refined in number and size of participants
in order to reflect the situation that the simulation attempts to apply to, namely a local
(state / region) network involving large producer(s) and wholesaler(s) and small and
medium distributors and retailers. The food processor and manufacturer are collapsed in
a so-called 'food plant', in order to reflect the fresh produce scope. This leads to a
restricted set of participants as shown at the bottom of Figure 73, which also constitutes
the initial entity list needed in the first meta-methodology step.
In practice, the 'assumed scenario' in Figure 73 is in fact developed in the Concept life
cycle phase of FP-VITE. Thus, it is highly recommended that this scenario be redrawn
in the form of a rich picture 129 (as shown in Figure 74) in order to effectively
communicate the FP-VITE vision to the stakeholders and the rest of personnel involved.
It is often such apparently 'minor' details that determine the understanding and, in

129

in this study. the term 'rich picture' is used with the meaning of a cartoon-like simplified
representation, not necessarily following all the features described in (Checkland & Scholes, 1990)
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direct connection, the stance taken by management and staff in respect to a proposed
project, which will be reflected in their subsequent degree of support of the project, and
acceptance and use of its results. Thus, the minimal additional effort required is well
justified in view of the potential benefits on the project.
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Figure 73. Generic and assumed situations
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Figure 74. FP-VITE (based on (Noran, 1999))
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Specific Features of the Network / Virtual Enterprise Formation Scenario

A breeding environment, or company network as described in (Camarinha-Matos, 2002)
and (Globemen, 2000-2002) respectively does not exist in this case, mainly due to the
restricted scope of the project (local region of a state). Thus, issues relating to trust,
cultural differences, establishing a common ICT infrastructure, etc which typically need
time will have to be resolved in the process of VE formation (and potentially, in its reconfiguration during operation). Thus, the involvement of all participants in the FPVITE design process is vital to ensure simultaneous accomplishment of such processes.
The main FP-VITE project champion is the producer, followed by the wholesaler.
Their main motivation is to increase their sales margin by reducing the number of
intermediate links in the supply chain. The SMTs and SMRs are also interested in the
FP-VITE; however, their limited resources restricts the size of their input, especially in
the early stages of the project (i.e. in the concept and architectural design life cycle
phases of the FP-VITE). It is thus likely that the producer and wholesaler will
significantly influence the entire FP-VITE life cycle, while SMT and SMR will affect
the Detailed Design, Implementation and Operation phases.
It is also likely that the deliverables created during the FP-VITE development will in
turn affect the participants. For example, they may need to adapt part of their operation
mode to suit the new VE, or even re-design part of their own organisations. Again, the
influence is likely to be more significant in the case of the smaller participants (i.e. SMT
and SMR), where it could affect a wider range of life cycle phases, e.g. including
Concept and Architectural design in addition to Detailed Design or Operation. Thus,
while all participants may need to re-design parts of their organisations and reimplement them (in parallel with their normal operation), this phenomenon will have
more impact on the smaller participant organisations.
4.5

APPLICATION OF THE META-METHODOLOGY

The simulation has been performed using the structured repository knowledge prototype
built in Section 4.2.1 and the meta-methodology skeleton constructed in Section 4.2.2.
Thus, the steps listed in Section 4.2.2.3 will be applied to the situation described in
Section 4.4.5.
4.5.1

Step One: Identification of the Entities Involved

According to the preliminary meta-methodology structure, the first task that the
practitioner has to undertake to infer the necessary FP-VITE creation method is to
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identify the relevant enterprise entities within the Universe of Discourse of the project.
As shown in Figure 71, the practitioner must have some domain knowledge in order to
create a meaningful list of enterprise entities. In the simulation, it has been found that
the author had to repeatedly reflect on the list content and refer to the particular setting
described in Section 4.4.4.
Thus, after several attempts involving various representation formalisms, it has been
found that a concise list written in English is enough to enable the operation of the next
meta-methodology step. Note that while additional attributes or images were found to
unnecessarily complicate what should be a reflective brainstorming session, brief
justifications of the presence in the list attached to each entity has helped structure the
author's thoughts and assisted the list creation.
The previously defined Structured Repository (Figure 67) can assist the user in the
search for potentially usable modelling formalisms and tools. For this specific phase
though, the best the SR could propose would be, just like 'manually' inferred above, to
use English text in the form of bullet list with justifications. Thus, elements such as
(English_text) and (Text_editor) could potentially be part of the SR, although not
specifically part of any AF.
In this specific case, the attempt to identify a preliminary set of entities has resulted in
the list below:
• Producer (PR) creates the fresh produce that justifies the entire FP-VITE effort.
PR is a main driver of the FP-VITE;
• Food Plant (FPL) - the particular FP-VITE scenario involves only fresh produce,
more specifically fruit and vegetable; thus, it has been considered that all the
necessary processing could be achieved by one enterprise type, called 'food plant';
• Wholesaler (WHS) acquires and sells the fresh produce. It has been assumed that
in this case, the wholesaler does not own the transport link, but it may include the
FPL (a final decision on this will be made in the next phase). WHS is also highly
interested in FP-VITE due to significant competition from large retailers, which
typically own their supply chains and thus can marginalise WHS;
• Small to Medium Transporter (SMT) transfers the produce between the
participants in the FP-VITE; SMT is also affected by large retailers (which e.g. buy
their own trucks and employ drivers) and is willing to participate in FP-VITE;
however, its limited resources prevent it from being a project champion;
• Small to Medium Retailer (SMR). Typically, the storage capacity of SMRs
cannot be optimised with demand due to the unpredictability of supply and
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demand; thus, potential gains are to be made from transport and spoilage cost
savings. Some of these may be passed to customers, improving the SMR's
resilience to large retailer competition.
• Fresh Produce Virtual Integrated Transport Enterprise (FP-VITE). An
integrated virtual transport enterprise specialised for fresh produce.
• Virtual Marketplace (VM). A possible reference model resulting from the
abstraction of reusable elements from the FP-VITE design and operation.
4.5.2

Step Two: Construct a Business Model Showing Life Cycle Relations

Once again, the author has found that in building the business model, the scenario
details and the entity list had to be revisited several times. In addition, in the attempt to
build the relations between the entities in their various life cycles, it has been found that
assumptions had to be made to limit the complexity of the model.
4.5.2.1

Step Preparation

The SR can be of assistance in the search for a formalism expressing the life cycle .
Thus, AF elements such as the modelling frameworks of GERA, PERA, CIMOSA,
contained in the modelling framework area of the repository represented in Figure 67,
can provide the necessary formalism. It appears that if several AF elements in the SR
match a specific requirement of a meta-methodology step, it is be beneficial to present
that set of matching AFs in some order of preference, according for example to
modelling best-practice criteria, as presented in Section 4.2.1.1.
In this case, due to the proficiency of the author in its use, the modelling formalism
adopted is the modelling framework of GERA. This reveals another important rule in
the use of the meta-methodology and the SR, namely that the practitioner will
ultimately decide the selection of AF elements used. However, he / she will do this 'in
the know', e.g. after consulting a ranked list.
Since step two only needs to show the relations between enterprise entities in the
context of their life cycles, the other dimensions of GERA have been filtered out to
lower the business model complexity, as shown in Figure 75.
In building the business model, several drafts have been hand-drawn on paper;
subsequently, the preliminary model has been transferred into electronic format and
further processed. For this purpose, a simple graphic editor has been used.
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ISO15704:2000
(Annex A)
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Figure 75. Model used: simplified particular level of GERA
Specialised tools such as described in Chapter 3 could have been used in view of their
supported languages vs. the chosen formalism; for example, several tools exist which
can represent life cycles in various forms. The use of a simple 'unaware' graphical editor
implies that the onus of maintaining model consistency and providing adequate
definition of symbols where needed is on the practitioner.
The choice of a modelling formalism and (if applicable) of a tool properly supporting
that formalism appears to be essential to the quality of the model produced. This should
be reflected in the meta-methodology substance, but also in the SR element content (and
especially in the quality of rules attached to them, which determine the proposed choice
of AF elements).
4.5.2.2

Step Two Application

Building the business model implies representing the entities on the list obtained in step
one (Section 4.5.1) However, during the construction of the entity relation diagram it
has been found that the life cycle of some of the entities present in the original list was
not entirely relevant to the project in question. In such cases, the representation of those
entities has been collapsed to the most significant entity life cycle phase(s). For
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example, this was the case of the customer entity C, which was only relevant to the
project in its 'Operation' life cycle phase.
In addition, it has been found that the representation of an additional entity, namely
the project to build the FP-VITE, would be beneficial because it allows a separate
illustration of the entity relations during, and after the construction of the FP-VITE.
Thus , the project to build FP-VITE has been included in the business model (shown as
VP in Figure 76).
Id
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PD

SMT: Small / medium
Transporter;

DD
I
Op

SMR: Small / medium
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D
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project;
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Consumer;
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FP-VITE entry
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VM:

Virtual Marketplace Model

Note:
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contain Food Plant

Figure 76. Business model showing life cycle relations
On analysing the relations of the food plant (FP) with the other entities in the specific
context of the current simulation, it has been found that FP was in a very similar
situation with the wholesaler (WHS). Therefore, the decision has been made to consider
WHS as including FP, and thus not to represent a separate FP in the business model.
During the reasoning process within this step, it was also realised that there was a
need for a set of entry criteria (shown as 'EC' in the figure) limiting the participation in
the FP-VITE to enterprise entities having the necessary preparedness to do so. This is an
essential aspect because in this particular case there is no breeding environment which
would allow the enterprises to get to know each other and agree on common processes
and ICT infrastructure in due time. This problem is partly solved for the 'founding
partners', through their joint work within the VP. However, the continuous adaptation of
the FP-VITE to the environment during its operation is likely to involve some members
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leaving and other wishing to join in. Admission in the FP-VITE of other members can
be achieved in a prompt manner by using the entry criteria developed during the
operation of the project to build FP-VITE (VP).
Figure 76 contains in fact the graphical illustration of the reasoning accomplished in
Section 4.4.5. Thus, it can be seen that the main participants in the future FP-VITE (PR,
WHS) are involved in the entire VP, while the smaller participants (SMT, SMR) only
influence VP details. At the same time, the VP is likely to influence the smaller
participants more profoundly; this may create initial turbulence in SMT and SMR, but
will have a beneficial effect in the long term. Thus, the FP-VITE will allow smaller
participants to strategically plan their transport, storage and selling and optimise their
operations in a similar way to the large retailers owning the entire supply chain.
An important feature of the FP-VITE is its ability to reorganise itself, shown in
Figure 76 by an arrow from the FP-VITE operation to its upper life cycle phases. This
means that, during its operation, FP-VITE can re-engineer itself to a certain degree and
implement the changes, typically in parallel with normal operation.
Finally, it is likely that FP-VITE may be a management-only entity, governing the
resources of the participants. This is not clearly shown in Figure 76. Therefore, there
may be a need for the modelling formalism to include an aspect allowing to differentiate
between the management of an entity and its operations. As shown in Chapter 3,
sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, GERA and PERA both provide an aspect usable for this
purpose.
4.5.3

Step Three: Activity Model of the FP-VITE Design and Operation

The nature of the deliverable required by this meta-methodology step (step-by-step
guidance) requires the creation of an activity model; thus, the aspect to be modelled is
functional. However, it would be very helpful if the formalism could show (but not
necessarily detail) additional information related to the activities, such as their inputs,
outcomes, constraints and resources needed to accomplish these activities. Such
requirements could then be further scoped within other models.
4.5.3.1

Aspects to be Modelled and Chosen Modelling Formalism

Chapter 3 has described several modelling formalisms usable for functional modelling.
Thus, just like in step two, there is a set of formalisms matching a specific need of a
meta-methodology step; therefore, ranking would be desirable. Modelling best-practice
would once again recommend languages that belong to the same family (preferably
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integrated by a set of metamodels) or languages that have bee used previously in the
project (see Section 4.2.1.1). Such requirements may be represented as attributes of the
AF elements in the SR. Thus, an attribute 'family' would have a value of 'yes' (or one) or
'no' (or zero). On this basis, ranking would be possible.
In this simulation, it has been assumed that the development will involve several
teams and that the audience has no preferences for a specific modelling formalism. In
view of the step three requirement and of this assumption, the chosen modelling
formalism must be capable of representing functional abstractions, but at the same time
can show additional requirements and allow complexity management.
Therefore, the formalism chosen to describe the activity model has been IDEF0 130
(IEEE, 1998; NIST, 1993) (refer Figure 77). According to this modelling language,
each activity is described as a box with attached ICOMs (Inputs, Controls, Outputs and
Mechanisms).

Controls
(used in activity, but does not get transformed

C1

C2

Inputs

Outputs

(transformed in the activity)

(results of activity)

I1

Activity

I2

O1
O2

Mechanisms
M1

M2

(who / what makes it happen)

Figure 77. Generic IDEF0 activity model - level A-0 (context)
Both inputs and controls are used in the activity, however only the inputs are
transformed in the activity; the controls rather express 'why', and 'why in this way' is an
activity performed. The mechanisms are the resources used in the activity, human and
machine (hardware / software), i.e. who / what makes things happen.
Activities are decomposable, as shown in Figure 78. This allows to control the
complexity of the model depending on the target audience. For example, only the first,
second and possibly part of the third level of activity decomposition would be relevant
for management.

130

other formalisms are also suitable, notably UML activity / state diagrams. A high-level comparison of
UML and IDEF0 languages for the purpose of business modelling is described in (Noran, 2003d,
2004d).
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Figure 78. Generic IDEF0 model - level A0
The decomposable property of the IDEF0 formalism allows parts of the model to be
used and / or further developed by different working groups for different purposes at
various levels of detail, with the main constraint being to keep the interface ICOMs
consistent in number and meaning, in order to preserve the consistency of the model.
The modelling tool used in creating this model was AI0Win developed by KBSI 131,
which although being a generic 132 modelling tool, is aware of the modelling formalism
used (IDEF0). In addition, AI0Win can export models to Web pages, and is integrated
with information / resources modelling (SmartER) and behaviour / simulation
modelling (ProSIM) tools by the same vendors, thus ensuring a degree of model(s)
consistency 133.
4.5.3.2

Context Level: Build and Operate FP-VITE

This modelling level aims to present a very general view of the environment in which
the FP-VITE construction and operation method functions. As can be seen from Figure
79, the FP-VITE creation and operation aims to produce the virtual integrated transport
enterprise and possibly a reference model for a virtual marketplace. As established in
Section 4.4.5 and further refined in Section 4.5.2.2, the participants in FP-VITE are
producers, wholesalers and small to medium transporters and retailers. However, in the

131

Knowledge-Based Systems, Inc. www.kbsi.com
i.e. not specifically developed to comprehensively support any of the investigated AFs, but usable to
model their functional aspects - refer Chapter 3, Section 3.8.1.
133
the IDEF family of languages is presently not integrated by a published metamodel (Noran, 2004d);
thus, consistency across models must be enforced by the modelling tools or the user.
132
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previous sections it has also been assumed that one or more partners are the project
initiators and champions, while the rest of participants contribute less, and may join the
FP-VITE creation project at a later stage. A set of entry criteria (EC) is also created to
allow the prompt selection of partners during the set-up and operation stages.
Figure 79 also shows the environmental constraints on the FP-VITE project, in the
form of Regulators (agencies, laws, etc) and the market analysis that has identified the
business opportunity leading to the idea of FP-VITE.

Figure 79. FP-VITE activity model - the A-0 (or context) diagram
The set of activities will use available reference models (such as the reference model
proposed by the original VITE architecture) and the partners' internal information
relating to various aspects being designed, for the purpose of consistency and reuse.
4.5.3.3

First Level of Detail

The meta-methodology requires that in building the activity model, the practitioner
reads the life cycle diagram of the entity being designed and operated. Thus, the
activities shown in Figure 80 reflect the life cycle phases of FP-VITE, plus the relevant
life cycles of the entities that FP-VITE interacts with during its life, as previously
represented in Figure 76.
Note that some life cycle phases have been jointly represented, while others have been
explicitly separated, depending on the perceived degree of importance and on the
amount of detail required at this level. For example, the ICOMs connecting the
Identification, Concept and Requirements phases have been considered of lower
importance and thus 'sent' to the second level of detail, while for example the output of
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Architectural Design, the Master Plan, has been considered a major milestone and thus
necessary to be represented at this level. The reasoning behind this 'rating' of activities
is strongly connected to the purpose of this level of modelling.

Figure 80. Create and Operate FP-VITE (first level of detail)
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Thus, the context (A-0) and first level of detail (A0) are typically presented to upper /
middle management in order to secure their support and commitment. Therefore,
unnecessary features must be avoided to prevent 'detail fatigue' in the audience and
misconceptions of excessive complexity or failure to get a grip on the concept
modelled. Such perceptions will determine the management attitude towards the entire
project; failure to secure management support will make a successful project unlikely.
Thus, in Figure 80 the audience is given a bird's eye view of what is involved in
creating and operating FP-VITE. Importantly, the ICOMs attached to the activities
provide a clear image of the resources required (Mechanisms), the reasons and the
benefits for performing the activities shown (Outputs), the necessary ingredients for
each activity (Inputs), and why the activities have to be performed in a particular way
(the constraints shown via Controls). Once the audience has agreed on this level, further
work may be commenced or continued towards deeper model levels.
4.5.3.4

Further Levels of Detail

The level of detail to which the practitioner will go, and the activities selected to be
further detailed depend on the end purpose of the model. For example, the stakeholders
may request further levels of detail of selected activities. In addition, the model must be
developed in further detail if it is to be implemented. The following sub-sections
describe deeper levels of detail; however, it must be noted that this model creation
represents a simulation, and thus excessive detail is not warranted, since the resulting
model will not be actually implemented, simulated or used for model-based control.
In detailing the activities inferred from the life cycle diagram, the practitioner can use
modelling frameworks elements present in the SR for a list of aspects that may need to
be addressed by the detailed activity model. For example, in this simulation, the author
has used the PERA modelling framework to scope the activities present in the first
detail level, thus obtaining the extent of information, resource, organisation, etc models.
4.5.3.5

Activity A1: Identify and Define the Fresh Produce VITE

The idea of FP-VITE is the result of the market analysis and the identification of a
business opportunity - in this case, supply chain optimisation resulting in less
intermediate link expenditure, product spoilage, storage capacity, etc.
According to GERA and PERA, the mission, vision and values of the enterprise must
be established; thus, e.g. the mission of the FP-VITE would be to integrate the essential
links in the supply chain and separate the information flow from the material flow.
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Figure 82. Create Business model for FP-VITE
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Thus, information on the fresh produce would circulate, rather than the produce itself
having to be taken to a market or shifted between storage facilities.
The FP-VITE vision could be in the short term to provide gains for all participants in
order to validate the concept, and in the long term to become the organisation model of
choice for producer and wholesaler in dealing with small / medium transporters and
retailers and to provide a competitive alternative to large retailer domination.
The end purpose of Activity A1 is to define the goals and objectives of FP-VITE and
to develop a project plan. This is done by constructing a business plan as shown by
Activity A13 in Figure 81.
Typically, creating a business plan will involve a feasibility study, which may trigger
changes to the enterprise policies and strategy. Thus, it has been considered warranted
to further detail A13 as shown in Figure 82, which also shows the Concept and
Requirements phases (provided by the GERA and PERA). Note that at Concept and
Requirement levels, PERA distinguishes between the Information and Manufacturing
aspects, or in GERA terms, between Management / Control and Product / Service. This
is shown in Figure 82 in output O4.
4.5.3.6

Activity A2: Architectural Design of FP-VITE

According to PERA, the main outcome of the Architectural Design of an entity is the
Master Plan (Williams, 1994a), whose approval or rejection by the stakeholders decides
the fate of the project to design in detail, and build that entity. However, the creation of
the master plan depends on several other deliverables, such as functional specifications
of the various components of the entity. PERA has been used to scope these
components; thus, as can be seen from Chapter 3, at the Preliminary (architectural)
Design level, PERA distinguishes between human and non-human aspects; this is
reflected in Figure 83, which acknowledges that the human / organisational structure is
to be specified in connection with, but separately from the information and production
infrastructure.
Note that PERA has initially been aimed at the manufacturing industry, which
explains some of its terminology, e.g. 'production' or 'manufacturing'. However, as
concluded in Chapter 3, the applicability of such AFs goes beyond the manufacturing
domain.
Thus, the term production used in this context means the creation of FP-VITE
products, namely the service of delivering fresh produce to the customer, while at the
same time achieving the other goals and objectives. This is in accordance with GERA,
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which specifies that the product does not have to have a physical dimension (e.g. it may
be a factory, software stored on a medium, a project, or a service).
In the author's belief, organisation represents 'who does what', thus a mapping of the
(mostly human) resources on the decisional roles of FP-VITE. Thus, in order to define
the FP-VITE organisation, one needs to model the FP-VITE governance structure, as
shown in Figure 83.

Figure 83. Architectural Design of FP-VITE
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At this stage, the author has realised that additional aspects may need to be modelled
within the meta-methodology application, in order to enable the implementation of the
method produced. Thus, the meta-methodology may need to propose additional aspects
and suggest suitable modelling formalisms and even tools. This is to be confirmed in the
reflection phase and subsequent iterations.
4.5.3.7

Activity A3: Detailed Design of FP-VITE

Once the Master Plan has been approved, the Detailed Design phase may commence,
which involves detailing the functional modules specified in the preliminary design to
the level where they can be implemented.

Figure 84. Detailed Design of FP-VITE
However, in this particular case, there is an intermediate phase that has to be
accomplished. As can be seen from Figure 76, some participants only join the FP-VITE
creation and operation effort in the Detailed Design phase of VP. In addition, the life
cycle concept used throughout the meta-methodology allows selective and repetitive
occurrence of life cycle phases during the life of the target entity. For example, during
the FP-VITE operation there may be a need to replace partners, which could also
involve detailed re-design of FP-VITE; therefore, activities dealing with initial detailed
design and partner selection can be reused for partner replacement and re-design. These
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possibilities need to be represented in the activity model - hence the activities A32 and
A33, with the control C3 shown in Figure 84.

Figure 85. Select FP-VITE partners
In reasoning about the FP-VITE operation, it has been considered useful to produce
and maintain a set of entry criteria (EC, as shown in Figure 76), allowing the prompt
selection of potential replacement partners. Thus, if the need to replace a partner
(without FP-VITE re-design) arises during the FP-VITE operation, this can be swiftly
achieved by using the EC to select a suitable partner, which will join FP-VITE after
entering the contract agreement.
The partner selection process has been considered important enough to justify an
additional level of detail, as shown in Figure 85.The significance of this level is that it
shows how the project (VP) or the FP-VITE can influence life cycle phases of potential
participants. Thus, once again the activity model is consistent with the business model.
Once partner selection has been accomplished, the actual detailed design can start as
shown in Figure 86.
The combination of representations shown in Figure 84, Figure 85 and Figure 86 are
just one possible way of representing the partner selection process. In this case the
reasoning was that partner selection is not a main life cycle phase as identified in
Figure 76.
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Figure 86. The actual detailed design of FP-VITE
Thus, it has been decided to embed partner selection in detailed design, rather than show
it in the first level of detail of the activity model shown in Figure 80.
The actual detailed design of FP-VITE has again followed the GERA / PERA
paradigm of human / machine separation; however, in this case, the infrastructure has
also been separated in management / control and product / service.
In practice, the implementation of new policies in an organisation requires time.
Upgrading or replacing IS and / or supporting IT also needs some preparation. Thus,
normally such actions require some change management strategies (which represent
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another additional aspect that may need to be modelled), which would recommend a
gradual implementation in parallel with normal operation. Therefore, it has been
considered advisable that, in parallel with the detailed designs, transition / migration
plans also be developed. Such plans do not need to be detailed; they may just contain
major milestones represented in a temporal context (so that they can show concurrency
and succession). Such plans may then be used in setting up the transition preceding the
actual implementation
The detailed design of FP-VITE is accomplished with the participation of all partners.
4.5.3.8

Activity A4: Implement FP-VITE

In accordance with the previous Section, it has been considered that a transition subphase is necessary, where the transition plans developed in the detailed design phase can
be transformed into an Implementation plan, which would control the implementation
of the modules defined in the detailed design phase.

Figure 87. Implement FP-VITE
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This is shown in Figure 87 as activity A41, producing the FP-VITE Implementation
Plan. The same subdivision used in Section 4.5.3.7 can be applied here, again according
to the GERA / PERA views.
The result of the implementation is also the main deliverable of the method produced
by the meta-methodology: the fresh produce VITE. (O1 in Figure 87).
4.5.3.9

Activity A5: Operate FP-VITE

The implemented FP-VITE can now operate. It must be remembered though, that FPVITE is a virtual enterprise; thus, in fact its management and production belong to the
participants. However, in the models shown it has been assumed that management roles
for FP-VITE are created and allocated within the participant organisations; similarly, it
has been assumed that there is a common IS / ICT infrastructure which may be
considered as belonging to the FP-VITE. This was reflected in the architectural design,
detailed design and the implementation activities by showing separate MIS and
Production Infrastructure processes.

Figure 88. Operate FP-VITE
In the detailed view of the Operation phase represented in Figure 80, this aspect is
shown by FP-VITE 'operating itself'. However, the purpose of the entire VP project has
been to achieve an agile and aware integrated transport VE, which can promptly adapt
to changes in its environment and continuously improve itself. Continuous improvement
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necessitates performance measurement (which may become yet another additional
aspect to be proposed by the meta-methodology), which allows the FP-VITE
management to see the effect of its actions on the enterprise.
Thus, monitoring of the FP-VITE is performed mainly by its management. If the FPVITE performance shows the need for adjustments that do not necessitate re-design, the
FP-VITE management performs these adjustments as shown in Figure 88. However, if
significant events or aggregate performance measurements show the need for major
changes to FP-VITE, the authority of its management may be exhausted and thus,
management roles from the participant organisations (typically more senior, and not
dedicated to FP-VITE) will be involved in assessing the FP-VITE re-design requests.
4.5.4

Other Aspects to be Modelled

The original VITE architecture (shown in Figure 72) used as a reference model in this
simulation recommends the modelling of the ICT infrastructure of the VITE and of its
performance measurement system. In addition, during the application of the metamethodology steps several other modelling aspects have emerged to be beneficial to this
specific EA effort, such as the organisational aspect, the management system and
possibly behavioural, and informational aspects.
4.5.4.1

The Decisional Aspect (The Management System)

The most important component of FP-VITE is its management. In practice, it may be
even decided that FP-VITE will be implemented as a management-only entity, meaning
that it does not possess any production facilities of its own. In addition, effective
organisational modelling needs to be based on some model of the governance structure
of the FP-VITE. Therefore, it has been decided that the decisional modelling of FPVITE (as shown in Activity A21 in Figure 83) has to be performed.
Previous work described in (Noran, 1999) has already constructed a decisional model
of the TO-BE state of a 'fruit and vegetable' virtual enterprise, which has been used in a
modified form to match the assumptions made in the case of FP-VITE (input to Activity
A21 in Figure 83).
Modelling Formalism Used
In consulting the SR, there would be an obvious choice for high-level decisional
modelling: the GRAI Grid, which is both a modelling language and a partial model.
This kind of overlapping has been identified in Chapter 3 and shown in Figure 67. In
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addition, it would be possible to model decision by using a 'generic' functional
modelling formalism, albeit less efficiently 134. Thus, once again, a ranking of the set of
suitable formalisms would be needed, with GRAI Grid first in the preference order.
The theoretical framework and modelling formalism used for the decisional modelling
are provided by the GRAI Grid described in (Doumeingts, 1984), of which a generic
example is shown in Figure 89. The GRAI Grid allows representing the decisional
structure within an enterprise, concerning products, resources, and their coordination
(planning). These decisions are structured in decision centres, which operate on a
particular horizon (the length of time for which the decision applies) and periods (the
time span when the decisions taken for the length of the horizon need to be revisited).
The GRAI Grid formalism has been briefly described in Chapter 3, Section 3.7.2.
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Figure 89. Generic GRAI Grid decisional model.
Development of the Decisional Model for VITE
The choice of horizons and periods in the GRAI Grid for FP-VITE must consider the
specific domain of the VE operation, namely fresh produce. The seasonal character of
the product type, quality and quantity significantly affects the entire supply chain, from
producer to retailer. However, in addition to the regular natural cycles, there are also
other types of fluctuations in the fresh produce supply and demand balance, such as
outbreaks of disease requiring quarantining, drought, catastrophic events, exceptional
134

At lower levels of the decision model though, functional languages become quite suitable to be used to
detail the high-level decisional framework. This is reflected in Section 4.2.1.1, formula (3).
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demands due to long public holidays, or changing consumer profiles. As an agile and
aware virtual enterprise, FP-VITE must be able to promptly adapt to all these types of
fluctuations. The horizons set in the governance structure must reflect this requirement.
Thus, the strategic horizon is set for three years to achieve stable strategies and avoid
organisational turbulence; however, the strategy is revised every year depending on crop
size, weather patterns, global market and corporate image that the FP-VITE desires to
achieve (e.g. 'always fresh', 'green and clean', ' organic', etc).
The tactical level in the FP-VITE has been decomposed in two components in order to
reflect the semestral and seasonal aspects of the fresh produce business in different parts
of the world (e.g. tropical vs. temperate) and all associated management tasks.
The Operational level of FP-VITE has been set at one week, however being daily
revised. This reflects the dynamic aspect of the VE, which needs to be able to adapt on a
daily basis to fluctuations in supply / demand. In addition, FP-VITE attempts to
implement the just-in-time delivery paradigm, which minimizes the necessary storage
and product spoilages. The application of just-in-time delivery to fresh produce has
some limitations. For example, picking the fresh produce only when needed works only
for a limited amount of time; for the remainder, artificial ripening and storage is
required. Still, the concept may be applied to the rest of the supply chain, with the
product being marketed without the need to transport it to a market, and being delivered
just at the time and in the quantity needed.
In constructing the GRAI Grid shown in Figure 90, a significant amount of decisions
has to be made. Thus, if the meta-methodology recommends modelling of the decisional
model, the practitioner has to gather and interpret the information supplied by the
stakeholders regarding the governance model desired. The draft version of the model
has then to be submitted back to the stakeholders for feedback and validation. Typically,
several iterations of this process will elicit a significant amount of governance issues
never thought of beforehand, and will produce a refined decisional model of the FPVITE. It is thus clear that the practitioner has to regularly seek the feedback and
approval of the stakeholders, and is some cases, of other staff members (depending on
the organisational culture).
The GRAI Grid represented allows to draw some conclusions about the FP-VITE type
of governance and organisation; thus, it can be seen that in general, the strategies
devised by the FP-VITE board are effective in deriving successive decisional
frameworks for subordinate echelons, with Planning having a mostly consultative role.
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Figure 90. Decisional and organisational models for FP-VITE operation

(based on (Noran, 1999))

Exceptions are only the operational level, and the lower tactical level of product

management, where the Planning decision centre assumes an interventionist role.
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The presence of information links from the subordinate decision centres to their
superiors indicates a process of negotiation in the assignment of tasks, which at VE
level shows a mandate / negotiate governance style (Keidel, 1995).
4.5.4.2

The Organisational Aspect

A simple way to obtain the organisational structure of the FP-VITE is to map the human
resources made available for the fresh produce VE by the participants on the decisional
structure constructed in Section 4.5.4.1, thus obtaining decisional roles. This method
allows to identify potential problems such as narrow management, over-specialisation,
inadequate authority for decision centres, paternalistic management, etc as described in
(Bernus, 2003). This assumes that the practitioner has a knowledge of the human
resources existent in the participants, and which of these resources can be committed to
the FP-VITE. In addition, the decisional model must have already been developed.
Alternatively, specialised languages may also be used to represent organisational
aspects, although they may also require separate human resources modelling.
If knowledge of the human resources is not available, it has to be modelled - typically,
using an information model where the entities are humans, or have a human attribute.
This reveals a dependency between the aspects to be modelled, which should be
reflected in the SR rules. A possible representation is shown below.
(7)

IF (high_level_organisational_modelling)
THEN (information_modelling) AND
((CIMOSA_Organisation) OR
((high_decisional_modelling) AND (GRAI_Grid_Mapped))
)

Mapping of the organisational aspect may also allow to differentiate between various
TO-BE scenarios for the FP-VITE. Thus, the top managerial level (strategic horizon in
Figure 90) may be assigned to one person, or to a board (as shown in the figure) whose
composition may reflect the size and / or market dominance of the participant
organisations. Thus, in the figure, the FP-VITE Board can change the strategy of the
enterprise, however not the definition of FP-VITE, thus its primary purpose. This can
also be seen from the business diagram shown in Figure 76. As shown in Figure 90, it
has been assumed that the authority of the FP-VITE Board extends to the tactical level
of Planning as well, while tactical resource and product management are assigned to the
tactical resource management and seasonal product management, respectively. Again,
the tactical resource management role may be fulfilled by a person or a department.
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The use of specialised formalisms for organisational design is also possible by selecting
modelling frameworks from the structured repository that contain organisational
constructs, such as CIMOSA and ARIS. The organisational design effort may also be
assisted by reference models and theories describing organisational types (Keidel, 1995)
and change management methods and approaches (Kotter, 1996).
The mapping of resources on decision centres has been partially performed for FPVITE as illustrated in Figure 90. The decision centres of the GRAI Grid shown in
Figure 90 have already been decomposed in sets of decisional activities using IDEF0 in
the case study described in (Noran, 1999). Thus, a detailed organisational design would
only have to further specify the composition of controls and mechanisms of the IDEF0
activities shown in that document, for each decision centre. However, the intended use
of the FP-VITE model is to reason about the aspects, modelling languages and tools that
the meta-methodology should recommend in addition to the main deliverable, and to
validate the VITE reference architecture. Thus, a detailed organisational design has
been considered to be outside of the scope of the simulation.
4.5.4.3

Performance

Performance measurement is important during the Operation phase of FP-VITE, as it
will give to management and staff feedback on the effect of their actions on the
enterprise performance and enable them to take corrective action if necessary. This is
shown as an output of A51 in Figure 88, which is used by the monitoring activity A52.
The reference model of VITE proposed in (Chalmeta, 2000) has been used in this
simulation as a guide to where performance indicators should be gathered and used.
Although performance appraisal necessitates either entity operation or model
simulation, none of which has been performed in the case of FP-VITE, the performance
measurement system proposed in VITE remains valid when applied to the particular
case of FP-VITE. In the case of FP-VITE, it has been considered that the best location
to derive key performance indicators (KPI) is the detailed design phase, so that KPIs are
focused on implementable modules 135. For management, KPIs can then be aggregated
to lower the level of detail and give a general image of enterprise performance.
Alternatively, the EcoGRAI method (Chapter 3, Section 3.6.2) may be used to
develop performance indicators, in view of previous / potential use of GRAI Grid and
GRAI Nets.

135

Generic methodologies often propose the development of KPIs in earlier life cycle phases.
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Behaviour

In essence, behaviour modelling provides an additional level of detail to functional
models by adding a control flow dimension. This would be reflected in the SR by the
need to accomplish a functional model first:
(8)

IF (behavioural_modelling) THEN (functional_modelling)

The detailed designs obtained in Activity A33 shown in Figure 84 and Figure 86 can
be used to derive control flow (or behavioural) models of the FP-VITE. The advantage
of having a behavioural model is that the model may be simulated, e.g. for performance
appraisal. In addition, temporal properties of activities may be added if desired (e.g. to
simulate the temporal behaviour of processes).
There are several modelling formalisms that allow behavioural modelling, such as
IDEF3 Process Flow Descriptions (with Units of behaviour and Object State Transition
Networks), IDEF4 Behaviour and State diagrams, UML Activity, State, Collaboration,
Sequence Diagrams and (timed or not) Petri Nets. The choice of formalism must
balance the audience proficiency, languages from the same family used in the project
and language and tool integration. For example, at this time the IDEF family does not
appear to be integrated by a set of metamodels (Noran, 2004d); however, if the user was
proficient in IDEF languages and because the formalism chosen for step three of the
meta-methodology was IDEF0, IDEF3 could be selected in preference to e.g. UML.
Behaviour modelling would be warranted in this case at detailed design level to
facilitate implementation, to simulate the models obtained, or to operate parts of the FPVITE that can be automated using model-based control. However, since this is in
essence a simulation and the models will not be implemented or operated, behaviour
modelling has been considered outside the scope of this test.
4.5.4.5

Information

The formalism chosen to model the FP-VITE creation and operation method has also
allowed the basic representation of additional information attached to the activities in
the form of ICOMs. This level of detail is sufficient to create a list of 'must-have'
objects that constrain and enable the execution of activities shown in the functional
model. However, some of these objects will require further specification, as the
activities they are attached to have to be performed.
For example, the business plan, transition plans, FP-VITE Entry Criteria, initiating
and potential partners' information used in the designs, requirements, the master plan,
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detailed designs, etc need to be properly described 136, for example in terms of particular
features (e.g. name, type, size, date of creation, etc). The partners and FP-VITE
resources details can also be described in an information model.
Information modelling can be achieved using one of the many formalisms available,
such as IDEF1x, UML Class diagram, EXPRESS (ISO/TC184/SC4/WG5, 1994), etc.
Similar to the case of the behavioural aspects, the practitioner has to take a holistic
approach to modelling formalism selection, which needs to also be reflected in the SR
ranking of the set of suitable matches. Thus, the use of a set of an integrated set of
languages would be a first preference, however subject to practitioner's final decision.
4.5.4.6

ICT

The reference model contained in VITE emphasizes the importance of what it calls the
'information management and communication infrastructure' (Chalmeta, 2000).
However, the VITE reference architecture only defines high-level requirements for the
ICT infrastructure, such as interoperability and security.
The method developed in Section 4.5.3 covers the development and deployment of the
ICT infrastructure within the architectural design (e.g. activity A23 in Figure 83),
detailed design (separately for management and product / service in activities A332 and
A333 in Figure 86) and implementation levels (activities A42 and A44 in Figure 87).
However, for actual implementation, the above-mentioned activities have to be further
detailed using suitable partial models, such as the CIMOSA IIS and ISO15704
EMEIS 137 (see Section 3.7.3) as recommended by the meta-methodology. It is also clear
that the FP-VITE ICT infrastructure must use the various Internet-based technologies
(Zillur, 2003), such as Intranets, Virtual Private Networks for the FP-VITE partners,
secure Internet technologies for e-commerce and GPS technologies for product tracking
and dynamic re-routing for just-in-time delivery.
ICT evolves continuously; thus, the inclusion of ICT modules in the SR could trigger
the need for its frequent maintenance. Therefore, the meta-methodology support for the
ICT design may be limited to high-level specification of possible architectures and
services (however more specific than the VITE reference model) and customised for the
specific EA task. Accordingly, the SR could only contain partial models describing the
more generic elements of the ICT, such as the CIMOSA IIS and GERA EMEIS 138.
136

such as in (Li & Williams, 1994), which in particular investigated the role of interfaces
or perhaps an integrating infrastructure already available as a product (Enterprise Module)
138
the SR may also be developed into a commercial EA brokerage service with information maintained
by a large set of partners, with detailed information also available for the meta-methodology use.
137
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Reflection and Conclusions About the Simulation

The simulated application of the meta-methodology has produced a particular virtual
enterprise creation and operation method directly applicable to the domain of
transportation, supply chain management (SCM) and logistics. The findings of the
reflection upon the application of the current content of the meta-methodology to this
domain are structured below according to the meta-methodology steps.
4.5.5.1

Structured Repository

The AR testing performed in each step of the meta-methodology has revealed the need
for the ranking of the sets of AF elements in case of multiple matches. Therefore, it is
proposed for the conceptual development phase of next AR iteration that relevant
attributes of the AF elements be explicitly listed in their representation in the SR.
Another issue that has emerged during the simulation is whether the various 'generic'
(that is, not part of any AF in the SR) languages proposed by several AFs should be
listed independently as modelling formalisms in the SR.
The main concern is that the repository structure shown in Figure 67 may not scale
well for a moderate number of AF elements, in regards to rule number and complexity
and maintainability of the repository. Further testing is required to achieve either the
refinement of the SR concept, or its evolution into a more efficient structure.
4.5.5.2

Entity Identification

The production of an initial list of entities highly relevant to the project is heavily
dependent upon the domain knowledge of the practitioner. A list containing an
excessive number of entities with little, or no relevance to the project at hand will
significantly increase the workload in the second meta-methodology step, where most
such entities will be found to have a weak connection to the entity being designed and
thus eliminated. In addition, subsequent refinement of the list does not guarantee that all
redundant entities will be eliminated. This may be gradually achieved with increased
workload spread along the entire meta-methodology application cycle.
The textual formalism appears to be appropriate to this high-level step, which does not
require significant entity detail or views. It is also interesting to note that, in line with
GERA, not all entities listed have to have a physical dimension. For example, projects
and concepts may be listed as entities of interest. It has been found that justification for
each entity's presence is beneficial.
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The Business Model

Several aspects have become evident during the creation and use of the business model.
Firstly, the necessity to model relations between the management vs. the product /
service components of the enterprises has outlined the need for further scoping of the
life cycle formalism used. Thus, a PERA view may be used, which distinguishes
between the information and manufacturing architectures; alternatively, GERA contains
an Entity Purpose set of views that identifies management and control vs. product and /
or service. Figure 91 shows an example of using the GERA concept in combination
with the life cycle dimension.

Life cycles only
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Entity purpose views
Management
/ Control
Product
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Id
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Req
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PD
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DD

Imp

Imp

Op
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Figure 91. Enriched modelling formalism
Another aspect was the refinement of the initial list of entities as the business model is
built. If an entity present in the list is proven not to have any direct or indirect relations
with the entity being designed, it can be eliminated. However, new entities may be
discovered, that were not part of the original list (such as e.g. VP in this simulation).
In addition, the entity representation may be limited to the life cycle phases that have
relations with other entities. This is only significantly beneficial when the entity in
question has a single life cycle phase participating in relations with other entities and
thus can be reduced to a single cell, reducing the model complexity.
4.5.5.4

Activity Model Creation

The creation of the activity model has been proven to go beyond just a 'reading' of the
FP-VITE life cycle diagram, and in fact to include several other actions.
For example, there has been an increasing need for assumptions and decision-making
(as an interpretation by the practitioner of stakeholders' image of the future VE) as the
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activity model creation neared the Implementation set of activities.
Another sub-step has been a continuous, and sometimes retrospective refinement of
the activities created and reasoning about the detail necessary for each activity in view
of the end purpose of the whole, or parts of the model;
Finally, there has been a need to 'read' selected life cycle phases of other entities
diagrams, typically of the project(s) that create the entity in question (if applicable).
Such sub-steps may be proposed for formal inclusion in the meta-methodology, subject
to their usefulness being proven in the next tests.
4.5.5.5

The Need for Additional Aspects

The simulation performed for the case of VITE has shown that the representation of
additional aspects can be used to further scope activities shown in the functional model,
or entities shown in the business model and thus improve the understanding and
acceptance by the stakeholders and users of the resulting method. In this simulation, it
has been found that modelling the decisional model has helped in the organisational
design of FP-VITE.
In accomplishing the decisional and organisational modelling, it has been found that
the practitioner can, by proper use of the modelling formalism (and using
unambiguously explained customisations if

necessary), design governance and

organisational structures to suit the purpose of the specific VE. Thus, mandating vs.
negotiating decisional styles, interventionist vs. consultative decisional roles and
corresponding autonomous or cooperative organisational types or hybrids thereof may
be designed by manipulating decisional frameworks, information links, and composition
of decisional roles.
The reference model of the VITE architecture strongly recommended performance
measurement; this is reflected in the FP-VITE in the measurements leading to minor
adjustments or requests for enterprise re-design.
Behaviour modelling may be useful especially for model simulation, where
succession, concurrence and process duration are important. Thus, the metamethodology could recommend behaviour modelling if the particular model is expected
to be executable and could be used for model-based control or simulation in order to
optimise enterprise processes.
Information modelling could be used to further describe ICOMs associated with
activities in the main model. If this modelling is accomplished, attention must be paid to
the consistency of models; some languages that describe function and information
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belong to the same group, which does not necessarily guarantee their integration. The
same applies for tools implementing multiple languages; especially if the languages are
not integrated through a common metamodel, the lack of consistency enforcement
mechanisms is inherent.
Modelling the ICT infrastructure is also highly recommended by the reference model
of VITE. The method constructed in step three mentions the design of ICT but does not
model it in detail. Thus, ICT development should be accomplished separately and
should always consider the existing (and planned) systems of the partners. It is often
easier to wrap legacy systems and gradually decommission them, than force a new ICT
layer on the participants in the name of 'integration'.
Such additional aspects should be chosen in a structured way; therefore, at this stage
it is considered that it would be beneficial to include this additional modelling as a
formal step in the meta-methodology and test its usefulness in the next research cycle.
4.5.6

Relation between Meta-Methodology and FP-VITE Project Life Cycle

Reflecting upon the flow of the simulation, it is of interest to note that the project to
construct the FP-VITE would start operating before the meta-methodology application
is completed. Figure 92 attempts to represent the relation between the application of the
meta-methodology steps and the life cycle of VP. Thus, step one has identified an initial
list of entities but has failed to recognize the need for a separate project entity.
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DD
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Figure 92. Meta-methodology application in relation to FP-VITE project life cycle
However, in step two the project entity has been identified, together with all relevant
entities. Thus, step two of the meta-methodology relates to the Identification life cycle
phase of the Project. Step two has also identified the relations between the FP-VITE,
VP and other relevant entities; the role of VP in the context of the FP-VITE design and
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operation has been made clear. Thus, step two also relates to the Concept life cycle
phase of VP. Step three of the meta-methodology has created the method to build and
operate the FP-VITE. However, VP is the entity that creates FP-VITE; thus, the metamethodology step three describes in fact the rest of the VP life cycle.
4.5.7

General Reflections about the Simulation

The simulation has found that the VITE reference architecture concepts are valid,
however their application to a specific setting is difficult because of insufficient
specification of some components, such as for example the VITE methodology for the
integrated transport VE development. VITE is based on GERAM; however, there has
not been an adequate explanation as to why some GERAM components and GERA
views have been selected in preference to others.
The VITE reference model contained in (Chalmeta, 2000) appears to concentrate on
the functional side of management and control side of the transport VE; this is justified
if the transport VE is a management-only entity and if this assumption is clearly stated.
Issues such as the influence of the VE on the participant organisations' processes, the
need for organisational change (such as creation of management roles) in some
participants, the need for VE preparedness , the built-in ability of the VE to reorganise
itself, etc are also not covered in the VITE reference architecture components.
In this regard, the proposed meta-methodology has been useful to further detail the
concepts proposed by VITE and to uncover additional aspects that needed modelling for
a particular situation (e.g. decisional, organisational), according to the same theoretical
model adopted by VITE, i.e. GERAM.
It is clear that particular methods are needed for specific EA scenarios, and often
additional aspects are also necessary to appropriately guide the EA effort. In this sense,
a meta-methodology could guide otherwise intuitive and naïve EA efforts which, even
when performed in full domain knowledge, lead to inconsistent methods and results.
The choice of formalisms in the simulation has been found to be essential to the
effectiveness of the models, as typically, several modelling formalisms available for a
particular aspect. However, the user must be aware of the lack of underlying metamodel
of some languages and try to favour the selection of an integrated set, if at all possible.
Therefore, it is proposed that in the next conceptual development phase, a sub-step is
included for each meta-methodology step, recommending suitable formalisms in
relation to audience proficiency and profile. Modelling tools implement specific
modelling languages; therefore, it should be possible for modelling tools supporting
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those languages to also be suggested as a subsequent part of the sub-step.
This simulation has also shown that there may be a need to separate the management /
control side of the enterprise from its mission accomplishment (product or service) as
shown in Figure 91. However, a generalisation of this concept may be needed in the
form of a rule stating the type of aspect(s) needed to be modelled in each metamethodology step depending on the end purpose. The decision whether to apply an
'aspect sub-step' to all meta-methodology steps must be subject to further testing.
The aspects that may need to be modelled by the VE set-up and operation method
being created may be supplied by views of modelling frameworks in the SR. For this
purpose, the practitioner may choose to consult one, or several modelling frameworks
and select views that match the profile of the specific EA task. For example, in this
simulation, PERA has been used to infer sub-activities in the functional model.
The development of the activity model (step three) has proven to be a brainstorming
exercise, which has discovered new problems and possible solutions for both the
particular model being built, and the meta-methodology. For the researcher, this has
proven the usefulness of the simulation and the fact that further testing of the metamethodology will result in its refinement. For the practitioner, this means that, at least at
this stage, the application of the meta-methodology is a creative process, rather than
blindly following a set of steps. Thus, a tool implementing the meta-methodology steps
and structured repository will also need to rely on the domain knowledge of the user, by
interacting with him / her; therefore, at this stage it appears that the best implementation
for such a tool would be an expert system.
The method produced in this section will not be used to build and operate an actual
fruit and vegetable VITE; therefore, this meta-methodology application was regarded as
a simulation (rather than a field test), which has allowed to test the meta-methodology
for internal validity, i.e. in the same environment it has been developed. This exercise
did not require enterprises willing to share their information 139, cooperate in applying
the deliverables and provide feedback to the researcher. However, its outcome can only
test the internal validity of the meta-methodology and thus, must be compared with the
result of at least one field test. Then, the feasibility of the meta-methodology concept
can be triangulated inside and outside of the development environment context.

139

although (Noran, 1999) did use information from actual operators in the fruit and vegetable
distribution business.
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A First Field Test

CHAPTER 5

A FIRST FIELD TEST
5.1

INTRODUCTION

After the lab testing / simulation, the meta-methodology has gained enough substance to
be tested for external validity, in order to investigate its soundness outside the
development environment. This has been achieved through a field test, where the metamethodology has been applied to a real-world, specific EA problem. In accordance with
the AR stance adopted, the aim has been dual: to obtain a specific method to build and
operate a company network creating and running virtual organisations, and to use the
results for validation and reflection resulting in meta-methodology refinement.
The field test has been accomplished within the context of a larger, on-going project
creating reference models and generic methodologies for Collaborative Networked
Organisations and their forms of manifestation. In this context, the specific method
obtained in the field test, although not perfect, has advanced the cause of the larger
project, helping focus the research and demonstrate the principle of obtaining a VO
creation method by examining the life cycles of the entities involved.
The field testing has been combined with a case study in order to examine the context,
progression and (partially) effects of the meta-methodology application.
Brief descriptions of this case study describing the various aspects of the setting,
application of the meta-methodology and the results of this field testing have been
previously disseminated in conference papers (Bernus et al., 2002b; Noran, 2004e).
5.2

CONCEPTUAL WORK

The conclusions and reflections on the results of the simulation have produced some
recommendations, which have been tested and acted on in this sub-phase.
5.2.1

Structured Repository Development

The testing performed in the simulation phase has found that some types of reference
models were required but not available in the initial SR content. Therefore, the
repository has to be open to additions, subject to preserving content consistency and
avoiding redundancy.
The simulation phase of the research has also recommended the explicit representation
of attributes that can be used for AF element selection ranking. Figure 93 presents a
refinement of the initial structure presented in Chapter 4, which enables a more
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effective implementation of the priorities mechanism explained in that Chapter; thus,
relevant AF element attributes such as name, type (e.g. view, modelling framework,
language, tool), family (i.e. if belonging to a group), integration (if the group is
integrated by a metamodel) are now represented for each AF element.
It has been also decided to include in the SR all 'generic' languages proposed by the
AFs critically reviewed in Chapter 3.

AF Element
• name
• type
• family
• integration

Tools
Supports
Modelling Formalisms

IF (…..)
AND (…..)
OR (……)
THEN (….)

‘Family’

Partial Models

Modelling Fwks

Metamethodology
Steps

Modules

Repository

Figure 93. Refined structured repository (not all AF elements shown)
An element represented in the SR at this point would look like this:
(9)

(element_name, type, family, family_integration)

For example, the data modelling language IDEF1x would be represented as:
(10)

(IDEF1x, modelling_language, IDEF, no)

expressing that IDEF1x is a modelling language, belongs to the IDEF family of
languages, however not an integrated family (Noran, 2004d).
The rule attached to such an element would be:
(11)

IF (data_modelling) THEN (IDEF1x)

Thus, at this point it can be considered that the SR consists of a collection of AF
elements with additional attributes and associated rules. However, this updated structure
does not alleviate the main concerns stated in Chapter 4, namely scalability and
potential rule complexity. Thus, subject to the results from this field test, the SR
conceptual model may need to be evolved to a more flexible form.
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Meta-methodology Development

The reflection and conclusions of the simulation phase have suggested that in step three
(activity model construction), views of the modelling frameworks present in the SR may
be consulted to find potential areas that the activities need to target. This suggestion
may be added formally to the meta-methodology if its usefulness is again confirmed in
this field test.
The meta-methodology has been formally added an additional step, i.e. investigating
any additional aspects that may need to be modelled. This is the result of the
conclusions and reflection following the simulation, which has ascertained the need in
some cases to have associated models that may further scope activities shown in the
main model, or entities shown in the business model. The choice of formalisms is
essential to the effectiveness of the models; thus, the meta-methodology should also
recommend suitable formalisms, taking into account audience proficiency and profile.
Additional aspects should be justified in order to prevent the unnecessary views being
modelled and thus increasing the complexity and maintenance overheads of the VO
creation / operation of the project.
5.2.3

Meta-methodology Content before the First Case Study

After the conceptual work performed after the simulation and before the field testing,
the meta-methodology comprised the following steps:
• identify enterprise entities involved in the enterprise engineering task;
• create a business model showing relations between life cycle phases of the
identified enterprise entities (using a suitable formalism);
• create an activity model of the virtual organisation(s) design and operation:;
• recommend additional aspects to be modelled and suitable formalisms / tools (such
as information, decision, organisation, time);
There is a need to attach rules of applicability to these steps. These will be inferred from
this field testing (and maybe validated through a second test).
5.3

SUMMARY OF THE FIELD TEST

The size and complexity of one-of-a-kind (OKP) projects dictates that in order to bid for
such projects and to accomplish them, engineering companies, suppliers and contractors
need to come together to combine their specific skills. Such a group of enterprises
(which is in fact a set of Collaborative Networked Organisations (CNOs) that can take
the form of e.g. Virtual Enterprises (VEs)) may dissolve if the bid is unsuccessful, or at
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the completion of one or several OKPs. Alternatively, the group may have an ongoing
existence, although new participants may join or some may leave during its life.
The participants in such groups have various roles, depending of factors such as size,
resources, expertise, etc. For example, larger participants may take a leading role
within, or even initiate the construction of the group, while smaller participants may
wish to have a restricted role. In addition, several leading participants may want to form
a more permanent core structure, with other participants only joining as needed.
Whichever the scenario however, there is a need for preparedness within potential
partners, so that when the opportunity arises, VEs (for example) may be promptly
formed out of the set of CNOs. Such preparedness may be achieved by potential
partners belonging to a so-called Breeding Environment (BE)(Camarinha-Matos, 2002)
or company network (CN)(Globemen, 2000-2002), which accomplishes tasks that
cannot be rushed, such as trust-building between BE/CN 140 partners, the sense of
belonging to the same community, agreement upon common ICT infrastructures and
business practices etc.
Currently, one of the problems encountered in the formation of BEs / CNs and their
offsprings such as VEs, is the lack of methodologies describing how to construct such
structures for specific tasks. The available reference models, such as VERA (refer
Figure 95) (Globemen, 2000-2002; Vesterager et al., 2002) and methodologies based
on them (Hartel et al., 2002b; Tølle & Vesterager, 2002) are typically generic and need
customisation by knowledgeable users, which again boils down to the need for
methodological assistance.
The case of GERAM has demonstrated that principles and reference models initially
developed for the manufacturing enterprises have in fact a wide applicability - to any
enterprise, or any project, or product for that matter. Current research attempts to apply
the CN and VE concepts tested in global manufacturing to services, thus resulting in the
concept of collaborative service. (Hartel et al., 2002c).
The field test will apply the meta-methodology to the specific setting described below.
5.3.1

The Participants

The main participant in the proposed project is a large company (OKP1), which builds
OKPs (such as plants) in large numbers around the world. OKP1 has organised a

140

Breeding Environment and Company Network are terms used by two research streams to designate the
same concept. Since this field test uses the Globemen reference model, the term Company Network
(CN) will be used throughout this Chapter.
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network of suppliers and sub-contractors that collaborate to produce the OKPs, which
constitute another group of participants to the project. Another large company building
OKPs (OKP2) considers joining in the project. OKP2 has a network of service centres,
which represent yet another set of project participants. Finally, an important participant
is the Globemen (Global Engineering and Manufacturing in Enterprise Networks)
Consortium (Globemen, 2000-2002), composed of several academic institutions and
major manufacturers (OKPs included). A major objective of Globemen is the
development of a virtual enterprise (VE) architecture, guidelines, and reference models.
OKP1 is part of Globemen; thus, the proposed project involving OKP1, OKP2 and their
respective networks is regarded as a case study for the testing and validation of the
various Globemen VE constructs.
Note that OKP1, OKP2 and their networks and the academic institutions involved in
the project are situated in different geographical locations around the world and thus
belong to markedly different corporate, and national cultures.
5.3.2

Existing Problems

As mentioned, manufacturer OKP1 has built a large network of suppliers and
contractors for the purpose of building OKPs. This network has an on-going existence;
however, once the product is built, the responsibility for the product maintenance is
passed to the customer, which has to ensure the proper operation, servicing and finetuning of the product, using its own (or contracted) service teams.
Due to the large number of OKPs in operation and their locations throughout the
world, the OKP manufacturer and its network cannot supply the above-mentioned
services using their own service teams. To address this problem, the OKP manufacturer
has built a remote plant monitoring system using dedicated ICT services (hosting) and a
training simulation system for the customer maintenance teams.. However, these
systems cannot resolve problems such as local availability of spare parts or suitable
qualified human service personnel. Some customers (such as C1 in Figure 94) that
operate several OKPs, do have their own inspection and maintenance teams. In addition,
another manufacturer, OKP2 (not a competitor of OKP1) does have several
maintenance centres in the required locations, however it too has to rely on service
enterprises in emergencies.
OKP1 would like to improve its after-sales service to the customers, but is not willing
to set up its own local service centres worldwide.
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Proposed Solution

The problem described above could be resolved by setting up a service network
organisation (SNO), which in turn may create service virtual enterprises (SVEs)
according to customer demands. This scenario is described in (Hartel et al., 2002a).
The SNO is composed of OKP1 with some suppliers and contractors, OKP2 with
service centres (enterprises) and additional service enterprises and customer C1 with its
service teams. As shown in Figure 94, various SVEs may be created for different
scenarios, using OKP1's remote support and OKP2's and C1's local service resources. It
must be noted that only OKP1 customers directly receive the support; OKP2 and C1
benefit indirectly from optimal usage of their support capacity and extended knowledge
gained by access to OKP1 knowledge base and simulation training facilities.
The proposed solution is being used to test the Globemen reference model (VERA)
and, based on it, a reference model for collaborative service proposed in (Hartel, 2004;
Hartel et al., 2002c).

Figure 94. Collaborative Service Model (Hartel et al., 2002a)
However, the Globemen and collaborative service reference models appear to be quite
generic in nature; thus, it is difficult to customise them for each particular scenario
which involves providing a method to design, construct and operate a specific (type of)
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network and the VEs created by it - in this case, SNO and SVEs.
Therefore, this situation appeared to be a good setting for the use (and testing) of the
meta-methodology in order to obtain a specific ( SNO / SVE) creation and operation
method. This method can then be incorporated in the methodology component of the
collaborative service proposed and also be used to validate the VERA concept as
modelling framework.
5.3.4

Specific Features of the Network / Virtual Enterprise Formation Scenario

The case study presented above stretches over a considerable period of time. Thus, at
the time of the field test, some decisions had not been taken by the stakeholders,
although from investigating the companies' history and corporate culture the most likely
options were known. These options were reflected in the specialisation of the reference
models used and additional assumptions that have been made in order to enable the
progression of the field test, as follows.
The network is set up to provide service in a collaborative manner, thus trying to
extend the OKP network concept to service. The main driver of the project is OKP1
which wants to provide after-sales service by using local resources in conjunction with
its remote plant monitoring system and training simulation facilities. Thus, OKP1 is a
lead partner (LP) but also the initiating partner (IP). The other major stakeholder in the
project is OKP2, which is interested in the full usage of its local servicing facilities.
Thus, OKP2 is another lead partner (LP). The customer C1, which owns several
maintenance teams and operates several OKPs is a potential network partner (PP). The
SNO is created at the initiative of IP and all PPs have to enter an agreement to become
full network members (or partners).
The assumption has been made that not all suppliers and contractors that are part of
OKP1's network are by default qualified to participate in the new SNO. Thus, they are
part of a separate, so-called Potential Suppliers and Contractors (PSC) category. It is
also assumed that in this case, the lead partner (and not the SNO) creates a qualification
reference model (RMSQ), which is then used to create and routinely maintain a pool of
qualified suppliers and contractors (QSC). However, the service enterprises that are part
of OKP2 are treated as potential network partners (PP) and thus may become part of the
network by entering the necessary agreement.
The telecom company (T) providing the ICT infrastructure has been considered a
potential partner in the network, although it may remain an external contractor only.
Thus, the processes that take time to set up (trust building, agreed upon ICT
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infrastructure, etc) may be performed and maintained within the SNO between the
network partners. Hence, the SNO enhances the preparedness of the partners to
participate in SVEs as needed.
Once a customer service request is received, one or more SVEs are promptly created
based on previously agreed processes, using network partners (C1's service teams,
OKP2's service centres) and selecting (OKP1's and other) suppliers and contractors
from the qualified pool routinely maintained by the SNO. When the service request is
fulfilled, the partners and suppliers / contractors go back to the SNO and the qualified
suppliers and contractors pool, respectively.
In the field study, it has been assumed that the LPs wish to retain the control over the
identification for the need for service and the type of SVE to be created (Identification
and Concept in GERA or the same phases in the SVE represented in VERA). In
addition, details of the proposed governance structure of the SNO are known to the
stakeholders at high-level.
5.4

APPLICATION OF THE META-METHODOLOGY

The field test / case study has been performed using the SR knowledge built in the
critical review (Chapter 3) and the meta-methodology content in the form resulted after
simulation (Chapter 4).
The concept inferred from the conceptual work and simulation is that in essence, the
meta-methodology steps are linked to the life cycle phases of the main entity to be
constructed. Thus, each meta-methodology step has a match (which will be
acknowledged for each step) in one, or several life cycle phases of the SNO. Note that
the method for SVE also has to be constructed; this can be achieved when reaching the
operation stage of SNO, (or earlier if other entities influence the SVE life cycle phase as
well - which is the case in Figure 96).
It has been found useful that the application of each meta-methodology step should
start with the assessment of that step's applicability, followed by the search for an
appropriate formalism and then by the step's application. If proven useful, this
procedure may be further formalised in the following field tests and further work.
5.4.1

Step One: Identification of the Entities Involved.

The first phase in the life cycle of the network in the GERA and VERA sense (and as
subsequently represented in Figure 96) is the Identification. The identification of the
business opportunity (namely the benefits of providing after-sales service) has been
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accomplished jointly by OKP1 and other Globemen participants (e.g. ETHZ-BWI 141 in
(Hartel et al., 2001)) at a high level. Therefore, it is now needed to detail what entities
would be involved in a SNO creation project, and which are most relevant.
5.4.1.1

Applicability of Step One

During the simulation, building the entity list has proven to be a fundamental step in the
meta-methodology, providing the deliverables necessary for its subsequent steps.
Therefore, step one was applicable in this field test.
5.4.1.2

Aspects to be Modelled and Representation Formalism

The theoretical model adopted by the research and the reference model used in the
context of the field test suggests that at this stage it is premature to define views or
formal constructs. This is confirmed by the modelling frameworks of some AFs such as
PERA, and GERA, which do not identify views in the Identification life cycle phase.
Thus, it appears that the repository may be used to query the need for views in the metamethodology steps.
In this particular case, for example the Zachman and ARIS frameworks implicitly
recommend the use of Rich Pictures and English text. Thus, the following elements
could exist in the SR following the template shown in Figure 93: (Name, type, family,
integration) of the form (Rich_Pictures, modelling formalism, none, none), with a rule
attached, similar to:
(12)

IF (high_level_conceptual_modelling) THEN (Rich_Pictures)

In this particular case, a list written in English and containing bullet points for the
chosen entities has been used, where each point is accompanied by a brief justification
for the inclusion of that particular entity.
5.4.1.3

Entity List

From the simulation and conceptual work described in Chapter 4 it has emerged that
the entity list has to closely reflect reality and must be limited to the entities relevant to
the project for which the method is being built. This implies knowledge of the
participating businesses and the stakeholder's perceptions of the project.
In this particular field test, the participants' locations are worldwide. Therefore, the
preliminary set of entities described below has been constructed from e-mail

141

Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich - Centre for Enterprise Sciences
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communication, videoconferencing (Noran, 2002) and on-site visits by members of the
Globemen Consortium.
• Service Virtual Enterprises (SVEs) are the end purpose of the entire project;
• Reference Model for Service Virtual Enterprises (RM) is a reference model
capturing the common features of the Service Virtual Enterprises set up by SNO.
May be used to speed up and further simplify SVE creation;
• Service Network Organisation (SNO) is created by the initiating partner to
prepare and maintain all necessary conditions for the prompt set up of SVEs;
• Reference Model for Suppliers Qualification (RMSQ) developed by the SNO to
assess suppliers and contractors (whether part of the OKP1 network or not);
• One-of-a-Kind Product Manufacturer (OKP1). Initiator of the SNO / VE
project, thus also designated as Lead Partner (LP) and Initiating partner (IP);
• The Suppliers and Contractors (SC). The SCs may be part of OKP1's network or
from outside; they are initially regarded as Potential Suppliers and Contractors
(PSC) and have to be qualified by the SNO using the reference model, thus
becoming Qualified SC and being selected (SSC) for particular SVEs;
• One-of-a-Kind Product Manufacturer (OKP2). Owner of service centres in the
locations relevant to OKP1 (which has no local service facilities); highly relevant
to the project, thus designated as an LP;
• Service Enterprises (SE) owned or used locally by the OKP2 are potential
network partners (PP);
• Telecom Company (T) provides the communication infrastructure for remote
monitoring / diagnostic etc; considered to be a potential partner (PP);
• Customer (C1) is a large customer, operating several OKPs and having own local
service teams, designated as a Potential Partner (PP);
• The CN creation Project (CP) is the project which creates the CN;
• OKP1 Network (OKPN) is the network OKP1 has created to build its OKPs.
5.4.2

Step Two: A Business Model expressing Life Cycle Relations

The second phase in the life cycle of SNO (as subsequently represented in Figure 96) is
the Concept, where the identified opportunity is addressed through a suitable response.
In this field study, the proposed Concept has been the application of the cooperation
structure used in OKP manufacturing

to services, thus creating the concept of

collaborative service. This had to be further illustrated through a business model as
required by the second meta-methodology step.
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Applicability of Step Two

Conceptual work and simulation have shown that the meta-methodology is based on the
principle of 'reading' the life cycle diagram of the entity to be created. 'What is to be
done' at each step is indicated by the relations that each life cycle phase addressed by
that step has with other entities' life cycle phases. Thus, typically a business model has
to be created to enable the further use of the meta-methodology.
5.4.2.2

Aspects to be Modelled and Choice of Modelling Formalism

The meta-methodology requires a modelling formalism capable of expressing life cycle
phases and their interactions. As shown in Chapter 3, all the AFs contained in the SR
represent life cycle in one way or another. Thus, a choice must be made as to which
modelling framework is best suited to this project. Another important aspect is the
suitability of any partial models that can also provide a suitable formalism.
In Chapter 3 it has been shown that the modelling framework of GERA can contain the
modelling frameworks of all the other reviewed AFs. Thus, an initial safe option would
be to choose GERA's modelling framework
However, in this particular case, the field test has contributed to a larger project,
which uses the Globemen reference model called VERA, which is in fact a
specialisation of GERA for virtual enterprises. Since all the necessary aspects, such as
life cycle and product / service vs. management / control are reflected in this specialised
construct, the meta-methodology has recommended a simplified version of VERA (refer
Figure 95) as the formalism of choice for all relevant steps of this field test.
Thus, the Globemen partial model needs to be added to the SR in the form
(GMN_PM, partial_model, GERA, yes). However, the rule associated to this element is
not that clear as in the case of other AF elements. It may look like:
(13)

IF ((GERA) OR (VERA) OR (GMN_PM)) THEN (GMN_PM)

This shows a need to refine the rules for partial models.
5.4.2.3

Tools for Step Two

To the knowledge of the author, there is no 'compliant' tool fully implementing the
formalism chosen. A possible exception is FirstStep, which is a CIMOSA-compliant
tool (refer Chapter 3) and thus could model life cycle, or METIS 142, which has metamodelling capability (thus suitable constructs may be defined for this purpose). The SR

142

this modelling tool has not been reviewed in this study; however, it can be easily added to the SR
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would reflect this by implementing an element (First_Step, modelling_tool, no, yes)
with an associated rule:
(14)

IF (CIMOSA) THEN (First_Step)

However, in this particular test, modelling the relations between the life cycle phases
using a formal modelling language would have introduced an unjustifiable complexity
in the process of meta-methodology usage (especially for the industry partners). Thus,
in this field test a generic graphical editor has been used, with the model consistency
and accuracy being the responsibility of the author, which has regularly submitted the
business model to the Globemen group and stakeholders in order to ensure its
acceptance and accuracy.
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Figure 95. Formalism adopted: simplified VERA
(Globemen, 2000-2002; Vesterager et al., 2002)
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Step Two Application

This application of step two has started by representing the entities on the list obtained
in step one, using the simplified Globemen reference model. This entity list has been
refined during the construction of the business model in view of the scenario described
in Section 5.3.4 and of the knowledge gained during the progression of the model. Thus,
it has been found that there is no need to represent the project creating the network
(CP), mainly because OKP1 has demonstrated network creation capability using
internal processes / projects (e.g. OKPN). The representation of the OKP1 network has
been reduced to one phase only, namely its Master Planning. Thus, in Figure 96,
concepts from the Master Plan of OKP1's network (OKPN) are used in the architectural
design of the SNO, typically in the form of reusable partial models 143.
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Figure 96. Business model with life cycle relations (based on (Bernus et al., 2002b))
143

this input is also represented in the activity diagrams describing the architectural design of the SNO,
such as in Figure 100, activity A21, under the designation 'partial models for network'.
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As can be seen from Figure 96, the business model reflects a combined present and
future situation. This representation has been considered accurate enough, while
keeping the model complexity low. Alternatively, AS-IS and TO-BE situations could
have been separately represented; however, in the current field test it has been
established this would have provided little additional benefit at the expense of having
two separate models, with consistency issues and additional maintenance overhead.
Although it is envisaged that SNO is a 'management-only' entity, as shown in Figure 96
SNO still has a management side and a product / service side. SNO is a virtual
enterprise; thus, the management side of SNO (such as a SNO Supervisory Board) is in
fact accomplished by management roles belonging to the SNO participants (note that
some new roles may need to be created within the partners to fulfil these tasks (Bernus
et al., 2002b). The 'products' of the SNO are the preliminary / detailed designs and
implementation of SVEs as necessary, the creation and maintenance of a pool of
qualified suppliers (QSC) using the reference model created by the network (RMSQ),
and the selection of qualified suppliers from the pool for each SVE implementation.
5.4.3

Step Three: Activity Model of the VO Design and Operation

The scope of the activity model that needs to be produced in this step relates to the set
of SNO / SVE life cycle phases from Requirements to Operation. This is because the
activity model produced can be used to elicit requirements, to construct the MP of the
entities in question and then to detail the design choices to the implementable level. In
addition, part of the model may be used in operation for control or optimisation.
5.4.3.1

Applicability of Step Three

The VO creation and operation model is the main deliverable of the meta-methodology
and it is thus mandatory.
5.4.3.2

Aspects to be Modelled and Choice of Modelling Formalism

The nature of the deliverable required by this step requires the creation of an activity
model; thus, the aspect to be modelled is functional. However, depending on the
formalism used, the activity model may detail requirements for inputs, outcomes,
resources needed to accomplish the actions and constraints on the represented activities.
Such requirements may then be further scoped within other models (as recommended
by the next meta-methodology step).
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The use of the SR in this case would give a list of formalisms, which can now be
prioritised using the attributes present in their representation, as shown in Figure 93.
For example, the SR may contain (IDEF0, modelling_formalism, yes, no) and
(UML_Activity, modelling formalism, yes, yes) or (CIMOSA_Functional, modelling
formalism, yes, yes). All these formalisms would have a rule such as for example:
(15)

IF (functional_modelling) OR (low_level_decisional_modelling)
THEN (IDEF0 / UML_Activity / CIMOSA)

Owing to the new representation form proposed in Section 5.2.1, the SR now ranks the
selected elements by assessing their attributes. In this case, the SR would rank UML
and CIMOSA as '1' and IDEF as '2'. Thus, the practitioner is presented a list containing
UML_Activity, CIMOSA and IDEF, with UML_Activity and CIMOSA 'preferred'.
In this field testing, part of the audience was knowledgeable in the use of several
modelling languages IDEF0, CIMOSA languages ((Vernadat, 1998) and Chapter 3)
and UML Use Cases and Activity Diagrams.
The final choice for the functional abstraction formalism was IDEF0 (described in
Chapter 4), due to its additional ability to express additional requirements (such as e.g.
activity resources and outcomes) and to allow complexity management (which was
necessary due to the large and diverse Globemen audience). Furthermore, all
stakeholders were familiar with this modelling language. As previously mentioned,
IDEF0 is part of a 'family' of languages (Menzel & Mayer, 1998), however not
integrated by a metamodel. This aspect is represented in the SR by (IDEF0,
modelling_formalism, yes, no) where 'yes' refers to IDEF0 belonging to a family and
the 'no' to integration of the family members.
5.4.3.3

Tools Used in Step Three

The chosen formalism is not a proprietary language of any of the reviewed architectures
and thus it is supported by several 'generic' tools, to various degrees. This can be
reflected in the SR by elements such as (BPWin, modelling_tool, yes, no) or (AI0Win,
modelling_tool, yes, no). In this case, the third attribute has the meaning of the
modelling tool being part of a suite of tools, and the fourth attribute shows whether the
tool suite is integrated by a metamodel.
The best choices in terms language support and interfacing options were Computer
Associates' BPWin and KBSI's AI0Win. The chosen tool was AI0Win, for availability
and cost considerations. AI0Win can exchange information with other tools, and thus
share data for modelling various aspects of an enterprise (Information, Resources, etc).
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Application of Step Three

The construction of the activity model has followed a simple concept that is part of the
principles underlying the proposed meta-methodology; namely, one should 'read' the
life cycle diagram of the entity (or entities) being designed and, at each phase,
determine what influences are exerted by other entities on the entity or vice-versa.
Thus, a set of diagrams has been constructed, which represent the activities needed to
reflect the relations shown in the business model in Figure 96 at various levels of detail.
Although a detailed model has been built, only the first two levels are shown in the
body of this Chapter, in order to demonstrate the method. The rest of the IDEF0 model
is contained in Appendix A.4. Note that typically, the various levels have targeted
different types of audience. For example, level zero and partly level one mainly target
management, while subsequent levels are aimed at the people that will actually
accomplish the activities, and thus need more detail.
5.4.3.4.1

Context Level: Provide After-sales Service for OKP1 Customers

A shortcoming, but also a business opportunity have been identified in providing the
customers of the OKP1 producer with suitable after-sales service, beyond simple remote
support. Since OKP1 does not have any maintenance teams, it will have to construct a
solution comprising the combined use of locally available service centres and teams,
and its existing remote assistance and training systems.

Figure 97. Context level diagram of the project
The activity model devised by the sub-project making the object of this field test aims to
cover the creation and operation of the SNO by the partners and the creation, operation
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and decommissioning of the SVEs produced by the SNO. This will be achieved for a
specific scenario, built on a set of assumptions as described in Section 5.3.4.
5.4.3.4.2

First Level of Detail

This level, shown in Figure 98, represents the first level of decomposition of the main
activity shown in the context diagram. At this level, working groups may already be
established in order to take responsibility of the various activities shown in the model.
However, once that is done, further detailing of each activity shown in the level zero
diagram is essential for the progression of the project.
The activities shown in Figure 98 reflect in a condensed manner the life cycles of the
main entities shown in Figure 96 and the relations between them.
5.4.3.4.3

Activity A1: Identify Business Model for Network

This activity may be triggered by a business opportunity identified by the Initiating
Partner (in this case OKP1) or a customer request for a set of services. For example, the
SNO described in this field test has been conceived as a result of the identification of
the need for local support for OKP1 customers. As shown in Figure 96, OKP1 as the
initiating partner kicks off the SNO creation process, performing a series of sub-steps
within this first main activity, as shown in Figure 99.
Before proceeding with the business plan creation, OKP1 must refine the vision and
mission of business opportunity. The vision is the desired future state of the service
network - an aspiration around which the management seeks to focus the attention and
energies of employees. The mission is a generalised statement of the dominant purpose
of the service network organisation.
Next, OKP1 has to define the future SNO strategy. The network strategy may be
defined as a set of decision rules and guidelines that together guide the process of
development of the network organisation.
Finally, OKP1 has to develop the business plan for the SNO creation. The Business
Plan is an essential key document issued before detail design and building the SNO,
which contains (among others) relevant information about the feasibility of the concept
of delivering the service product to the customer(s) via a virtual organisation (i.e. a
feasibility study).
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Figure 98. Create and operate SNO and SVEs: first level of detail
5.4.3.4.4

Activity A2: Select Partners and Create Network

According to the assumptions initially made, this activity is accomplished solely by the
initiating partner (OKP1). The first step in SNO creation is its Preliminary Design (A21
in Figure 100), which includes the definition of the IS / IT Infrastructure, as well as a
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description of the Organisational Structure. The Master Plan is the key deliverable of
Preliminary Design, which is also a prerequisite for the Detailed Design of the SNO.

Figure 99. Identify the business model for the Network

Figure 100. Select the partners and create the SNO
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The actual detailed design of the SNO must be preceded by the IS/IT Infrastructure
design, the definition of criteria for network partner selection and the actual selection of
the network partners (they will subsequently assist in the detailed design of the SNO).
Potential network partners that fulfil the selection criteria are selected to become part of
the SNO by means of membership agreements (created in the process of contract
negotiation) and thus become selected strategic partners. Together with the initiating
partner, they form the SNO in activity A23.. This is an important step, which is further
detailed in Section 5.4.3.4.9.
5.4.3.4.5

Activity A3: Develop Reference Models for SVEs

An SVE reference model provides a quicker selection process of potential suppliers for
a particular SVE. The reference model for service enterprises also includes partner
selection criteria, standard contracts, models for risk and profit sharing as well as ways
of co-operating and communicating.

Figure 101. Develop reference models for SVEs
The creation of SVE reference models starts by identifying VE types that are applicable
for the type of service needs of the customer. This is followed by the development of
the Master Plan for the common parts of SVEs, including the development of a
Reference Model for Supplier Qualification (RMSQ). The RMSQ contains a set of
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executable activities enabling the network to select qualified suppliers to participate in
the SNO / SVE (also as shown in Figure 96).
The next activity is the detailed design of the common (and thus reusable) parts of
SVEs, describing generic aspects of management and organisational roles, policies and
procedures and integrating IT / IS infrastructure.
The creation of a pool of qualified suppliers (QSC) based on the RMSQ must be
accomplished at this point in order to enable the design of particular SVEs that require
various qualified suppliers. The qualification process allows the suppliers to participate
in several SVEs, provided they continue to meet the criteria for qualification. Supplier
qualification needs to be performed both as a result of a request for supplier
qualification, and on a regular basis for the qualified suppliers pool maintenance.
5.4.3.4.6

Activity A4: Design a Particular SVE

This activity is triggered by a customer request initiating the need for a particular SVE.
The specific SVE design phase includes the detailed design of components (e.g. specific
infrastructure or software tools) as well as the selection of the suppliers. Identification,
concept and requirements of the specific SVE can be compressed in a single activity at
this level of detail, due to their common constraints and resource requirements.

Figure 102. Design a particular SVE
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The trigger for this activity is either a customer contacting the SNO / initiating
partner of the network for a specific SVE, or the network itself creating an SVE.
Notably, the SVE preliminary design does not have to be performed 'from scratch' for
every specific SVE, but rather specialised out of the reference model previously
developed for all SVEs. The detailed design then allows for any additional components
that may be required but are not present in the reference model.
The last step in this activity is the selection of the suppliers for the particular SVE out
of the qualified suppliers pool (QSC).
5.4.3.4.7

Activity A5: Build and Operate the SVE

In this step, the previously designed particular SVE is formed by network partners and
selected suppliers and starts providing service to the customer, as shown in Figure 103.

Figure 103. Build and operate a particular SVE
Note that this activity includes monitoring of the SVE. Thus, the operating SVE is
managed by the SNO, which receives aggregate reports and performance measurements,
as well as special event notifications and requests. The SNO then acts in accordance
with the objectives and goals of the SVE.
5.4.3.4.8

Activity A6: Decommission the SVE

When the SVE has fulfilled its tasks, it needs to be dissolved; before that however, the
partners should reflect on the accomplishments of the SVE and capture the experiences
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related to it in order to improve the SNO and its future SVEs. This reflection could
include a critical review of the accomplishments of the SVEs and their causes. In
addition, some of the specific tools and procedures that may have been created by the
SVE could be captured and generalised by the network in view of their reuse. Such
generalised artefacts can help refine the SVE reference model(s) created by the SNO.
5.4.3.4.9

Further Detail

Diagrams describing more detailed activities are typically used and further developed
by the groups involved in the implementation of particular areas of the SNO and SVEs.
Upper management or other staff may also require to see details of essential activities in
order to build trust and support for the method developed. Therefore, further detail has
been shown for selected activities deemed crucial to the project. Note that the more
detail is needed, the deeper the knowledge of the inner workings of the participants'
networks and virtual enterprises is required. Thus, the practitioner will need to gather
additional knowledge and work closely with the knowledge owners and stakeholders
within the involved organisations.
Activity A21: Preliminary Design of the SNO
The preliminary design of the SNO produces the Master Plan, which is an important
milestone in the life of the entire project. However, in order to produce a Master Plan,
the organisational structure of the SNO has to be defined, which in turn implies
modelling of the decisional and resources aspects.
Defining the IS/ IT Infrastructure includes establishing the type of IS and the enabling
IT infrastructure (including the Service Delivery System, SDS). It also specifies
common vs. independent components of IS/ IT Infrastructure for the network partners.
The next activity (A212 in Figure 104) defines the decisional structure of the SNO.
Typically, this is achieved using specific decisional models and using available partial
models (e.g. GRAI Grids)
The organisational structure of the SNO defines who does what, and can be obtained
by mapping the network resources on its decisional framework previously modelled.
The Master Plan for the SNO 144 represents the main deliverable of the Preliminary
Design. Compared to the total project cost, it is a low cost artefact that allows
management to make informed decisions about the feasibility of the plan's
implementation, as well as of its cost and the time needed to implement it.
144

as expected, the particular methodology specialises the generic Master Plan concept (Williams, 1994a)
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Figure 104. The preliminary design of the SNO
Activity A22: Detailed Design of SNO
The actual Detailed Design of the SNO must be preceded by the IS/IT Infrastructure
design, by the definition of criteria for network partner selection and by the actual
selection of the partners, which subsequently assist in the detailed design of the SNO.

Figure 105. The detailed design of the SNO
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The detailed design of the IS / IT infrastructure comprises detailed specifications such
as types and possible implementations, including the SDS. The deliverables of this
activity are directly usable to implement the SNO.
A detailed design of the competencies needed within the SNO is needed to achieve a
clearer understanding of the competencies needed by the SN. These competencies help
define criteria for selecting the strategic network partners and (within selected partners)
suitable personnel and equipment (software / hardware). Once the required
competencies are defined and structured in profiles, the actual criteria for partner
selection can be defined and member selection may occur by contacting the potential
strategic network partners. A key deliverable of this activity is the Membership
Agreement of the potential selected strategic network partners (SNP).
The actual detailed design of the SNO may now be accomplished. Like all other
deliverables, the content of the detailed design may be assessed using the GERA /
VERA management vs. service views, including the human role.

Thus, the

organisational detailed design should contain detailed job descriptions / management
processes or procedures defining management tasks, necessary qualifications,
authorities, human and material role definition and resource allocation. The detailed
design should also contain the overall business rules and policies for the network that
govern the above management tasks. The detailed design of management applications
should contain selected application programs and detailed specification of any
additional software that needs to be developed. Similarly, any necessary business design
applications should also be detailed as above. Finally, the detailed design should also
contain detailed descriptions of processes and procedures for non-management services
of the network, such as design procedures for SVEs.
Further detail ('lower levels' in IDEF0 terms) is possible for all described activities.
For example, the selection of strategic partners to form the SNO is essential in the
success of the network; as such, further detail may be needed.
Choosing the Strategic Partners for the SNO
Selection of strategic partners requires selection criteria, in order to select the partners
subject to their competences. The criteria to select partners for a strategic network as
well as for a Service Virtual Enterprise can be grouped in functional and alliance
competencies. The functional competencies are related to the actual product that the
SNO wants to provide. SVEs need a high degree of communication and coordination
between partners so as to provide the product within acceptable time frame and costs.
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Therefore, enterprises must posses the ability (preparedness) to participate both in
SNOs and in the SVEs created by it.
Note that participation in an SNO will improve the alliance competency of the
partners, since this is one of the fundamental purposes of company networks.

Figure 106. Choose strategic partners for SNO
5.4.3.5

Sub-Step: Additional Representation

During the construction of the functional model in step three, the model had to be
regularly validates with the stakeholders. This has required a simpler representation of
the functional abstraction, in order to facilitate explaining the model to OKP1's upper
management and to Globemen group members not familiar with the formalism.
Formalism Used in the Sub-step
The purpose of this sub-step has implied the need for an expressive, yet simple set of
language constructs that could convey the meaning of the main functional model to the
audience. Thus, the Rich Picture element added to the SR in Section 5.4.1.2, formula
(12) would fit this need.
Tools Used in the Sub-step
The SR does not yet cater for tool used in simple conceptual representations such as
Rich pictures. For the sake of completeness, such a tool category may be added in the
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form of (Generic_graphical_Editor, modelling_tool, no, no), with an associated rule:
(16)

IF (high_level_conceptual_modelling) THEN (Generic_Graphical_Editor)

In this particular case, the tool used was a graphical editor, unaware of the language
used; therefore, all model consistency aspects were the responsibility of the author. For
example, the consistent use of the same icons and the same abbreviations, to represent
the same entities throughout the model. An example of the set of Rich Pictures used in
the project is shown in Figure 107.
IDEF0 context

Build and Operate SVE

z

In this activity, the SNO:
i
i

selected suppliers
for particular SVE

Service
Results

specific
service
requests

build and operate
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The major outcomes are:
i
i
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Service Virtual
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Service Network
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forms a particular SVE
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to specific customer requests
Monitors the performance of the SVE

i

Service Results (which is the actual
purpose of the SN and SVE)
notifications to change the SVE
notifications to decommission the SVE
production of Service History Logs

Figure 107. Rich Picture expressing a level zero activity of the activity model
(based on (Bernus et al., 2002a))
As can be seen from the figure, each activity from the level zero of the functional
diagram has been explained in a rich picture in terms accessible to a larger audience.
The rest of the rich pictures are presented in Appendix A.5.
5.4.4

Step Four: Other Aspects to be modelled

Step four of the meta-methodology recommends additional aspects to be modelled and
formalisms / tools that can be employed, as deemed necessary from the initial
identification, or as they become apparent during meta-methodology application. Thus,
step four is relevant to SNO life cycle phases (shown in Figure 96) from Requirements
through to Operation (refer Figure 110).
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Applicability of Step Four

The reflection following the simulation described in Chapter 4 has acknowledged that
modelling additional aspects to those proposed in steps one to three will be beneficial
to the accuracy and acceptance of the method produced by the meta-methodology. In
the conceptual work preceding the first field testing, this finding was formally
recognized by introducing an additional step in the meta-methodology.
5.4.4.2

Aspects to be Modelled and Choice of Modelling Formalism

In constructing the SNO / SVE creation and operation method, several additional
aspects have emerged as candidates for modelling. Some aspects were included in the
main project already, in which case they have not been pursued by the metamethodology application in this field testing.
As previously stated, the SR may be consulted for possible additional aspects. Thus, at
the Design and Implementation stages in the life cycle of the VE, the modelling
frameworks of AFs contain views such as functional, behaviour, decisional,
information, resources, organisation, performance, etc. Some views are in fact the
subsets, or specialisations of other views (e.g. decisional and functional, or behaviour
and functional respectively). Thus, the practitioner may be presented by the SR with a
choice of views and brief explanations as to when to use which aspect; it is ultimately
his / her decision to pursue any of these recommended aspects.
5.4.4.2.1

The Decisional Aspect

In the activity modelling phase, several decisions had to be made in relation to the
governance models of the SNO and SVEs in relation to the network partners. While the
decisional structure of the partners was well known and the governance model of the
SNO may have been thought of by the stakeholders, the future relation between the
partners / SNO / SVEs decisional models was not well understood.
In order to be able to construct a method closely reflecting the intentions of the
stakeholders, the meta-methodology should recommended the modelling of the relation
between the decisional models of the main project entities. In addition, a suitable
reference model is available within the Globemen group (Olegario, 2001), which can
then be recommended by the meta-methodology.
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Modelling Formalism
The chosen modelling formalism is the GRAI Grid (Doumeingts et al., 1998), whose
generic form has been briefly described in Chapter 4. However, since in this case the
focus of the analysis was the relation between the decisional models, a customisation of
the formalism was necessary. Thus, the decisional models of the partners, the SNO and
the SVEs needed to be shown together in order to enable the representation of their
relations. To achieve this, a customisation of the formalism has been performed (as
shown in Figure 108), showing the decisional structures of the participant organisations
and the flow of inter-organisational decisional frameworks.
Partner
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Plan

Resources

Int.
Info

Plan

Resources

Int.
Info

Plan

Resources
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Info

= external DF;
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Service Network Organisation
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Service Virtual Enterprise
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Legend:

= decisional centre;

= internal decisional framework;

Figure 108. Customised decisional formalism (sample).
For example, Figure 108 shows that the strategy of the SNO is devised by the partners,
while the tactical planning of the SNO influences the decisions taken by the partners in
their tactical product management. Note that in the example shown, the SVEs created
by the SNO do not perform any strategic planning; this is accomplished in the SNO,
which is in turn constrained by the network partners' strategies.
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Figure 109. Partial Decisional Model for Globemen (Olegario & Bernus, 2003)
The decisional partial model described in (Olegario & Bernus, 2003) shown in Figure
109 has been developed specifically for the Globemen reference model (VERAM),
whose testing in an industrial case study had provided the context for this field testing.
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Therefore, this partial decisional model was highly relevant to the SNO / SVE creation
and operation project; in addition, the intended audience (mainly the Globemen group)
was familiar with it. Therefore, after eliciting these facts from the stakeholders, the
meta-methodology has recommended the use of this reference model in representing the
relation between the governance structures of the partners, SNO and SVEs.
In this test, the intended use of the method produced by the meta-methodology is
guidance, rather than implementation and operation. Thus, after the adoption of the
reference model shown in Figure 90, the decisional modelling level was adequate and
further detailing of the decision centres was deferred to a future main project stage.
5.4.4.2.2

Behaviour

Parts of the model described in Section 5.4.3 may have significant procedural content,
such as the Operation of the SVEs produced. This aspect can be modelled by adding a
control flow element to the functional representation or using specialised formalisms,
such as IDEF3, UML Sequence / Collaboration, State diagrams, or Petri Nets.
The resulting models may then be used in two main ways. Firstly, the models may be
used to simulate the operation of the SVEs and thus correct any problems and / or
optimise the performance of the SVEs. Secondly, in the case of some SVEs the model
may in fact be used to control part of, or the whole enterprise (using a workflow
implementation).
Thus, the meta-methodology recommends that for the Operation of the SVE
behavioural models be built; however, the level of detail achieved (and desired by the
stakeholders) in this test did not allow the construction of such models. Nevertheless,
such models have been earmarked for future work within the main project.
5.4.4.2.3

Information and Resources

Aspects such as Information and Resources are very useful in further scoping the
concepts associated to activities present in the main activity model. Thus, in the case of
this field test, the inputs, controls, outputs and mechanisms (ICOMs) typically attached
to each activity can be further described using suitable formalisms.
There are many examples where such ICOMs must be modelled. Business and legal
constraints (e.g. network agreements, or applicable laws, etc), business models,
architectural and detailed designs of the SNO and SVEs, policies and requirements for
partner selection, supplier qualification and selection, etc are only a few examples.
Modelling of the resources may be regarded as a specialised information modelling
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task, where specific attributes are associated with the modelled entities (such as
competencies). For both Information and Resources there are numerous modelling
formalisms available. Therefore, if possible it would be beneficial to choose modelling
formalisms belonging to the same (preferably integrated) set as the one used in the main
activity model. In this case, the formalism chosen was IDEF0; thus, the corresponding
formalism would be IDEF1x 145.
Other choices for Information and Resources could be UML class diagrams, which
can be specialised using stereotypes or more formally, the Object Constraint Language
(OCL) (OMG, 1999a). This choice is valid in conjunction with the current activity
model formalism choice (IDEF0), but would work better with a solution involving
UML Activity / State / Collaboration

diagrams for the activity model; then, the

underlying metamodels of UML would ensure consistency for the activity model and
the models showing additional aspects of that model. As shown in Section 5.4.3.2
however, for complexity management and practitioner / audience proficiency reasons,
the functional modelling formalism choice has been IDEF0.
Information and resources have been modelled at high level in the main project and
have also been earmarked for future detailed modelling. Therefore, these aspects have
not been modelled here again. It is important however to acknowledge that in this field
testing, textual descriptions of ICOMs have been produced for all activities.
5.4.4.2.4

Organisation

If it is accepted that the decisional aspect of enterprises if in fact a specialisation of the
functional aspect, then similar to the simulation described in Chapter 4, the enterprise
organisation may be modelled by mapping the enterprise resources on the decision
centres identified in the decisional modelling, which give a picture of who does what.
Modelling of the organisational aspect in this particular case may be of use in several
ways. Firstly, it may elicit the need for the partners participating in the SNO to create
new management roles covering the decisional structure of the network and the SVEs
created by it. Secondly, organisational modelling may be relevant for SVEs of
significant size, complexity and duration. Since in this particular case the number and
size of the SNO and SVEs is not fixed or known, a recommendation can only be made
that it is beneficial to model the organisation if the network partners have not identified
management roles within their organisation to deal with the SNO (and implicitly SVEs)
management, or if the SVEs produced are likely to be involve a large number of
145

this choice must consider the previous observation on the IDEF language family lack of integration.
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participants. For example, if a SVE is created for a service call for a customer, which
consists of one technician from OKP2, the RPMS system from OKP1 and an OKP1
supplier (see example in Figure 94), then organisational modelling of the SVE thus
formed may not be warranted.
Considering the above arguments, a combination of GRAI Grid, CIMOSA Resources
and Organisation views and / or ARIS Organisation view may be used to model
organisational aspects. For example, mapping areas covered by various resources on a
specific GRAI Grid derived from Figure 109 and defining the contents of those areas
would accomplish a high-level organisational design, which may then be scoped further
by using constructs such as competencies. Partial models of organisational designs
usable in this field testing are described for example in (Keidel, 1995).
5.4.4.2.5

ICT Infrastructure

The construction of the necessary ICT infrastructure is not contained in the activity
model described in Section 5.4.3.4. Infrastructure design can be modelled and
performed as a separate sub-project, with the functional and other (e.g. speed, security,
volume, transaction speed, etc) requirements that follow from the knowledge of
necessary applications and from the identified human roles (user interface requirements,
quality of presentation, speed, audio and video transmission and storage). A partial
model usable for this task is the CIMOSA IIS described in Chapter 3 , Section 3.7.3.
The design of the ICT infrastructure can be also guided by the Enterprise Model
Execution and Integration Services (EMEIS) described in ISO15704 Annex A 146.
5.4.4.2.6

Performance

Performance measurements are beneficial in the operation of the SVEs set up by the
Network, as indicated in the functional model in Figure 103. Key Performance
Indicators (KPI) such as cost, lead time, etc may be created and given various weights
within the Detailed Design of a Particular SVE (e.g. within activity A42 in Figure 102).
These KPIs may then be used to measure performance e.g. in the process of monitoring
the operation of the particular SVE (activity A53 in Figure 103) by using Balanced
Scorecard (Kaplan & Norton, 1996) or Statistical Process Control (Wheeler &
Chambers) methods. The tool used for this purpose may be a generic spreadsheet
application (e.g. Microsoft Excel) using specially designed worksheet macros.
146

in fact, OKP1 in its actual implementation of the SNO and its first operational SVE – after the field
test of this thesis concluded – used a combination of Internet technologies to implement its integrating
infrastructure
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Alternatively, the EcoGRAI method (described in Chapter 3, Section 3.6.2) may be
used. In that case, if would be beneficial if the decisional modelling approach described
in Section 5.4.4.2.1 was performed using GRAI Grid (for best-practice reasons).
5.4.4.2.7

Organisational Culture

The culture of the organisations participating in the SNO and the SVEs may have a
significant aspect, considering the context of the project explained in Section 5.3.1. A
clash of cultures is possible within the SNO, although one of the very purposes of
forming Company Networks or Breeding Environments is to establish trust and learn
about each other's cultures in order to facilitate cooperation.
A gap analysis performed on the network partners' organisational cultures, followed
by a gap reduction strategy may be needed to support the trust building process. A
possible choice for the gap analysis are the approaches described in (Ansoff, 1965;
Howe, 1986), while the gap reduction may be achieved by using organisational change
methods as described in (Kotter, 1996). Since in this case the SNO is in itself a
management-only virtual organisation, thus composed of management roles that in fact
belong to the participants, such approaches would be focused on the participant
organisations rather than on the SNO as such.
The majority of such cultural problems must be addressed within the SNO, with any
remaining short-term strategies contained in the reference model for the SVEs, or the
RMSQ for suppliers. Thus, when an SVE is formed, the partners know each other from
the SNO and the qualification of suppliers would have already taken into account and
allowed for organisational culture compatibility.
At this stage, the SR appears to lack partial models, modelling formalisms and tools
covering cultural aspects; however, such aspects are hard to rigorously quantify and
thus the newly added high-level conceptual modelling tools and formalisms of the SR
may apply (Rich Pictures, structured text, etc).
5.5

FEEDBACK FROM THE META-METHODOLOGY APPLICATION

The practical purpose of the meta-methodology application in this field test has been to
demonstrate the benefit of having specific VO creation and operation methods, tailored
to particular enterprise architecture tasks. The resulting method and associated results
(Bernus et al., 2002b) have been well received within the Globemen community. As a
result, the model produced has been included in the main project (which attempts to
validate the Globemen reference model though a sizeable industrial case study) as an
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example of a SNO / SVE creation and operation method for a specific 147 enterprise
architecture task within the larger scope project.
Thus, by providing an example, the model constructed in this meta-methodology field
testing has helped the stakeholders develop a clearer image of the otherwise quite
general collaborative service methodology proposed in the project. It has been made
clear that the specific method produced is a guidance and thus, e.g. the options of OKP1
are open; the method has only documented what the consequences of a specific set of
decisions would be.
5.6

REFLECTION AND CONCLUSIONS ABOUT THE FIELD TEST

The application of the meta-methodology has produced a VO creation and operation
method tailored for a specific type of EA scenario, namely the creation and operation of
a service network organisation and the service virtual enterprises created by it.
5.6.1

Structured Repository

The representation of AF elements attributes has enabled the use of priorities in creating
a list of preferred modelling components for a specific EA task based on various
criteria. There appears to be a need for additional elements in the repository, such as
modelling formalisms and tools for high-level conceptual modelling (typically
accomplished in the Identification and Concept life cycle phases) cultural aspects, and
partial models, for which there is a need to define proper applicability rules.
Although the stakeholders' preference for specific reference models has made the full
testing of the rules attached to AF elements impracticable (and unnecessary), the limited
use of the repository has led to the conclusion that the current SR structure is not very
efficient, mainly due to the need to test each rule attached to each AF element in SR for
a specific query.
At this stage, the interaction between the meta-methodology steps and the SR appears
to occur for two main reasons: a) providing a list of aspects to be modelled depending
on a specific life cycle phase and b) providing a ranked list of formalisms and tools
suitable for a particular modelling task.
Another aspect that needs to be considered is the suitability of the current SR model
for the automation of the AF element selection process by the meta-methodology using
typical implementation models (e.g. expert systems, neural networks, etc). Therefore, it
is proposed that the conceptual development phase of the next AR iteration investigates
147

the specific character has been achieved by the assumptions stated in Section 5.3.4.
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the possibility of implementing a set of rules common to all SR components (and not
being part of any of them) that use public attributes of the AF elements to create a
ranked list of elements suitable for a particular modelling task.
5.6.2

Tentative Rules of Application for the Meta-Methodology Steps

The need for rules attached to proposed meta-methodology steps has already emerged
after the simulation phase. However, this first field test has not led to a conclusive set of
rules. Thus, at this point, the four steps of the meta-methodology all appear to be
mandatory - which may reveal the need for additional meta-methodology refinement,
e.g. within another field testing / case study. An additional (and trivial) rule applicable
to step four (additional aspects) would be to avoid modelling aspects for which usable
models already exist.
In the application of the meta-methodology steps, it has been found useful to identify
several sub-steps, such as the applicability of the step in question and aspects necessary
to be modelled; the choice of suitable modelling formalisms can then be investigated in
connection with the necessary aspects. It should be noted that if the chosen formalism
cannot address a diverse audience, there may be a need for additional representations,
which could apply to one, or several meta-methodology steps.
5.6.2.1

Entity Identification

It appears at this stage in the research that due to the unstructured character of this
phase, an effective entity identification depends less on the formalism used, and a lot
more on the user knowledge of the businesses and other entities participating in the EA
project. However, a badly chosen (e.g. too formal) formalism may significantly impair
the creativity of the user and confuse the project group, if for example the practitioner is
brainstorming the group in order to obtain a set of essential concepts for the project.
5.6.2.2

The Business Model

Reflecting on the business model creation, it appears that a customisation of the
modelling formalism will often be necessary in order to keep the model complexity at a
minimum, while expressing all the needed aspects.
While building the business model, the author has realised that some entities are not as
relevant to the project as thought in step one, while other entities needed to be added to
the list or be represented in full detail (i.e. life cycle set). This situation has been dealt
with by eliminating, or restricting the representation of the less relevant entities. For
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example, it is clear that knowledge from the OKP network of the OKP1 producer will
be used in setting up the SNO model; thus, the OKP network should be represented,
albeit in a restricted manner (refer Figure 96).
This list refinement is best accomplished concurrently with business model creation.
Therefore, it was proposed for the ensuing conceptual work that, subject to the
reflection at the end of the second field study, the entity list refinement be added as a
sub-step of the meta-methodology step two.
Another aspect that has repeatedly emerged during business model creation is the need
for the meta-methodology user to have good knowledge of the organisations
participating in the project. This knowledge does not have to be exhaustive; it can be
gained by joining the main organisations participating in the project; ideally, the user
should become a temporary member of the project team and thus gain knowledge
shared by all stakeholders.
The business model has allowed the stakeholders and project team members to
visualise the present and proposed states of the target entities, and thus structure
potential issues to be addressed and even discover new ones; for example, issues such as
supplier / contractor pre-qualification as a condition of participation in a SVE and the
necessity for the potentially time-consuming pre-qualification task to be undertaken by
the SNO.
It is now clear that a flawed business model which does not reflect the reality in the
AS-IS and the desired TO-BE states as envisaged by the stakeholders will significantly
impair the effectiveness of the rest of the meta-methodology steps.
5.6.2.3

Activity Model Creation

In developing the activity model, it has been found that the level of detail had to reflect
the end purpose of the model; in this case, the model was not directly used for
implementation or execution, but rather as a demonstration of a specific method, or a
guide that could be further detailed as needed in the future 148. Therefore, in this case the
activity diagrams included in this Thesis display only a moderate degree of detail.
However, several aspects deemed to be of significant importance for the project, such as
the establishment of the SNO, have been modelled in greater detail. Thus, a rule may be
inferred for the meta-methodology to recommend a balance between the intended use of

148

OKP1 translated the developed method into its native language and used this guidance to implement
the desired SNO and its first SVE, however, the researcher and the rest of the methodology team was
not involved in these concluding stages
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the model and the level of detail, allowing exceptions for aspects of significant
importance for the entire project. In addition, if the model is to be used for actual
control and execution, then it has to be detailed to the level where it is understood and
usable by the integrating infrastructure services.
5.6.2.4

Additional Aspects Considered for Modelling

The results of the field test (including the feedback received through face-to-face
meetings, E-mail and videoconferences between project partners) have confirmed the
usefulness of modelling additional aspects, which was introduced as a formal metamethodology step in the conceptual work sub-phase preceding the test.
It is now clear however, that modelling of additional aspects refers mostly to step
three of the meta-methodology, and thus it may be beneficial to accomplish this
concurrently with the activity model construction.
The governance models of the partners, SNO and the SVEs and the relations between
these models have emerged as an important additional view aspect to be modelled.
Thus, it is proposed that decisional modelling should have a significant weight in the set
of additional aspects recommended by the meta-methodology. This hypothesis needs to
be confirmed by an additional field test.
Additional representations were also needed to communicate the method to upper
management. In this case, the use of less complex formalisms (such as rich pictures)
was beneficial in promoting model understanding and thus facilitating model acceptance
by the executive audience.
The choice of formalisms for the additional aspects should (if possible) take into
account the choices made for the main activity model, so that the formalisms are all part
of an integrated set of languages. Subsequently, a modelling tool implementing all or
most of the languages chosen should be given preference.
Organisational culture can become an important factor in the SNO / SVEs operation.
Belonging to an SNO may prepare the partners for future collaboration within SVEs;
other aspects that can only be tackled inside an SVE, (such as e.g. relations with
suppliers) should be included in the SVE reference model and the RMSQ.
Performance measurement should be an aspect considered in every CN / VE creation
and operation project for two main reasons, namely to justify and confirm the
usefulness of the EA project and to maintain the CN and / or VEs created and operated
by the project.
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Other Reflections

In this field study, the stakeholders have had a good understanding of the inner
workings of their businesses and of the existing networks. In addition, the TO-BE state,
(that is the SNO and VEs created by it) cannot be derived from the AS-IS state of any
one network participant. In essence, the SNO is a new, management-only entity using
the physical resources of the network partners., without resembling any of the existing
partners. For these reasons the modelling of the AS-IS state is not warranted. In the
project, the lead partners have decided upon the type of structure that they want, and its
governance style. Thus, only one TO-BE state was recommended to be modelled, since
there were no other options considered. Some aspects proposed for modelling by the
meta-methodology application were also proposed for modelling in the context project
(Hartel et al., 2002b); thus, they have not been covered again in this field test. However,
other recommended aspects had not been included in the main project, for which
appropriate modelling formalisms have been proposed, although no detailed modelling
has been accomplished considering the envisaged use of the model. This is not to say
that they should not have been produced due to their lack of value; the reason appears to
be the enterprise modelling maturity of the partner industrial organisation(s) 149.
The meta-methodology is developed by the author in order to assist the decisionmaking process, and not to dictate it. However, as a decision-support tool, the metamethodology will inevitably influence the audience thorough its deliverables. The effect
of the author and his co-workers 150 entering the project and jointly developing the
specific collaborative service model has been reflected in the additional modelling
aspects brought to the attention of the Globemen group and in the inclusion of the
model developed as a specific example of the proposed Virtual Enterprise Methodology
(VEM) for collaborative service (Hartel et al., 2002b)
It has been found that some of the formalisms used for additional modelling may need
to be customised. Such changes must be clearly stated since they usually alter the
meaning of the formalism.

149

i.e. their proficiency and available competencies to use formal modelling languages for business
development purposes (Hysom, 2003)
150
in this field study, the author has been part of a project sub-group comprising one academic and four
Research Higher Degree students, from two educational institutions. Within the group, the author has
had the responsibility to use the meta-methodology to produce the specific SVE creation method.
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Figure 110. Meta-methodology application in relation to SNO / SVE projects life cycle
Similar tothe case of the simulation, there is a relation between the application of the
meta-methodology steps and the VO life cycle phases, as shown in Figure 110. Step
four was applied in the Preliminary Design phase of the VO, thus starting to create the
method and enabling its use.
The role of the method produced has been of guidance; thus, the practitioner using the
meta-methodology is mainly acting as a facilitator, which consults with the
stakeholders and then produces a method which best reflects stakeholder aspirations.
The stakeholders are involved in producing the model and validating it (often using
additional representations to facilitate understanding); thus, the acceptance and potential
internalisation of the processes contained in the activity model are built in 151. .
This field test has provided a valuable set of results for the external validation of the
meta-methodology concept. It has been thus proven that the concept is feasible outside
the development environment and that its use in the field can produce or facilitate
change - which is the ultimate purpose of enterprise modelling.
5.7

PRELIMINARY TRIANGULATION

The results obtained from the field test can be used against the simulation performed in
Chapter 4 in an attempt to validate the concept of meta-methodology. The results
obtained so far have shown a potential increase in the number and complexity of the
meta-methodology steps and associated application rules. Thus, some steps have gained
sub-steps and some application rules have evolved from mandatory to conditional.
151

for example, in the iteration of the business model, a number of strategic choices emerged, which
(through discussion of explicit choices) prompted the lead partner to decide their strategy with respect
to their own role in the business.
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At this point, it appears that the concept of a set of steps and rules on how to build
methods for VE construction and operation is valid. The question is, however, whether
another test would decrease, or further increase the number of steps; if it further
increased it, would convergence ultimately be obtained, i.e. could the number of steps
and rules be refined to a finite set, applicable to great majority of possible enterprise
architecture scenarios – at least in the collaborative networked organisations field?
In addition, by its nature the simulation did not provide any user acceptance or
organisational impact results that could be compared against the outcomes obtained in
this field test in order to triangulate the usefulness of the meta-methodology concept.
Therefore, a further test is required, preferably an additional field testing in a very
different environment, which could achieve further external validation and data usable
for triangulation
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CHAPTER 6

A SECOND FIELD TEST
6.1

INTRODUCTION

After several lab testing / simulation cycles and a field test, another iteration was
considered to be necessary in order to further refine the meta-methodology and to
accumulate enough data to enable an effective triangulation of the meta-methodology
concept. The resources available to the study (i.e. time remaining for the study and the
opportunity of a suitable further field test) have made this additional iteration possible.
The field test has comprised the application of the meta-methodology to a specific EA
project, in order to obtain a directly applicable method to create and operate a VO. The
field test has been combined with a case study in order to examine the initial situation,
progression and the meta-methodology application effects on the VO creation project.
This field test has been chosen due to significant differences from the first case study
described in Chapter 5 and (Bernus et al., 2002b) regarding the participant
organisations' type, culture and the target CNO. This noticeable disparity has enabled
the effective testing, triangulation and reflection leading to the extension of the
proposed meta-methodology.
The setting, the application of the meta-methodology and the results of this second
iteration through field testing has also been disseminated in an abridged form in a
conference paper (Noran, 2004c).
6.2

CONCEPTUAL WORK

The conclusions on the results of the first field test and the ensuing reflections have
determined some changes to the meta-methodology steps and rules, but have also raised
some additional questions, such as the SR structure and how to cope with the lack of a
clear understanding of the present situation by the stakeholders.
6.2.1

Structured Repository Development

The limited scope of the first field test and the preference for specific reference models
stated by the stakeholders has restricted the options in the use of a significant number of
elements of AFs. Nevertheless, the conclusion of the previous AR cycle has been that
the currently used SR model did not render itself well to automation and was also slow
to use, the main reason being the rules attached to each AF element.
These findings have led to the idea of making the rules common to all AF elements in
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the SR and separating them from the modules, as shown in Figure 111. The first effect
of this action is a dramatic reduction in rule number.
Like before, the AF elements contain attributes; however, some of them now represent
outcomes and pre-requisites of the element usage by the meta-methodology. The
applicability rules become selection rules defined separately from the AF elements. The
matching process can now be accomplished by a separate engine, which would
construct a set of AF elements based on fixed (e.g. best practice) and user-specified (e.g.
specific application, formalism preference) facts.

AF Element

Knowledge Base

• type
• family
• integration
• tools

AF Elements

Inference
Engine

• Prerequisites
(…, ..., …)
• Outcomes
(…, …, …)

Consult
Select AF
Elements

Rule
Find AF Elements w.
Outcomes matching
Prerequisites

Rules

Rule

Order AF Elements:
- least prereqs
- part of family
- integrated family

Repository

Metamethodology
Steps and
sub-steps

Figure 111. Refined repository content and user / meta-methodology interaction
As can be seen from Figure 111, the AF elements and the selection rules now together
form a knowledge base, which is operated on by an inference engine acting as an agent
between the SR and its users, which can be the practitioner (at this stage), or the metamethodology steps (as shown in Section 8.4.5, via automation).
Note that the repository may also give advice on what aspects to model, depending on
the current meta-methodology step and target entity life cycle phase. This may be done
using the modelling frameworks of the AFs reviewed in Chapter 3, present in the SR.
6.2.1.1

Sample Repository Rules

The following rules describe a preliminary set that will be used in the subsequent metamethodology testing, listed in the decreasing order of priority of the set members.
• Create a list of AF elements whose outcomes match the required outcomes;
• Test the list members and order the list using the following criteria, in order:
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− the element with the least prerequisites;
− part of a family whose member(s) have already been selected for some aspect;
− part of an integrated family;
− part of a family;
− tool support.
• Displaying all the attributes, show the ranked list and prompt the user to select a
preferred formalism; select first in rating if no preference;
• For the chosen formalism(s), attempt to satisfy all prerequisites with other AF
elements from the repository;
• Displaying all the attributes, list the final set of formalisms, i.e. those chosen by the
user and the additional formalisms needed to satisfy the chosen formalisms
prerequisites. In addition, list unsatisfied prerequisites that the user will have to
satisfy using other AF elements that do not exist in the SR.
Thus, at the point of entry in the second field testing, the structured repository consists
of the following main components:
• the SR as a collection of AF elements which offer modelling outcomes, but
typically have prerequisites that have to be satisfied to enable their use;
• a set of rules that select AF elements according to the user requests and ensure that
their pre-requisites are satisfied by other AF elements, or ultimately by the user.
The above description matches the definition of a typical rule-based knowledge base
(Giarratano & Riley, 1998; Luger & Stubblefield, 1989). Note that in this field test, the
role of the inference engine will be accomplished manually; implementation (e.g. in an
expert system) may be performed at a subsequent stage, subject to the test results and
the SR content following the consequent reflections and conclusions.
6.2.2

Meta-methodology Development

At this point, it appeared increasingly likely that the number of steps composing the
meta-methodology may vary according to environmental conditions such as target
audience skills, composition and culture. The use of an additional reference model for
an additional aspect modelled has raised the question whether additional aspects that
prove to typically require high level of detail and use their own partial models should be
evolved into additional steps. For example, the necessity and level of detail of the
decisional aspect is to be verified in a different external setting by the second field test.
The decisional framework has also highlighted a possible need for additional steps and
for rules on when and how to create and use such extra steps. In addition, there were
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problems with the rules attached to existing steps, as detailed further in Section 6.2.2.1.
In the previous testing, the entity list obtained in meta-methodology step one has been
subsequently refined. This could be proposed as a sub-step of either step one or step
two, subject to the result of this second field testing.
The meta-methodology has also been provisionally extended with a (fifth) step
dedicated to modelling the AS-IS and TO-BE states.
6.2.2.1

Meta-methodology Content before the Second Case Study

In brief, before the second case study, the meta-methodology comprised a set of four
steps and basic associated rules of application, as summarized below:
• identify enterprise entities involved in the BE / CNO creation task: mandatory;
• create a business model able to express relations between life cycle phases of the
identified enterprise entities (using a suitable formalism): mandatory;
• create an activity model of the BE / CNO design and operation: mandatory (main
deliverable), depth level according to requirements, using suitable formalism;
• recommend additional aspects to be modelled (such as information, decision,
organisation, time): project specific. Suitable formalisms / tools for this step and
for main activity model should belong to same integrated set if possible.
Thus, the meta-methodology depends on the representation of the life cycles of the
involved entities, which has to be taken into account when choosing modelling
formalisms. In addition, step four may be applicable concurrently with step three.
As can be seen, at this stage almost all rules of application were restricted to
mandating the step they were attached to. This was due to two possible causes: either
the rules were not refined enough, or the above list in fact described core steps, which
always needed to be performed. In addition, the rule attached to the last step was vague
at best, and a major application of step four had occurred before step three, raising
questions about the need of yet another additional step. Thus, a second field test was
highly recommended to obtain a more workable set of steps and rules.
6.3

SUMMARY OF THE FIELD TEST

Griffith University (GU), a major tertiary education institution in south-east Queensland
(Australia), comprises several Schools and Institutes. Its IT Schools are based at Nathan
(Brisbane), Logan and Gold Coast. Like all tertiary institutions in Australia (Edwards,
2003), Griffith University has undergone significant changes in the last decade towards
a more executive style of decision-making and efficient self-administration
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Currently, Griffith University is in effect re-engineering itself, following a blueprint
called the Griffith Project (Griffith University, 2002), released in 2002, which aims to
establish Griffith within the top ten universities in Australia by 2010. The Griffith
Academic Plan (O'Connor, 2003) has been released as a decisional framework for the
Griffith Project, which outlines the choices necessary in order to achieve Griffith
Project's goals. Among other strategic directions, the Academic Plan (AP) lays special
emphasis on eliminating redundancies, and achieving consistency of the teaching /
learning product across the schools and campuses of the university.
6.3.1

The Participants

Faculty of Engineering and Information Technology (EIT) within Griffith University
(GU) contains four schools, of which two, namely the School of Computing and
Information Technology (CIT) and the School of Information technology (INT) have
the same Information Technology (IT) profile. CIT is based in two campuses, Nathan
(Nat) and Logan (Lg), while INT is based in only one campus, namely Gold Coast
(GC). This situation is shown in the AS-IS section of Figure 112.
The present schools' organisations display a typical flat-hierarchy character, with the
Heads of School (HOSes) playing a central (and interventionist) role in school planning
at all levels. The School, and other Committees appear to have various levels of
involvement, authority and transparency of operation within the two schools, in direct
relation with their cultures. These aspects have been analysed as part of the AS-IS
decisional and organisational modelling and have lead to the conclusion of a gap
between the two organisations that needs to be addressed for the creation of a single VO
(virtual school) that emerges from the cooperation and co-ordinated actions of its
constituent schools. The geographic distribution of participants mandates that a
separate, relatively self-contained, campus organisation should exist at each campus,
however, for the customer and other stakeholders these should appear to be one
(virtual) organisation.
The reward system of the two schools is role-based but with elements of autonomy
(individual excellence). The current layout is autonomous, with people in separate
locations / rooms rather than a shared space (Keidel, 1995).
Presently, the faculty of EIT uses separate providers such as Information Services
(INS) and Facilities Management (FMN) for most of its infrastructure needs.
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Existing Problems

For historical and geographical reasons, although being part of the same university and
faculty and having the same profile, the two IT schools have evolved in a semiindependent manner. This situation has resulted in the two schools having several
overlapping degrees, implying redundancy and inconsistency in their teaching programs
across the Faculty and triggering increased teaching and student administration costs
and confusion among existing and prospective students. To address these teaching and
learning problems, a project called Across Campus Consistency (ACC) has been started
within the Faculty, aiming to identify the areas that do not comply with the Academic
Plan. This project has been underway for some time, and has produced some
preliminary results, known as the Across Campus Consistency Reviews (ACCR) and
ensuing actions.
Another problem confronting the two schools is the different strategies and criteria
applied in research, i.e. conference travel , research higher degree (RHD) scholarships,
consultancies, etc. This is a direct result of their different staffing strategies and separate
budgets allocated from the group 152 level by the university on a yearly basis. In
addition, the downturn in the IT industry, and government changes in the immigration
laws have reduced both domestic and international student intakes. This has led to interschool competition for RHD students and to staff fallacies of unequal academic and
professional standing between campuses, which are damaging to the faculty as a whole.
In addition, there are also problems that stem from the group management model, the
typical organisational model and culture of the schools, etc. Examples of these problems
are the lack of knowledge regarding the income generated by a school and the projected
budget for periods over one year, the lack of transparency of some school committees,
the lack of a clear strategy in course and program management addressing issues such as
short-notice teaching program changes (e.g. course offering cancellation).
In conclusion, the two schools are faced with problems affecting their products
(teaching and learning, research and service to the community, as further detailed) and
their resources (budget, staff and infrastructure). These problems originate in the
evolution of the two schools as separate entities within the faculty, but also in their
culture and management model adopted by the schools and the university group.
In view of these problems, the Executive group has empowered its Pro-Vice
Chancellor (PVC) for Health & Science (H&S) group to mandate a Working Party to

152

the two schools are part of the Faculty of EIT, which is part of the Health & Science (H&S) Group.
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investigate the feasibility and propose possible governance structures and courses of
action for the implementation of a unique IT School within the faculty of EIT. The
Working party has co-opted the author of this research in order to provide guidance and
a possible solution to this problem.
6.3.3

Proposed Solution

Most of the issues previously described could be optimally resolved by the two IT
schools participating in the formation of a virtual organisation (VO) called merged
school (designated as the School of Information and Communication Technology, or
SICT in the TO-BE state in Figure 112). The two IT schools would then become
campuses of the merged school; CIT would contribute two campuses, and SICT one.
The cross-campus management and policies of SICT is expected to ensure intrinsic
consistency in the products delivered and the resources allocated to individual
campuses. In this scenario, the new component brought by SICT would be a layer of
unified management, sitting 'on top' of the existing governance structures and enabling
strategic decisions and approaches to products and resources to be consistently made
across campuses.
To the outside environment, the products and resources of this organisation would be
seen as belonging to the one entity (SICT), while in fact products would be created at
campus level using local (however cross-campus coordinated) resources. In addition ,
long-term strategies and guiding policies would be made at SICT level (observing GU
strategy and policies), but implemented on shorter terms at campus level. Thus, the
individual campuses (i.e. former schools participating in the VO) are set to retain much
of their internal decisional and organisational structure except for the highest layer,
which will be replaced (or created) by the VO governance structure. This will allow
autonomy on operational levels but require cooperation and control on higher levels.
The decision system of the VO would feature control (direct line of command) at
higher levels but team decision-making and autonomy at lower levels. The existing
reward system may undergo some changes in the area of non-salary budget, becoming
more performance related, at individual but also campus levels. The proposed layout
would be a mix of school-level control and campus-level autonomy.
VO interoperability will be supported by a common SICT infrastructure (CamarinhaMatos & Afsarmanesh, 1999) 153 .

153

this requirement is partially satisfied initially, because as described all campuses belong to the same
university (GU) that owns or subcontracts the cross-campus infrastructure .
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Specific Features of the VO Formation Scenario

In this case study, the function of Breeding Environment (BE) internal to GU could be
performed by the faculty of EIT, which contains several schools forming VOs as
necessary. The largest school participating in an internal VO formation project (e.g. CIT
in Figure 112) could be identified as the lead partner within the BE. Thus, in the
current situation, lead partner CIT and partner INT, which are both part of the BE, will
come together at the initiative of the BE and the lead partner for the purpose of the ongoing VO project (SICT); thus, the VO is set to have a long life, possibly equal to that
of the BE (the faculty). Importantly, in this particular field testing the partners will cease
to operate independently (as schools) during the life of the VO, but will be replaced by
almost identical campus organisations.
Note that in this specific setting (reflecting educational institutions situation in
general), in the internal environment (GU) the frequency of VO creation and thus, the
degree of preparedness for VO creation of the partners (schools) within the BEs
(faculties) in GU is low. However, in the current market conditions, it is increasingly
likely that individual (or groups of) schools will more often participate in BEs and VOs
outside GU, which will require additional agility (Goranson, 1999) and preparedness.
Legend:
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Figure 112. The AS-IS and several TO-BE IT Schools models
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These features could be achieved by using reference models (reusable templates) of
possible VO types, which should include VO set-up and operation methodology
templates. However, the use of such reference models requires user proficiency and
implies further customisation work. The proposed meta-methodology offers a better
alternative in enhancing preparedness and agility by creating methods suited to specific
VO creation / operation tasks based only on the domain knowledge of the practitioner.
The audience of the deliverables falls in three main categories: management (of the
university, faculty and participating schools), academic / general staff (of CIT and INT)
and working groups (academics from CIT and INT) which will implement the model
produced. In addition, INS personnel may also use the model for the design and
implementation of any changes to the necessary infrastructure. Documentation from a
previous project was available, although its low degree of similarity and particular
nature required additional effort for its use as a possible reference model.
From the above descriptions, it appears that this situation creates a good setting for
applying the meta-methodology to produce a method to guide and assist the proposed
VO formation (also called 'merger project' in this Chapter), and at the same time to
further test and refine the meta-methodology (consistent with the action research goals).
6.4

APPLICATION OF THE META-METHODOLOGY

The field test / case study has been performed using the SR knowledge built in the
critical review (Chapter 3) and refined in the subsequent tests, and the metamethodology content in the form resulted after simulations (Chapter 4) and the first
field test (Chapter 5).
For each step in the meta-methodology, the following sub-steps have been performed:
• assess step applicability using the associated step rule(s);
• establish necessary aspects and choose a suitable representation formalism;
• apply the step.
As expected, the practical application of the meta-methodology to a markedly different
situation has brought about some step variations and additions, leading to the
enrichment and refinement of the meta-methodology.
6.4.1

Step One: Identification of the Entities Involved

The first phase in the life cycle of SICT in GERA sense (and as subsequently
represented in Figure 114) is the Identification. The identification of problems in the
current situation of the IT schools has been performed by the upper echelons at a high
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level. Therefore, it is now needed to detail what entities are involved in the project, and
which are most relevant.
6.4.1.1

Applicability of Step One

Building an entity list is a mandatory step in the meta-methodology, providing
deliverables for its subsequent steps. Therefore, step one has to be performed.
6.4.1.2

Aspects to be Modelled and Representation Formalism

This is an early stage in the meta-methodology, normally not requiring special views or
sophisticated formalisms. This approach is supported by the theoretical model adopted
by this research (GERAM); thus, GERA does not distinguish views in its Identification
phase. However, there may be notable exceptions when the detailed structure of a
particular aspect of a participating entity needs to be known. Thus, on querying the SR
about applicable views for this step, the answer should be normally text, unless there is
a special need to model specific aspects. This special need should be inferred by the
practitioner from the stakeholders' attitudes towards aspects of the project.
English text in the form of bullet points was deemed to have enough expressive power
for this meta-methodology step. The aspects to be modelled were restricted to a short
justification for entities' memberships in the list.
6.4.1.3

Preliminary Entity List

As already described in Chapter 5, constructing a useful set of entities requires
knowledge of the participating entities. Thus, the author has solicited and volunteered to
participate in the Working Party (WP) that was set up to investigate the project
feasibility and propose courses of action. Due to the composition of this group (HOSes,
Dean, Human Resources (HR) manager, etc), the author has learned the inner workings
and cultures of the participant organisations and their relations with upper echelons.
The preliminary set of entities described below has been constructed from
interviews 154 and group discussions / meetings with the stakeholders, and from the
study of the relevant documents (such as the Griffith Academic Plan, etc).
• Griffith University Act (GA). Passed by the QLD State Government in 1998, it
establishes the statutory authority for the Griffith University operation; entity list
refinement will assess the usefulness of a full GA life cycle representation;

154

sample interview questions are given in Appendix A.8.
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• Griffith University (GU). All entities modelled in the case study belong to, or are
related to Griffith University;
• The Faculty of Engineering and Information Technology (EIT). EIT
encompasses all of the schools involved in the modelling;
• School of Computing and Information Technology (CIT). CIT is part of EIT
and based in two campuses at different locations (Nathan and Logan);
• School of Information Technology (INT). INT is part of EIT and based in a
single campus (Gold Coast);
• The Griffith Project (GP). GP has been approved by the Griffith University
council and released in 2002. It sets strategic goals to establish Griffith as one of
Australia's top 10 universities by 2010. It is a blueprint for GU business process reengineering; thus it is best modelled as a separate project with its own life cycle;
• Griffith Academic Plan (AP). The Griffith Academic Plan has been released to
"translate the vision for teaching and learning in the Griffith Project into a
framework for action" (O'Connor, 2003). Initially, AP may be put on the entity list
as a separate project;
• Across Campus Consistency (ACC). The ACC project is mentioned in, and
supported by the Griffith Academic Plan. In EIT, ACC has also started from
School level. A successful ACC will require a certain degree of commonality of
School functions, regardless of the School merger project Thus, Across Campus
Consistency is a separate project which influences and supports some phases of the
school merger project (ITM);
• Information Technology Merger (ITM). The merger of the IT Schools is the
focus and main purpose of the meta-methodology application. When ITM operates,
it will create a VO, or a 'merged school' (SICT) out of the CIT and the INT schools;
• Across Campus Consistency Reviews (ACCR). The reviews are part of the
preparation for the ACC project, defining the state-of-the-art of the teaching and
learning products and thus allowing to derive requirements for the ACC. Details of
the ACCR life cycle phases may be have of limited relevance to the ITM; this is to
be decided during entity list refinement;
• Information and Communication Technology (SICT) Merged School. A VO
designed and implemented by ITM operation;
• Software Quality Institute (SQI). A part of the IT schools' organisation enjoying
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limited autonomy 155, which performs research and work for outside bodies (WOB).
SQI may be considered a VO in itself (most of its staff belongs to CIT and INT);
• Institute for Integrated and Intelligent Systems (IIIS). IIIS may be also
considered a VO containing most of research staff and all research higher degree
students of CIT and INT. IIIS has its own limited resources and management.
6.4.2

Step Two: A Business Model expressing Life Cycle Relations

The second phase in the life cycle of SICT (as subsequently represented in Figure 114)
is the Concept, which is in principle a response to the problems recognized in the
Identification phase. For example, in this case the upper echelons have proposed the
concept of a 'merger'. This Concept is further developed in the Business Model, which
attempts to discover and model the relations between the involved entities' life cycles.
6.4.2.1

Applicability of Step Two

Modelling the relations between entities allows to also further refine the entity list
obtained in step one to a set of entities that directly influence (or are influenced by) the
main entity to be built (SICT). This is important in order to focus the modelling effort
and limit the size of the resulting method. The identified relations are essential for the
production of the main deliverable of the meta-methodology, namely the VO creation
and operation activity model. Thus step two should be performed.
6.4.2.2

Aspects to be Modelled and Choice of Modelling Formalism

The meta-methodology requires a modelling formalism able to represent the selected
entity aspects in the context of the entity life cycle, and capable of expressing the
interaction of life cycle phases both within the same entity and between separate
entities. As was previously the case in the first field test, the SR would recommend a
life cycle aspect of one or several modelling frameworks of the AFs. In this particular
case, it has been considered that GERA is the most suitable due to the author
proficiency and the range of life cycles covered. Note that typically, the user selects
from a list proposed by the SR, which makes the human the overriding factor; thus the
meta-methodology is providing guidance, not coercion.
GERA contains placeholders for concepts such as life cycle phases and views; they
can be used in selecting suitable AFs to create life cycle models of various entity

155

SQI has its own director and employs some personnel; major decisions are ratified by the CIT HOS.
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aspects 156. This can be done at various levels of abstraction; thus, GERA may also be
used to represent and guide the creation of partial models, glossaries, meta-models and
ontologies. Other life cycle architectures may have also been suitable, provided they
covered the range of life cycle phases required to be modelled for this particular project.
In this field testing for example, it was important to represent the Implementation and
Operation phases, which are not covered by all AFs in the SR.
Using GERA as a checklist of possible views in this particular case, it has been
initially established that the main aspects needed to be modelled during the life of the
entities involved were management and the product, or service provided by the entities.

Views

ISO15704-00
(Annex A)
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Concept
Requirements
Prelim. design

Generic
Partial
Particular

Instantiation

Formalism used
M

P
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Id
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PD

Design
Detailed design
Implementation

DD

Resource
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Information
Function

I
Op

Operation
Decommission

LC phases

Machine
Human

D

Entity

Figure 113. Model used: simplified ISO15704 Annex A
Subsequently, it has become clear that decisional and organisational models of the
entities directly participating in the VO formation will also be necessary. Aspects such
as hardware vs. software, which are also provided by GERA, could then be used to
further scope some views in selected life cycle phases. For example, it may be useful to
model the detailed design of the software component of the management IS. GERA
allows to pinpoint such specific aspects by the intersecting life cycle phases and views.
Since the concept of life cycle phase does not imply temporality and/or succession, an
156

this capability is inherited from the architecture frameworks GERAM originated from, i.e. the Purdue
Enterprise Reference Architecture (PERA) (Williams, 1994b), the Open System Architecture for CIM
(CIMOSA Association, 1996) and GRAI-GIM (Doumeingts et al., 1992)
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entity may also influence its own set of life cycle phases, such as e.g. in a re-engineering
project accomplished by the entity being redesigned, during its own operation. Although
generally speaking, in this representation an entity may only influence another entity
during its operation life cycle phase, it is possible for products of life cycle phases other
than operation to influence other entities by means of a third, operating entity. Examples
of such situations are apparent in the current case study, as detailed in section 6.4.2.5.
6.4.2.3

Additional Sub-step: Refinement of the Entity List

The first field test (Chapter 5) has included some informal, ad-hoc revisions of the
entity list, while building the business model. There is a need however for a formal substep, allowing for adding and deleting entities to / from the list, and for changing the
level of detail to which these entities are modelled..
The refinement of the entity list has assessed each entity in the preliminary set in
parallel with the building of the business model, in order to determine the most suitable
way to represent it in the relation model. Thus, if several life cycle phases of an entity
relate to other entities (they influence, or are being influenced by them), then a full life
cycle representation, using the formalism described in Section 6.4.2.2 and Figure 113,
is warranted. Otherwise, if the entity in question is only relevant to the merger project in
e.g. a single life cycle phase (usually operation), then its representation may be reduced
to that phase, in order to keep the model complexity low.
For example, it was initially thought that the Academic Plan (AP) should be modelled
as an entity, in order to detail its life cycle phases' interaction with other entities.
However, subsequently it has been decided that AP is only relevant in its operation
phase and as such, it is enough for it to be modelled as the Decisional Master Plan of the
Griffith Project. The same has applied to the Across Campus Consistency Reviews
(ACCR) and the Griffith Act.
In this case, the following entities have been restricted to a simplified representation:
• Griffith University Act (GA). GA is mainly relevant to the project in question in
its operation phase, and as such it is beneficial to model in a simplified way;
• Griffith Academic Plan (AP). In real world, AP is a separate project, but since
only its operation life cycle phase is relevant to the merger project, it is acceptable
to model it as a Decisional Master Plan (i.e. a Preliminary / Architectural Design of
the decisional aspect) of the Griffith Project;
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• Across Campus Consistency Reviews (ACCR). Although the reviews may be
modelled as entities themselves, it is more beneficial to model them as outcomes of
the CIT and INT operation, describing requirements for the ACC project;
Conversely, some entities that were initially believed to be relevant to the project only
in a single phase of their life cycle have proven to contain other life cycle phases
interesting to the VO creation project. Such entities have had their representation
expanded from one life cycle phase to the full set.
• Griffith Project (GP). Initially modelled only in its operation phase, GP has
displayed some interesting bilateral relations to Griffith University; In addition, the
Academic Plan represents a decisional view of the Griffith Project Master Plan;
• Griffith University (GU). GU's representation has been expanded in order to be
able to represent its multiple relations with the Griffith Act, Griffith Project and the
future merged school VO.
6.4.2.4

Tools for Step Two

A possible modelling tool capable of showing life cycle aspects within the current SR
AF elements is FirstStep, which may however include the decision to use CIMOSA
modelling languages as a prerequisite. In addition, as shown in Chapter 5, the SR was
added 'fail-safe' elements that recommend the use of general purpose tools (graphical
editors) if some tool pre-requisites cannot be satisfied (e.g. unavailability).
The FirstStep tool was unavailable in this field testing; in addition, the author has
preferred the use of a generic graphical editor. The implication of this choice was that
the author had to ensure the correctness of the model and check it with the stakeholders.
6.4.2.5

Application of Step Two: Relations between Identified Entities

Similar to step one, the relations between the life cycles of the entities on the list created
in the previous step have been elicited by studying relevant documentation and by
interviews with the ITM champions / stakeholders within the WP, and other staff.
As can be seen from the business model shown in Figure 114, several entities
influence various life cycle phases of the VO entity - directly, or through other entities'
life cycle phases. Thus, by 'reading' the life cycle diagram of SICT, one can infer
activities necessary at each life cycle phase for the creation of the VO and elicit the
entities involved in these activities, as further described in Section 0 (step four).
In Figure 114, the AP has been represented as the decisional Master Plan of the
Griffith Project (thus containing the decisional framework enabling the Griffith Project
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to operate 157). In addition, the existence of the EIT in its present form after the merger
was not decided until after the selection of a merged School model. This aspect is
depicted by a dashed line from the operation of GU to the decommissioning of EIT.
Generally, the business model may be constructed either to reflect a combined AS-IS /
TO-BE view, or it can be split in sub-models for the present and desired state(s); the
choice of representation depends on model complexity and on the audience preferences.
Figure 114 illustrates the composite approach used in the current project, which has
been deemed to be a good compromise between expressive power and complexity.
The aspects mentioned in Section 6.4.2.2 are directly applicable to the current case
study; thus, GU re-engineers itself according to GP, during normal operation.
P
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ACC: Across Campus Consistency Project;
ACCR: ACC Reviews
CIT: School of CIT Nathan & Logan;
SICT: Merged School;
SQI: Software Quality Institute;
IIIS: Institute for Intelligent Integrated Systems
INT: School of IT GC;
GA: Griffith University Act (1998)
GU: Griffith University;
GP: Griffith Project;
AP: Academic Plan;
EIT: Faculty of EIT;
ITM: IT Schools Merger Project

Figure 114 Business model expressing relations between entities' life cycle phases
GP influences the concept, requirements, architectural and detailed design life cycle
phases of GU. However, because GP itself is a product of GU, the university is in fact
affecting its own life cycle phases. In addition, a GP life cycle phase other than
operation (namely the architectural design resulting in the Academic Plan, AP)
influences ACC, thus illustrating the second situation described in Section 6.4.2.2.
Once again, an accurate business model demands deep knowledge of the structures

157

i.e. what decisions need to be taken to achieve the objectives set in the Academic Plan
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and relations between participating entities. Once the model was constructed, it has been
submitted for review and feedback to the stakeholders in order to improve its accuracy
and achieve acceptance. The feedback has shown that the author's involvement in the
Working Party has helped the author gain the required knowledge and has thus
minimized discrepancies between perceptions of the researcher and stakeholders.
6.4.2.6

Preliminary Conclusions from the Relation Diagram

The model represented in Figure 114 has allowed to make a few preliminary remarks
about the merger project, assisting the stakeholders to gain better insight into the
project's aspects and its implications.
• Across Campus Consistency (ACC) is a separate project, whose more detailed
requirements are determined by the reviews (ACCRs, conducted by CIT and INT),
and which is operated by the CIT and INT schools. This is an important finding
since some issues associated with the product side (namely teaching and learning)
of the merged school can be considered to be part of a sub-project, which runs in
parallel with the main project;
• AP identifies the need, defines the concept, and high-level requirements for ACC;
• ACC implies a degree of merging of the existing schools at the products level.
Teaching and Learning consistency as provided by the operation of the ACC
project will bring about the necessity of common School Committees for teaching /
learning issues and potential team teaching;
• to the external environment, CIT and INT will cease to exist as separate schools
when SICT is implemented; they will become campuses of the same School of
SICT;
• depending on the alternative chosen, the Faculty of EIT may cease to exist and may
be replaced with a Faculty of Information Technology (FIT), or Information and
Communication Technology (FICT);
• While SQI and IIIS have been designed at Faculty and existing school level, they
will be operated at merged school (SICT) level after SICT starts operating; this
finding has brought about the necessity to formally define the relation of the
institutes with the newly created organisation.
6.4.3

Step Three (Additional): Models of the AS-IS and TO-BE States

In the life cycle of SICT, now represented in Figure 114, the next phase is the
Requirements gathering for SICT, for all relevant aspects. The VO creation project
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(ITM) was envisaged to reuse as much as possible from the existing entities' structures
and thus not to differ radically from the existing individual entities, except for the very
top governance layer. Thus, a prime candidate for modelling is the decisional aspect of
possible TO-BE states.
In addition, there was a need to fully understand the existing entities' operation and to
decide on a decisional and organisational structure of the VO. Thus, it has become
necessary to undertake an additional step within the meta-methodology application, i.e.
to construct models of the AS-IS, and several proposed TO-BE states.
Importantly, this step may in fact be a mere application of the step recommending
additional aspects to be modelled, to step one (identification of he relevant entities). The
reflection performed after this second field test will briefly elaborate on this aspect.
6.4.3.1

Applicability Rules of Step Three

The applicability rules for this additional step may be inferred from the justifications
presented in the previous section. Modelling the present (AS-IS) state of the
participating organisations is needed if it is not fully understood by stakeholders. In
addition, some authors (Uppington & Bernus, 2003) argue that AS-IS modelling is
beneficial if management believes that the desired TO-BE state may be achieved by
improving the AS-IS state, rather than replacing it. Modelling of one or several future
(TO-BE) states is needed if the stakeholders have not yet agreed on the structure of the
future organisation. AS-IS and TO-BE models may be required for several aspects, such
as functional (and decisional), informational, organisational, resources, etc 158.
Thus, the rules of applicability for step three are (at this stage in the research):
• modelling of the AS-IS state should be done if not well understood and / or if the
TO-BE state is not envisaged to substantially differ from the AS-IS state (and thus
may be evolved from the AS-IS state);
• modelling of the TO-BE state should be done if no clear image or agreement exists
on the TO-BE state between stakeholders. Preferably, several TO-BE states should
be provided.
6.4.3.2

Applicability of Step Three

The AS-IS modelling provides an enhanced understanding of the way the existing
organisation functions; this is essential for developing a TO-BE model that will

158

for example, if organisational design is needed, then modelling of the TO-BE decisional and
organisational states must also be performed
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facilitate achieving the project goals. In this field test, the decisional structure of the
future organisation was to be evolved from the existing decisional framework .
At the beginning of the project, no decision had been taken regarding the specific type
of Virtual Organisation to be adopted, or about its decisional structure. Thus, according
to the meta-methodology criteria, it was highly recommended that models of the AS-IS
and TO-BE states be constructed to help clarify the available options and in order to
achieve a common stakeholder understanding of those options.
6.4.3.3

Aspects to be Modelled and Choice of Modelling Formalism

Choosing the Aspects
Consulting the repository, at the Requirements life cycle phase modelling frameworks
such as PERA and CIMOSA recommend several aspects, such as functional,
information, resources, organisation, management and control vs. product / service. The
choice of aspects is at this stage at the user discretion; however, the final reflection /
critical assessment section of this study (Chapter 7) will propose some rules to guide
the selection of aspects within the meta-methodology steps.
As described in the Section 6.3.4, ITM aims to change part of the existing
management system, which implies the need for decisional modelling. In addition,
several roles within the organisation will change, which also implies the need for
organisational modelling. Therefore, the AS-IS and TO-BE models have been limited to
the high level decisional and organisational aspects of the organisations, which at this
stage were deemed sufficient for the project in question.
Modelling Formalism Selection
The application of the rules described in Section 6.2.1.1 to this specific situation (for the
high-level decisional aspect) gives the following result:
• create a list of formalisms providing high-level decisional modelling: GRAI Grid;
• order the list using:
− least prerequisites: practitioner knowledge, desirable audience knowledge;
− part of a family already selected: N/A;
− part of an integrated family: no;
− part of a family: yes (GRAI-GIM);
− tool support: yes (IMAGIM);
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• displaying all the attributes, show the ranked list and prompt the user to select a
preferred formalism; select first in rating if no preference:
• for the chosen formalism(s), attempt to satisfy all prerequisites with other AF
elements from the repository: (only one prerequisite present (user knowledge of the
language) which has to be satisfied by the user);
• displaying all the attributes, list the final set of formalisms, etc: done in Table 1.
Table 1. Ranked list of formalisms
GRAI-Grid
Rank

1

Type

modelling language,
partial model

Family

GRAI-GIM

Integrated Family

No

Tools support

IMAGIM Kernel

Outcomes

organisational
modelling

Prerequisites

decisional modelling,
resource modelling,
user knowledge

The audience is not proficient in any specific set of formalisms, while the practitioner is
proficient in the GRAI family of languages. Thus, the decision has been made to adopt
the construct recommended by the structured repository and provide an associated
primer and explanatory notes whenever necessary or requested.
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Figure 115. Target-specific GRAI Grid decisional model (Noran, 2004a)
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The theoretical framework and modelling formalism used for the decisional modelling
are provided by the GRAI Grid (Doumeingts, 1984), whose generic form has been
briefly described in Chapter 4.
The levels of decision (strategic, tactical, operational, control), horizons and periods
present in the generic GRAI model shown in Chapter 4, Figure 89 are chosen to suit
the particular target. Subdivisions of the decision levels are also allowed (such as shown
in Figure 115), however the complexity of the model should be kept low in view of the
target audience (upper / middle / lower management).
The decisional structures shown in GRAI Grids represent possible minimal functional
models of the decision-making processes within the School and its campuses. If needed,
further detailing of the decisional model can be performed by representing the functions
of each decision centre using various functional modelling formalisms (UML Activity
model, IDEF0, GRAI Nets, etc).
The result of the decisional structure modelling of the present schools and of the
envisaged merged school is presented in Figure 116 and Figure 117, respectively.
In order to limit the complexity of the model, only decisions and constraints that
influence the proposed merger and entities involved have been represented. Generally,
each decision centre (DC) is allocated a decision framework (DF), containing decision
variables (constraints). In addition, DCs may receive information (external or internal,
possibly generated by other DCs) to aid the decision-making process. As a result of the
decision-making, DCs may produce DFs for, and send information to subordinate DCs.
While DFs represent constraints, information links depict a consultative role of the DC
in which the link originates.
Formalism Customisation
It must be noted that the modelling formalism used must be adapted to suit the specific
entities modelled and the target audience. Thus, a decision has to be made about the
possibility of a DC receiving more than one DF (that is, 'having two bosses'), which
would may occur in several centres of the modelled entity. The solution adopted was
that whenever two DFs converge to a single DC, they would be prioritised (in
consultation with the DCs sending the DFs) and the DF with less priority would become
an information link that has to be taken into consideration in the decision making.
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Tool Used for Step Three

The 'tool' attribute of the GRAI Grid AF element in the SR would contain IMAGIM
(described in Section 3.8.2.3) as the tool of choice. However, the tool was not available
at the time of the study; thus, the 'fail-safe' SR modelling tool element recommended a
simple graphical editor, which is typically unaware of the GRAI language. Therefore,
all model consistency and correctness must be accomplished by the user.
6.4.3.4

Higher Decisional Structure

The higher decisional structure represents the 'higher echelons' for the modelled entities,
i.e. University Council, the Chancellor, the Vice-Chancellor and the Pro-Vice
Chancellors. Also relevant are the Executive Group (operational decisions at University
level) and the Academic Committee (for matters relating to teaching and learning and
academic staffing). In the current configuration, the schools are part of the Faculty of
Engineering and Information Technology (EIT), which aims to liaise and create a
synergy between the IT and the engineering schools. Besides the regular duties (e.g.
liaising with professional communities etc), the Dean is also assigned some schoolspecific tasks. The Faculty Board advises the Dean on. teaching and learning, research,
implementation policies on equity, workplace and health and safety.
These DCs are not part of the schools' governance structure; however, they provide
decisional constraints and / or consultative input to the schools' DCs. Therefore, while
these higher-echelon DCs are not represented in the decisional models, the DFs and
information links to/from these DCs are shown.
6.4.3.5

A Bird's Eye View of Decisional AS-IS vs. TO-BE Structures

Beyond the mere introduction of a new management layer (of the merged school), there
are some other significant differences between the AS-IS and TO-BE decisional
structures as shown in Figure 116 and Figure 117 159. Thus, the AS-IS decisional model
depicts a lack of significant strategic planning and budgeting decisions, apparent
through the instability and need for annual major rework in these areas. The AS-IS
decisional model also contains a considerable amount of horizontal DFs from Planning
towards Products and Resources at upper and lower tactical levels. This reveals a large
degree of intervention from Planning needed to 'put out fires' (i.e. urgent, short-term
imbalances in product vs. required resources), rather than having strategies in place to
159

enlarged versions of these figures are presented in Figure 165 and Figure 166, Appendix Error!
Reference source not found.
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avoid the cause of such problems. This results in a high degree of turbulence, and a lack

of clear and effective strategy within the organisation.

Figure 116. AS-IS (separate schools) governance structure (Noran, 2004a, 2004c)

The AS-IS decisional model in Figure 116 also shows that strategic decisions in the

present state are significantly constrained by the upper echelons in almost all product

and resources areas. Thus, there is a lack of financial and decisional independence of
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CIT and INT schools, and a shortage of information crucial to long-term strategy

making. For example, the lack of information regarding generated income and projected

size of allocated budget over several years means that the frequency of budget

allocation from higher echelons (e.g. yearly) directly constrains the horizon over which
effective strategy can be made.
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The proposed decisional structure advocates an increased financial and decisional
autonomy of the merged school (SICT) and thus supports the need for real strategy
making and budgeting (mostly independently of the actual composition of the human
resources mapped onto the DCs of the TO-BE model). The strategic decisions in the
TO-BE structure are taken to a larger extent within the organisation (e.g. by the
Executive Committee).
In addition, there are less horizontal DFs and more vertical ones, i.e. the strategies of
upper echelons define the DFs of their subordinates, with the Planning less likely to
override those policies.
This structure approaches the typical flat hierarchy organisation, which could confer
more stability to the merged school. The TO-BE state also proposes the inclusion of
additional information in the external information flow available to the school, such as
the generated income from e.g. student enrolments. This information may be used in
creating more stable strategic directions and budget plans.
In conclusion, in constructing the TO-BE decisional model, attention has been paid to
confine the authoritarian role of Planning to the strategic level 160, to increase the
financial and decisional independence of the VO, and to provide the necessary external
information to SICT for the purpose of strategy making and self-governance. The
strategy thus created can then be used by lower DCs to set DFs for subordinate centres
in a top-down (rather than lateral) fashion, resulting in more predictable organisational
behaviour and less turbulence.
Interestingly, the resulting TO-BE decisional model has been found to match all
envisaged scenarios, with differences only obvious in the organisational structure, i.e.
the allocation of the various human resources to the DCs represented in a single TO-BE
decisional framework (Figure 117). Thus, the various scenarios were based on the same
decisional framework (TO-BE GRAI-Grid), while proposing various decisional roles
and memberships of these roles. For example, all scenarios agreed on the existence of a
School Executive and its allocation to approximately the same DCs, but differed on the
composition of that body (e.g. from one person (HOS) to several (HOS plus Deputy
Heads of Schools)). Thus, organisational modelling had to be performed in order to
differentiate between scenarios.

160

thus, highly demanded resources presently allocated to Planning at lower levels (e.g. HOS, Executive)
may be redistributed at higher levels for greater efficiency
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Description of the AS-IS vs. TO-BE Decision Centres

This section provides a comparative description of the most significant DCs composing
the

present and proposed governance structures. Note that DCs in fact represent

functionality, and thus further scoping is possible using a functional modelling
language. The DCs typically describe roles, and do not include the resource(s) allocated
to them (i.e. who makes the decisions in a particular DC).
6.4.3.6.1

Strategic Level

The new cross-campus Strategic level ensures that strategic decisions will be taken at
the merged school level, which will ensure a consistent approach and coordination on
major issues. Note that strategic decisions are regularly made every three years, but
revised every year, as well as whenever a significant event occurs.
In the current situation (Figure 116), strategic decisions cannot be properly
coordinated due to lack of planning and limited budget forecasts. The proposed
negotiated relation of the merged school with the H&S Group and University requires
adequate information from the upper echelons on the projected size and allocation of
budget on three years, in order to enable proper strategy-making. Thus, strategic
decisions are to be made on a three-year basis, but revised each year due to the annual
budget allocation from higher echelons (a significant event in the merged school's
operation phase).
As described in Section 6.3.3, it is envisaged that the major decisional changes will
occur at Strategic level and in the Planning column, while the rest will be validated and
potentially reused. Thus, most of the detailed design and implementation work will be
focused on detailing and applying the strategic level of the new governance structure.
Strategic decisions on Products and Resources (less so on Staffing) are constrained by
the Planning (which role may be filled by the merged school HOS or an Executive
Committee), and are guided by the Griffith University Act (1998), University Council,
Pro-Vice-Chancellor (PVC, H&S) and the Faculty of EIT.
Research
In the current model, the research strategy is devised at school level under external
constraints. The proposed model calls for a common, school-level research strategy to
be established, which applies to all research work, e.g. for the Griffith Institutes
(Software Quality Institute (SQI), Institute for Intelligent and Integrated Systems
(IIIS)), for individuals / groups, grant applications and for Commonwealth Research
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Centres (CRC) participation and research profile. Note that the relation of several such
institutes with the newly formed merged school have to be redefined in view of the new
model of resource allocation presented below.
Work for Outside Bodies (WOB)
Currently the strategy for Work for Outside Bodies 161 (WOB) for institutes and
individual / groups is decided within each school; however, the lack of planning at
strategic level does not coordinate this strategy with the resources strategy. In the
proposed model, the WOB strategy is decided at merged School level in order to ensure
cross-campus consistency and it is constrained by the Planning so as to ensure a proper
balance with the resource strategy. Feedback on the WOB strategy is provided to the
Faculty and PVC (also for possible compensation to the School for WOB performed)
and the University Office for Commercialisation (which assists the School with WOB).
Teaching and Learning
In the current model, Overall Performance (OP) 162 scores and marketing approaches are
decided separately in the IT Schools. In the proposed (TO-BE) model, a common
strategy at school level will be adopted on accreditation and new / significantly
modified / discontinued courses and programs. Strategies on internationalisation, fees,
credit for previous studies, OP entry scores and marketing are also decided across
campuses; this may help alleviate some internal competition issues which could become
detrimental to the entire School. Note that OP entry scores and marketing may be
implemented locally, but in coordination across campuses. The University Department
of External Relations may also get feedback on the marketing strategy in order to
effectively support promote the image of a unique school.
Planning
Planning at Strategic level aims to ensure that the strategies for products and resources
are compatible, i.e. the amount and quality of resources made available in the long term
are suitable to support the creation of the envisaged products.
In the current situation, the Strategic Planning DC can be considered non-existent.
Workload allocation strategies are being devised, however they are drastically modified

161

e.g. teaching, research, consultancy for entities external to Griffith University. Also called Service to
the Community
162
in Australia, graduates from high school receive an Overall Performance figure, which allows them to
enrol in Universities based on the OP cut-offs for various teaching programs.
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each year. Thus, in effect, the schools are not creating strategies but in fact, yearly plans
at the upper tactical level (see below and refer Figure 116). Proper Strategic Planning
cannot be devised in the absence of rules on the strategic allocation of products and
resources negotiated with the PVC and University. Thus, a decision framework is
needed as shown in the TO-BE model (Figure 117), in order to acknowledge the
authority of the School to a) set aside strategic funds and/or b) be able to roll over
planned budget savings. In the proposed model, annual adjustments to all strategies
must still be made in accordance to the actual yearly allocated budget, however the
amount of rework will be significantly reduced if the School has the authority over
planned or unplanned budget savings which can be used to buffer allocated budget
variations.
Budget
The Strategic level Budget DC makes decisions regarding the long-term budget
allocation towards teaching and learning, research and WOB. In the current situation,
the Strategic Budget DC may also be considered non-existent. Although long-term
budget strategies are being devised within the schools, these strategies are significantly
affected every year by the actual size of the annual budget. Thus, the strategic budget
planning prepared by the schools in fact represents upper tactical planning with a oneyear horizon. Stable long-term decisions cannot be made in the absence of projected
budget knowledge. The budget DF originates at university level and is materialised
through the allocated yearly budget; thus, it only takes effect at the upper tactical level
(refer Figure 116, strategic level).
In the proposed model, the long-term budget forecast and negotiation with the PVC
and University takes place at merged school level, and it is constrained by the Strategic
Planning DC, which has the task of negotiating the authority of the merged school over
its budget allocation and planned savings. Thus, in the proposed model, the Strategic
Budget DC accomplishes two important tasks: a) supply information to the upper
echelons (PVC / university) about the long-term budgetary needs of the School and b)
negotiate rules of Product / Resources allocation for the School as detailed in the
Planning section above.
Note that in this case study, the allocated budget comprises salary and non-salary
components. The salary component is usually fixed; therefore, the allocation strategies
described in this Chapter refer to the non-salary budget, unless otherwise specified.
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Staff
In the existing model, staffing strategy, although governed by University policies, is
school-specific. This fact, together with the lack of coordination among schools on
staffing and budget allocation has led to different academic profiles of the IT schools,
with consequences on the schools' images and budgets.
Thus, in the proposed model the staffing strategy is defined at School level for types
of staff (academic / general / sessional), ensuring a consistent staff profile and academic
to general/sessional staff ratio. Staffing strategy is still constrained by University-wide
guidelines; however, information obtained from the Strategic Planning regarding
workload, staff profile required, rules of budget savings allocation can now be used to
elaborate a staffing strategy which matches the long-term needs and possibilities of the
School. As with the existing model, appointment proposals are made to the Faculty,
PVC and Academic Committee and DFs are received from these echelons. The
implementation of this staffing strategy at campus level will take into account the
academic profile and performance of the local campuses.
Infrastructure
In the existing situation, the strategy on the infrastructure is largely governed by the
University rules. The implementation of these rules (which concerns the infrastructure
owned by the schools) takes a different shape in each school, mainly depending on the
available budget. There is no coordinated approach towards infrastructure.
In the proposed model, long-term infrastructure strategy is devised at merged school
level and includes cross-campus aspects such as the management and expansion of
computing and intra / inter-campus infrastructure (eg a high-speed communication link
(GRID) linking Nathan and Gold Coast). However, that currently the computing
facilities owned by the school are managed partially within the school and partially by
Information Services (INS). This arrangement is assumed to continue in the proposed
model; thus, INS will play a consultative role in computing facilities strategy making.
The venues belonging to the merged school and the transport strategy should also be
managed across campuses so as to ensure a consistent availability of transport and
parking facilities, especially in the scenario of physical cross-campus teaching or joint
appointments. Currently, these venues are maintained by a separate entity, FMN.
Relations with INS and FMN may need to be validated or changed to suit new
requirements brought about by cross-campus product delivery.
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Conclusion on the Strategic Level
In the current model, long-term strategy-making does not occur. In addition, strategic
decisions are constrained by the unpredictable budget amount being awarded by the
upper echelons on an annual basis.
In the proposed model, the Strategic level decisions are made at merged school (SICT)
level, according to decision variables given by the strategic Planning centre of SICT and
the DFs of the upper echelons, given on a three-year basis. In addition, the proposed
model requires a re-negotiation of the merged school authority on strategic funds, or
rollover of budget savings. In addition, knowledge of the projected budget size (e.g.
over three years) will allow devising more stable strategies, and thus avoiding
organisational turbulence.

6.4.3.6.2

Lower level GRAI Grid Decision Centres

The rest of the DCs are described in Appendix A.7.
6.4.3.6.3

Conclusions from the AS-IS vs. the TO-BE Decisional Structures

The decisional modelling accomplished has allowed to identify and refine several
problems of the current governance model and to propose solution for them.
From the WP meetings and during the modelling of the TO-BE decisional structure, it
has emerged that there is no total separation of functions between 'across campus' and
'campus-specific'. Thus, most local functions will need to be coordinated within the
merged school and functions defined across campuses will need to be implemented
locally, observing campus-specific constraints. Examples:
• Summer teaching will be defined at campus level, but resources will need to be
coordinated at merged school level;
• RHD scholarship conditions (criteria, amounts, etc) will be defined across
campuses, however the number of scholarships allocated to a specific campus will
be in accordance to e.g. its income generating performance (student intake, work
for outside bodies, grants, etc).
The proposed model argues for a greater financial independence of the merged School,
which should be able to develop a Budget strategy and perform Planning at strategic
level. To enable this process, a negotiation should take place regarding the authority of
the School to plan for, be able to retain and manage budget savings. Example: the
School should be able to develop a strategy of academic staff profile vs. better non276
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salary budget availability (i.e. the School could decide to have less professors, vs. more
funds available for RHD scholarships and conference travel). It is also highly desirable
that projected budget size should be made known to the School for a three-year period,
in order to enable the development of effective SICT products and resources strategies.
Information regarding the income generated by the School for the University must be
made available in the external information stream to the School at upper tactical and
strategic level to assist with the budget estimate and negotiation.
From the GRAI Grid analysis and WP meetings it has resulted that the workload
allocated to the merged school HOS may become excessive. Thus, it is advisable that a
School Executive Committee be formed, composed of the HOS, the DHOSes and a
support staff at merged school level. This is an organisational issue, addressed in the
next Section, investigating options in the composition of such a Committeee.
Sessional staff expenditure, currently seen as a problem within the existing schools,
may be more effectively controlled by a suitable school-wide strategy, rather than
allowing local Planning to override a generic strategy each year and/or semester. Any
variations from the strategy would then have to be approved by a school-wide DC.
Yearly and six-months teaching and learning adjustments (i.e. cancellations, changes
in convenorship, etc) should be done following a well-defined and stable long-term
change strategy. Thus, changes to programs / courses would be known well in advance
and would reduce organisational turbulence in the short and medium term.
6.4.3.7

Step Three Continued: AS-IS and TO-BE Organisational Models

Step three of the meta-methodology aims to aid the decision-making process of
choosing a suitable type of VO. However, it has been realised that all TO-BE scenarios
shared the same governance structure (Figure 117). The only points of difference have
been on 'who does what', not 'what is to be done'. Thus, additional modelling has been
necessary to differentiate between the options considered. This does not imply that ITM
had only an organisational aspect, but rather that the additional decisional layer required
by the VO creation project has implied the necessity of organisational change.
The modelling of the organisational aspect belongs both to the Requirements and to
the Preliminary Design phases of the merged school (SICT) life cycle (Figure 114).
This is because options are proposed to meet the needs identified in the decisional
modelling.
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Sample Application of the Structured Repository Rules
The following section will test the effectiveness of the application of SR rules defined
in Section 6.2.1.1 to a typical case. This will be done in detail only in this section, in
order to demonstrate the operation of the SR rules.
Rule 1
Create a list of the formalisms that can provide high-level organisational modelling.
A search through the SR for elements having the high-level organisational_modelling
outcome yields: GRAI_Mapped 163, CIMOSA, ARIS_Organisational_Chart.
Rule 2
Order the list by given criteria.

Table 2. Ordered list of organisational modelling formalisms
GRAI_Mapped

CIMOSA

ARIS_Org_Charts

Min Prerequisites

0

0

0

Family_used

1

0

0

Integrated family

0

1

1

Family
Tool support

1

1

0

1

1

1

TOTAL

3

3

2

Explanations: GRAI_Mapped requires GRAI decisional modelling to be performed
first; however, this has been already done, so the prerequisite is waived. GRAI_Mapped
would also need the modelling of human resources, but so would CIMOSA and ARIS.
Thus, no points awarded to any formalism.
A member of the GRAI family has been already used in decisional modelling (Section
6.4.3.3); thus, GRAI_Mapped gets one point. Only CIMOSA is part of an integrated
family; therefore, it gets the point for that feature. GRAI and CIMOSA are part of
families of languages, so they both get one point. Finally, all formalisms have dedicated
tool support (IMAGIM, First Step, ARIS Toolset as shown in Section 3.8.2) so they get
another point. The final scores are shown in
Table 2.

163

'GRAI_Mapped' means the mapping of the human resources on the GRAI Grid decisional modelling.
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Rule 3
Displaying all the attributes, show the ranked list and prompt the user to select a
preferred formalism; select first in rating if no preference.
Table 3. Ranked list of modelling formalisms
GRAI_Mapped

CIMOSA
Org. Language

ARIS
Org. Chart

Rank

1

1

2

Type

modelling language,
partial model

modelling language

modelling language

Family

GRAI-GIM

CIMOSA languages

ARIS languages

Integrated
Family

No

Yes

Yes

Tools support

IMAGIM Kernel

First Step

ARIS Toolset

Outcomes

organisational
modelling

organisational
modelling

organisational
modelling

Prerequisites

decisional modelling,
resource modelling,
user knowledge

resource modelling,
user knowledge

resource modelling,
user knowledge

The author has chosen GRAI_Mapped.
Rule 4
For the chosen formalism(s), attempt to satisfy all prerequisites with other AF elements
from the repository.
Resource modelling may be achieved also by information modelling languages, thus
the sample formalisms listed in Table 4. As can be seen from the table, there are several
choices, with UML preferred.
Table 4. Ordered list of Resources modelling formalisms
IDEF1x

UML
Class

Entity
R' ship

CIMOSA CiMOSA
Info
Resrc

ARIS
Info

ARIS
Resrc

Min Prerequisites

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Family_used

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Integrated family

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

Family

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

Tool support

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

TOTAL

4

5

3

4

4

4

4

However, the author has picked IDEF1x because of proficiency and knowing he will
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prefer IDEF0 for functional modelling. This is allowed; it is only that SR advises that
UML Class would be a better choice. The SR would also warn about the user
responsibility for model consistency, given the lack of integration of the IDEF family.
Rule 5
Displaying all the attributes, list the final set of formalisms (chosen by the user and the
additional formalisms needed to satisfy the chosen formalisms prerequisites).
Table 5. Final choice of formalisms for organisational modelling
GRAI_Mapped

IDEF1x

Type

modelling language,
partial model

modelling language

Family

GRAI-GIM

IDEF

Integrated Family

No

No

Tools support

IMAGIM Kernel

SmartER, ERWin

Outcomes

organisational
modelling

information modelling,
resource modelling

Prerequisites

decisional modelling,
resource modelling,
user knowledge

user knowledge

Unsatisfied
Prerequisites

user knowledge

user knowledge

In addition, list unsatisfied prerequisites that user will have to satisfy himself / herself.
The final selection is shown in Table 5.
As can be seen from the table, only user knowledge of the languages is required. The
audience is not proficient in any specific set of formalisms; the practitioner was
proficient in GRAI and IDEF languages. Thus, the constructs resulting from SR
consultation were chosen and associated primers and explanatory notes were provided.
The above 'consultation' shows how the SR could guide the selection of suitable
formalisms and tools. Thus, the selection method would propose suitable formalisms,
with the selection made by the user.
Short Primer to Organisational Modelling using GRAI
As shown in the previous Chapters, a way of obtaining the AS-IS and TO-BE
organisational structures is to by map the relevant human resources onto the decisional
framework, thus obtaining 'who does what' (refer Figure 118).
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Control
Horizon
Period

Decision jobs
(by one/more
human resources)

Figure 118. Mapping of the organisation onto the decisional structure (sample)
This kind of mapping has been accomplished for the modelled target by assigning
decisional areas to the human resources (individuals and committees) available for
decision-making at relevant levels, as shown in Figure 116 and Figure 117.
Alternative formalisms considered have been the CIMOSA and ARIS organisation
views. The solutions shown in Figure 116 and Figure 117 have been preferred because
the decisional aspect had already been modelled using GRAI Grids.
6.4.3.8

Sub-step: Additional Representations

The type and cultures of the participating organisations have brought about the need for
broad consultation and feedback. The diverse audience background and limited time
available has necessitated an additional sub-step within step three, namely the
construction of additional AS-IS and TO-BE representations.
6.4.3.8.1

Formalism Used in the Sub-step

The audience diversity has dictated the use of a simple, but expressive pictorial
formalism. The use of the SR in this case would yield the fail-safe element
recommending the textual, or rich pictures representation.
In this case, it has been decided to use rich pictures, as shown in Figure 112, Figure
119 and Figure 120, allowing to promptly and effectively communicate the
stakeholders' vision on the future VO options and also acting as a primer to the
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complete, but more complex organisational representations shown in Figure 117.
Note that if step three (AS-IS and TO-BE representations) is considered an application
of step five of the meta-methodology (propose additional aspects and formalisms), this
sub-step may be regarded as a recursive application of step five. This aspect may be
detailed in the reflection following the field test.
As proposed in Section 6.4.3.6.3 and shown in Figure 117, the school-wide strategies
are devised by the Executive Committee, possibly assisted by support personnel. Three
main options may be distinguished in the composition of the Executive Committee,
which also determines the variations of the proposed governance model. Common to all
alternatives however, is that the HOS and DHOSes form the Executive Committee, and
each has a cross-campus teaching /learning program portfolio, such as Bachelor of IT,
Masters of CIT / IT, RHD, etc. School Administration Officers are program-specific
and thus the initial proposition is for them to operate school-wide 164.
6.4.3.8.2

Tools Used in the Sub-step

If the SR is added a Rich Pictures modelling formalism, 'tool' field would most likely be
'generic graphical editor'. This is allowed by informal character of the Rich Pictures;
however, all model consistency requirements between the proposed options (e.g.
acronyms, colour codes etc) had to be ensured by the author.
6.4.3.8.3

Additional Aspect: Executive Committee Options

One HOS, Three DHOS
In this option, the Executive Committee is composed of one Head of the Merged School
and Deputy Heads of Schools for each campus. The HOS has the RHD portfolio, with
the DHOSes allocated the remaining portfolios. This option implies the creation of a
new position of HOS of the merged school, which may take over some duties presently
allocated to the Dean of EIT. The corresponding TO-BE high-level model is shown in
Figure 112, option a).
Three DHOS, of Which one is HOS
The Executive Committee is composed of three DHOSes, of which one is the HOS (e.g.
by rotation or PVC nomination). Portfolio allocation is similar to the previous option.
The advantage of this option is that there is no need for a new position, however one
164

in the future, this situation may change, with students being requested to direct their queries to Central
Units (owned by the University).
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DHOS may need to take over an additional portfolio and some duties currently allocated
to the Dean of the Faculty of EIT. Figure 112, option c) describes this option.
Three DHOS and a Dean
This option proposes an Executive Committee comprising three DHOSes and a Dean of
the existing Faculty of EIT, or a new Faculty of ICT, or a new Faculty of IT. This model
does not require the creation of an additional position; however, it implies either that the
Dean may be allocated a teaching portfolio from the merged school.
Dean of the Existing Faculty of EIT
This alternative assumes that additional merged School duties are allocated to the Dean,
which still remains the Dean of the Faculty of EIT. This TO-BE state is described by
Figure 112, option b).
Dean of a Faculty of Information Technology
This alternative proposes the formation of a Faculty of IT instead of a merged school.
The corresponding model is shown in Figure 119.
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Legend:
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EIT: Faculty of Eng. and IT
==================
CIT : School of CIT
(Nathan & Logan);
INT: School of IT (Gold Coast)
MEE: School of Microelectronics
(Nathan)
Eng: School of Engineering
(Gold Coast)
==================
ITM: IT Schools merger
==================
FIT : Faculty of IT
Nat : Nathan Campus;
Lg : Logan Campus;
GC : Gold Coast campus
===================
FE : Faculty Engineering
===================
PA : Personal Assistant
SAO: School Admin Officer
GS : General Staff (not all
staff shown)

Organisation:
There is one Dean of IT, and a
DHOS on each Faculty of IT
campus (GS=6.5)

Figure 119 AS-IS and alternative TO-BE IT Schools models
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Dean of a Faculty of Information and Communication Technology
If it is felt that the Communication component should be preserved within the TO-BE
model, a Faculty of ICT (FICT) may be created from the merged IT schools and the
School of Microelectronics (MEE) in Nathan Campus, as shown in Figure 120.
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EIT: Faculty of Eng. and IT
==================
CIT : School of CIT
(Nathan & Logan);
INT: School of IT (Gold Coast)
MEE: School of Microelectronics
(Nathan)
Eng: School of Engineering
(Gold Coast)
SES: School of Env Sciences
==================
ITM: IT Schools merger
==================
FICT : Faculty of ICT
Nat: Nathan Campus;
Lg : Logan Campus;
GC: Gold Coast campus
======================
FEE: Faculty of Eng & Env
======================
PA: Personal Assistant
SAO: School Admin Officer
GS: General Staff (not all
staff shown)

Organisation:
There is one Dean of ICT, a
DHOS on each Faculty of ICT
campus and a DHOS for MEE
(GS=6.5)

Figure 120 AS-IS and alternative TO-BE IT Schools models
Preferred Model
The stakeholders and upper echelons have found the TO-BE 1 model (Figure 112) to be
the preferred option for the current schools' situation. Within the TO-BE model 1,
option c) (whereby the Head of the Merged School is chosen by rotation or PVC
nomination from the Deputy Heads of School of the campuses) has been selected as
being the most suitable.
In addition, it has been established that the period over which a HOS is elected should
be shorter than the period for the position of DHOS (e.g. HOS - 2 years, DHOS - 3
years). Thus, the preliminary design (containing the organisational design) will contain
the chosen Executive Committee composition, and the detailed design will contain
descriptions of the tasks allocated to each DC, reflecting the chosen structure.
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Additional Aspect: Other Committees

The Merged School will comprise new bodies, which may be constructed from the
existing (pre-merger) school committees. For example, a new School Committee may
be formed by the union (or a subset of the union) of the former school committees. The
former school committees may become campus committees, with authority over the
campus they are based on; however, their decisions will be constrained by the
framework defined by the full school committee and their scope will mostly concern
quantitative, rather than qualitative issues 165.
Specialised committees, such as the Staff Committee or Travel Committee may also
be formed from the former school-based committees. They are to be school-wide in the
new model, thus ensuring cross-campus consistency.
6.4.3.9

Conclusion on the Decisional / Organisational Models

The additional knowledge inferred from the decisional / organisational structures of the
present and future organisations has proven to be very useful in structuring the available
options and presenting them to staff and upper echelons. Bottlenecks and shortcomings
in the current governance model have been revealed in more detail and have been
addressed in the proposed decisional model, or earmarked for future correction.
6.4.4

Step Four: Activity Model of the VO Design and Operation

Step four relates to a large set of SICT life cycle phases. Thus, it addresses the
Preliminary Design but also Detailed Design life cycle phases of SICT shown in Figure
114. This is because actions are identified to achieve the goals identified in the
Requirements, but also detailed are laid out to an implementable level. In addition, the
method created describes the Implementation of SICT and its operation.
6.4.4.1

Applicability of Step Four

The main purpose and outcome of the meta-methodology application is the activity
model describing the design and operation of the VO. Thus, this step is mandatory.

165

for example, while general and sessional staffing rules are school-wide and also governed by the
University policies at high-level, the Campus Committee (over which the DHOS presides) may decide
to appoint extra sessional staff if the campus budget and other resources allows it (as coordinated by
the Planning decision centre)
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Aspects to be Modelled and Choice of Modelling Formalism

This step requires the creation of an activity model, which implies functional modelling.
The target audiences did not have a general proficiency or preference for a particular
suitable formalism. However, considering the audience diversity and the potential need
to break the project in sub-projects, there was a need for a formalism able to manage
complexity and allow independent work on separate model levels, while preserving the
overall consistency of the model.
The SR rules may be applied to produce a recommended modelling formalism, as
previously described in Sections 6.4.3.3 and 6.4.3.7. As a result of the application,
several candidates are found, as for example:
Table 6. Sample List of functional modelling formalisms
IDEF0

UML
Activity

ARIS
Structograms

CIMOSA
Activity

Min Prerequisites

0

0

0

0

Family_used

1

0

0

0

Integrated family

0

1

1

1

Family
Tool support

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

TOTAL

3

3

3

3

The audience did not have a preference for a specific modelling formalism, however the
practitioner has knowledge of IDEF0. Therefore, the formalism chosen to describe the
activity model has been IDEF0 166, as described in Chapter 4 .
Table 7. Selected Formalism for functional modelling.
IDEF0

166

Type

modelling language

Family

IDEF

Integrated Family

No

Tools support

AI0Win, ERWin

Outcomes

information modelling,
resource modelling

Prerequisites

user knowledge

Unsatisfied
Prerequisites

user knowledge

other formalisms are suitable, notably UML activity / state diagrams. A high-level comparison of
UML and IDEF0 languages for business modelling is described in (Noran, 2003d, 2004d).
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The decomposable property of the IDEF0 formalism has allowed the model to be used
or further detailed by various working groups involved in different areas of the project.
The nature of IDEF0 will ensure the overall model consistency if the interfaces between
diagrams describing various levels are kept coherent.
Tools Used in Step Four
For IDEF0, the SR would recommend either BPWin or AI0Win as shown below:
Table 8. Modelling tools supporting IDEF0
AI0Win

BPWin

Rank

1

1

Type

modelling tool

modelling tool

Family

KBSI

CA

Integrated Family

No

No

Languages

IDEF0

IDEF0

Outcomes

functional modelling

functional modelling

Prerequisites

program availability,
user knowledge

program availability,
user knowledge

The modelling tool selected in this field test, namely AI0Win, supports IDEF0 without
being compliant with any of the AFs. Other tools that support the IDEF0 language and
are aware of the language syntax (e.g. ERWin by Computer Associates) can also be
used. AI0Win has been preferred in this case due to availability, author proficiency and
to AI0Win potential for integration with other tools, which create models describing
aspects complementary to the activity model (i.e. information, or behaviour via
simulation). A simple graphical editor is also usable, although in that case syntax
checking and model consistency becomes the responsibility of the user.
6.4.4.3

Application of Step Four

The modelling of existing schools vs. the proposed merged school and campuses has
emphasized current features and problems with the existing model and possible
alternatives and solutions to these problems 167. The construction of the TO-BE model
has in fact laid out desired features in the form of DCs and organisational units.
In addition, as previously concluded, the 'reading' of the merged school (SICT) life
cycle phases and their relations to other entities' life cycle phases (from the diagram
167

note that not all existing problems may be solved by the TO-BE model, especially when such issues
involve external entities / upper echelons (e.g. Faculty, University, PVC)
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shown in Figure 114) provides initial activity guidelines on what needs to be done to
create and operate the merged school VO.
Existing and widely accepted decisional / organisational reference models have also
been used in the development of the lower activity model levels, wherever necessary
and / or beneficial - for example, the gap analysis described in (Ansoff, 1965; Howe,
1986) or the eight-stage change process described in (Kotter, 1996). As a result, the
activity model includes a gap analysis between AS-IS and TO-BE states and the
proposal of several TO-BE models of which one is selected to have the best 'gap
reduction' features. The activities of the VO creation and operation method also address:
• developing a vision and strategy (refining the concept mandated by the PVC);
• establishing a sense of urgency (SWOT, market analysis);
• creating the guiding coalition (WP and Implementation Group / Committee);
• communicating the change vision (model the TO-BE states, organise staff
meetings, publish model/documents on dedicated web pages);
• generating short term wins (e.g. via implementation working groups, and rewarding
people within these groups that make the wins possible);
• consolidating gains and producing more change (e.g. during the operation of the
merged school, new projects may be initiated to solve other problems inherited
from the old structure );
• empowering broad-based action (e.g. by changing the governance structure, call for
participation in IC and working groups);
• anchoring new approaches in the culture (new leadership structure and more
effective management, articulating the connections between new behaviours and
organisational success).
The remainder of this section describes the activities represented in the IDEF0 activity
model. Only the context level, level zero and parts of level one will be described, with
the rest presented in Appendix A.6.
6.4.4.3.1 Context Level: Merge IT Schools
A merger of the IT Schools of Griffith University has been proposed by upper echelons
in order to address identified inconsistencies in products and allocation of resources
across the IT schools. The diagram in Figure 79 illustrates the merger project at a
context level. From the figure, it can be seen that the merger project (ITM) has been
started as a result of a mandate from PVC, and it is to be guided by the Griffith
University Policies, the Across Campus Consistency Reviews (ACCR), market analysis
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and mainstream organisational design policies. The main drivers of the project are
shown to be the higher echelons (GU Council, Executive Group, PVC, Dean 168, etc), the
WP, Human Resources staff, IT Services and the general and academic staff of the IT
schools.

Figure 121. Merger activity model - the A-0 (or context) diagram
The Project will transform the existing IT schools, and utilise and transform the
available existing internal information relevant to the schools. Any available partial
models (i.e. reusable templates which may be applicable) will also be used. The project
will thus create the merged school (SICT), and internal information relating to it. In
addition, it would be highly desirable that the model used be suitably prepared and
preserved for reuse in the form of a partial (reference) model.
From Figure 114 it can be seen that the life cycle phases of SICT are under the
influence of a large set of other entities, such as the University including the faculty of
EIT and the schools CIT and INT, the ACC project and indirectly, the Griffith Project
and Academic Plan. This is reflected in the functional model in the form of the controls
shown in Figure 121.
This level, while very simplistic, is useful in the strategic planning of the project by
providing a bird's eye view of the constraints imposed on the project , the resources
needed to accomplish it, the things the project will change (inputs) and the main results
of the project.

168

note that PVC is part of the Executive group, and the Dean is part of the Working Party; however a
component of a group is shown separately when relevant to an activity or a group of activities.
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Level Zero Activities

This level, shown in Figure 122, represents the decomposition of the context diagram
shown in Figure 121 in several activities, which also constitute milestones in the life of
the merged school and can be traced in the business model shown in Figure 114.

Figure 122. IDEF0 of the merger method
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Activity A1: Develop a Business Model Concept for the Merged School
The Identification of the need for a unifying body has been accomplished by the PVC
and other University bodies (e.g. Executive Group) and has been emphasized by
preliminary findings of the ACC project; thus, Identification is not a part of the current
model. However, the output of this activity is a control to the merger project (ITM) in
the form of a mandate from PVC to investigate the feasibility of a merger concept and
advantages / disadvantages associated with it.
The high-level concept of a merged school has been defined as a cost-effective
solution to problems such as the lack of consistency of some teaching / learning
products, rules of RHD scholarship allocation, internal competition, etc. From the
diagram in Figure 114 it can be seen that the Concept phase is affected by the
University, ACC Project, ITM (merger project), and implicitly by CIT, INT and EIT in
general. These influences may be found in some of the controls and mechanisms in
Activity A1 and its decompositions. Concept development (activity A1 shown in the A0
diagram in Figure 122) has involved the following activities (refer Figure 123)
• refine the objectives of the mandate (where issues have been found needing
classification as campus-specific vs. SICT school-wide);
• define objectives and goals for the merged school;
• identify other entities relevant to the merger project.
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Figure 123. Activity A1: Define Business Concept of Merger Project
The refinement of the objectives of the mandate has elicited a set of 'issues' essential to
the merger project, which needed to be classified as campus-specific or (merged)
school-wide. These issues have subsequently translated into decisions to be taken within
the organisations and which are thus illustrated in the decisional frameworks (Figure
116 and Figure 117).
Objectives and goals definition for the merged school has been based on advantages
and disadvantages of the TO-BE vs. AS-IS situations (part of PVC mandate).
The last sub-activity has produced a preliminary list of entities relevant to the merger
project. This list has been subsequently refined, whereby some entities have become
deliverables and vice-versa, depending whether their life cycle was relevant to the
project in question and needed to be modelled. The sub-activities in question are further
detailed in Appendix A.6, Section A.6.1.
Activity A2: Requirements
The next step involves defining the user requirements for the merged school (Figure
124). The first step in the requirements elicitation has been to define the relations
between the entities identified in the last sub-activity of the previous activity (A1), in
order to clarify the position of the existing schools and of merged school within the
University (e.g. who the upper and lower echelons are, etc).

Figure 124. Activity A2: Elicit Requirements for Merged School
Accomplishment of this step has enabled the modelling of the existing and desired
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governance structures by using a decisional framework.
Activities A22 and A23: Decisional Models
Since the change process in this particular case involves changes to some of the existing
DFs and creation of new ones, and the existing DCs were not fully understood by all
stakeholders, it has been decided that an AS-IS decisional model is warranted. This has
been accomplished using the GRAI Grid concept as depicted in Figure 116.
The TO-BE decisional model has been developed in the following sub-steps:
• develop decision frameworks on the interface of the School with the outside
environment (decisional constraints set by echelons upper to the merged School);
• describe the DCs of the merged School, with their associated inputs and outputs;
• describe the decisional frameworks at the boundary School / campus;
• describe DCs at upper tactical level;
• define relations between DCs on the same level
The result of this modelling effort is reflected in Figure 117. The major components of
the Requirements activity are illustrated in Figure 124.
Activity A3: Preliminary Design
The next major step has been the preliminary (or architectural) design of the merged
school. The accomplishment of the architectural design results in the Master Plan
(Williams, 1994a; Williams et al., 2001), which typically represents a major milestone
within a project; it is also the point where a decision is made on whether the project will
start in earnest (with the associated resource commitments and risks involved), how it
will be implemented, etc. This decision has been modelled in the Activity A35, as
shown in Figure 125 and described below.
Note that the Preliminary design is mainly dealing with the decisional and
organisational aspects of SICT, while the detailed design is structured along the PERA
paradigm of management / control vs. product / service, showing the place of human.
Several alternatives have been proposed for the merged school, which were sharing
the same decisional structure and needed to be represented in organisational terms to
provide the necessary differentiation. Thus, the first sub-activity within activity A3 has
been to develop the organisational structure of the AS-IS and envisaged TO-BE states.
This was done by developing several rich pictures as shown in Figure 112, Figure
119 and Figure 120 and by assigning human resources to the DCs (who does what, as
shown in Figure 118) such as illustrated in Figure 116 and Figure 117.
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Figure 125. Activity A3: Preliminary Design of the Merged School
Next, a decision on the preferred model had to be made by the upper echelons (PVC,
at this stage). The chosen model was then submitted to staff for consultation and
comments. The Preliminary Design activity components are shown in Figure 125.
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Activity A3.3: Consult with Staff
Staff consultation is of particular importance in this case study, since staff from all
schools is involved in the (re)design of the human / organisational structures and of the
product-related infrastructure. Comments from staff were collated and incorporated in
the preliminary design of the merged school, submitted for Executive Group approval.
If the approval has incurred any changes, the changed proposed preliminary design is
again submitted for feedback to staff and finally approved by the Executive Group.
Staff consultation (Figure 130) also includes a phase calling for IC and
implementation working groups proposals, which may undertake a brief training and
whose structure will also need to be approved by the higher echelons.
A very high-level implementation plan also needs to be created (Activity A3.3.5
shown in Figure 130) for submission to higher echelons approval. This plan will only
describe major tasks and milestones in text form (bullet points), while the detailed
design activity will produce 'transition plans' detailing the implementation plan. The
transition plans will be further detailed in low-level implementation plans, which will be
specialised on the human / non-human aspects and contain details necessary for
implementation.
Activity A3.5: Approve
The process of approval includes in fact two steps: approval by the Executive Group,
and approval by the University Council (see Figure 129). While the Executive Group
may have to repeatedly assess the preliminary design depending on staff comments,
Council approval will only take place once. This is illustrated in the IDEF0 model at
deeper levels as shown in Figure 129. The main output of the entire approval activity is
the approved architectural design of the Merged School, which can then be further
detailed in order to obtain implementable modules. Another output is the approved
structure of the Implementation Group 169, which may now proceed to perform the
detailed design of the merged school and its implementation.
Importantly, this phase has also contained an evaluation of the rest of the step-by-step
method (i.e. rest of the steps required and possibly their succession); this activity has
produced a high-level (no technical details) clarification of the future path of the project.
Due to its informal character, this activity has not been shown in the IDEF model.
169

the Implementation Group was initially designed to consist of IC and Implementation Working Groups
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Activity A4: Detailed Design
The main purpose of the detailed design is to further specify the modules and types of
technology identified in the architectural design, to a detail level that allows their
implementation (Figure 126).

Figure 126. Activity A4: Detailed Design of the Merged School
Within the case study, the Detailed Design activity is divided into Management ./
Control and Production/ Service views, while also showing the place of the human in
the enterprise (according to the GERA, as shown in Figure 113) . Thus, A4 details the
human / organisational structure, and the IS / IT infrastructures for the management and
'production' (i.e. teaching and learning, research, WOB) functions of the merged school.
On the human / organisational level, the detailed design seeks to describe in detail job
descriptions and policies where applicable, e.g. for newly created positions. Existing job
descriptions should also be refreshed, and their quality assessed. The changed
organisational structure of the merged school will induce some change of the staff roles.
The main output of this activity is the confirmed detailed design of the merged school
and transition plans for the merger implementation.
Activity A4.1: Detailed Design of Production Infrastructure
The merged school product-related infrastructure architectural designs should be
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detailed by the IT Services in collaboration with the Implementation working groups in
order to ensure compliance of the deliverables with the actual business requirements.
The detailed design has to take into consideration the existing situation and any existing
partial models (e.g. hardware / software customisable solution available on the market,
see Appendix A.6.1, Figure 158).
Activity A4.2: Detailed Design of Human / Organisational Structure
This step comprises assessing and validating the existing academic and general staff
roles, creating / modifying staff positions as necessary and devising a HR transition plan
(see Appendix A.6.1, Figure 159).
Activity A4.3: Detailed Design of the Management Information System
The design of the MIS system must refine the new and changed IS requirements
described in the architectural plan, detail design the software solution and the necessary
hardware platforms and create a migration plan depending on the degree to which the
AS-IS and TO-BE states differ (see Appendix A.6.1, Figure 160). Depending on the
degree of change, some activities at this level may need to be further detailed.
Activity A5: Implementation
The Implementation activity creates Implementation plans, which add all the details
necessary for implementation to the transition plans created in the previous life cycle
phase of the SICT. For the human aspect, this means that obsolete roles are
decommissioned and that new roles are implemented in a gradual manner.
The primary output of implementation is the main deliverable of the merger project,
i.e. the merged school (SICT). Similar to the Detailed Design, Implementation has been
divided into human and machine aspects (according to the GERA / PERA views).
Activity 5.1:Setup Transition
This activity uses the transition plans created in the detailed design life cycle phase of
SICT to produce one or more comprehensive plans that will control the implementation
of the management and product infrastructure, and of the human and organisational
structure. The implementation plan(s) will contain detailed milestones and descriptions,
such as schedules for management IS, product (teaching and learning, research, WOB),
resources (budget, human, infrastructure) and organisational structures implementation.
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Figure 127. Activity A5: Implement the Design of the Merged School
Activities 5.2 and 5.4: Implement MIS and Production Infrastructures
These activities are performed by the IT Services personnel and by the implementation
Working Groups (WG) under the supervision of the IC, following the transition plans
for MIS and Production developed in the detailed design phases. These activities will be
further detailed as necessary, by the WGs.
Activity 5.3: Implement Human and Organisational Structure
Human and Organisational structures implementation is performed by the
Implementation working groups, IC and the staff of the involved organisations. It is
therefore important to obtain the cooperation of the staff in the consultation and
feedback phases, in order to enlist their support in the human and organisational
implementation phase (as shown in Figure 127). This activity may be further
decomposed as necessary, for example in the decommissioning of the obsolete roles and
the release of the new roles to operation, as shown in Appendix A.6.1, Figure 161. Note
that the modelling formalism used does not enforce a particular sequence or timing.
Thus, the decompositions of this activity could happen concurrently.
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Activity A6: Operate Merged School
As can be seen from Figure 114, this life cycle phase is influenced by the faculty of
EIT, which also decommissions the ITM project (since it has achieved its main goal). In
addition, the SICT VO takes over the control of the Institutes from CIT and INT.

Figure 128. Activity A6: Operate Merged School
Operation of the merged School will also result in the production of events and
notifications and reports / performance measurements. These serve as inputs to the
monitoring activity, which will respond to changes in the environment by variations in
objectives and authorities that do not need redesign. In case such adjustments are not
effective, a significant event will be raised for the need for major change, which cannot
be achieved at operation level (i.e. needs re-design). Internal information is also
produced, which is useful in the decision-making process, such as shown in Figure 117.
6.4.4.3.3

Further Detail

This level of depth is generally relevant to the Implementation Group, rather than the
upper management; thus, it has been included in Appendix A.6. However, there are a
few critical aspects, specific to the type of organisations participating in the VO
formation, which may be required by the management and thus need to be further
analysed at high-level; therefore, a few level one activities are presented below.
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Figure 129. Activity A3.5: Approve
Activity A3.5: Approve
A detailed model of the approval process should be made available to all staff to
provide a clear image of the process of adopting a particular governance model and
method of implementing that model. The model shows the two-tiered approval process,
by the Executive Group of the University and by the University Council and the staff
feedback loop in between the two approvals (refer Figure 129).
Activity A3.3: Consult with Staff
Staff consultation should be modelled in detail to provide transparency and alleviate
perceptions of change imposed on the staff and lack of consultation, which have
emerged in the early staff meetings. The detailed model (shown in Figure 130) shows
the repeated feedback loop, giving staff opportunities to comment on the models
proposed and adopted by the executive.
6.4.4.3.4

Conclusions on the Application of Step Four

The activity model produced in this step represents the main deliverable of the metamethodology, providing a step-by-step to-do list for the specific VO creation / operation
project. This is however more than a simple list; each activity also has associated
necessary inputs, envisaged outcomes, required human / machine resources and
potential constraints from other activities or stakeholders. Where applicable, activity
modelling has used reference models as detailed in Section 6.4.4.3.
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Figure 130. Activity A3.3: Consult with Staff
6.4.5

Step Five: Other Aspects to be Modelled

Step five of the meta-methodology recommends additional aspects to be modelled and
formalisms / tools that can be employed, as deemed necessary from the beginning, or as
they become apparent during meta-methodology application. Thus, step five is relevant
to SICT life cycle phases (Figure 114) from Requirements to Operation (Figure 133).
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Applicability of Step Five

During the application of the meta-methodology has become obvious that there were
other significant aspects to the VO creation that needed attention. Suitable modelling
formalisms (and theories, where needed) also needed to be proposed.
6.4.5.2

Aspects to be Modelled and Choice of Modelling Formalism

Significant concerns of the stakeholders that have emerged were the different sizes,
physical locations and organisational cultures of the participating schools. In addition, a
project timeline, adding a time dimension to the project life cycle phases, was deemed
necessary for the effective management of the schools merger.
The modelling formalisms recommended for organisational issues are often provided
by the theories employed, such as (Keidel, 1995) organisational patterns, (Ansoff, 1965;
Mintzberg, 1994) models for gap analysis, and (Gratton et al., 1999) or (Kotter, 1996)
for gap reduction strategies . A customised GANTT chart has been used for timeline
(life history) representation.
In this respect, the SR in its current form falls short; thus, it is recommended that
additional partial models and formalisms are added to provide for such aspects.
6.4.5.2.1

Merged School Costs

During the Master Planning of the Merged School by the Working Party, the question of
costs of the AS-IS vs. TO-BE states was raised (but not pursued). In addition, during the
consultation phase some concerns were raised regarding the merger costs to staff.
The costs associated with the IT Schools merger can be modelled by attaching costs to
the activities identified in Section 6.4.4; thus, an activity-based costing (ABC) may be
performed. A tool for this purpose is KBSI's SmartABC, which integrates with the tool
chosen for function modelling (AI0Win). An element providing this kind of outcome
could be added to the SR, with the prerequisite that an activity model has to exist.
6.4.5.2.2

Human Resources Issues

In this particular case, it is recommended that human resources aspects are also
modelled due to cultural and perception differences of the participating organisations,
which need further analysis and strategies towards minimizing a cultural clash.
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Different Organisational Cultures
As identified in the AS-IS analysis (Figure 116), the participating organisations have a
'mandate / negotiate' 170 decisional system, with the associated organisational design
displaying 'autonomy / cooperation hybrid' 171 features (Keidel, 1995). It is also known
that in the last decade, Australian universities have shifted from a prevailing
participative / collegial, to a more executive decision-making process (Edwards, 2003).
This applies to the organisations of all schools participating in the ITM project, as they
belong to the same geographical area, nation and sector (i.e. educational), and thus share
a very similar set of values.
The ITM does not imply a total amalgamation of the participating organisations, but
rather the creation of a Virtual Organisation, which acts as one organisation for the
purpose of its product(s), while allowing the participating organisations to preserve their
identity (e.g. as 'campus teams').
However, a VO situation assumes a well-functioning common communication
infrastructure, both at 'machine' (hardware/software), and at human levels. Thus, the
impact of the differences in organisational cultures of the schools must be considered,
such as for example, the various degrees of
• participation in School business;
• general /sessional staff participation (as observers) at School Committees;
• acceptance of a remotely located supervisor;
• willingness to team-teach and negotiate semester-based teaching arrangements with
the School Committee / HOS;
• readiness to travel between campuses and preparedness to harness existing
technology to minimize the amount of travel.
Various methods may be employed to properly define and address cultural differences.
For example, a limited gap analysis (detailing the aspects presented above) when
necessary, and strategies to narrow and bridge identified gaps can be used to alleviate a
possible cultural clash. A sample gap analysis and gap reduction strategies are presented
in Appendix A.8.

170
171

e.g. a decision is mandated from the upper echelons, with some details of the decision being negotiable
a shift towards autonomy in the participating organisations is also noticeable, resulting in individual,
rather than collective performance being rewarded (e.g. personal success in attracting research grants)
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Implementation Group
As shown in Figure 122, the Working Group's role ceases after the Preliminary Design
phase and a new body, namely the Implementation Group (IG), takes over the Detailed
Design and Implementation. The Implementation Group is composed of the IC and
several Working Groups (WGs). The IG structure, terms of reference (TOR) and
composition are highly relevant to the VO creation project and as such are
recommended by the meta-methodology for modelling. The focus groups partial model
described in (Doumeingts, 1998) has partly been considered and customised in
constructing the composition of the IG and possible relations of the WGs with the IC.
Thus, this partial model should exist in the SR, for example with an outcome of
simple_organisational_modelling.
The Implementation Group Structure and Implementation Committee sample Terms of
Reference are presented in Appendix A.9.
6.4.5.2.3

Project Timeline

As with any project, it is essential that a timeline is created and maintained, preferably
using established formalisms (e.g. GANTT Chart).
In this case however, a customised representation has been preferred, again due to the
variety of backgrounds of the audience. Thus, the timeline proposed within the project
(shown in Figure 132 and Figure 132) has also used the ISO15704:2000 view of
representing the life history orthogonal to the possible life cycle phases (ISO/TC184,
2000a). The figures enrich the models already created with a dimension essential to
project management.
6.4.5.2.4

Performance

Performance measurement could be useful in establishing the degree of success of the
ITM project. This assessment can be performed using the EcoGRAI method described
in Chapter 3 by looking at the AS-IS and TO-BE DCs' objectives vs. global objectives,
and by using the same key performance indicators (KPIs) for the AS-IS and TO-BE
states. Thus, performance can be measured in terms of products (research publications,
student enrolments, RHD graduations, service to community / WOB) or management
(e.g. governance structure operation).
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FEEDBACK FROM THE META-METHODOLOGY APPLICATION

The purpose of the method resulted from the application of the meta-methodology to a
particular scenario is to assist, rather than impose a particular VO design and
implementation process. As such, feedback from the stakeholders has been consistently
sought and incorporated in the development of the method. Feedback from staff has also
been sought in order to refine the organisation building method.
Feedback gathering has been in the form of meeting notes and a web site containing
all the rationale for the project and WP minutes and agendas, where the staff has been
given the opportunity to provide feedback publicly or anonymously in a semi-structured
way, using open points / questions. The staff has been asked about the most critical
issues facing a merged school, critical actions in moving towards a merged school
situation, key issues facing staff and ways to address them and ways of personal
involvement with the development of a shared mission for the merged school.
In the staff feedback, staff morale, transparent management and fair staff incentives
have been mentioned as critical issues. Communication openness, workload sharing and
working together have been identified as critical actions. Key issues facing staff have
included the lack of information, possibility to appeal decisions and the necessity to
address each changed staff role with the person involved before making it public.
Feedback coming from the general staff has also expressed some concern about the
changing roles of some staff, possibly resulting in a reduction in the role variety and
workplace quality of life. This concern is reflected in the answers to the last feedback
topic, which range from a general assertion of personal involvement to a requests for
inclusion in the IC.
Concern has been expressed in regards to the distance delivery infrastructure and
comparisons made with specialised distance education institutions having dedicated
infrastructure and teaching material format. This has emphasized the necessity to model
and properly design the common infrastructure for the VO's products and resources.
An additional governance model has been proposed by a group of academic staff.
Elements from this model have been used to improve the chosen governance model.
The model approved by the Executive Group (Figure 112, option b) has reflected
staff concerns regarding lack of symmetry and possible HOS bias towards one campus.
The chosen model however, is considered by the upper echelons a transition towards
the preferred model (Figure 112, option c).
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Conclusion on the Feedback

The generally positive feedback received during the application of the metamethodology and during the use of the resulting VO creation method (up to
architectural design) has shown that the production of decisional, organisational and
activity models for the merger project has helped to structure and achieve a common
understanding of the stakeholders' vision on the future organisation and to effectively
and unambiguously communicate it to the staff and upper echelons.
In conclusion, the feedback gathered has proven the usefulness of the metamethodology application.
6.6

REFLECTION AND CONCLUSIONS ABOUT THE FIELD TEST

The question leading to this study has been whether a set of steps can be developed,
which when applied in accordance with associated application rules, leads to concrete
and effective VO creation and operation methods for specific projects, based only on the
domain knowledge of the practitioner.
This second field testing and case study has served to further test the hypothesis that
such an endeavour is feasible, while at the same time refining and enriching the
proposed meta-methodology. As a result of this refinement, a step has been added to the
meta-methodology and several application rules for other steps have been changed.
6.6.1

Structured Repository

The field test has demonstrated the feasibility of the revised SR structure. In addition,
this architecture is also readily scalable, since all that needs to be done to extend the SR
is to add AF elements to the knowledge base component of the repository. The
behaviour of the SR can also be changed by altering the rules that operate on the
elements. These actions must be performed in view of consistency preservation and
prevention of redundancy and knowledge scattering.
From the SR testing for tool selection, it has resulted that various AF elements can,
and should have different attributes; however, they should all have a consistent set of
outcomes and prerequisites, mainly because the matching of the aspects with languages
and tools is done on the basis of prerequisite satisfaction by outcomes.
Further refinement of the SR rules could include additional advice on modelling tool
selection, such as cautioning the user on choosing generic tools that the model syntax
and consistency are his/her duty.
There is a need to further specify the composition of the AF elements in the
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knowledge base in order to assess their suitability for KB implementation and a need to
bridge the SR and the meta-methodology steps by specifying a possible interface
between the two. This work does not necessitate further testing and as such is proposed
to be performed in the final refinement and critical assessment of the work performed
described in Chapter 7.
6.6.2

Refined Steps and Rules of Application

As shown in Section 6.4, for each step in the meta-methodology, a series of sub-steps
has been also performed, as follows:
• assess the step applicability using the associated step rule(s);
• establish necessary aspects and choose a suitable representation formalism (and
optionally a modelling tool supporting it);
• apply the step.
Note that additional constraints, such as best-practice criteria for choosing the
modelling formalism and tool, have now been incorporated in the SR rules.
6.6.2.1

Entity Identification

Entity identification should be performed in all cases. The formalism used must be
unrestrictive for this step. For example, English text in the form of bullet points may be
suitable, but additional representations (e.g. in the form of Rich Pictures). The list of
entities will be refined in step two; thus, entities that could be relevant may be included
and later discarded or their representation simplified .
6.6.2.2

The Business Model

The formalism used for the business model must be able to express life cycle phases,
but needs to be restricted to the aspects relevant to the task (as shown in Figure 113).
The business model containing the relations between entities' life cycle phases is a
prerequisite for the main meta-methodology deliverable. It is now clear that the business
model may be represented in separate, or in combined AS-IS /TO-BE diagrams,
depending on the model complexity and the degree to which AS-IS and TO-BE differ.
6.6.2.2.1

Sub-step: Refinement of the Entity List

Although in the first field test (Chapter 5) the entity list has been somewhat revised, it
has become now clear that the entity set obtained in step one must be refined in the
process of building the business model in order to improve its quality. This process
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must be recognized in a formal sub-step, which occurs in parallel with the business
model construction. The business model constructed has to be submitted for review and
feedback to the stakeholders in order to improve its accuracy and achieve acceptance.
The business model has also allowed the stakeholders gain better insight of the project
aspects and its implications, at an early stage Thus, new aspects have emerged and
additional detail has proven necessary in some areas (e.g. formal definition of policies
for some entities). After the field test is has become clear that the quality of the business
model is paramount to the creation of an effective VO creation / operation method.
6.6.2.3

Additional Step: Modelling of AS-IS and TO-BE

An additional step has been provisionally added, namely the modelling of the AS-IS
and TO-BE states of relevant entities. Modelling of the AS-IS state is needed if it is not
fully understood by stakeholders or if the future state can be obtained by improving the
present state. Modelling of one or more future states is needed, especially if the
stakeholders have not yet agreed on the structure of the future organisation. AS-IS and
TO-BE models may be required for several aspects, such as functional (and decisional),
informational, organisational, resources, etc. The modelling formalism should be chosen
based on audience proficiency and suitability; however, a primer to the chosen
formalisms has to be provided (as shown here in the various meta-methodology steps).
The aspects modelled in the AS-IS state are decided by the focus of the VO creation
project, and generally, the TO-BE aspects should match the ones modelled by the ASIS. However, if several TO-BE scenarios are considered, additional aspects may be
required. For example, in the current field test, the TO-BE scenarios did not differ in the
decisional structure, but in the organisational one. Therefore, the organisational aspect
had to be modelled in the TO-BE state, and, to assess the required organisational
changes, also in the AS-IS state.
6.6.2.4

Activity Model Creation

Step four of the meta-methodology produces the main meta-methodology deliverable
(the VO creation method) and hence is mandatory. In retrospection, it is now clear that
this step may occur concurrently with the AS-IS / TO-BE modelling, if that step is at all
performed. Thus, the method to design the future VO (the TO-BE) may start before the
AS-IS / TO-BE modelling has been completed; however, step three must have already
produced some detail of the future state (or alternatively, the future state may be well
known and thus not needing modelling at all) before step four can start in earnest.
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Additional Aspects

The additional aspects recommended by the meta-methodology to be modelled (step
five) can be obtained in several ways. Some aspects may be elicited from the
stakeholders, or from the staff within the organisation (aspects initially known to be
important). Others, like step three in the current field test, may emerge during the
application of the meta-methodology, or during the method application (which may start
before it is fully completed) .
6.6.3

Important Observation on the Extended Set of Steps

It appears that the additional step three (AS-IS and TO-BE modelling) is a particular
case of step five (modelling of additional aspects), applied before the activity model
creation (step four). In addition, it is highly likely that the sub-step performed within
step three (organisational modelling) was a recursive application of step five. In view of
this findings and of the frequency of the additional aspect step application, the question
is whether it would be beneficial to apply modelling of additional aspects to all the
other steps of the meta-methodology (as proposed in Section 5.6.2), as a sub-step. This
would decrease the number of meta-methodology steps to three and increase the number
of sub-steps. This will be further analysed in the final reflections in Chapter 7.
6.6.4

Other Reflections

This field test has again confirmed that building a set of entities and a business model
showing their relations in the context of their life cycle that are meaningful to the
particular meta-methodology application requires knowledge of the organisation. If not
already possessing it, the meta-methodology user needs to acquire it by reviewing
relevant documentation, interviewing stakeholders and considering temporarily entering
the organisations participating in the VO formation.
If the user enters the organisation, due attention must be paid to the influence the user
may have on the stakeholders' decisions on the chosen TO-BE state. The method
produced is intended to guide, not coerce; thus, in the current field test, the presence of
the various models has helped the stakeholders and staff uncover new aspects, structure
them and make a decision 'in the know', as documented in Section 6.5.
It may happen that additional aspects to be modelled cannot be optimally covered by
elements of the AFs reviewed in Chapter 3, such as found in Section 5.4.4.2. Thus,
additional theories and reference models need to be brought in the SR. This is part of
the continuous refinement and extension of the meta-methodology.
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An interesting feature of this particular test, which confirms the findings of the
previous field testing and the simulation, has been that the CNO creation and operation
method has been gradually created, but also applied in parallel with its own creation.
Thus, application of the resulting VO creation method has started soon after the VO
requirements life cycle phase and has continued up to the architectural design phase,
when the rest of the method has been designed. This was possible, considering the
relation between the application of the meta-methodology steps and the VO creation and
operation project (ITM) life cycle phases, as shown in Figure 133. Step 4 was applied
in the Preliminary Design phase of the VO, therefore starting to create the method and
thus enabling its use.
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Figure 133. Meta-methodology application in relation to SICT life cycle
(Noran, 2004c)
The potential complexity brought by the partially overlapping creation and application
of the methods to form VOs needs to be taken into consideration in the future metamethodology development.
This second test has provided an additional set of results that can be used to
triangulate the feasibility of the meta-methodology concept and usefulness.
6.7
6.7.1

DISCUSSION AND TRIANGULATION
The Research Methods Used in the Iterations

The action component of AR requires hands-on involvement of the researcher and for
the research to yield practical results. Therefore, field experimentation (possibly
followed by a case study to evaluate the effects) is a must. However, it is often the case
that the prototype being built for practical experimentation must achieve a certain level
of quality and detail for the field experiments to be feasible. This is particularly true in
EA, where a field experiment / case study can span over several years in order to yield
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meaningful results. Thus, the prototype must first be refined in successive iterations
having a short turn-around time compared to the field experiments. This can be
achieved by several research methods, in particular simulation.
In conclusion, a simple comparison of the methods used with respect to a fixed set of
life cycle phases of the prototype would be misleading. Indeed, simulation and field
experiment / case study are used in this thesis in a complementary manner, with each
method being appropriate and efficient for a given iteration (e.g. first iteration:
simulation, second and third iterations: field experiment / case study).
6.7.2

Triangulation

The results obtained from this second field test can be compared to the previous field
testing and the simulation described in Chapters 5 and 4, respectively. The three tests
have been deliberately chosen to address significantly different situations, so that the
meta-methodology could be effectively tested for internal and external validity.
The conclusion is that although the meta-methodology steps and structured repository
have been continuously refined and thus their content has varied between the tests, the
result has been consistent in all three cases. A specific method applicable to the
particular EA scenario has been produced, which when applied could guide the VE
construction and operation effort.
This proves that whether in the laboratory or in the field, it is possible to define a set
of steps that, based only on the domain knowledge of the practitioner and on generic AF
elements (such as partial models, modelling frameworks, views, methodologies, etc),
can create directly applicable VE creation and operation methods for specific EA tasks.
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CHAPTER 7

FINAL REFINEMENT AND CRITICAL ASSESSMENT
7.1

INTRODUCTION

After the second field test, a balance has been reached between the quality of the metamethodology obtained and the time available for the rest of the research. Thus, the exit
criteria from the iterative action research cycle (as shown in Chapter 2) have been met.
In the research strategy adopted (Figure 5), the last phase of the study is a final
refinement of the results, followed by a critical assessment of the work performed.
7.2

FINAL REFINEMENT

This phase is warranted in view of the need for a last refinement step taking into
account all the previous research iterations. Once this last refinement is accomplished, a
critical review of the work performed in this study may be achieved.
7.2.1
7.2.1.1

Meta-methodology Steps Refinement
Evolution of the Meta-methodology Steps

The meta-methodology steps and attached rules have undergone significant changes
during the research cycle iterations, as shown in Figure 134.
First iteration
In the initial conceptual development stage contained in the first iteration, the metamethodology has been defined as containing three steps: entity identification, business
model creation and activity model creation. All these steps relied on AF elements
chosen from the SR as shown in Chapter 4.
The reflection following the simulation has proposed an additional step to the metamethodology, namely modelling of additional aspects. The need for applicability rules
attached to the steps has also been raised, mainly because of the additional step.
Other aspects have also been raised, such as the need to represent management in the
life cycle diagrams and the detail level of activity diagrams.
Second Iteration (First Field Test)
Conceptual development in the second iteration has provisionally added the fourth step
and has attempted to attach rules to the steps. However, the rules for the first three steps
simply mandated them, while the rule for the fourth step was ambiguous and needed
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refinement. The need for entity list refinement, performed concurrently with step two
(business model creation) has also been acknowledged.
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Figure 134. The evolution of meta-methodology steps and rules
The reflection following the first field test has decided to keep the fourth step (model
additional aspects) and to propose sub-steps. The sub-steps tested the applicability rules
and identified necessary aspects to be modelled, and necessary formalisms and tools.
However, testing of the applicability rules has proven inconclusive, with all the rules
simply mandating the steps, unless (trivially) the modelling necessary for that step had
already been accomplished. It has also been proposed that the SR recommended aspects
to be modelled (e.g. for the fourth meta-methodology step), using the types of views
contained in the modelling frameworks of the AFs present in the SR.
Third Iteration (Second Field Test)
Conceptual development in the third iteration has questioned whether significant
additional aspects should be evolved into separate meta-methodology steps. Thus,
during the field test, the modelling of an additional aspect (decisional structure)
involving a sub-step (organisational aspect) has been considered an additional step.
However, the subsequent reflection phase has found that it was highly likely that the
newly added step was merely an application of another existing meta-methodology step.
Thus, it was stated that it may be beneficial to apply modelling of additional aspects as a
sub-step of all the main meta-methodology steps. The interaction with the SR has been
further improved; the new SR structure now allowed part of the proposed metamethodology sub-steps logic to be incorporated in the SR. For example, choice of
aspect, formalism, and tool could now be handled by the SR rules.
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Final Meta-methodology Refinement

The outstanding issues related to the meta-methodology steps that must be resolved by
the final refinement are the number of steps, sub-steps and applicability rules.
As concluded in the reflection of the last iteration, the newly added step (modelling of
the AS-IS and TO-BE states) was in fact an application of the step that modelled
additional aspects. However, the need to represent AS-IS and TO-BE states, and
whether to represent them in a combined or separate diagrams is an important issue that
applies to all steps. Furthermore, the second field testing has shown that modelling of
additional aspects may also apply to all meta-methodology steps. Therefore, the most
appropriate meta-methodology structure has been found to be the following:
Step 1
Identify a list of entities relevant to the EA project. If one or more projects are set up to
build the target entity (entities), consider including them.
Step 2
Create a business model showing the relations between the life cycles of the identified
entities, while re-assessing the need for the presence of each entity in the diagram, and
the extent of life cycle set to be represented for each entity (e.g. full set, single cell, etc)
Step 3
Reading the life cycle diagram of the target entity, phase by phase, create a set of
activities that describe the influences of the rest of the entities on the target entity. For
several target entities, determine the order in which they are created (from the relations
in the diagram) and create the activity model in that order.
Sub-steps relating to all the main steps are as follows:
Sub-step 1
Choose whether to represent only present (AS-IS), future (TO-BE), or both states. If
both, choose if separately or combined. This can be done using the SR. SR is supplied
with the step number and with answers to additional questions and provides
recommendations to model present, future, or both and if so combined or separate.
Sub-step 2
Choose aspect to model, depending on the meta-methodology step using the SR. SR is
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supplied with the step number and provides default aspect; then SR is supplied answers
to additional questions and provides further aspects and warnings. SR will resolve any
aspect dependencies (e.g. need to model human resources to model organisation)
Sub-step 3
Choose formalism using the SR, depending on the aspect selected and on modelling
best-practice criteria, such as: previously used in the modelling, part of a family, family
integration. Choose modelling tool depending on formalism and other factors (such as
belonging to a family of tools, availability, etc).
7.2.2
7.2.2.1

Structured Repository Refinement
Structured Repository Evolution

During the critical review phase of the study, it has become clear that a factor which
could significantly facilitate, but especially hinder the meta-methodology creation effort
and its application results was the choice of modelling aspects, formalisms (languages)
and even modelling tools by the developer and the user. Thus, this factor had to be
incorporated in the research environment in the form of a structured repository (SR), out
of which the meta-methodology could select (alone, or through the user) AF elements,
as needed to build the various models necessary for the method creation.
During the research iterations, the SR has gone through an evolution process
illustrated in Figure 135 and summarised in the following sub-sections. This is done in
order to prepare for, and understand the final SR refinement step.
First Iteration
The concept of a structured repository has originated in the critical review (Chapter 3);
however, its initial development has taken place in the initial conceptual development
contained within the first iteration (as described in Section 4.2). The result of this effort
has been a repository containing elements grouped by categories (with some
overlapping), having attached applicability rules of the form IF / THEN which had to be
sequentially tested by the meta-methodology user.
The reflection phase of the first research iteration has identified potential scalability
problems and the need to add additional AF elements (e.g. reference models) and
generic modelling languages (i.e. not belonging to a specific AF). It has also been
proposed to add additional attributes to the AF elements' representations in the SR, in
order to allow a ranking in case of several AF elements matching specific criteria.
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Second Iteration
The conceptual development of the second research iteration has acknowledged the
need for the SR to be open to additions. Thus, elements for generic modelling languages
and 'non-compliant' modelling tools have been added, including 'fail-safe' elements.
Thus, if a required compliant modelling tool was not available, a generic graphical
editor was to be recommended, with the warning that model consistency and correctness
were the responsibility of the user. High-level conceptual modelling SR elements such
as English text and rich pictures have had their rules changed to also allow for
additional high-level representations. Thus, for example if an IDEF0 representation
would be too complex for a specific audience, the SR would recommend an 'additional
high-level simple representation' in the form of rich pictures or additional text. The
conceptual sub-phase has also acknowledged the potential complexity of the attached
rules for AF elements matching a large number of modelling task types.
After field testing of the modified SR structure, the reflection phase of the second
iteration has recommended a modified SR structure, where the applicability rules would
become selection rules, common to the entire repository. Thus, rule complexity would
be dramatically reduced.
Third Iteration
Conceptual development in the second field study has implemented the modified SR
structure proposed by the previous iteration. Thus, beside the regular attributes
necessary for selection, the AF elements now also contained prerequisites and
modelling outcomes. In the new arrangement, an AF element could provide the stated
modelling outcomes, but could only be used when its prerequisites were satisfied. The
rules would then simply try to match outcomes with user requests, and prerequisites
with outcomes. The rule manipulation, fact assertion, etc could be accomplished by an
inference engine. The SR has taken a form implementable in a rule-based expert system.
The reflection phase of the second field study has found that the new SR structure was
scalable and less complex, however there was a need for different attributes for various
AF element types.
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Figure 135. The evolution of the Structured Repository
However, the SR was still providing only part of the logic for AF elements selection
required by the meta-methodology steps. Therefore, it was proposed that in the final
refinement a full integration 172 should be attempted.
The evolution of the AF elements representation in the SR is shown in Figure 136.
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Figure 136. Structured Repository Evolution for an AF element
7.2.2.2

Final Structured Repository Refinement

At the point of exit from the research iterations, the meta-methodology step
development had reached a refinement level that allowed to clearly define all the rules
attached to the meta-methodology sub-steps, as described in Section 7.2.1.2.
Thus, the final refinement phase could now describe how to implement the remaining
meta-methodology sub-step rules in the SR knowledge base.

172

note that even in a 'fully integrated' scenario, the user still had to be present to select preferred options.
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Rules for Sub-Step 1: Modelling of AS and TO-BE
These rules are needed to give advice on when the AS-IS and TO-BE states are to be
modelled, and whether they should be modelled separately, or in a combined form.
Such rules can be implemented in the plain IF / THEN format used in the preliminary
SR structure. Example:
(17)

IF

((TO-BE_obtainable_from_AS-IS)

OR

(AS-IS_not_understood))

THEN (model_AS-IS)
thus, if the future state can be evolved from the AS-IS, or if the present state of the
participants is not fully understood, then model the AS-IS state. Another example:
(18)

IF (undecided_TO-BE) THEN (several_TO-BE)

but also, logically:
(19)

IF (several_TO-BE) THEN (separate_AS-IS_TO-BE)

thus, if the stakeholders are undecided on the desired future state of the enterprise, then
several TO-BE states are necessary and they must be shown separately from the AS-IS.
If desired , the IF / THEN structure can be simulated using modules similar to the
formalism and tool elements, where the outcomes are the IF part, the module content is
the THEN part, and prerequisites are any dependencies. Example:
(20)

module several_TO-BE {
type rule_simulator

// for example

prerequisites (separate AS-IS_TO-BE)
outcomes (undecided_TO-BE)
}
Irrespective of the implementation form, rules and modules can coexist in the SR.
Rules for Sub-Step 2: Aspects to Model
The aspects (or views) of the modelling frameworks present in the SR may be modelled
as outcomes in relation to the various life cycle phases; these outcomes may then be
matched against outcomes required by different meta-methodology steps. Thus, the
modelling frameworks may contain functional, decisional, information, resources,
organisation, behaviour, performance, culture, economic, infrastructure, etc aspects.
However, some aspects are merely specialisations, or variants of others (e.g. behaviour
is function plus a control flow dimension) and their representation may contain
prerequisites calling for the 'parent' aspect to be modelled as well.
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Selecting the right aspects to model in each meta-methodology step is not a trivial task;
while there is a 'default' aspect for each step, deciding on the additional aspects is the
result of a consultation between the user and the SR, in the context of the current metamethodology step.
For example, the default aspect for meta-methodology step three is functional;
however, it may be relevant for the user to model the inputs, outputs, controls, enablers,
etc of the activities in the functional model. This is done in an information aspect..
Thus, for example if a positive answer is given by the practitioner to the question
whether e.g. the inputs of the activities in step three should be modelled in detail, the
system will deduce the need for an informational aspect and advise on the formalism
and tools suitable for that purpose.
Questions will also be asked relating to the final use of the model; if the model is to be
used for simulation or model-based control, then behaviour may need to be modelled,
and also performance. In addition, the model has to be detailed to a level understood by
the envisaged execution infrastructure. If the model is to be used for actual
implementation and not just to provide preliminary guidance, then implementation
schedules (timelines) may also need to be modelled, as shown in the second field test.
These answers will trigger additional questions and other actions, such as the creation
of a ranked list of suitable modelling formalisms for each chosen aspect, and, after a
user selection, a ranked list of modelling tools supporting the selected formalism.
Conclusion
Further work is needed to fully define the rules of selection for 'non-trivial' aspects for
the meta-methodology steps; however, it is certain that the rules for all metamethodology sub-steps can be contained in the SR.
7.2.3

Meta-methodology and Structured Repository Integration

During their evolution described in the previous sections, the meta-methodology steps
and the structured repository have progressively converged towards a unified structure.
Thus, at this point, the two components can be considered as belonging to the same
meta-methodology environment, as illustrated in Figure 137.
Further work can evolve this meta-methodology environment by developing an
ontology and meta-models to formally describe its components and their relations, thus
leading to the creation of integrated meta-methodology environment.
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7.3
7.3.1

CRITICAL REVIEW OF THE WORK PERFORMED
Initial Hypothesis

The initial hypothesis has been that it is possible to create a method in the form of a set
of steps, which, based solely on existing AF elements and on user knowledge in a
specific EA domain, can produce a directly applicable, particular method to solve an
enterprise engineering problem in that domain.
7.3.2

Research Design

The study has rigorously followed the research design defined in Chapter 2. This
design is based on the concepts of iterative and reflective action research (Davison,
2001), which has to produce results relevant to practice (Benbasat & Zmud, 1999),
while building the necessary scientific rigor (Davison, 2001). In the author's opinion,
the AR cycle had to reflect the duality of the action research itself; thus, a view of the
AR cycle duality has been adopted (Checkland, 1991; McKay & Marshall, 2001). The
author's interpretation of this concept was that two AR cycles existed: an internal cycle,
which could be used for testing the internal validity of the models developed, and an
external cycle, which could be used to test the models' external validity (see Figure 2).
This interpretation has been explicitly stated in Chapter 2 and was reflected in the
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structure of the customised research approach designed for this study (refer Figure 5).
The research design phases have been rigorously followed, as described in the Thesis'
chapters. Thus, Chapter 3 has performed a critical review, preparing the dual research
cycle. Chapter 4 has performed an internal AR cycle, testing the internal validity of the
meta-methodology concept. Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 have then performed external
AR cycles, which have tested the validity of the meta-methodology outside the
development environment (shown as 'Action' in Figure 5). Finally, Chapter 7 has
performed the final refinement of the model and critical assessment of the research.
7.3.3

Research Assumptions

The study has consistently followed the research assumptions defined in the research
design. For example, data has been seen as having a descriptive function: the models
developed have helped the stakeholders achieve a common understanding of the change
process. Human beings have been seen as voluntaristic with deterministic elements, and
technology has been regarded as human choice. This view has been consistently
followed throughout the research, where stakeholders and staff have been consulted on
the proposed models and feedback has been constantly sought and documented. The
interactionist view of organisations stated in the research design has also been
constantly observed in this study; this was most obvious in the second field testing,
which has involved aspects of organisational culture, power and politics.
7.3.3.1

Researcher Stance

The researcher stance adopted in Chapter 2 has been that of facilitator and, to a lesser
extent, of systems expert (Figure 1). This stance has originated in the ontological and
epistemological assumptions made in the design of the research.
The adopted stance has been confirmed in both field tests; the researcher has acted as
an expert in developing the models by interpreting the aspirations of the stakeholders,
and as a facilitator in explaining and validating the models developed with them.
7.3.4

Success vs. Usefulness

The initial hypothesis has been confirmed: a meta-methodology has been constructed
that can produce specific methods for particular EA tasks. However, was it successful?
The results of the study have been twice triangulated. The conclusion has been that in
three separate scenarios the meta-methodology has proven to be useful. That is, it has
contributed in a meaningful way towards facilitating the change process that was at the
heart of the entire enterprise modelling endeavour. This usefulness has manifested itself
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in various ways, such as validating reference models, uncovering additional aspects
needing consideration, providing specific examples for using generic models and
methods, or achieving a common understanding of the change process by the
stakeholders and staff (and thus creating positive subjective perceptions which
ultimately determined the success of the project).
Thus, in the author's opinion it is not the degree of detail in which a resulting method
must be followed 173 that determines the success of the meta-methodology, but rather its
overall usefulness.
7.3.5

Conclusion

The study has closely and consistently followed the research approach. The validated
results have confirmed the hypothesis and the usefulness of the meta-methodology
concept created.

173

a technically successful project forced onto the organisation and not internalised by the users will
ultimately fail (Swanson, 1988)
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
8.1

INTRODUCTION

This Chapter presents the conclusions reached by the study at the end of the research
cycle. This is followed by the contributions made by this research to the theory and
practice of Information Systems and Enterprise Architecture, in accordance with the
research approach adopted. The Chapter closes by presenting avenues for further
research resulting from the findings of this study.
8.2
8.2.1

CONCLUSIONS
Major Conclusions

The main conclusion of the research is that it is possible to build a step-by-step
methodology describing how to construct directly applicable methods for specific
enterprise architecture projects.
Another important conclusion, addressing the additional research question, is that the
choice of the architecture framework artefacts (modelling aspects, reference models,
formalisms…) involved in the meta-methodology operation are paramount to the
usability of the methods produced, and thus significantly affect the feasibility of the
meta-methodology concept itself. This fact has progressively emerged from conclusions
on the meta-methodology testing presented in Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6
and it has resulted in the development of the structured repository, in order to assist a
judicious (manual or semi-automated) AF element selection. It has been shown that
often several AF elements are suitable for an EA task, each leading to slightly different
results; thus, a poor selection of generally suitable AF elements may yield poor results.
8.2.2

Conclusions from the Meta-methodology Development

The author has had difficulties in closely following the paradigms of any established IS
schools of thought. For example, he has found that it is possible and beneficial to
consider AR not just as a method in itself, but also as an 'umbrella' paradigm, containing
other research methods (details are given in Chapter 2).
The critical review of the existing frameworks has produced some notable results. For
example, it has been found that the views of the AFs reviewed must be combined in
order to obtain the coverage of all necessary aspects for a specific modelling task. In
addition, it appears that the distinction between the components of the reviewed
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architectures is often blurred. For example, it has been found that an architecture may
also be considered a partial model, a language and a meta-model (refer Chapter 3).
The essence of the meta-methodology is the concept of 'reading' a life cycle
representation of the enterprise entity to be created, in the context of its relations with
other entities, as shown in a business model. From this reading, the user (human or not)
can deduce the activities necessary in each life cycle phase of the enterprise entity to be
created, and elicit other entities involved in these activities. These activities ultimately
become steps in the resulting method.
The above conclusion can be considered a generalisation to multiple enterprise entities
of the Purdue Guide for Master Planning development, where the major facilitator has
been the PERA life-cycle diagram. Apart from this generalisation, this research also
showed that instead of directly applying a generic methodology it is possible to generate
a context-specific methodology (with the help of a meta-methodology), thus allowing
stakeholders to perceive every methodological activity formulated in a way that is
directly relevant to their case. The specific activities advised by the methodology would
be selected from known methods (such as those that generic methodologies use).
Therefore, if a generic methodology is a reference model for EA projects, the metamethodology helps its users generate a particular instance of such a partial model (or
instantiate selected subsets of such models).
8.2.3

Conclusions from the Testing and Interpretation of Results

Meta-methodology testing (Chapters 4, 5, and 6) has confirmed the view that the
domain knowledge of the practitioner is a deciding factor in the quality of the VO
creation / operation method.
The success of the process developed by the meta-methodology essentially depends
on the stance taken by the stakeholders during meta-methodology application.
Therefore, it is imperative that stakeholders are involved in each step of the metamethodology operation. Thus, the entity list, the business model, and the activity model
have to be checked and validated by stakeholders. Additional simple representations
may be needed if the audience is not familiar with the modelling formalisms. Regular
consultations and use of simple representations will help stakeholders progressively
develop positive subjective perceptions, support the meta-methodology application and
ultimately internalise the process created by it. As a result, the practitioner must act as a
facilitator (explaining the models and method to the stakeholders using all necessary
representations) and an expert (developing the necessary models in the required detail).
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The use of the meta-methodology allows the stakeholders to create a model of the
change process that is more relevant to the concrete case and allows it to be detailed
enough in areas where a generic methodology can not be directly used. The formal
representation of the change process as a model artefact is not a direct control of the
change process: stakeholders participate in creating it, interpret it and act upon it.
However, the success of the meta-methodology lies in the way the created model
artefact is being used. Thus, the existence of a better structured and relevant
methodology for VE creation is not a necessary and sufficient condition for success.
In conclusion, the measure of 'success' of the resulting method should rather be
evaluated by the stakeholders' common understanding, commitment and attitude
towards the change process, than solely by how close the resulting method has been
followed. The objective qualities of the methodology produced can only be shown to
contribute to success (but not guarantee it) and the ultimate qualitative assessment can
not escape the subjective test. This dilemma has been known to the researcher and was
an element in choosing an anti-positivist stance.
8.2.4

General Conclusions

The meta-methodology has an open character. Thus, the rules governing the metamethodology steps may be changed to accommodate future VO research, or to reflect
various VO research streams. The SR knowledge base can be upgraded with new /
modified elements; the element representation in the SR, or the SR rules may be
changed to reflect various approaches to enterprise modelling. Separate knowledge
bases can also be developed. Interestingly, the open character of the meta-methodology
makes it applicable to other EA tasks, or with suitable modifications, to any task.
The levels of refinement and usability of the meta-methodology essentially depend on
further tests on representative case studies and its content being regularly updated with
state-of-the-art knowledge in the EA domain.
8.3

SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS

As described in Chapter 1, this research originates in the observation of the difficulties
encountered by practitioners in the direct application of reference models and
methodologies to specific EA tasks. The main cause of this difficulty was found to be
the generic character of such models and methods, in combination with the lack of
guidance towards their customisation for specific projects. Thus, this problem had a
dual character: practical (unusable models / methods) and theoretical (lack of
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customisation methods and formalisation of the available AFs).
By adopting an AR approach, this study has aimed to address both the theoretical and
the practical aspects of the above-mentioned problem. In doing so, this research has also
made several additional contributions to the theory and practice of EA.
8.3.1
8.3.1.1

Contributions to Theory
Virtual Organisations Research

The creation of the meta-methodology concept has enriched the VO and CNO body of
knowledge by demonstrating that it is achievable to create a method on how to create
context specific (or concrete) BE / CN and CNO creation and operation methods.
In addition, the open character of the meta-methodology has created the possibility to
construct a framework integrating current and future VO research knowledge
8.3.1.2

Theoretical Model Validation

In the process of critical review accomplished in Chapter 3, the theoretical framework
adopted by the research (GERAM) has also been tested by using it to assess AFs that
have not contributed to its formation. GERAM was able to express and contain all the
elements of the AFs in question, thus validating its generalised reference AF suitability.
8.3.1.3

Theoretical Foundations of Architecture Frameworks

The impact of the AF artefacts used in the meta-methodology application on its
feasibility has been recognised at a early stage in the research. Therefore, this study has
gone beyond the typical state-of-the-art review and has achieved a critical appraisal of
the main existing and emerging AFs in respect to a neutral reference. This critical
review, whose findings have also been separately disseminated during the study (Noran,
2003a, 2003c; Noran, 2004b), has provided revealing insights in regards to the multiple
(and sometimes interchangeable) roles that components may play within an AF. The
review has also attempted to assess the existence and completeness of the theoretical
foundations of the AFs assessed, such as their underlying ontologies and meta-models.
8.3.1.4

Establish an Enterprise Architecture School of Thought

The customised research assumptions, research approach (AR) and researcher stance
adopted in this study originate in the IS domain; however, they do not rigorously follow
the methodologies and paradigms of any established IS schools of thought . This is
because, as argued in detail in Chapter 2, the object of this research resides in the
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Enterprise Architecture, rather than in the IS domain. Although closely related to IS, at
the time of this writing EA is not yet established as a formal school of thought with a
rigorous theoretical foundation, distinctive paradigms and research stances clearly
described in a critical mass of publicly available scholarly textbooks.
The Action Research strategy used that contains EA-specific choices and
combinations of paradigms accomplished during the research design of this study make
a contribution towards the formal establishment of EA as a school of thought. At the
same time however, to the best knowledge of the author, it also represents a novel
research approach in the field of EA.
8.3.2
8.3.2.1

Contributions to Practice
A Method Creation Tool

The development of the meta-methodology as a method creation tool has made a
contribution towards the perceived lack of guidance in the use of generic reference
models and other AF elements for specific EA projects. By using this tool, a practitioner
possessing only the necessary domain knowledge can construct a directly applicable
method by following a clear set of steps. In addition, the tool can also recommend
suitable AF elements, formalisms and modelling tools.
8.3.2.2

Practical Problems Solved

In two different cases, the field testing of the meta-methodology has provided practical
solutions to real VO creation / operation problems. The resulting methods have been
accepted, adopted and used, providing guidance for the design and implementation of
the target enterprises. In addition, the process of meta-methodology application has also
had a beneficial effect on the participating organisations by creating commonly
understood and accepted visions of the change processes in the stakeholders' minds.
8.3.2.3

Guidance for Management

As concluded in Chapter 3, companies need to be able to practice EA at least to a level
where it allows their management to decide the timing and the type of external help
required for their enterprise engineering projects. The critical review performed by this
research has analysed the suitability of particular, or combinations of AF elements for
specific EA tasks. Thus, the critical review and its conclusions (presented in Section
3.10) enable the management to effectively assess, and thus properly negotiate, rather
than merely accept the 'ultimate solutions' sold by external consultants.
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EA literature has many accounts of successful applications of individual AFs, but no
analysis is available of whether other choices would have been better for the cases
presented, or how a comparison of the suitability of AF elements could be done. This
Thesis proposes a first solution to this problem.
8.4
8.4.1

FURTHER WORK
Challenges and Directions of Action for using AR in EA

EA takes a multidisciplinary approach in analysing enterprise entities, involving (among
others) IS, Software Engineering, Management and Business viewpoints. In EA,
enterprises are seen as complex social and technical systems; requiring research
methods able to cope with this intricacy. Social science has developed a framework
suitable for this kind of complexity, namely Action Research. Thus, Action Research
complemented by an anti-positivist stance is an obvious choice for EA, where practical
results and the subjective interpretations of the stakeholders are paramount.
The use of AR for the advancement of EA research faces challenges that are also
reflected in the disciplines it is based on (such as the paradigm shift in IS involving
qualitative research and an interpretivist stance).
Thus, more EA research using the AR strategy is needed in order to prove its
usefulness and emphasize and refine the choices available to researchers for specific
types of EA tasks. More specifically, a significant contribution towards the formal
establishment of EA as a research discipline would be the development of the rules for a
framework of research strategies / stances suitable for a variety of research endeavours.
This study has found a valid starting point in the research methods and paradigms of
one of the disciplines involved in EA, namely IS. Thus, the existing knowledge
encapsulated in this and other areas subsumed by EA can be reused and customised
towards the creation of formal EA school(s) of thought.
8.4.2

Further Testing and Refinement

The meta-methodology created in the attempt to answer the research question proves the
feasibility of the concept, however it is by no means complete. Further refinement can
be achieved by its application to a significant number of case studies. This may lead to
changes in the content of the meta-methodology steps and to the addition and / or
modification of AF elements and selection rules in the SR.
In addition, an ethnographic study (Myers, 1997) may be warranted to study the
effects of the change processes driven by the models created using the meta332
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methodology on the participant organisations. Such studies could provide further
feedback for meta-methodology fine-tuning.
8.4.3

Complete Definition of Meta-methodology Rules and Structured Repository

The meta-methodology sub-step rules have been defined to a number and level of detail
deemed sufficient for application in the simulation and field tests. However, full
definition of these rules is necessary for a possible implementation of the metamethodology in an automated decision support tool.
The same applies to the SR elements and rules, where the elements and conclusions
identified in the critical review (Chapter 3) must be fully implemented in the SR.
8.4.4

Meta-methodology Environment Formalisation

As described in Chapter 7, the current meta-methodology environment may be
formalised by developing ontologies and metamodels formally describing the structure
and relations of the two main components: the meta-methodology steps sub-steps and
the SR. This would facilitate a particular form of meta-methodology implementation.
8.4.5

Possible Implementation

The meta-methodology is in fact a guide for the purpose of methodology building,
resembling a collection of facts applicable within certain circumstances. Thus, a simple
way to harness it would be in the shape of a knowledge base composed of a set of fixed,
and run-time asserted facts and rules. In this way, VO knowledge from various streams
of research could be reflected in linked knowledge bases, helping coordinate and focus
research efforts. This structure would also allow meta-methodology extension observing
some basic restraints, such as avoiding contradicting the existing rules, or preventing
knowledge scattering over an excessive amount of steps and application rules.
This would also facilitate the implementation of the meta-methodology as an expert
system or decision support system (see Figure 138). In this case, the user would run one
or more consultations (for several scenarios), the result of which would be the required
methodologies. The use of a (preferably web-enabled) expert system shell (such as Jess
(Friedman-Hill, 1998) used in (Noran, 2003b)) would allow focusing design efforts on
the rule base, rather than on the intricacies of the expert system itself.
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APPENDICES
A.1 Critical Review: Other Constructs Relevant to the Meta-methodology
This section attempts to identify occurrences of the other GERAM elements depicted in
Figure 6 within the reviewed AFs. In addition, the presence of GERA reference
architecture elements, such as entity type and recursion is also investigated. This
additional mapping effort is justified for two main purposes. Firstly, it is needed in view
of the need to ascertain the degree of suitability of the reviewed architectures towards
their use in the meta-methodology steps. Secondly, the presence of elements such as
generic modelling concepts (e.g. metamodels) in the reviewed AFs may clarify the
degree to which the reviewed AFs are based on formal theoretical foundations. This
second goal of this additional mapping aims to advance the theoretical AF body of
knowledge.
Often, the concepts described in this section are only present in an implicit form in the
reviewed architecture frameworks. If the concepts cannot be identified, a short analysis
may be performed to determine whether the respective framework is compatible with
the concept in question - and therefore could potentially accommodate it.
A.1.1 Enterprise Entity Types
The identification of the target enterprise entity types is an essential activity in the
practice of EA. The concept of entity type provides the means for entity classification
and hence allows a more structured approach towards EA. (Bernus & Nemes, 1994a)
have initially defined four types of enterprises entities, namely Strategic management,
Engineering, Manufacturing and Product. GERA has added a fifth type of entity,
namely the methodology (ISO/TC184, 2000a). The following section will briefly
present the specific way each reviewed AF accommodates this essential concept.
PERA includes an entity type construct without explicitly calling it a 'type'. It simply
identifies various enterprise kinds and attaches numbers to them 174, similar to the
approach used by GERA.
CIMOSA does not explicitly define enterprise entity types, although its framework is
compatible with this concept (refer Appendix A.1.2.2, Figure 140 for an illustration of
this compatibility). Similar to the GERA approach, several modelling frameworks may
be used to define enterprise entity types and their relations.
GRAI-GIM does not define enterprise entity types explicitly . However, there are no
174

e.g., 'enterprise #2' is an engineering entity, while 'enterprise #3' is a manufacturing entity.
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major obstacles in using the GRAI modelling framework (shown in Figure 24) or the
GIM Structured Approach (refer Figure 8) for representing various types of enterprises
and analysing their interaction, in a similar way to which GERA modelling framework
is being used in ISO15704:2000.
The Zachman AF does not provide a specialised enterprise entity type concept. That
said, (Sowa & Zachman, 1992) identify separate frameworks describing various kinds
of entities, such as product, manufacturer (merely called 'enterprise' in that document),
IS or CASE tool manufacturer (refer Figure 141). This denotes that the Zachman AF
does recognize entity types in the GERA sense. In addition, in Zachman, like in GERA,
not all of the entity types are necessarily enterprise entities. For example, GERA
defines the methodology entity (type 5), while Zachman defines a 'knowledge
management' framework.
C4ISR also does not explicitly identify enterprise entity types in its framework.
However, it provides for the modelling of types of entities identifiable within the DoD,
such as Strategic Management Entities (e.g. HQ ADF 175, HQ Army, HQ Navy, HQ
AF 176), Warfighting Units (Forces), Joint Operations, Command and Control Entities,
Capability development and support entities (e.g. Distributed Mission Operations
(DMO), Defence IS Group (DISG), Surveillance, Intelligence) and Corporate-wide
Service entities. This suggests that the C4ISR framework is compatible with the
enterprise entity type concept. A formal recognition of this concept would focus the
enterprise modelling effort on specific types and therefore make the C4ISR architecture
deliverables more specific.
ARIS does not explicitly define enterprise entity types in the GERA sense. However,
according to the structuring of the entire ARIS concept, an enterprise entity type can be
explicitly created and stored at the meta-meta level (refer Figure 35) as a specialisation
of the Object Type construct. The enterprise entity type construct would then populate
the ARIS meta level and could be specialised into a discrete range of values, such as
e.g. {enterprise engineering, enterprise, product, …}, at the application (model) level.
A.1.2 Recursiveness of Entity Types
(ISO/TC184, 2000b) and (Bernus & Nemes, 1994a) acknowledge the existence of
relations of a recursive nature between life cycles of various enterprise entity types. For
example, the Operation phase of enterprise type A (e.g. Construction) may influence the
175
176

Headquarters Australian / American etc Defence Forces
Headquarters Air Force
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Implementation phase of enterprise type B (e.g. Manufacturing) However, the detailed
design of enterprise type B may influence e.g. the future Concept and Architectural
design of enterprise A, if the latter must be re-engineered to better construct type B
enterprises. It is however emphasized that, according to GERA, only the Operation life
cycle phase of an entity may influence other entities' life cycle phases (refer
(ISO/TC184, 2000a) for details). Thus, in the previous example there should be a third
entity, (most likely of type A), which in its Operation phase uses the detailed design of
B to influence A.
A.1.2.1

Entity Type Recursiveness in PERA

PERA has defined the concept of interaction of enterprise entities in its subsequent
extensions (Li & Williams, 1994). PERA agrees to the number of four entity types
described in (Bernus & Nemes, 1994b) but argues for an unlimited length of the chains
formed using the entity types (infinite recursion).

Figure 139. Interaction of Enterprise Entities (based on (Li & Williams, 1994)).
As can be seen from the example in Figure 139, PERA appears to contradict the
GERAM recursion concept by allowing an enterprise entity kind to support another
within a life cycle phase other than Manifestation (GERA Operation). This is the case of
the Manufacturing Entity, apparently influencing the Design entity and the Construction
entity before it even started operating. However, as can be seen from the left hand side
of the figure, the Detailed Design content supporting the Construction entity is provided
by the operating Engineering (Design) entity; thus in fact there is no contradiction. In
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addition, as previously shown, an entity A may contribute to the development of entity
B, and in turn entity B can contribute to the development of a future state of entity A.
The other apparent contradiction is the 'concept phase information' provided by the
Subject entity (not yet even designed) to the Design entity. In fact, the Concept phase
information is also produced by another operating entity, e.g. a Strategic Management
entity (as defined in GERAM) or the management of a Manufacturing enterprise type.
An entity (e.g. Manufacturing) may also influence its own future states (e.g. in case of
re-engineering) in which case an arrow would point from the Manufacturing entity's
Operation phase to its own Concept phase..
A.1.2.2

Recursion in CIMOSA

CIMOSA does not explicitly define entity recursion, although its modelling framework
is compatible with the concept of entity type recursion as defined in ISO 15704:2000.
This is mainly due to the similar structures of the CIMOSA and GERA modelling
frameworks (refer Figure 140). There are however some aspects to recursion, which are
specific to the CIMOSA modelling approach.

Requirements
Definition

Requirements
Definition

Design
Specification

Design
Specification

Implementation
Description

Implementation
Description

Release to
Operation

Release to
Operation

Execution

Execution

Enterprise Engineering
entity type
Enterprise Entity type

Figure 140. GERA recursion concept applied to CIMOSA
In CIMOSA, an enterprise is seen as a network of interacting CIMOSA and nonCIMOSA-compliant domains. Therefore, an enterprise could be influenced by other
enterprises via their domain processes' events and/or results. This influence may occur
either in the initial entity modelling phase, or in the subsequent maintenance phases,
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which can include one or more life cycle phases for model update, modification and/or
extension (Vlietstra, 1996).
Thus, similar to the previous AFs, in CIMOSA an enterprise must be operating (and
controlled via its executable model in the user-defined Enterprise Operational
Environment) in order to be able to influence the development or maintenance processes
of other enterprises, unless a third entity is involved.
A.1.2.3

Recursion in GRAI-GIM

As shown in Figure 8 and Figure 24, neither the modelling framework of GRAI, nor its
Structured Approach cover the Operation phase - therefore they cannot express entity
recursiveness in the GERAM sense. Similar to CIMOSA and PERA however, it is
possible for GRAI deliverables produced in various life cycle phases (e.g. Analysis,
User-oriented design, etc) of an entity to be included in the life cycle phases of other
entities by another, operating entity.
A.1.2.4

The Recursion Concept in the Zachman framework

Zachman identifies three meanings to the recursiveness. The first meaning of
recursiveness is the relation between frameworks associated to entity types. The second
meaning refers to applying the logic of the Zachman framework to the framework itself.
This concept may lead to a rapidly increasingly complexity, unless the modelled aspects
are limited. This type of recursion applies to any AF (including GERAM), because if an
architecture deliverable needs to be developed, the life-cycle of this deliverable should
(and can) be described by the framework itself – often considered as a ‘sub-project’,
such as customary in systems engineering. The third meaning associated by the
Zachman AF to recursiveness is the versioning of the Zachman frameworks. As
previously shown, versioning is also a life history concept because it is reflecting the
AS-IS, TO-BE and possible intermediate states. Versioning based on recursion implies
that a framework at a given point in time is expressed in terms of one or several
previous versions of that particular framework.
Out of these three aspects of recursiveness, only the first type applies to entity types
through their modelling frameworks, and hence matches the scope of this Section. The
second and third recursiveness aspects are common to all of the reviewed frameworks,
even if not always explicitly stated.
It has been previously shown that the GERA concept of enterprise type recursion
assumes that it is always the Operational phase of an entity life cycle that may influence
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another entity (ISO/TC184, 2000a). The recursive relation in GERA explicitly refers to
'defining, creating, developing and building' the influenced entity. The Zachman
approach to entity type recursiveness is somewhat different. The relation between
entities is restricted primarily to a descriptive type.

Figure 141. Framework recursiveness in Zachman
(based on (Inmon et al., 1997; Sowa & Zachman, 1992))
Figure 141 represents this descriptive relation between frameworks, identifying
products, enterprises, information systems and CASE tool manufacturers. The
descriptive character of the relation is revealed in (Sowa & Zachman, 1992), which
argues that row number 2 of the manufacturing entity's framework (containing the
owner / business view of that entity) contains in fact the complete description of the
manufacturing entity's product(s). Thus, for example the first cell from the left (Owner's
View intersected with the Who column in Figure 27) contains all data descriptions
relating to the product(s), second cell (Owner's View intersected with the How column)
contains all the business processes necessary to manufacture the product(s), and so on.
Hence, the manufacturing entity framework's row number two is in fact a metamodel of
the product framework.
While the concept shown in Figure 141 is valid from a theoretical point of view, it
may not be able to cover some situations such as dynamic self-reconfiguration of a
manufacturing entity at run-time (in row six); for example, a robot, or entire
manufacturing cell may change its configuration (physical or control) during operation.
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In GERA terms, row two represents the gathering of user requirements for the
manufacturing entity. The manufacturing entity is not yet operating and thus it cannot
actually do anything. In the case of re-engineering, the enterprise is operating in parallel
with the gathering of new requirements, however any future products are just being
described as part of the requirements gathered.
If other actions, such as develop, build etc are to be considered within the recursive
relation, then it is not necessarily the case that a framework should cover the whole of
another, but rather only the relevant parts. For example, the manufacturing entity may
have its Context and Business Owner's views defined by a management entity and its
Architect's and Builder views defined by an engineering implementation entity (refer
ISO 15704:2000 for a typical example).
Therefore, in the author's opinion a recursive relation involving definition,
development, building, etc should originate from row six of the 'parent' (supporting /
influencing) framework(s) to the relevant parts (not necessarily the whole) of the 'child'
(supported / influenced) framework. Thus, row 2 should be considered in defining
recursion only in the sense already explained e.g. in Appendix A.1.2.3, i.e. if a third
framework (of an operating entity) is involved.
A.1.2.5

Recursion in C4ISR

As previously shown in Appendix A.1.1, entity types may be implicitly identified
within the C4ISR framework. Recursion is not explicitly present in C4ISR and the
Operations life cycle phase, which would allow to model the influences that an entity
type may have on other entities, is not represented.
However, similar to the case of the GRAI architecture framework (refer Appendix
A.1.2.3), it is possible for C4ISR architectural products developed for the modelling of
an entity to be used in supporting the modelling effort of another entity. This task has to
be accomplished by a third, operating entity (of the same type as the modelled entity or
not), which is in some way actively influencing the recipient entity.
A.1.2.6

ARIS Recursion

As shown in Section A.1.1, ARIS does not explicitly support the notion of enterprise
entity; therefore, the concept of recursiveness of entity types is not directly applicable in
the GERAM sense. Nevertheless, similar to GRAI or CIMOSA, it is possible for an
entity (which finds itself in the ARIS-defined Operation, or Maintenance life cycle
phase - Figure 14) to influence other entity / entities, which may be in their
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Requirements Definition or Design Specification life cycle phases. In addition, as
previously shown, an operating entity may be used to facilitate the influence of life
cycle phases between non-operating entities.
A.2 Generic Enterprise Modelling Concepts
The Generic Enterprise Modelling Concepts (GEMCs) of an AF are the 'glue' that holds
it together and ensures the consistency and compatibility of its components. It is
therefore essential that AFs have an underlying set of GEMCs. ISO 15704:2000 sets the
requirements that should be met by generic modelling concepts as follows: glossaries
should resemble an explanatory collection of terms used, metamodels should be used to
describe the meaning of the modelling constructs of the modelling languages and
ontologies should represent the most formal descriptions of the theories on which the
architecture and methodology are based.
The presence of these concepts in the reviewed AFs is an important factor to be
considered in the use and recommendation of their elements by the meta-methodology.
Thus, if an AF does not appear to have a coherent underlying set of generic concepts
and metamodel(s), it is up to the user of the models produced by using elements of these
frameworks to ensure the consistency and correctness of the models. Even then, the user
must ensure the unique and unambiguous interpretation of the models by the intended
audience, which is no easy task given the assumed lack of underlying theoretical
principles describing unique meanings of the constructs used.
A.2.1 Generic Modelling Concepts in PERA
Formal models of PERA have not been a core issue because PERA was aimed to the
non-computer science educated users. Nevertheless, a formalisation attempt and a
Glossary for the Purdue Architecture and its associated methodology is included in (Li
& Williams, 1994), which has been initially been prepared by a subcommittee of
(Industry-University Consortium, 1992). Subsequently, the glossary has been revised
and extended in order to become GERAM-compliant.
As shown in Section 3.5.1, PERA does not explicitly prescribe a complete set of
proprietary or third-party languages; thus, there is no obvious need for a metamodel.
The users of PERA (e.g. enterprise architects / modellers) will clearly need to go
beyond the PERA level of detail and adopt languages and tools (according to the PERA
recommendations), which in their turn must be based on metamodels and underlying
ontologies. They will be assisted in this task by the meta-methodology, which uses the
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PERA views and life cycle concepts in identifying relations between the life cycle
phases of entities (e.g. management vs. production) and creating the specific systematic
method (modelling of the human aspect and its extent within the information and
control and production contexts). Although several documents exist which define in a
semi-formal way the meaning of the PERA constructs (Li & Williams, 1994; Williams,
1994b), the meta-methodology will have to mandate the use of a glossary or legend
assigning unambiguous meanings to the symbols used when representing PERA views.
A.2.2 CIMOSA Generic Enterprise Modelling Concepts
CIMOSA draws on IS and organisation theories, its process model being based on
process algebras (Kosanke & Vernadat, 1996). CIMOSA's approach to enterprise
modelling is based on the Function - Behaviour - Structure paradigm developed by the
AMICE consortium, based on a Process / Activity / Operation approach (CIMOSA
Association, 1996).
The CIMOSA Technical Baseline document contains metamodels (describing the
relations between the CIMOSA modelling language constructs) for each of the
CIMOSA life cycle phases. Furthermore, within each life cycle phase, metamodels are
provided for the CIMOSA genericity levels (generic, partial, particular) and the
CIMOSA views (function (including behaviour), information, resource, organisation).
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Figure 142. CIMOSA metamodel
(CEN/TC 310/WG1, 2002a; CIMOSA Association, 1996; Vernadat, 1996)
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These metamodels are described using a notation derived from the IDEF1x language. A
CIMOSA metamodel is also available in the Technical Baseline for the relation between
generic, partial and particular concepts, including the meaning given by CIMOSA to
specialisation, instantiation and occurrence. In addition, a high-level CIMOSA
metamodel is also presented in (Vernadat, 1996).
Figure 142 has enriched the CIMOSA metamodel representation with organisational
concepts described in text form (in this figure, the Objective, Integrity constraint ,
Declarative / Behavioural Rule, Resource Cell etc constructs are not shown for clarity).
Such a high-level metamodel is not usable to directly support modelling (it has a low
usability for the actual modelling purpose). Its low complexity makes it however easy to
understand and ideal to communicate CIMOSA first principles to an audience familiar
with the language used to express the metamodel (in this case, UML class diagram).
Once consensus is achieved over a unambiguous interpretation of this metamodel,
more complex metamodels (such as the detailed metamodels contained in the CIMOSA
baseline for genericity levels and views) may be developed.
The presence of the metamodels in CIMOSA means that should the metamethodology decide to use CIMOSA constructs in building the step-by-step specific
model, any explanatory notes, legend, glossaries, etc could typically be substituted by
references to the CIMOSA meta-models, which contain the necessary definitions. A
primer to the CIMOSA constructs could still be included to save time necessary for the
audience to consult CIMOSA documentation.
A.2.3 GRAI Generic Modelling Concepts
GRAI is based on several theories such as systems, hierarchical control, discreet
activities and production management (Chen et al., 1997). To the author's knowledge, at
the time of this study there is no publicly available metamodel or glossary associated
with GRAI, although there are several published documents that attempt accomplish
this task in a less formal manner and for individual GRAI components (Doumeingts,
1984; Doumeingts et al., 1998; Doumeingts et al., 1992).
This poses a problem because GRAI also supplies a very useful modelling construct,
namely the GRAI Grid (that is also a partial model and a language), which is highly
recommended for decisional modelling. Thus, the meta-methodology must mandate that
a glossary or primer to the decisional modelling construct is always provided with the
models produced., due to the need for a formal definition of the meaning of the
constructs present in GRAI. It could be argued that this requirement may be relaxed if it
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can be ensured that the target audience is proficient in GRAI constructs, however there
is no way to ensure such a requirement is always met. This is also true for other AFs
that suffer from the same drawback.
A.2.4 Generic Enterprise Modelling Concepts in the Zachman Framework
The Zachman AF was initially aimed at the enterprise IS (Zachman, 1987) but its scope
has subsequently been extended to cover the whole enterprise. This extension has
included a partial formalisation using conceptual graphs (Sowa & Zachman, 1992).
The Zachman framework has an underlying metamodel partially described in (Sowa
& Zachman, 1992), which uses similar notations to the ER modelling language, albeit
less rigorous. For example, GERAM requires the metamodel of an architecture
framework to show basic constraints such as cardinalities, which the Zachman
metamodel represented in (Sowa & Zachman, 1992) does not. Notwithstanding this, the
metamodel is a good source of information on the structure of several perspectives and
abstractions of the Zachman framework. For example, the partial metamodel
representation shown in Figure 143 shows that the various cell contents are connected
along the same row. This means that, similar to other modelling frameworks, the
various abstractions (views) referring to the same perspective (life cycle phase) are
complementary. Thus, for example the inputs / outputs of the functions represented in
the 'How' abstraction are entities that may be further described in the 'What' abstraction.
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Figure 143. Extract from Zachman framework metamodel (Sowa & Zachman, 1992)
The meta-model shown in Figure 143 could become fully GERAM-compliant if
extended to the whole framework and with proper cardinality constraints in place.
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The presence of a partial Zachman metamodel and formalisation allows the metamethodology to recommend Zachman AF elements to build specific models where the
elements covered by the metamodel shown in Figure 143 do not need to be defined for
each model produced. However, the lack of a GERAM-compliant metamodel (and
associated glossary) means that the meta-methodology should warn and specify that
consistency should be checked and enforced by the user 177 across the models produced
using Zachman AF constructs.
A.2.5 C4ISR's Generic Enterprise Modelling Concepts
As previously shown, C4ISR's views are not directly supported by existing Systems
Engineering formalisms and tools. Some C4ISR architecture products however, are
typical of the Structured Analysis and Object Oriented paradigms. There are also
commonalities with the Zachman AF; e.g., the Data, Function, Network and People
abstractions in Zachman may be traced in the C4ISR views (mappings between the two,
and other frameworks have been attempted 178). It has also been suggested that C4ISR
can provide templates and guidelines for modelling the enterprise features that
correspond to the Zachman cells. The conclusion is that C4ISR inherits from, and builds
on each of these approaches and implicitly on their ontologies; however, a clear and
unique theoretical influence could be determined within this study.
The C4ISR AF contains a construct called the Core Architecture Data Model
(CADM), which is in fact both a partial model and a customisable metamodel. The
CADM seeks to describe the structure of the modelling languages used to construct
some of C4ISR's architectural products (e.g. activity models etc). As shown in Section
3.5.5 however, not all modelling constructs proposed by C4ISR are described in the
CADM - which presents the problem of consistency and ambiguity of the models
developed using constructs not covered in CADM. Figure 144 (a high-level IDEF1x
CADM data model) illustrates the problem: the metamodel contains 'standard DoD
entities', which however do not include all C4ISR constructs.
In order to increase the flexibility of its products, C4ISR allows 'controlled'
modifications of the metamodel. Such modifications may be useful, but are fraught with
the risk of inconsistencies and loss of expressive power towards the intended audience.
Changing the metamodel of a modelling language by e.g. adding new concepts without

177
178

modelling tools usable for this purpose also need a metamodel underlying the Zachman AF.
e.g. with other US government AFs, such as the Federal Enterprise Framework (US Federal
Government) and Treasury's Enterprise Framework (Sowell, 2000).
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e.g. providing associated glossaries defining their meanings may make the altered
language incomprehensible for audiences trained in the use of the original language.

Figure 144. The C4ISR metamodel (C4ISR Architectures Working Group, 1997)
C4ISR also includes an Integrated Dictionary (AV-2) product that may be regarded as a
glossary belonging to the Generic Enterprise Modelling Concepts, as described in
GERAM. The integrated dictionary, together with the metamodel (the CADM) with its
associated data dictionary and any available ontologies are intended to provide for the
consistency, interoperability and integratability of the C4ISR products.
In conclusion, from the point of view of the meta-methodology, C4ISR is in a similar
situation with the Zachman architecture - namely, the supplied metamodel does not
describe the meanings of all the constructs used in the modelling framework and the
rules of combining them. Thus, should the meta-methodology rules decide that C4ISR
elements are to be used, conditions must be attached to unambiguous definition of
symbols used and rules to combine them, so that the correctness of the model can be
checked and the models are consistently interpreted by the intended audiences.
A.2.6 ARIS Generic Enterprise Modelling Concepts
ARIS is based on the business and systems theories as shown in (Scheer, 1999),
attempting to model both the static (architectural) and dynamic (behavioural) aspect of
the entities. ARIS philosophy is to bridge the gap between the Business Concepts and
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Information Technology as described in Section 3.7.6. and shown in Figure 14.
The ARIS concept is defined via a set of metamodels, which populate the ARIS Meta
level (refer Figure 35). This level contains the ARIS metamodel, the ARIS modelling
framework (at the generic level), the ARIS meta-business process (similar to the
graphical representation in Figure 34) and the database schema for the ARIS repository.
Similar to CIMOSA, ARIS includes a set of high-level metamodels, and several
detailed metamodels applicable to the specific ARIS views for most of the life cycles.
The high-level metamodel shown in Figure 145 (which only shows constructs
applicable to the Requirement Definition life cycle phase) is used for a bird's-eye view
of the ARIS concept. This metamodel may not be directly used to produce detailed
models, but it is useful to communicate the main constructs of the ARIS concept and
their relationships. For example, Figure 145 confirms the statement of Section 3.4.7
that the Control view does not contain any unique constructs, but rather relations
between the other views (which is in accord with its declared purpose).
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Figure 145. ARIS high-level metamodel (based on (Scheer, 1999))
An ARIS detailed metamodel (or information model) could also be used as the database
schema of a repository containing ARIS models (such as e.g. implemented in the ARIS
Toolset modelling tool presented in Section 3.8.2.6).
The presence of metamodels in ARIS allows to uniquely define meanings for the
modelling constructs and rules for their combination and relation (as for example shown
in Figure 145)., which is an advantage in view of the use of ARIS by the proposed
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meta-methodology. Thus, the consistency of the functional model created and the
additional behaviour, information, organisational, performance, etc models that may be
proposed by the meta-methodology will be ensured by the underlying meta-model if
ARIS has been used throughout the modelling process. If a combination of AF elements
has been used, consistency checking will become the user's responsibility.
A.3 Enterprise Modules
Libraries of modules are commonly used in several engineering disciplines in order to
build complex systems. A classic example is electronic engineering, where a module
may be e.g. an integrated circuit comprising several discrete electronic components
(transistors, resistors, etc). Similar to the Object-oriented encapsulation and information
hiding principles, the users only need to know the public variables / interfaces
(specifications) of such a module in order to be able to use it (with some exceptions 179).
Enterprise modules (EMOs) in the GERA sense represent instantiated partial models
(regarded as trusted business components), which business management could put
together in a plug-and-play fashion (typically, with no customisation necessary) in order
to create a business (Bernus, 1999). GERA makes a special mention of the Integrating
Infrastructures as a particularly important EMO, essential within an AF. According to
GERA, this type of module may be obtained by specialising and instantiating partial
models of integrating services technology (such as CIMOSA IIS).
In addition, according to the high-level GERAM metamodel presented in Figure 142,
modelling tools which are truly 'compliant' with specific architectures (such as those
described in Section 3.8.2) may also be considered modules of the respective
architectures, implementing languages and methodologies defined by them.
A.3.1 Enterprise Modules in the Reviewed Architectures
Few of the reviewed architectures explicitly describe EMOs. However, it must be noted
that EMOs, as implemented partial models, are subject to currently available and fastevolving information and manufacturing technologies. Therefore, most AFs limit their
coverage of EMOs to sets of descriptions and/or requirements, which are covered in
various degrees of detail in reference models.
For example, when using PERA, the practitioner decides on the selection of suitable
modules to implement the deliverables specified in the PERA diagram, at each level.
179

such as cases where the internal structure of the module has to be known - either for trust building (by
visibility) or customisation / optimisation of a specific module (which may need reverse-engineering
of an otherwise 'opaque' module).
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PERA only makes high-level recommendations in this regard; however, other PERA
guidance may be available, e.g. within 'examples' or partial models (e.g. (Rathwell &
Williams, 1996)), containing EMO specifications which may be employed to assist in
the process of module selection.
As shown in Section 3.7.3 and Figure 56, CIMOSA IIS provides services for model
engineering and operation. An implemented CIMOSA IIS represents a CIMOSA
module that may be used to build a complete Enterprise Operating System (Figure 6).
Another example of proprietary modules is the GIM technological components library
((Chen et al., 1997), in development), which will provide Information Technology and
Manufacturing Technology modules.
To the knowledge of the author, there are no Zachman AF EMOs published at the
time of this study. One may however consider third-party software packages that
support the Zachman AF (such as e.g. Popkin Software's System Architect or Ptech's
FrameWork, both described in Section 3.8.2.4) as being specialised EMOs.
C4ISR uses nodes to describe EMOs; however, the human modules are not properly
covered because the node construct for people does not have suitable attributes, such as
skills / competencies. The third-party software modules available for C4ISR (such as
e.g. Popkin Software's Systems Architect C4ISR option, or Ptech FrameWork's
'Military Information Architecture Accelerator', both described in Section 3.8.2.5) may
also be added to the C4ISR module list.
Examples of ARIS EMOs are the ARIS Suite (the ARIS proprietary set of modelling
tools described in Section 3.8.2.6 and pictured in Figure 66), its components and the
extra add-ons being offered for the ARIS tool.
A.3.2 Conclusion
According to GERAM, modules are products that are standard implementations of
components, which are likely to be used in the EA project, or by the enterprise itself.
They may be configured to form more complex modules and can take the form of
operational processes modules, technology modules or human professions modules,
developed either by the AFs' authors, or by third-party organisations. The enterprise
architect may use trusted modules in order to simplify, speed up and even standardise
the modelling task at hand. Some AFs provide reference models that can be
implemented into modules. Alternatively, they may only provide requirements /
recommendations for such modules. Compliant tools may also be provided as modules,
as a whole set, or as individual add-on components.
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A.4 First Field Test: Lower Level IDEF0 Diagrams

Figure 146. Define IS / IT Infrastructure

Figure 147. Define common IT Software/Hardware for SN and SVEs
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Figure 148. Define Organisational Structure

Figure 149. Choose Strategic Partners for SNO
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Figure 150. Create Selection Criteria for Selection of Strategic Network Partners

Figure 151. Develop Master Plan for Service Virtual Enterprises (SVEs)
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A.5 First Field Test: Rich Pictures
IDEF0 context
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Customer

Figure 152. SNO identification
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Figure 153. SNO creation
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IDEF0 context
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Figure 154. SNO Develops Reference Models for SVEs

IDEF0 context
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Figure 155. SNO designs a particular SVE in response to a customer request
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IDEF0 context
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Figure 156. SVE Decommissioning
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A.6 Second Field Test: Lower Level IDEF0 Diagrams
The IDEF0 language structure provides a mechanism to hide complexity so that users
may concentrate on a desired level without being distracted by all details of a large
diagram. In addition, several groups can simultaneously work on different levels of the
same model, with consistency being enforced by the level interfaces. The following
section presents the components of the activities illustrated in Figure 122 in Chapter 6
on various levels of depth.
A.6.1 Level One Diagrams
Level one contains the details of the activities shown in the Level zero diagrams. For
example, Figure 157 shows the details of activity A1.3, namely A1.3.1 and A 1.3.2.

Figure 157. Activity A1.3: Identify other relevant entities.
Note that details of Activity A3.3: Consult with Staff has been shown in the body of
Chapter 3 due to its importance to the organisational aspect of the field test.
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Figure 158. Activity A4.1: Design Production-related Infrastructure

Figure 159. Activity A4.2: Design Human / Organisational Structure
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Figure 160. Activity A4.3: Design the MIS system

Figure 161. Activity A5.3: Implement Human & Organisational Structure
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A.6.2 Level Two Diagrams
Level three contains the decompositions of the activities shown in the Level two
diagrams. For example, Figure 162 contains the sub-activities of activity A 4.1.1:
Design Collaborative Research / WOB Infrastructure.

Figure 162. Activity A4.1.1: Design Collaborative Research / WOB Infrastructure

Figure 163. Activity A4.1.2.: Design Cross-Campus Teaching Infrastructure
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A.7 Second Field Test: Lower level GRAI Grid Decision Centres
A.7.1 Upper Tactical Level
In the proposed model, yearly upper tactical decisions are made at campus level, which
are revised every six months or whenever a significant event occurs. Coordination and
consistency with other campuses is ensured by the school-level strategies decided upon
by the higher echelon (merged school). Two school-wide DCs (Planning and Budget
allocation) still exist at upper tactical level as shown in Figure 116, for reasons detailed
in the Planning section below.
A.7.1.1

Teaching and Learning

In the AS-IS situation, OP scores, marketing approach, accreditation and fees strategies
are constrained from upper echelons outside the schools and are not coordinated across
campuses. In addition, the Planning DC can override the devised strategies.
In the proposed model, OP entry scores and marketing approach strategies are decided
upon at strategic (SICT) level. However, these strategies need to be implemented
observing the local conditions because they can significantly influence the campusspecific student intake (and thus income generated and student level).
Therefore, OP entry scores will be specific to campuses, but coordinated through the
school-wide strategy. Thus, students that do not have the necessary OP score for a
specific campus will be directed towards the other School campuses, rather than merely
being turned down. Similarly, marketing will address local issues (community,
demographics, etc) seeking to attract students to the local campus, but not to the
detriment of the other campuses.
In the context of common programs and courses, and consistent fees and scholarships
brought about by the Across Campus Consistency (ACC) initiative, students will still be
able to select a campus specific major / stream and have local student services
representatives (based on school-wide policies).
A.7.1.2

Research

At upper tactical level, research decisions are made locally on a yearly basis, depending
on the specific workload requirements and academic profile of the campus. In the AS-IS
model, these decisions are constrained by the campus-specific yearly workload
planning. This means that Planning may override some aspects of long-term strategies
devised at school level, to suit campus-specific resource availability (eg staff, non373
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salary budget). In the proposed model, a more stable school-wide strategy based on
proper long-term budget knowledge and increased self-governance guides the yearly
research plans with less interference from the part of the Planning.
A.7.1.3

Work for Outside Bodies (WOB)

Currently (AS-IS situation), WOB for individual / groups is decided within each school.
WOB for institutes (eg SQI) is decided at institute level and approved by the existing
school HOSes. Similar to the Research, the decision made at strategic level can be
overridden by the Planning DC at upper tactical level, to allow for the disturbance
introduced by the yearly budget.
In the proposed model, WOB performed by institutes (SQI at present) would be
guided by the school-wide long-term strategy, with planning playing a rather
consultative role in WOB allocation. Individual WOB decisions are however
constrained by the planning DC, which will assess the income and standing generated
by the WOB performed against the resources needed for teaching / learning and
research. Information is provided from this level to the Office for Commercialisation for
possible assistance.
A.7.1.4

Planning

Planning at upper tactical level is an essential DC, which (as opposed to the Strategic
Planning) makes decisions 'in the know' based on the actual allocated budget. Thus, in
the proposed decisional structure, planning is divided between the merged school and
the local campuses.
A.7.1.4.1 Planning at School Level
In the current situation, there is no significant coordination among campuses in regards
to their allocated budget - i.e. at present the planning DC is only present at school level.
In the proposed model, one of the main tasks of the upper tactical school-wide
planning is to effectively and objectively allocate the available budget between
campuses following school-wide guidelines developed at strategic level. This decision
function should not be campus-based, in order to remain neutral 180. Thus, school-level
planning is constrained by the budget allocated to the school as a whole, and provides
decisional constraints and variables to campus planning. The guidelines for budget

180

in the organisational model it may be decided that the resource performing these decisional tasks will
be a composite body representing all campuses, e.g. a DHOS committee or similar
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allocation to campuses may include performance-based components in the products area
- such as research, student enrolments, etc. Thus, the necessary information (such as
income generated by campuses) has to be made available to this DC directly or via its
upper echelon (Strategic Planning at merged school level).
A.7.1.4.2 Campus-specific Planning
In the AS-IS situation, the budget is negotiated, and allocated to each school separately.
There is no coordination among schools; thus, inconsistencies may arise in the criteria
used in budget allocation, which are likely to also reflect in the schools' staff
performance and perceptions.
In the proposed model, the upper tactical level campus planning will allocate the
budget (and other resources) assigned by the school-wide DC to the campus products.
Campus-level planning will also set decisional constraints for the individual WOB DCs
and computing infrastructure. Such constraints will always consider the school-wide
guidelines and strategies in the respective areas. On the other hand, planning has a
consultative role in the teaching and learning area, mainly because of the effects of the
Across Campus Consistency project, which enforces a school -wide approach. Planning
has also a consultative role in academic / general / sessional staff management and
venues / transport (i.e. cannot routinely constrain decisions made in this areas, but
provide information to aid decision making).
A.7.1.5

Budget

The school budget allocation is a significant event. Thus, in the proposed model, the
budget DC has been divided into school-wide and campus-specific centres in order to
enable a merged school-level representation to the higher echelons and to effectively
administer the budget at campus level.
A.7.1.5.1 Budget at School Level
In the present model, schools negotiate, and are allocated the budget in a separate
manner. Thus, this DC belongs to each existing school.
The proposed model contains a school-wide DC, which negotiates the budget at
merged school level with the relevant university bodies and provides the necessary
expenditure information for the non-salary budget. The budget for the entire school is
then allocated to this DC, which in turn provides decision constraints to the school-wide
planning and also supplies information to the campus specific budget DCs.
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A.7.1.5.2 Budget at Campus Level
In the AS-IS model, this DC is school specific and negotiates the budget directly with
the external higher echelons. This DC must also allocate the budget received towards
satisfying the needs of school's production (teaching and learning, research, WOB).
In the proposed model, the campus-specific budget DC must allocate the non-salary
budget received from the SICT level. This activity is constrained by the campus-level
planning, which must coordinate the available non-salary budget and other resources
with the needs of production (teaching and learning, research, WOB). For example,
Research Higher Degree (RHD) scholarships per campus are allocated at this level, in
accordance to the school-wide guidelines and with the non-salary budget allocation
received by the campus in question.
Note that while at SICT level the budget constraints planning, at campus level it is the
planning who provides a DF to the campus-specific non-salary budget allocation DC.
A.7.1.6

Staff

Staffing decisions at upper tactical level are campus-specific; however, academic staff
cannot be directly appointed by the campus, or at Planning's discretion. In the AS-IS
situation, Planning may override the long-term strategy for general and sessional staff in
order to try to match the expenditure to the actual allocated annual budget. In the
proposed TO-BE situation, general and sessional staff may be hired solely on the basis
of the staffing strategy, which has been devised in knowledge of the long-term budget
trend and taking into account any planned and rolled budget savings. The role of
Planning is limited to providing relevant information to assist staff appointment. Should
any problems arise, the staff management upper tactical level will report back to the
higher echelon, which will make a decision to resolve the situation, rather than having
Planning override the strategy.
A.7.1.7

Infrastructure

Infrastructure decisions at upper tactical level are managed in each campus. Both in the
AS-IS and in TO-BE situations, decisions on computing infrastructure (hardware and
software) are constrained by campus-specific planning (and thus financial resources)
while observing school-level strategies (such as minimal levels of computing
technology available to staff / students). Software / hardware upgrades may be decided
upon as required by the introduction of new programs / courses. Some programs offered
(e.g. multimedia) may be very resource-intensive and thus may affect the resource /
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products balance. Thus, in the proposed model decisions in this area are to be made
subject to the Planning approval. INS, as administrator of some of the computing
facilities owned by the school, has a consultative role in the upper tactical level.
Yearly decisions on school-owned venues and transport are constrained by schoolwide strategies and implemented locally depending on specific campus requirements
(e.g. availability of other transport, the local needs for inter-campus travel, etc). These
decisions must also take into consideration any relevant information provided by the
University room allocation services and the FMN department of GU.
A.7.1.8

Conclusion on the Upper Tactical Level

At upper tactical level, the income generated by the School for the University via
student enrolment and WOB should be made available to the School in the external
information stream, in order to facilitate budget planning and negotiation. As can be
seen from Figure 116, in the AS-IS model, the budget is allocated yearly at school
level; therefore, strategic decisions previously made will have to be fundamentally
revised each year. In the proposed model however, there will be proper knowledge of
the budget trend and clear rules of product / resources allocation and school authority.
Thus, at upper tactical level, the merged school receives a unique budget amount,
which is then divided between campuses. Subsequently, the upper tactical planning
centre in each campus further allocates the share received towards their products. The
extension of the merged school-level planning and budget decisional centres in the
Upper tactical level facilitates the transition from cross-campus to campus-specific
planning and budget allocation.
A.7.2 Lower Tactical Level
The lower tactical level decisions essentially deal with major adjustments to the upper
tactical level decisions, which may become necessary on a six-month basis. Such
adjustments may need to be revisited every three months, or as necessary in response to
significant events.
A.7.2.1

Teaching and Learning

Adjustments regarding service / combined degree teaching, and especially summer
teaching are likely to be decided at this level (i.e. each semester or three months),
depending on external and internal information. For example, summer teaching may be
introduced for core courses that have had an unusual high fail rate. In the AS-IS
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scenario, such adjustments are constrained by the planning DC, which can override the
upper tactical level decisions and school-wide strategies. This is in part due to the weak
strategies determined by the lack of budget / resources knowledge.
In the TO-BE model, it is proposed that necessary adjustments be made according to a
pre-determined strategy, with planning supplying information to guide such
adjustments, rather than constrain them. In case additional authority is needed to make
adjustments, the lower tactical teaching and learning DC notifies its upper tactical DC
that has the required authority and makes the necessary adjustments. A strategy that
guides teaching and learning adjustments using additional information from Planning
will ensure a more stable organisational environment (for example, course / program
convenors would not be changed / appointed a only few weeks before the start of the
actual teaching).
A.7.2.2

Research

Research grant approvals and paper acceptances (e.g. at conferences, implying campus
non-salary budget implications), which may happen on a six, or three-month basis can
trigger research plans adjustments. Seminars and other ongoing knowledge
dissemination activities (eg research lunches) planning may also be accomplished at this
level. In both the AS-IS and TO-BE models, such adjustments are guided by the upper
tactical level decisional framework.
A.7.2.3

Work for Outside Bodies (WOB)

WOB decisions at this level concern possible changes, or requests for medium / short
term in WOB arrangements of institutes and individuals. In the AS-IS decisional
framework, the planning DC takes a consultative role towards WOB performed at
institute level and a more involved approach in the case of individual requests /
adjustments of WOB decisions. It is however proposed that WOB be treated identically
in the case of institutes and individuals, namely that WOB adjustments be guided by
upper tactical level decisional frameworks rather than planning intervention. Thus, at
lower tactical level, planning will play a consultative role in regards to WOB
adjustments.
A.7.2.4

Planning

Planning at lower tactical level must coordinate any changes in the requirements of the
production with the current state of the resources, especially the budget. In this
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endeavour, Planning is constrained by its upper echelon in its decisional authority. As
can be seen from the AS-IS and TO-BE decisional models, it is proposed that the
planning centre be relieved of most interventionist tasks and be given a more
consultative role. Planning may supply information to the relevant DC, which will then
act in accordance with the predefined strategy and decisional framework given by its
upper echelon. This will result in a more stable medium-term operation of SICT.
A.7.2.5

Budget

Budget decisions at lower tactical level concern adjustments in non-salary budget
allocations to conference travel, sessional staff, and other miscellaneous expenses (e.g.
research lunches). In both the AS-IS and TO-BE models, decisions taken in this centre
are constrained by the campus-based Planning, so as to ensure coordination is
maintained between resources and products in the medium term. Information from the
upper budget DC is however supplied, and it provides the generic decisional boundaries
for lower tactical budget DC.
A.7.2.6

Staff

Lower tactical level staffing decisions address issues such as hiring, training, consulting
with staff . In the current model, sessional expenditure is a major issue within the
schools. In the AS-IS model, the campus-based Planning DC has the authority to control
decisions taken regarding the hiring of sessional staff and thus provide a balance
between available financial resources, sessional staff needed and teaching and learning.
The TO-BE model proposes that planning relinquishes this authority to the upper
tactical level staffing DC and only supplies information to guide decisions taken at
lower tactical level. Similar to previous DCs, such a scenario would allow a more stable
and consistent operation of the staffing functions within the merged school.
For example, in case additional staff is be needed on a campus, the lower tactical DC
would refer to its DF provided by the upper tactical level. If adequate authority is
present and the information supplied by planning shows that the campus in question has
the necessary additional resources, the request is approved. If not enough authority is
present, or if the information supplied by planning shows a lack of resources, a request
would be made to upper echelons for a decision to be made regarding additional
resources.
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Infrastructure

Infrastructure decisions at lower tactical level are campus-specific. Computing
infrastructure decisions concern upgrades / replacements as needed each semester (e.g.
for teaching specific courses) and revised every three months (e.g. for summer teaching
or other additional requirements). In the proposed model, it is proposed that planning
relinquished the authority over the Hardware / Software DC and instead provided
relevant information to his DC in order to assist in the decision making process. Thus,
the decisions made by this centre would be constrained by its upper echelon, rather than
by the lower tactical level Planning DC. Decisions made at this level must also take into
account specific information provided by the cross-campus Information Support (INS).
The decisions regarding school-owned venues in both the AS-IS and TO-BE models
are made locally taking into account the school-wide policy and information provided
by the university-wide room allocation services. The role of external providers such as
INS and FMN needs to be taken into account at this level as well.
A.7.2.8

Conclusion on the Lower Tactical Level

The lower tactical level must deal with major adjustments to yearly plans and revisit
those adjustments on a three-month basis, or any time a significant event thus dictates.
In the TO-BE model, it is proposed that at this level, planning assumes a more
consultative, rather than commanding role, by supplying relevant information, in
preference to decisional constraints to the other lower tactical DCs. The only notable
exception is the budget allocation DC, which may only adjust the budget breakdown
within the boundaries set by planning.
A.7.3 Operational Level
The operational level of the governance structure covers short-term decisions taken on a
monthly basis and revisited weekly, or if triggered by a significant event. At this level,
in both the AS-IS and TO-BE decisional models it is assumed that the planning DC
assumes a monitoring role, by supplying information to the other DCs to assist with the
decision making process. All the other DCs take their DFs from their respective upper
echelons, i.e. the lower tactical DCs.
Teaching and learning at operational level contains decisions taken for example by
course convenors / lecturers such as to hold one or several lectures in a particular way,
or to prepare new / reuse assessment material, or to mark assessment items.
Research decisions at operational level could address the need to cater for unexpected
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/ short notice seminars or presentations (such as by visiting researchers). Generally, the
research product area tends to necessitate less decision making in the short term.
Operational level WOB decisions may address short term / unexpected WOB
opportunities, e.g. short term consultancies, or teaching for external institutions.
As previously mentioned, the planning DC at Operational level assumes a monitoring
role, making sure all DCs at this level are supplied with current information regarding
the product / resource balance so as to act accordingly (or ask for their superior DCs to
do so if needed).
Operational budget decisions deal with unexpected expenses / savings occurring on
short term. If the amounts involved or the nature of the decisions are beyond the
operational DC's authority, a request is made to the lower tactical DC to make a
decision or pass it on further, to the upper tactical level DC.
Short term staff unavailability (e.g. medical condition) or short term surges in demand
(e.g. for graduation periods or similar) can be decided upon by the operational staffing
DC, for all types of staff involved.
Operational infrastructure decisions may refer to the maintenance of venues and/or
computing infrastructure owned by the school, which may also include transport.
A.7.3.1

Conclusion on the Operational Level

In a well-designed decisional structure for the type of target modelled (i.e. educational
institution), there should be little or no direct intervention by the Planning DC in other
DCs at the Operational level. In addition to the regular monthly decision-making and
weekly revisions, a significant event may trigger an Operational DC into action.
A.7.4 Control (Real time)
The control level refers to the daily decision-making accomplished within the schools
(or merged school). Such decisions are revisited in real-time, as the need arises. In a
well-designed decisional structure (regardless of the target modelled), the planning DC
should not exist, i.e. the organisation should function without daily re-scheduling.
The DCs that populate this level control the products and resources of the schools (or
campuses) in real time. The only exception may be the staffing function, due to the
particularities of the human resources.
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A.8 Second Field Test: Gap Analysis and Gap Reduction Strategies
A.8.1 Gap Analysis applied to Human Resources
Gap analysis, as defined in (Ansoff, 1965; Mintzberg, 1994) and applied to the case
study results in the following main phases: a) assess the gap between the AS-IS and the
TO-BE organisational states, b) propose alternative courses of action to reduce the gap
and c) test alternatives and select the one with the best 'gap reduction' properties. For
application to the Human Resources, gap analysis may be used within a 'people process
map' (Gratton et al., 1999) as shown in Figure 164.
Development:
Leadership
Workforce
Organisational
Scan Long-term
people trends

Long-term cycle

Long-term
people strategy

Gap analysis

Scan Current
Capability

Short-term cycle

Objective Setting
Performance metrics
Rewards
Short-term training

Short-term
business / people
strategy

Figure 164. The people process map (Gratton et al., 1999).
Once an alternative has been selected, an implementation method suitable to the specific
domain. For example, the approaches described in (Kotter, 1996) for creating change
and more importantly altering behaviour (Mackay, 2003), which make changes 'stick'
in the organisation, appear to be particularly suitable.
A.8.2 Sample Gap Reduction Strategies
A change in the general / sessional staff / students participation at School Committees
may be gradually achieved. In the Nathan campus for example (where traditionally only
School committee members participate in the meetings), all general and academic, and
some students have been invited to participate as observers at School Committee
meetings. Following this new policy, the gap between the CIT and INT schools will be
reduced in preparation for the ITM implementation.
A common approach towards involvement in School business could be achieved by a
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change in the promotion policy to include work performed towards the achievement of
the Schools merger. This will provide a) an incentive to get involved and b) an
opportunity to get staff from the involved schools together.
Cross-campus working groups, which are already used in the Across Campus
Consistency project (ACC has started before, and runs concurrently with the merger
project) have also helped reduce any cultural gaps between schools, although the degree
of success may significantly vary between groups. This is due to the various degrees of
ownership that course convenors may feel and their readiness to relinquish, or share
some of their authority in this matter. In addition, additional staff that have expressed
interest but have not been involved initially in the ACC working groups need to also be
implicated in the working groups for the ACC or implementation.
Travel between venues for teaching material delivery will remain a sensitive issue and
thus another potential gap between schools. Sharing the necessary amount of travel
(while trying to keep it to a minimum) between schools in a fair manner and providing
suitable relief and incentives according to a consistent cross-campus policy will smooth
out a possible perceived gap between schools.
The issue of acceptance of remotely located staff supervisors may be addressed
uniformly across the existing schools (future campuses), e.g. by the model which
provides campus-based Associate / Deputy Heads of Schools which are also staff
supervisors. Thus there would be no gap between the organisations in regards to staff
supervision arrangements.
A.8.3 Enlarged Figures of the AS-IS and TO-BE Governance Structures
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Figure 165. AS-IS (separate schools) governance structure (enlarged Figure 116)
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Figure 166. TO-BE (separate schools) governance structure (enlarged Figure 117)
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A.9 Implementation Group
A.9.1

Implementation Group Structure

Two main options have been considered by the Working Party, as shown in Figure 167
and Figure 168. In both models, the WG Team Leaders (TL) are the link between the
WGs and the IC. It has been considered that it would be beneficial for the WGs to have
direct informal communication, but the formal coordination should occur via the TLs
and the IC (formal indirect WG communication). In both alternatives, it may be possible
(and beneficial) to have members belonging to several WGs. A common TL for several
WGs would lead to high centralisation and may defeat the purpose of the WGs.
PVC
Reports to

‘Lean’ IC

Implementation
Group (IG)

Indirect WG
communication
(through IC)

IC

TL

WG1: T&L

IC Chair

Dean

TL

TL
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WG2: R&E

WG3: Res

WG4: Mkt

Direct WG
communication

Overlaps ?
(who ? TL ?)

IG = IC + WG1+WG2+ WG3+ WG4

Legend:
PVC = Pro Vice-Chancellor; IG = Implem. Group; IC = Implem. Committee; WG = Working Group;TL = WG Team Leader;
Mkt = Marketing; T&L = Teaching & Learning (including Academic Programs ); R&E = Resources & Equip.; Res = Research

Figure 167. Implementation Group Structure ('Lean IC') (Noran, 2004a)
In the first option, the WG TLs are not part of the IC; they may however temporarily
take part in the IC as necessary.
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Figure 168. Implementation Group Structure ('Extended IC') (Noran, 2004a)
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In this option it appears that the WGs have more independence from the IC; hence, the
formal communication via TL / IC must ensure the uniformity of the merged school
implementation efforts across the WGs.
In the second option (Figure 168), the TLs are also part of the IC; thus, the formal
communication is implicit via the IC and the WGs are more tightly controlled by the IC.
This may enhance the consistence of the implementation efforts but could limit the
creativity of the WGs. In addition, the IC is considerably larger and consensus of
decisions may prove harder to achieve.
A.9.2 Implementation Committee Terms of Reference and Structure
The composition and terms of reference (TOR) for the IC have also been defined as part
of the IG modelling. Samples of the TOR follow:
• Identify, address and implement actions required for a smooth and successful
implementation to a single IT school.
• Report to the Pro-Vice Chancellor (Health, Science), and as required, Executive
Group, on progress against the Implementation Plan
• Carry out its activities and initiate input from internal and external stakeholders, in
a way that is inclusive of different ideas, thinking and interests in defining issues,
analysing problems and developing integrated solutions.
The IC would be composed of ex-officio members (such as the Dean (chair), HOS,
DHOSes, staff representative) and nominated members. The nominations were to be
approved by the Dean and PVC out of a pool of nominated, or self-nominated staff,
aiming to obtain an IC structure that is inclusive and representative of staff from each of
the current schools and campuses and is equitable and representative across disciplines,
staff at different levels, general and academic staff and gender.
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A.10 Second Field Test: Sample Questions Used in Semi-structured Interviews
A.10.1 Initial Sample Questions
• What is your job title?
• Can you give me a description of the type of work that you do?
• Can you give me a description of a typical work day?
• Can you describe the financial / decisional relation of the School with the Faculty
and the University ?
• What are the main school committees and what is their effective vs. prescribed
involvement in school business ?
• Do you believe that currently some schools are advantaged / disadvantaged ?
A.10.2 Sample Developed Questions
• Can you describe any long term (3yrs+) plans of the School ?
• How transparent are the school committees ?
• Are the school staff aware of the Griffith Project and the Academic Plan?
• What is in your opinion their attitude towards these projects and the proposed
school merger ?
• Do you believe the proposed merger will change the existing schools' situation ? In
what way ?
• Do you often need to override common procedures to make ends meet, or solve an
urgent situation ?
• Does the school have enough internal information e.g. relating to income
generated, enrolment etc ?
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A.11 Critical Assessment: Sample AF Element Representation
An AF element type, such as graphically shown in the rightmost side of could be
expressed in pseudo-code form as follows:
(21)

element_name: string {
type: set:string

// can be void

family: boolean
integrated: boolean
tools: set: string

// can be void (no tool support)

…….
outcomes: set :string

// cannot be void

prerequisites: set:string

// cannot be void

}
Note that various AF elements may have different attributes; however, the outcomes
and should always be present and contain at leat one member. The pre-requisites
attribute can be empty but it still has to be present.
In this implementation, a pattern-matching inference engine (e.g. based on the RETE
algorithm (Forgy, 1985)) could quickly match outcomes of AF elements against initial
and subsequently emerged prerequisites and thus come up with a modelling formalism
set that satisfies the modelling of the aspect that triggered the search. Note that the
satisfaction of all AF elements' prerequisites depends on whether, per entire repository,
all prerequisites are satisfied by outcomes. A small-scale trial of a knowledge base
implementing the concept of using pre-requisites and outcomes for the education sector
is described in (Noran, 2003b).
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